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PREFACE

The United States is facing one of its most challenging dedades in recent
history. Fuel supply and inflationary prices have forced us to consider
alternate energy sources as a means of preserving our standard of living,
industrial society, and economic stability. One suchualternative is solar.

Presently, foreign crude oil, provides the raw material for about one-half
the liquid fuel production in the U.S. Political instability in foreign
oil-producing countries underscores the need to decrease our ever-growing
dependency on foreign energy sources and to lessen our vulnerability
to such imports. Solar energy as an alternate can be used as a renewable
domestic energy source and to supplement our increasing appetite fOr oil.

To help bring about the potential for solar energy, there must be a cadre
of trained technicians to design, install: troubleshoot, and market
"solar energy so that the 'consumer can feel comfortable in the market's
ability to Service,and react to his/her solar energy needs:

With the support of the National Science Foundation, Navarro College,
in consortium with North Lake College, Brevard Community College, Cerro
Coso Community College, and Yalaspina College, has developed and pilot
tested a two-year associate degree curriculum to train solar technicians.
It can be duplicated or replicated by other educational institutions for
their training needs.

The two-year technician program prepares a person.to:
1) apply knowledge to science and mathematics extensively and

render direct technical assistance to scientists and engineers engaged
in polar energy research and experimentation;

2) design, plan, supervise, and assist in installation of both
simple and complex solar systems and solar.control devices;

3) supervise, or execute, the operation, maintenance and repair
of simple and complex solar systems and solar control systems;

4) design, plan, and estimate costs as a field representative
or salesperson for a manufacturer or distributor of solar equipment;

5) prepare or interpret drawings andaketches and write
specifications or'procedures for work related 4b solar systems; and

6) work with and communicate with botb the public and other
employees regarding the entire field of solar energy.

This curriculum consists of nine volumes:
1) an Instructor's Guide'for the eleve solar courses, to

include references, educational objectives, tran arency masters,
pre-tests and post-tests, and representative stu nt labs;

2) an'Implementation Guide addressing equipment, commitment,
and eletents to be considered before setting up a solar program;

3) Student Material for each of seven of the core solar courses:
a) 'Materials, Materials Handling, and Fabrication Processes;

b) Sizing, Design, and Retrofit;
c) Collectors and Energy Storage;
d) Non-Residential Applications;
e) Energy Conservation and Passive Design;
f) Codes, Legalities, Consumerism, and Economics;

g) Operational Diagnosis.
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USE OF THE STUDENT MATERIALS

The intent of this manual is for student use as a supplement to

the instructor's guide for the same coarse. It contains readings,'

exercises, worksheets, bibliographies, and illustratons to reinforce

the concepts contained within this particular course of study. Each

student materials manual is written in a similar format but differs

in some details due to the 7nature of the course and the subject

matter covered.

Pretests; posttests, and lab exercise are not contained in this

manual. Refer to the instructor's guide for this course to find these

items.

Student materials manuals are supplied for seven of the eleven

solar courses in this project. The four not included are: Intro-

duction to Solar Energy, Energy Science I, Energy,Science II, and

the Practicum.

The pagination code is used as follows:

I -- the Roman numeral coordinates with the Roman numeral

of the instructor's guide.

S -- the "S" signifies that the page is from the Student

Material.

5 -- the Arabic number reflects the specific page within

this manual, numbered sequentially throughOut.
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CODES LEGALITIES, CONSUMERISM XND ECONOMICS

CONSUMERISM

IXS-3

THE SOLAR POTENTIAL

Economic analysis of solar energy ap-
pli'cations Fi'v,e indicated that within 3 to 5 years it should
be possible to construct systems capfable of supplying all of
the heating and hot water requirements of large buildings at
prices which would be competitive with conventional electric

teaating. The systems would bv competitive if an investment
x credit was granted to the solar equipment.

Oectricity used in residences and commercial facilities for
lighting, television sets, dishwashers, and other appliances

expected to represent about 9% of the primary energy con-.

med in the United States in 1985. Residences and commer-
cial buiLdings pay the highest rates for electricity since
th se rates must include charges for the costly equipment
ne ded to distribute the electricity to a large number of
sm 11 consumers. It is likely, therefore, that devices for
generating electricity from sunlight will find their first
lar e markets in this sector. (Solar Electric devices will
fini substantial markets in remote military outposts, sig-
nalling devices, and other installations before the large
residential market can be approached. The market for systems
in remote areas could, however, amount to several hundred
millions of dollars of annual sales, particOarly if markets
in nonindustrial countries can.be captured.) Within 10 to
15 years it may be possible to develop onsite solar devices
capable of producing electricity for $0.04 to $0.10 per kWh,
rates which may be competitive with the cost of e1ectiri6y
delivered to residential and commercial customers from new
utility generating plants.

There is also a potentially large market for direct solar
energy equipment in industry and agriculture. Analysis in-
dicates that 2 to 7% of U.S. energy is consumed in these
sectors at temperatures below the boiling point of water, and
7 to 13% is consumed at temperatures below 3500F. eSolar equip-
ment is now available which can easily provide fluids or
direct heating at these temperatures. In many ways, indus-
trial and agricultural markets are more attractive than the
residential and commercial markets since the residential and
commercial customers are much more diverse and will probably
require a more complex and exp.ensive infrastructure for sales
and installation. The larger customers are also likely to be
confronted with gas curtailments during the next decade and
will be in the process of selecting a replacement for natural
gas.

There.are, however, several major obstacles to solar use in
industry and agriculture. Consumers in these categories can
use a Variety of different conventional fuels (many can burn
coal directly) and pay much less for electricity than resi-
dential and commercial customers. Moreover, they typically

10
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expect payback times on the order of 1 to 3 years for invest-
ments in new plant equipment. The cost of industrial solar
heat can also be somewhat higher than solar heat provided for
homes and residences if it is necessary to install collectors
in fields where land, footings, and other aspects of site
preparation must be charged to the solar equipment and where
piping heat to the factory can be expensive. Smaller !nl,L

stallations can be supported by building roofs and heat is
generated close to the site Where the energy is used.

Analysis of the cost of providing electricity and process
heat to a large three-shift industry from different kinds of
energy equipment which began operating in 1985 indicated that
direct solar heat for low-temperature applications would be'
competitive with oil if it was assumed that oil prices in-
crease to $15 to $20 per barrel by the year 2000 and if the
solar equipment is financed by a private utility. Solar heat
at temperatures in the range of 350°F was competitive only if
it was assumed that oil prites reach $19 to $25 per barrel,by
1985, and are $30 to $40 per barrel by 2000. Competition with
natural gas and,coal was possible for systems starting in 1985
only if it was ,assumed that the prices of these fuels increase
by a factor of,nearly three (from 1976 levels) by the year
2000 (e.g., coal costing $60 per ton). While such price in-
creases are possible for natural gas, it seems unlikely that
coal prices will increase at this rate. It is also possible
that solar heat at temperatures below 5000F to 6000F will be
competitive with heat derived from synthetic kfdrocarbons
made from coal.

While most solar heating systems for large indpstrial or agri-
cultural facilities may not be fully competitive with conven-
tional fuels before the mid-1980's, it will almIcost certainly
be possible to find industries whose.specific problems are
well suited to the use of solar energy in the near future.
There may well be a large near-term market for grain drying
systems in less-developed countries, for example. Near-term
markets for solar equipment in the industrial sector could
also result from existing environmental legislation; solar
energy may prove to be an attractive way to expand industrial
capatity while minimizing increases in emissions.

Solar cogeneration devices using solar cells or Stirling
engines may be attractive in roughly the same circumstances
that found solar hot water competitive, although the solar
systems were less attractive when compared with cogeneration
systems using conventional fuels. It seemed unlikely that
solar electric systems which did not cogeberate would be
able to compete with the low cost of electricity delivered
to industrial facilities from conventional sources until at
least the mid-1990's, although unexpected progress in re-
search could well accelerate the rate at which the solar
electric systems become competitive. _J

11
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Solar energy used for direct heat in blast furnaces, glass
plants, and other facilities requiring heat at very high tem-
peratures (uses representing 12 to 19% of U.S. energy con-
sumption) are unlikely to be competitive before solar elec-
tric systems. Development ot a'n efficient thermochemical
process, which could be cpond/cted in a solar collector amd
reversed in a special burner at high temperature when heat
is needed, would greatly imporve the prospects for using
direct solar energy in high-temperature applications.

Direct solar energy is unlikely to be used as a substitute
for any of the chemical feedstocks which now consuMe about
3% of U.S. energy. Biomass would clearly-seem to be the pre-
ferred s'olar source for feedstocks.

4

Similarlj, transportation, which consumes about 25% of U.S.
energy, is unlikely to provide a major near-term market for
onsite dir'ect solar energy. There may be some circumstances
where electric velicles could be charged from solar-generated
electricity. Devdlopment of a thermochemical.reaction which
yields a portable chemical with a high-energy density would
also make "direct' solar transporation a possibility. It
is unlikely that the dtrect solar sources would be preferred)
to synthetic fuels from biological or other sources.

Considerable caution must be exercised in interpreting state-
ments about the."competiveness" of solar energy systems.
First, the benefits of solar equipment can only' be realized
if the prospective owners compare solar and alternative
systems on the basis of life-cycle costing. Life-cycle costs
will, in turn, depend on the type of ownel- since each will
have a different tax status, sources of capital, and economic
expectations. Solar devices Indy be owned by the residents .

of the building, a private corporation, or a punicipal or
privately owned utility. Each will make different estimates,
of the advantages of the solar investment. Whether prospective
solar customers will actually employ such a procedure is dif-
ficult to anticipate and will depend to some extenj on the
skill with which the solar equipment is sold.

It is difficult to establish a fair basis for com uting the
cost of nonsolar equipment since the performance o nonsolar
is likely to .11Rrove as theprice of conventional energy in-
creases. There is also great variation in the cost of energy
around the country; regional differences in energy prices
are greater than differences in the amount of sunlight avail-
able.

It must be recognized that if onsite solar energy is to make
a major impact on the U.S. energy economy-by the turn of the
century, it will be necessary to find ways of installing
solar equipment on existing buildings. This process can be
difficult: such intallations are likely'to be more expensive
than devices attached to new structures, although there is at
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present no reloible information about the additional costs
which could beexpected. It is likely that the percentage
increase in costs would be smaller in larger buildings.

There may well be sjtuations where it is not possible to
retrofit an existing structure with solar equipment. Densely
populated urban areas and heavily treed suburbs present par-
ticularly difficult problems, and solar energy used at these
sites iS unlikely to come from onsite systems. Building
orientation,maY present difficulties in some cases, but a
roof must have a particularly poor orientation or roof shape
to present a major problem for a solar installation.

SOLAR CONSUMERISM

Buying Solar: Every s'o often it seems, the American people
learn about a totally new product in the marketplace. Several
years ago, for instance, the hand electronic calculator was
but a wink in a businessman's eye. Now, one can walk into
almost any retail outlet and purcpase one to keep the checking
account in balance and to help figure out the income taxes.

Similarly, it wasn't too long ago when stereo systems first
came on the marketplace, and Americans heard a totally new
language--woofers, tweeters, anti-static devices, distortion
levels, etc. To choose properly, consumers had tp learn
what these terms meant, and then they had to learn/ how to
compare competing products. Because so many Americans took
the time and trouble to learn these essentials, stereo man-
ufacturers by and large fought for the consumer's'business
by selling quality rather than imagery. Two important re-
sults occurred-superior products and satisfied customers.

Will solar evolve, as stereo did, into a widespread, bene-
ficial industry? To a great extent, that answer depends upon
the American consumer. The more people who take the time
and effort to become good buyers, the greater the chance
that solar energy will reach fts full potenttal--providing
safe, economical energy to millions of American families.

Selling Solar: The solar industry now manufacturers and in-
stalls reliable and practical systems that, given tax credits,
can pay for themselves within a reasonable period of time.
Nevertheless, current sales volume is too low to sustain the
industry. Indeed, the most serious problem facing the solar
industry today (1982) is simply that it cannot sell enough
systems.

The industry critically needs a big enough boost in sales
volume right no'w to set in motion events that will lead to
still more volume in the future. Survey research data con-
firm what solar industry people have known lack of sales

13
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volume is due to misconceptions about solar and a low level
of public awareness about domestic hot water systems. In a
nutshell, consumers are unaware that solar domestic hot water
is a "here and now" technology that can.save energy.

A key activity in the area of consumerism is, therefore, to
undertake a major generic educational and public awareness
program in order to increase the sales volume of solar do-
mestic hot water systems. While the awareness prog'ram is
essential to improving sales volume, the problems of credi-
bility and consumer assurance must also be ,addressed.

Solar Consumerism -- Key Recommendations: The results of a
1981 field survey of active solar systems identified the fol.-,
lowing to be the key recommendations for solar consumerism:

1. Undertake a major generic educational and public aware-
ness program in order to increase the sales volume of
solar DHW systems.

2. Develop a low-cost, consumer-oriented performance moni-
toring device for installation' on all future solar DHW
systems.

3. Devise better sensing devices to check on the state of
the glycol and implement regular servicing programs,
including service contracts. For, gly.col systems already
in place, send homeowners a timely reminder notice,
perhaps with a service contract proposal.

4. Devise and implement major cost reduction programs now
in order to offset the scheduled expiration of Federal
tax credits in 1985.

5. Encourage the Solar and HVAC industries to jointly de-
velop solar integrated designs (SID), for heating and
cooling, which maximize consumer rates of return (ROI)
and permit modular expansion. This effort should be
supported with the development of appropriate design
aids and applications training.

Solar Consumerism -- Important Recommendations:

The results of a 1981 field survey of active solar systems
indicate the following to be important recommendations for
solar consumerism:

1. Aim R&D programs to develop second generation products.,
using new materials, in order to reduce cost sufficiently,

2. Establish training programs for dealers and contractorS'
in areas of sales, application, installation and ser\dce,
business.management and busineses growth management.
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3. Involve electric a d_gas utilities in solar development,
improving consumer confidence and creating new sales
When such involvement is economically ben.eficial to
utilities, consumers and the solar industry.

4. Strengthen channels of communication within the industry
and with related industries.

5. Promote statewide uniform solar codes, preferably using
existing model codes.

6. Seek industry-wideconsensus on sizing methodology and
installation guidelines.

7. Test and certify solar components and systems for per-
formance and durability on a nationwide basis, allowing
flexibility for local environmental conditions and tech-
nical advances which may alter the configuration of systems.

8. Certify solar installers who demonstrate competence either
by extensive experience or by passing a basic contractor's
exam with a solar specialty adjunct.

9. Develop long-term financing arrangements appropriate to
the needs of the mass market.

, Consumer Attitudes: The most serious problem facing the solar
industry today is simply that the industry cannot sell enough
systems. Dealers; installers, and manufactures in surveys
across the country mention this as their number one problem.
Solar industry people impute the lack of sales volume,to a
low level of public awareness about solar energy systems.

The total potential market for any new product may be sub-
divided into several consumer sectors. "Early innovators"
and "early adopters" precede "majority" or mass market buyers,
as outlined in the accompanying figure.

EARLY ADOPTERS

EARLY / LATE
1 MAJORITY MAJORITY I

I

1

.5% 113.5% I 34% 34% 16%

AGGARDS

- 2sd - sd T(- 7+sd

Adopter Categoriiation on the Basis of Innovativeness: The in-
novativeness dimension, as measured by the time at which an indi-
vidual adopts an innovation is continuous. However, this variable
may be p rtitioned into five adopter categories by laying off stan-

dard d viations from the average time-of adoption.

15
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Early innovators buy a new product for the thrill of being
first on the bandwagon, or from curiosity. Early adopters
buy later than the innovators, but before the larger mass
market. Early adopters are symbol show-offs, and more
future oriented than the mass of buyers which a product will
eventually reach. Data provided by manufacturers of solar
equipment in field surveys indicates that the industry, in
1980, has only attracted the "early adopters" and has yet 4o
penetrate the mass market.

FroM the, contractors in New England to the Manager of the
Energy Unit for the California Department of Consumer Af-
fairs, Almost everyone categorized the average present day
consumer as a college graduate, in the upper income brackets,
with s.ome engineering, scientific or technical expertise.
Over 75% (and in some places as high as 95%1 of all those
vho haye bought retrofit.DHW systems over the past five
years.have paid cash.

Consumers as a whole, however, are not convinced that s
can and will work for them. They have heard about th prob-
lems With splar systems in recent years, and would p'refer tO
lei other,homeowners play "guinea pig" with a new energy-
saving device.

Marketing

Active Solar Industry: The active solar industry is currently
developing from a base in swimming pool heaters and the do-
mestic hot water market.' Much of the industry is character-

- ized by relatively small, undercapitalized firms, often staffed
by young, enthusiastic, but inexperienced and untrained busi-
nessmen. The industry is realativey easy to enter. Statis-
tics indicate that the industry had a major growth period in
the mid-70's, when many new firms entered the market. Exit
rate is also high; a number of factors contribute to the rate
of business failure. The inordinately large number of firms
competing in a limited market keeps profits per firm low, re-
stricting the resources any one firm can 'invest in further de-
veloping and promoting solar technology. Skilled business-
men are essential to growth.

AlthoUgh the market for solar products is fairly clear and
well-defined, the industry itself is not. It is nearly im-
possible to define the "solar industry" to the satisfaction
of all concerned. The Energy Information Administration (EIA)
uses a narrow description to generate working statistics,
including in the industry, "all companies that manufacture
solar energy collectors, and/or companies that are importers
of s.olar energy collectors". This definition excludes the
non-manufacturing sectors of the industry, and those whose
businesses may be ohly partially dependent on solar-related
revenue. However, such businesses as component manufacturers,,

C,



distributors, delaers, installers builders, architect/
engineers, and those who perform basic research and develop-
ment consider themselves very much a part of the solar indus-
try. The EIA definition does cover those businesses primarily
dependent on the newest and only exclusively solar component
of active systems, the collector. EIA statistics therefore,
provide a basis for comparfson in charting the development of
the active solar industry.

Between 1974 and 1979, the number of solar collector manufac-
turers making medium temperature collectors (i.e., collectors
suitable for domestic hot water and space heating) increased
from 39 to 226. Sales revenues expanded at the same time
from $1.5 million in 1974 to $65.4 million in 1979. The most
dramatic growth took place in 1975-77, leveling off signifi-
cantly in 1978 and 1979. The growth rate, while it reflects
a substantial increase in demand for alternate energy sources
during that period, also suggests that the solar market is
relatively easy torenter. Most firms, even after the major
growth period, were still very small, suggesting that they
remain low capital ventures. Published research confirms
that solar businesses, because they are new ventures, have
minimal capitalization and employ only'a small number per
firm.

The rate of market exit is also high, reflecting the diffi-
culty of surviving as a new and undercapitalized firm in a
volatile market. One industry observer in Florida estimated
a 25-5Q% annual turnover rate in that state. Another'study
of the San Francisco area estimated that one-third of the
local solar manufacturers leave the market each year. An
architect/engineer in northern California also indicated
that the turnover among dealers was eqyally high and went
further to suggest that an interested consumer should compare
phone book listings to find a good dealer. Any firm listed
in two consecutive years could be considered as good a bet
as one can find.

Solar Entrepreneurs: A brief character profile of solar
entrepreneurs hints at the reason solar thermal technology
has developed to its present position in spite of the ob-
stacles. The latest edition of the Solar Energy Source
Book, published by the Solar Energy Institute of America,
includes company profil0Which give a composite picture
of the solar entrepreneOr. Company listings indicate that
a significant portion of the industry is made up of private
individuals who have incorporated'themselves and begun to
make collectors. Many of the solar companies have founders
with backgrounds ranging from undergraduate study in anthro-
pology to careers in the military. Many had tgchnical and
scientific aptitude, but few had years of hands-on trade
experience, and fewer still had business training. The
small companies often lack such essentials as printed cata-
logues, installation guidelines, and service arrangements.
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These same profiles, however, suggest that solar entrepre-
neurs are highly committed to solar as an energy source, and
are extremely enthusiastic, maybe even over-enthusiastic,
about increasing its marketability. One new business in
Connecticut, for example, which had as yet no installations
to its credit, and no manufacturing plant, claimed a pro-
duction capacity of 500 units/month, and was working to es-
tablish an international market. Another company'had pro-
duced only 3 units, but claimed .production capacity of "500/
year ++", as well as "worldwide" distribution. A number of
such new enthusiasts are p"rofiled in the Source Book. This
type of dedication and determination alone may assure a con-
tinued place for solar in the energy market.

. On the other hand, many solar businessmen combine enthusiasm
with solid business expertise.. In recent surveys, one busi-
nessman had a particularly well-developed marketing program;
another exhibited Involvement with product research and de-
yelopmentk,efforts. Several businesses were moving toward
distribution arrangements,.and some were pursudng well-de-
signed cost reduction strategies. These businesses are much
better equipped to effectively market and service their pro,-
ducts, and suggest the presence in the :industry of growing
business skill. The combination of the enthusiasm of new
businesses with the increasing business sophistication of
older ventures gives an optimistic outlook about the long-
term future of the industry.

It can generally be concluded that at this time the solar in-
dustry is developing in a normal and healthy manner, as com-
pared.with the heat pump and other new industries. It can
continue to grow, based on the commitment and increasingly
seasoned business judgement of solar business people.

Industry Credibility,: The active solar industry can pene-
trate the space heating market from a rapidly maturing in-
dustry based on the domestic hot water market. The DHW
industry now manuractures and installs reliable and practical
systems that are cost effective. The industry still has cost
and quality problems, but most of these could be solved, if
sales volume were high enought. Unfortunately, sales volume
is not high enough. Indeed, the industry critically needs
a big enough boost in volume right now to set in motion
events that will lead to still morevolume in the future.
This can happen, but only if an awareness campaign is mounted
which will educate the public specifically about solar DHW as
a generic product.

Assuming such a generic campaign is mounted, a number of other
things must be done to help solar DHW increase its volume of
sales to reach the mass market, first in hot water heating,
and then in space heating. In order to build industry credi-
bility and reassure consumers, system performance must be

_u,
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monitored, utilities involved, codes and standard-s improved,
delaers licensed and installers certified. In order to make
solar affordable to the mass market, long-term financing must
be offered and costs radically reduced. All of these efforts
take time--which means that they must get started as soon-as
possible. ,

There are virtually no adequate solar installer certification
or contractor licensing procedures. The solar industry and
solar contractors are unanimous in stating the need for cer-
tification for installers. Both groups feel that proper
testing of skills or knowledge prior to certification would
lead to better installations. It would also-provide a mini-
mum'level of consumer assurance.

Proper testing and certification of solar installers is a
high priority action on the part of states. Proper testing
of other approprtate contractor license categories for sup-
plementary solar adjunct is also necessary. It would be ap-
propirate for the private sector to develop a consenstA cer-
tification requirment to provide to states as a model for
adoption. A solar license should allow the solar contractor
to connect a potable water piping to the tank.

The Secondary Sectors

Utilities: Given the twin facts that (1) potential buyers of
solar DHW equipmentmust consider a system that costs $3000-4000,
perhaps the third largest expenditure they will ever make, and
(2) DHW dealers and manufacturers are relatively new--it's no
wonder that consumers need some kind of assurance before they
take the plunge. What's needed at this stage is a recognized,
reputable institution not only to promote solar technology,
but to loan solar the credibility in local markets which,
by itself, it cannot yet inspire. The utilities may be the
appropriate institution.

There are advantages for the utility in participating, as
well as for the solar industry. The increasing use of solar
energy for DHW not only decreases the'need for direct or in-
direct burning of fossil fuels, but also frequently results
in a shift in energy type used for back-up or supplementary
purposes. As an example, a house formerly served with DHW
from an oil-fired space heating boiler may be converted to
a so/ar system supplemented by electricity or natural gas.

Thus,the gas or electric utility has a new load imposed
upon its system which does not conform to its historic water
heating load patterns. Whether the growth of these new load
shapes has a positive or negative economic effect on the
utility may reasonably be under the control of the utility.

An east coast electric company is an example of active utility
participation in solar water heating. Through its own pro-
motion and working through local HVAC and plumbing contractors,
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the, utility sold apprOximately 600 solar DHW systems over a
two year period. Each system was provided with electric sup-
plement supplted on a time-of-day basis at a reduced rate.
The availability of 'electrical supply to the water heating
elements-is completely restricted to the period between mid-
night and 7:-'00 A.M. daily. This time period is governed by -

a time-of-day meter and a relay supplied by the company. The
meter andyelay measure and control only the water heater cir-
cuit. Storage capacity for hot wateris sized to compensate
for the supplemental heating restrictions. Tank sizes are
82 to 120 gallons. A simplified performance monitoring system
is contained In each inttallation. Each customer provides
monthly data to the utility by mail.

t

Throu h this pilot program, the utility has gained knowledge
of sy tem quality, performance and sizing optimization. Most
impor antly, it has learned the extent to which new loads and
load shapes will impact on the economics of their business.
These new loads have been added under conditions which econom-
ically benefit both the utility and its customers. The, util-
ity is assured on only.nighttime loads and the customers re-
ceive a lower electrical rate for water heating.

However, the above example ls an exception to the general
situation. For.the most part, there is a general lack.of
communication between utilities and the solar DHW industry
both on a national and local basis. This can have a potential
negative economic effect on the.utiliy, the solar dealer and
the customer. For example, a customer in the Northeast was
planning to install solar DHW.. At the same time, the local .

electric utility was preparing to inaugurate lower time-of-
day electric rates., Neither the consumet nor.the solar in-
staller knem of the utility company's plan, sci the DHW system
was not designed with a hot water tank big enough to take ad-
vantage of the new nightime rate. Better communicatiOn.would
have avoided.adding demand to the utility's peak, secured the
solar dealer a more enthusiastic customer, and would save the
customer more money.

Recommendations to the electric and gas utility industries,
both on a national and local basis, would include the fol-
lowing:

1. Establish communications with the solar industry including
manufacturers, wholesalers, and dealers.

2. Be alert to the need for communicating'with the solar in-
dustry in matters, such as policy or new rates which may
alter the design dr cost effectiveness of solar systems.

3. Make available to the solar industry and especially to
their suppliers of DHW controls, the utility's methods
of controlling off-peak, tiMe-of-day, usage.'
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4. Determine the economic effects for the utility and its
customers where solar is applied to various system con-
cepts for water heating, space heating, and space cooling.

5. Provide solar energy information and.sponsor training to
buying influences such as builders, architects, and en-
gineers.,

6. Help create consumer awareness by incorporating state-of-
the-art solar data in such activities as speaker's bureaus
and consumer advertising.

The solar industry is young. Its customers and sales prospects
need the reassurance which can be provided by local, more es-
tablished ihdustries such as electric and gas utilities. It
would be highly destrable if the common ground between the
utilities and the solar energy in4ustry could be promptly
identified and explored, especially in the areas of load
management and marketing. Local action, because of varia-
tions in utility policies and rates, is especially advocated.

.The edoption of such recommendations could provide both the
utility and the fledgling soler industry with s.ound economic
growth. Most importantly, economic benefits could also be
provided to their mutual customers.

Financing: Even with substantial cost reduction, and improved
consumer confidence, solar will not necessarily attract mass
market consumers. The mass market will have to purchase solaT
systems on credit, and therefore, long-term financing is es-
sential if solar is to penetrate that market. Financing a
system has not yet become a problem because the early adopters
can afford to pay cash for their domestifc hot water systems.
And the early adopters are not overly concerned about payback
times and positive cash flows. Not so the mass market. Most
buyers in this market will need some kind of financing arrrange-
ment that will generate a positive cash flow almost immediately.

Although there are a few contractors and builders whp are
designing innovative finance plans, the only gener'ally avail-

75

able financing at esent seems to'be normal bank loans for
home improvements, and these at high interest rates for rel-
atOely short time eriods, e.g., 7 years. This is just short
of what is needed to be attractive to the mass market. An
ST6active financing plan for the mass market would have to
generate a positive cash flow by the end of the first year.
Ideally, the homeowner's finance payments should be less than
the amount of money he used to spend to heat his hot water.
Based on calculations by the Institute of Public Administratton,
it appears that a 10 year financing plan, at 15% interest,
would generate a positive cash flow starting with the first
year on a solar DHW system costing $2000 net after tax credits
(conclusions drawn from calculations made in February 1981).
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The Institute of Public Administration calculations used the
severe weather conditions of the Northeast, where water is
heated mainly with oil, but the caluclations have a more gen-
eral relation to the overall situation. First, the calcula-
tion indicates that the appropriate loan period for a solar
system is somewhat longer than for other home improvements,
requiring a 10 year rather than a 7 year limit. Second,
assuming the loan period for solar DHW can be extended to
10 years, the government could reasonable expect commercial
lending institutions to handle the financing, obviating the
need for a program of low cost solar loans to homeowners.

Codes and Standards: Specific system and component assurance
must be provided through the development of appropriate codes,
standards and certification programs,. There are over 22 dif-
ferent organizations ,which have or are preparing sol.ar codes
and standards documents. This plethora of proposed codes
has caused confusion within the solar ndustry and, more
importantly, within local government code enforcement agencies.
As a result, different codes and methods of enforcement may
be pres.ent in a relatively small geographic area such as the
Denver metropolitan area.

There appears to be a consensus among Code officials and the,
solar industry that a manual, such as the "Solar Systems Code
Review Manual", published by the International Conference of
Code Officians (ICBO), would form the basis for permit ap-
proval. This approach is preferred to the adoption of a
model solar code. The advantages lie n the fact that code
officials and the private sector are generally familiar with
existing model codes for which there is broad consensus.
The ICBO "Solar Code Review Manual" or a similar manual
should be distributed midely to local government officials,
industry trade organizations, and industries. Training in
the manual's use would be appropriate for potential users to
ensure uniformity of interpretation and application, The
primary responsibility for distribution, training and enforce-
ment should be placed on state governments.

A consensus has not yet been reached on what constitutes a
properly sized solar system. California is likely to' have
state-wide sizing guidelines shortly. A need exists, however,
for a sizing standard which takes into account such variables
as local climatic conditions, the generic solar systems to
be used, the load size, and system performance. A comparable
problem existed years ago in the HVAC industry. It was solved
by the industry, the trade associations, and its professional
societies by adopting uniform, flexible standards and methods.
These standards and methods would then be available for use
throughout the solar industry and by code officials.
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ECONOMICS

Is solar a good investment for you, the consumer? lhe question
is simple, the answer is complex. To know why, one might com-
pare buying solar with buying a house as opposed to renting one.
When you buy a house, you slowly but surely gain ownership%
When the day finally comes that'you pay your last mortgage pay-
ment, it's all yours. NO more payments. If you have to sell
before you make the last installment, you certainly won't lose
much from your investment and, in fact, you probably will re-
ceive more for your home than you paid for it while saving on
tax deductions. But to realize a return or a profit on your
investment, you will have to undertake regular maintenance
and repair activities. If you rent, you don't have to worry
about maintenance and yepair, but when it comes time to move,
all those rental dollars are lost forever.

Buying-solar is somewh'at the same, but with a few, important
differences. When you buy a solar system, you are concerned
about initial and lifetime costs. There are today some new
home builders who claim-that costs for their residences with
hybrid or passive solar systems are close to prices for com-
parable homes with conventional heating and cooling systems
If these systems function,properly, then the consumer can
expect a very short payback period--that is, the time needed
when the savings from using solar energy will pay for the
extra costs of the system.

If you are going to buy an active system, however, your ini-
tial costs will be much larger than the price for a conven-
tional system, and your payback period will be much longer.
You will in a sense be paying for several years' supply of
energy all at once. As with passive systems, you will have
to be concerned about durability. Maintenance and repair
costs will add to the time needed to pay back on the system.
But when the solar,system is paid for, you will have free
energy coming into your home. If you relied on a conventional
system, it would be like renting--no hope of ever regaining
the dollars spent for the operation of a conventional system.

However, as with renting a home, renting or leasing a solar
system may provide you with some advantages. If, for instance,
you were offered the rental of a solar system for $25 a month,
repairs and maintenance included, with an estimate that it
would save you $40 a month in utility costs, then you could
come out ahead by $15 a month or $180 a year if the projec-
tions were correct. You would never own the system, but you
would obtain some savings with no repair or maintenance
problems to worry about.

There are times when a 'solar system is not a smart purchase',
when conventional systems are a better buy. You may find
that initial costs are prohibitive, or that the time period
to pay back your investment is too long for your needs. Or
that some of the unknowns about solar, such as solar rights
and property appreciation or depreciation, are too risky.



Solar heating practitioners concerned mainly with selecting
and installing solar heating, systems may seldom need economic
information other than the cost5 of equipment and.installation
labor. However, when it is important to make dee-Ls-ions and
provide recommendations forthe most economic alternative for
heating a building, some form of economic analysis will be
necessary. Solar heating systems require higher capital costs
than conventional systems, and many economic evaluation methods
attempt to determine the'relative merits of "paying for hardware"
or "paying for energy". One simple method is breakeven analysis,
which involves a comparison ofriornit thermal energy costs de-.
livered by the solar system and a conventiOnal system. A second
simple method involves determination of a payback period re-
quired to amortize initial investment for solar equipment with
savings in cost of conventional energy. A more elaborate anal--
ysis, which considers a number of important' economic factors
during the life of the system, is called life-byele-cost
analysis.

An economic analysis may include some or all of the factors
listed belbw:

Equipment and installation costs (or, alternatively,
periodic-mortgage payments).

-- Operating Costs
--Fuel Costs
-Electrical energy costs for pumps and blowers

-- Added property tax on the solar sytem
Added insurance premium for coverage
Maintenance Costs
Inflation

-- Credits
Income'tax credits and/or deductions based on system
costs.

- Investment (for businesses)
-- Income tax credits for interest and added taxes.

The simple economic evaluation methods may require knowledge
of only a few of these factors, but life-cycle costing may
involve all of them.
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CODES, LEGALITIES, CONSUMERISM, AND'ECONOMICS

ECONOMICS

FUNDAMENTALS OF ECONOMIC EVALUATION

Successful and widespread applications of solar energy fols heating
of buildings.depends ultimately on consumer acceptance. While
it is very difficult to predict consumer actions under any given
set of circumstances, consumer opinion does tend to be shaped by
the prevailing legal, political, social and economic climate.
Insofar as solar energy is viewed as an alternate en,ergy source,
it must compete with natural gas, oil, coal, hydro, and nuclear.

If nonarbitrary choices are to be made among energy alternatives,
these alternatives must be evaluated on a common basis. In a
market economy this basis is an energy system's value,.which is,
determined by the interaction of market forces. These market
forces include scarcity of resources <both-energY and nonenergy)
needed for the system, competing uses of the resources, and human
needs and desires for the product. A market evaluation of alter-
native energy options by individuals, households,'and firms re-
Sults in a dollar Value being placed on each quantity Of energy
produced by a given system. Economic considerations are'es-
sential for:the comparison of technically feasible energy alter-
natives. Technical aspects of an energy system only determine -
its technical feasibility. Many products are technically pos-
sible, but th e. existence ofalternatives makes this feasibility
a moot point. Thus, the evaluation of energy alternatives must
include economic considerations rather than only technical or
political ones.

An individual faced with a decision of whether or not to install
a solar-heating and/or -cooling system would', if his'judgmeont
criteria were purely economic, compare the expected rate of
return on the solar system with the expected rate of return on
alternative investments.. If a Aecision were made strictly on
this basis, exogenous factors, such as whether natural gas would
continue to be available, whether fossil fuels might be freed
for other priorities, or whether the pollutant level in the
atmosphere might be redUced, would not have to be taken into
-account.

Considered as an investment decision, the true worth of an in-
vestment depends on how Much income it willgenerate--and how
soon--after the original outlay: Other things being equal,
investments that generate a lq.ge share of total income in the
.early years of their,life are more desirable than those that
produce income in later years. The investment returning income
sooner provide the investor with money-in-hand that is then
available for investment .in other. income-producing,prolects.

The net investment in a solar energy system is the net cash
outlay one has to make to switch from a certain conventional
energy systeM to'a solar energy and auxiliary system. Concep-
tually, this has to be so even though the switch is hypothetical. ,

r,
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The cash.flows (dollar value of energy savings) occurring over
the life of the investment are the savings realized by using
solar energy. The economically oriented decision maker will
thus want to calculate the discounted rate of return on invest-
ment and the present worth of the cash flows occurring over the
life of the investment. The investment is economically feasible
if the present worth of energy savings over the lifetime of the
investment exceeds the initital cash outlay,

Economic Efficiency

There are many reasons for the renewed interest in solar energy
systems. Resource availability is an important part of this
interest. All resources, nonenergy as well as energy, are avail-
able only in limited quantities during any given period of time.
Because of these limitations, resources need to be used is ef-
ficiently as possible. While most people would probably agree
with this conclusion, "efficiency" can have widely divergent
meanings.

E iciency has often been defined with reference to a single
in t. For example, energy efficiency often refers to the tech-
nical efficiency of conversion processes: each unit of the
energy resource used should produce as much of the desired com-
modity (electricity, heat, propulsion, etc.) as pdssible. But
such a definition dreates problems when there is more than one
way to produce a commodity or more than one resource needed for
production. Continuing to emphasize only one input is too
narrow a definition. Insisting that all rescources should be.
used in their most technically efficient manner ignores the
possibility for trade-offs among inputs.

Possible trade-offs can be illustrated by considering electricity
generation from steam. .Steam can be produced by a nuclear re-
action or by the combustion of coal, natural gas, or oil. Each
method of electricity generation has approximately the same tech-
nica.1 efficiency (in the 0.3 to 0.4 range) Thus, if they were
to be evaluated only on technical efficien there would be
little basis for choosing among them. Nev rt ele5s, there are
good reasons for choosing one method of elect icity generation
over another. These reasons are largely based on the fuel and
,capital costs associated with each method, and on the patterns
of electrid energy usage. ,

As shown in figure 2-1, the use of electric energy is not uni-
form over any given day. Daily peak usage typically occurs in
the late afternoon and early evening as people return homeJrom
their day's activities, turn the thermostat up (in winter) or
down (in summer), turn on lights and the television, and begin
using their electric appliances to prei:oare dinner. A similar,
but smaller, peak occurs in the morning as people get ready to
begin their day's activities.

e
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Time

Electric utilities are required to ,have enough generating ca-
pacity to provide electricity during periods of peak usage.
This means that over a significant portion of each day a frac-
tion of their electric _9enerating capacity is tdle. The percent
of an electric utilityrs generating capacity in use plotted
against the number of hours that capacity is used is called a
load-duration curve. The load-duration.curve for the electri-
city use pattern of figure 2-1 is shown in.figure 2-2.

It is customary to classify an electric utility's generating
capaci4y according to whether it is used as base, intermediate,
or peak load. Capacity providing base load is in almost con-
stant u§e during any given day. Intermediate load capacity is
used a significant portion of each day, whereas peak capacity
is used only for short periods of tim.e.

The trade-offs in the generation of electricity depend upon the
cost of energy resources, the cost of generation facilities,
and the pattern of electricity consumption. Of the energy re-,
sources used to prodrice steam-generated electricity, oil and
natural gas are by 'far the most-expensive per kilowatt.hour of
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electricity peoduced. Coal is significantly less expensive than
oil and natural gas, but is more costly than nuclear fuel.

On the other hand, a nuclear electricity generation facility is
the most expensive per kilowatt of capacity because of the need.
to contain the nuclear reaction. Fossil fuel facilities are .

significantly less expensive-than nuclear facilities. Although
vrhey empWessentially the same conversion process (combustion),
coal-fired steam electric generating facilities are more ex-.
pensive per kilowatt of capacity than are natural gas and oil-
fired facilities, primarily owing to the additional pollution-
batement equipment necessary for coal facilities.

A ,other consideration is the response time associated with each
method of generation. It is a relatively lengthy process to
bring a nuclear reaction to its designated (and hence techni-
cally efficient) steam-generating capacity from a cold start.
The fossil fuels produce steam through combustion and can there-
fore produce steam more quickly than can a nuclear,Teaction.
However, c6mbustion from oil and natural gas is mare easily and
quickly begun and stopped than is.coal combustion.

....
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Nuclearltneration investments are profitable onlS, when the ini-
tial investment costs may be spredd over long periods of con-
tinuous generation. Thus, nuclear electric generation capacity
is utilized for base loads so that these expensive facilities
are in use almost continuously. Coal-fired steam electric gen-
eration provides the remaining base-load capacqy not provided
by nuclear generation. With their lower facility costs and
higher fuel costs (compared to nuclear generation), it is less
expensive to let them sit idle when there is unneeded capacity.
In addition, they can be fired up and shut down more easily and
quickly than nuclear reactors. For similar reasons, natural
gas and oil-fired steam electric generatibn provides peak ca-
pacity and the intermediate capac4ty not provided.by coal-fired
generation.

The trade-offs between initial costs, recurring expenses, and
the ability to meet changing demand patterns indicate why dif-
ferent energy sources are chosen for electricity generation.
Oil and natural gas are expensive energy sources, but facil-
ities which utilize these fuels to generate electricity are
relatively cheap to build. and can respond to changing demand
conditions more rapidly. These characteristics make oil and
gas-fired facilities preferable when supplying peak power and
fluctuating loads. Alternatively, coal and nuclear generation
serves continuous loads at a lower cost, even though the ini-
tial construction cost is greater because fuel costs are lower.
Which form of generation is chosen depends upon usage patterns
and relative costs, and the trade-offs possible among these
characteristics.

Electricity generation from new energy alternatives may even-
tually become viable if other possible trade-offs among resources
are considered. The list of trade-offs would include a wide
range of resources--production capacity, energy inputs, the,labor
required to assemble and maintain the product, and less obvious
resources such as the ability of surrounding regions,to absorb
pollution and the willingness of nearby residents to accept
health-hazards and risks. To emphasize only one input--be it
energy, labor, or anything else--when calculating efficiency
ignores the contributions made by other inputs. In the past,
a disregard for the regenerative capabilities of air, water,
and plants led to high levels of pollution. Concentrating only
upon the efficiency of energy usage could lead to similar side
effects.

OP

Economic definitions of efficiency allow for trade-offs among
resources. An energy system is said to,be economically efficient
when it achieves its purpose-with the least misallocation of,
resources. Technical efficiency ts subsumed by this definition.
If the quantities of nonenergy resources used are held constant, .

consumption of energy resources must be technically efficient
to be economically efficient. ,Furthermore, economic efficiency
expilicitly, considers trade-offs between the energy and nonenergy
resources used, as well as their by-products. *
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The economic definition of efficiency is important when select-
ing new energy technologies. Trade-offs among energy and non-
energy resources and the value of each of these resources to
consumers as well as producers must be considered. Systems
that directly utilize solar insolation could becomean important
energy source. However, clirrently available systems focus upon
the heating and cooling of buildings and require significant
amounts of surface area to collect sunlight. Further research
and development (R & D) could produce solar technologies that
generate higher temperatures, utilize less collector sutface,
or provide electricity more efficiently in the technical sense.
Such new designs could be used by industry and electric util-
ities. hese innovations may be mor,p technically efficient in
terms of power output and land usage, but the new systems may
also be relatively expensive, have new technology "bugs" that
must be tesolved and have the safety problems associated with
any high-temperature or electric apparatus. Thase additional
considerations will be important aspects of solar technology
development.

Besides the trade-offs among solar technologies--higher temper7
ature versus greater safety hazards, widespread industrial use
versus more expensive equipment--there is a trade-off between
solar technologies and other goods. An intensive government
R & R040 purchasing program designed to develop and promote
solar ehergy may achieve that goal. But emphasis on solar
'energy R & D draws technical expertise away from other research
efforts, such as food production and medical studies. It also
uses up funds that might have gone to p-rograms such as public
transportation, crime control, urban redevelopment, or aid to
the elderly. Even if a safe, inexpensive solar technology could
be clveloped, it is not entirely clear that the general pop-
ulation could consider a large solar energy prop^am to be-the
best use of public funds.

Thus an evaluation of solar energy cannot take place fn a
vacuum. The economic efficiency of a solar technology depends
upon the alternatives that are available and the possibilities
for trade-offs among the-se alternativ-es. Because alternatives
and trade-off opportunities are constantly'changing, so are
the economic efficiencies of solar energy'systems.,

Cost Concepts

Besides motivating the economically efficient use of resources,
scarcity imposes costs o'n decisions. This is because scarcity
--of time, income, or natural resources--forces choices among
alternatives. Natural gas used to produce electricity could
also have been used far space heating or industrial purposes.
These alternatives impose a cost on the use of natural gas
for electricity production. No producer or distribittor would
sell natural gas to an 'electric utility for less than could be -

earned by selli-ng gas for-its alternative Uses. Thus, the
minimum cost of a resource is the price it would command in:its
best alternative use--its opportunity cost.

3 2
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The economic concept of cost is based upon opportunity cost,
not the usual accounting definition of production cost. In
fact, opportunity costs may differ significantly.from production
costs. Although Middle Eastern oil costs less than a. dollar per
barrel to produce, its opportunity cost is the going international
market price. If some oil company or country is not wi1ling to
pay that price, many others are. Thus, the minimum price at which
a sheik will sell oil to Exxon is the maximum price Texaco is
willing to pay.

One consequence of valuing resources at their opportunity cost
is-that all resources are being used efficiently in an economic
sense. If resources are employed in the'most valuable alternative
use, misallocation of resources is minimized. For example, sup-
pose that electric utilities are willing to pax $1.50 per 1000
cubic feet, homeowners $2.50, and industrial users $2.00 for
natural gas. The opportunity cost of natural gas fs $2.50 per
1000 cubic feet for electricity generation and industrial usage,
and $2.00 per 1000 cubic feet for residential space heating.
In this case, the natural gas would be sold to homeowners for
$2.50 per 1000 cubic feet. Homeowners are willing to pay the
highest price because natural gas is most valuable to them.
Thus, natural gas misallocation is minimized.

A second consequence is that a cost is incurred only when soomeone
is denied the use of a resource. Since the quantity of solar
radiation one individual uses need not diminist the quantity'
available to others, it has an opportunity cost of zero. (An
exception would be when one person's solar collector shaded that
of another.)

Although solar radiation has a zero opportunity cost, there are
positive opportunity costs associated with the energy technol-
ogies that utilize solar radiation. Many solar advocates argue
that large-scale productfonjawill reduce the per unit cost of
solar modules. They correctly imply that the initial investment
is spread over a larger number of units. However, they ignore
the costs of some very important inputs whose opportunity costs
are increasing.

One of the most important inputs is surface area. Photovoltaics
and solar thermal energy require roof space or open land. The.
first units of solar energy will be inexpensive. Some rooftops
or land areas receive large quantities of insolation, but have
few alternative uses. However, further increments to solar energy
capacity will be more costly. Additional systems may receive
less insolation, so more collector area must be used to obtain
the same power output as the first,units did. If more land is
devoted to solar energy production, less acreage is available
for housing, recreation, or other nonsolar uses. While the costs
of producing one more solar module may be falling, the opportunity
costs they place upon land are rising.



Land need not be the only input with rising opportunity costs.
If the solar energy industry grows rapidly enough, the primary
material inputs--aluminum, plate glass, silicon--will also have
increasing opportunity costs. This is not because the input
industry is trying to make windfall profits at the expense of

energy-conserving solar users. If these inputs can be used
elsewhere (e.g., construction, glass containers, solid-state
technologies), the rapid growth of solar-energy-related uses
means that inputs &re being taken away from valuable alternatives.

A second economic cost concept relavant to energy evaluatipn is
marginal cost. This is simply the extra costs that will be in-
curred by a decision. For example, suppose an electric utility
is evaluating how to expand its base load generating capacity.
If it intends to build a coal-fired steam facility, the marginal
costs relavant to this decision include the costs of the facil-
ity, fuel, and operation and maintenance expenses. On the other
hand, if the utility is considering s'hifting a coal-fired steam
facirny currently used for intermediate load capacity to base

load capacity, the relevant marginal costs are only the additional
fuel and operation and maintenance expenses incurred by.the extra
electrichy production. The main point is to ignore positive
and negative events that would occur anyway (the sunk costs)
regardless of what decision is made. Choices should be based
on the additional resources used, 'pollution produced, and ris*
involved and how these costs compare with additional expected

benefits.

These two cost concepts form the basis of economic definitions
of cost. The economic costs of a decision are the marginal costs
of undertaking that choice, where all resources used are valued
at their opportunity cost. Many subtle'assumptiqns are included
in thi-s definition. "Resources used" includes ,environmental,
health, and safety effects, as well as materials and labor.
Furthermore, "opportunity cost" implicitly assumes that alter-
natives are being compared under general market conditions.
Since market conditiqns change over time and space, this economic
measure of cost fluctuates as rapidly as opportunities. However,
it is a better measure of cost than production or acquisition
prices, since it reflects existing market conditions and op-

portunities.

Cost-Effectiveness of Solar Energy Systems

The main steps that would be taken to evaluate the'cost-effec-
tiveness of a solar energy sys.tem are the following: .

1. Identify the alternatives in solar and, conentional energy.
equipment (and in conservation measures) which are to be

considered, as well as any constraints that must be met.

2. Select a method of economit evaluation, taking into account
the nature of the choice and any special investment consid-
erations.
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3. Decide on the'basic assumptions and seigst values for key
economic parameters such as the economic-lifetime, loan
interest rates, discount rate, and present and future energy
prices.

4. Specify values for all relevant, significant cash flows as-
sociated with each alternatiie over the designated time
horizon.

5. Use discounting techniques appropriate to the selected
evaluation method to adjust differently timed cash.flows to
a comparable basis.

6. Carry out the evaluation method for each alternative to
obtain comparative measures of economic performance for each
alternative.

7. Select that alternative with the highest economic performance.
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SUPPLY AND DEMAND ANALYSIS

Supply and demand analysis is a very powerful method of determ-
ining the market value of a commodity. It explicitly recognizes
the forces at work in the marketplace--the state of technology,
income distribution patterns, tastes and preferences, availa-
bility and prices of alternatives.. No planning agency is required
to determine what is needed, what Is producible, and who gets
what is produced. Demand and supply interact in many subtle and
complex ways to determine the price of a good. This price serves
as a signal to all members of the economy. If the price is high,
consumers are induced to conserve and seek out substitutes,
while firms that could produce the high-priced good are induced
to begin or expand production.

The interaction of supply and demand forms the basis for market
value, which can be used to compare and choose energy systems.
Choices based on such evaluations will be economically efficient.
Furthermore, market value also allows choices to be made among
energy and nonenergy. resources.

Supply Relationships

Every market for energy has two asPects, production and consump-
tion. The market forces affecting production manifest themselves
through supply relationships. Demand represents the wants and
needs of con'sumers. The interaction of these two aspects de-
termines the market value of an energy system.

Economic cost concepts may be used to construct a supply curve,
which measures how many units of a commodity producers are willing
to provide at any given price. The cost of supplying any given
quantity of a commodity is the marginal oppontunity cost of pro-
ducing the last unit. The first few units are relatively inex-
pensive to produce, because the inputs they use have low mar-
ginal opportunity costs. However, these costs rise as resources
must be taken from increasingly valuable alternatives. Because
of this, supply curves slope upward to the right, as shown below.

Figure 2-3

Supply curves
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Solar energy is no exception to this price-quantit.if relationship,
although many solar advocates have argued otherwise. They con-
tend that the first units have high costs, because producing
even one unit requires inputs such as factory space and tools.
Thereafter, the added inputs are comparatively small and may be
bought cheaply in large quantities. This implies that firms
should :be willing to mass produce solar modules at a lower price,
so the supply curve slopes downward to the right. But this line
of reasoning focus ies. only on purchase prices anA ignores the op-
portunity costs of inputs such as land and materials.

Although supply curves represent price-quantity relationships,
they also reflect existing market conditions and technologies.
If these background market conditions change, so do supply curves.
The figure shows two examples of possible changes. The solid
curve, labled S, indicates the initial price-quantity .trade-offs
for suppliers. The dashed curve, S', assumes that something has
caused the opportunity costs of inputs to be higher at all levels
of production. An increase in population may make land and ma-
terials more valuable, high leTels of employment may make labor
more expensive, or demand for material inputs from competing
industries may have increased the opportunity cost of using these
materials for solar energy systems. The initial supply curve,
S, shifts to S',,since the cost of supplying.any level of output
is now higher. Supply is said to have decreased.

The dashed curve, labeled S", shows how changes in technology
might affect supply. If a new researchbreakthrough allows the
same output to be produced with fewer resources or less expen-
sive inputs, then the supply curve shifts from S down to S".
Each unit has a lower opportunity cost, and more units can be
made at the same price. Supply hes increased..

Demand Relationships

The forces that motivate producers to supply a good are impor-
tant, but they are not the Only factors at work in the market-
place.. Production and pricing decisions also respond to the
wants and r-leeds of consumers. These wants and needs are the
driving forces behind demand.

Like supply, demand is a price-quantity trade-off. When a com-
modity is relati'vely cheap, it is used in a wide variety of ways.
As it becomes more expensive, people cut back on their less-'crit....
ical uses and substitute other products for it. If a bommodity
is expensive, only a small amount is purchased. On the other,hand,
lower prices induce users to buy more of the product. These
purchasing decisions cause demand turves to slope downward to
the right, as shown in figure 2-4.

Demand curves reflect consumer's purchasing decisions. They also
represent existing preference patterns, incomes, and price con-
Uitions. As with supply curves, a change in any of these back-
ground circumstances also changes the demand curve. The shift
of th-e demand curve from D to D' in the figure represents a
situation 4n which demand has increased'.
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Figure 2-4
\
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This may be due to higher income levels, a growing, more affluent
population, increasing prices of alternatives, or a change in
tastes. At every price, more of the commodity is demanded.
Alternatively, the shift of the demand curve from D to D" in the
figure represents a situation in which demahd has decreased. At
every price, smaller, quantities of the commodity are purchased.

Price El-asticity

Changes in any factor other than the price of the good--incomes,
technology, the prices of alternatives and inputs--causes demand
and supply curves to shift. If these background factors do not
change, supply and demand curves provide a simple representa-
tion of the price and quantity decisions reached by buyers and
suppliers.

An important piece of information contained within these curves
is how responsive purchasing and supply decisions are to the
price of the resource. For some commodities, a small change in
price causes significant changes in buyer or producer behavior.
In other cases, even large price changes do not affect production
or consumption behavior very much, The size of a response to
price changes depends on many factors: the availability and number
of substitutes, the proportion of buyer income represented by
the good, how time consuming a response is. These faetors are
incorporated into a measure of price responsiveness known as
elasticity.

Numerically, elasticity is the percentage change in output (or
purchases) divided by the percentage change in price causing the
response. For example, a 10% price increase might cause. suppliers
to increase production by 5% apd consumers io reduce purchases by
15%. In this Cas-e, -supply elasticity would be 5% / 10% = 0.5,
and demand elasticity would be -15% /10% -1.5 Conceptually,
elasticity indicates how readily market decisions can adjust to
price changes. If output or consumptico changes just equaled
price changes, elasticity measures would have a value of 1.0 for
supply and -1.0 for demand. This indicates that price changes
have no impact on supplibr revenues or buyer expenditures for
the good. If the adSustment process is slow, or if few alter-
natives exist, responses to price changes are ,small, elasticity
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estimates are less than 1 in absolute value, and response is said
to be inelastic. When response is elastic, price changes create
even larger percentage responses in buyers and suppliers, and
elasticity values are greater than one in abSolute value. Re-
turning to the first example, the supply response is inelastic,
while demand response is elastic. Consumer response to price
changes is greater than the response by suppliers.

Elasticity sometimes refers to an entire demand or supply curves.
For example, the figure below illustrates four possible demand
cUrVes.

P

(a)
)6I

(c) Cd)

Figure 2-5 Variations in demand elasticity

Figure (a) represents a compAetely inelastic deffland; regardless
of the price of the commOditY, a given quantity will be purchased.
The demand'curve of figure (b) is elastic relative to (a), but
inelastic when compared with the other diagrams. Changes in
price cause consumers to alter the quantity or the cOmmodity
they purchase,Thut not by' much. On the other hand, the demand .

curve of ftgure (c) is,relatively elastic; small changes in price
induce consumers to dramatically alter the, quantity of the tom.
modtty they purchase.- Finally, the demand curve of:figure (d)
is perfectly elastic; consumers can purchase whatever quantity
they want at a given price.

It should be noted that perfettly inelastit and perfectly elastic
demand curves are pedagogical tools rather than example's of Ac-
tual conditions,. However, some have attemptedA0 argue that.
fOod and energy resourceS have totally inelastic demand curves.
They reason that, because people need a certain amount of food
and. energy, they are at the mercy of supplters and must pay what-
ever price suppliers ask-. However_nobody goes to the store and
buys a pound of fOod. Rather, they buy a pound.*of hamburger, a'
quart.of milk, a dozen eggs, and so on. SupplierS of any One
food type cannot raise prices indefinitely, since buyers would'
cut back their use of.the expensive food and switch td alterna-:.
tives.. This ability to use alternatives is reflected2in the
elasficity of a,demand turve. Commodities with many -close sub-
stitutes will.have relatively elastic demands.
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Supply and Demand

Each supply or demand curve contains an infinite number of pos-
sible price-quantity relationships. If analyzed im isolation,
no demand or supply curve allows any conclusions to be drawn
about the "suitable" price and production or consumption levels.
The strength of these diagrams lie in their interaction, for it

is the interaction,of supply and demand forces that determines
the value of each' commod.ty in the marketplace.

As simple as demand and s pply curves appear to be, they are
powerful tools of analysis. The.interaction of theseicurves,
as shown in figure (a) below, determines the price, Pfl, which,
users would willingly pay and supplierS would willingly acce t,
for (10 units of output.

(a) Equilibrium
qo

(b) Price ceilings

This price is the Market value of Q0, since it represents the
interaction of production and consumption decisionS.. The.price
and quantity determined'by this point of intersection is an.equi-
librium. -It represents a price that both user and producer find
satisfactory and a quantity of output at which firms are willing.
to supply exactly what consumers are willing to purchase.

As long as supply and demand conditions,do not change, there are
strong pressures to remain at an equilibrium. If regulatory con-
straints on prices Or quantities attempt to set a different level,
.they do,not invalidate these pressures. Quotas and price con-
straints merely transfer these market pressures to other areas.

Figure (b). above illustrates how these preSsures appear elsewhere
when special price legislation exAsts. Suppose a price ceiling
'were et at Pc; this is usually done when pri.ces are felt to be
too high. An example of such ceilings are the regulations on
the prices of oil and natural gas Produced in the United States.
At price Pc, suppliers are only willing toiprovide qs units of
ithe good. The price they receiveoiust compensates them for their
time and effort and covers the opportunity costs of providing
the last unit they produced. However, consumers woUld like to
buy Qd units at,price Pc. More units are demanded at the ceiling

, price than are supplied, and there is a shortage of (Qd - Qs)
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units. If there were no price controls, consumers would tend
to bid up the price of the good to ensure that they get some.
Higher prices would induce suppliers to produce more and moti-
vate users o reduce their pur`chases and switch to substitutes.°
T4is process would continue until price reached the equilibrium
level Po, at which suppliers have inCreased production by an

'amount Qs). There is no longer a shortage, since buyers
--tqould,like to obtain Q0 units, which is exastly the quantity

'produced.

'But if price controls keep the price at Ps, the shortage.will
persist. Suppliers will have no incentive to.provide more.goods
at prices lower than those available elsewhere. On fhe other
band, buyers have no reason.to conserve or'use alternatives when
the commodity is so inexpensive. The s4prtage camsed by price
eilings manifests itself in several forks_ _Prices rise in
onobvious ways. For example, people must wait in line for

gasoline,.or no new natural gas hookups take place and existing.
SerVice may be allowed to deteriorate: These'longer waits and
poorer-quality service increase the cast of delivered energy.
Exis ing supplies are rationed out to people who have-good con=
nect ons or want some badly enough to wait.in line or pay a
premium.

/ /"Th analysis has-important implications for szolar energy. If
widesprad usage pf solar power is considered to be desirable,
legislation.to keep module prices lowAto promote.purchases)

. or high (to promote pr-oduction) will notensure widespread- .,
usage. Price legislation is more likelydto create a surplus or
shortage than the cLiffusion of'a solar technology.

Higher,Trices are not bad in andl,of-themselves. Th'e price
mechanism rations scar reKa,r_c,e5., promotes cons'ervation,
and motivates a search f!: r sub'stitutes. However,, when the
mechansim ts.constratne by price ceil.ings or quotas, a
large number of side effects appear. Legislation tan regulate
what is-put on a price tag, but it caRnot invalidate market .

forcv.

Market Value

As long as the market continues to operate'without'interfer-'
ence, gupply and demand interactions will determindAmarket

. equilibrium. However, market equtlibrium can be altered by
.changes in production and sonsumption decisions. There are
four basic ways in which equilibrium can be altered. They
all require changes in the underlying market conditions, and
hence they inv'olve shifts in the supply and demand curves.

Figure 1, on next page, illustrates the four kinds of changes
that may take place.
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Figure 1: Changing equilibria

Qi Q0

(d)

In case 1(a), supply has increased--this may happen for a number
of reasons: a technological innovation might occur so that fewer
inputs are needed to produce each level of output, or inputs
might be cheaper or more plentiful. Whatever the reason, pro-
ducers can now supply the same amount of the commodity at a ,

lower price or more at the same pr4,e. After the supply curve
shifts, the new-equilibrium price moves from Po to Pl. As the
price falls, users begin to purchase more and consumption in-
creases from Q0 to Ql. This shift is probably he most desirable
change that can take place for solar energy technologies. More
of the commodity is used, and users can bbtain- it at a lower unit
price.

However, case 1(b) seems to be Oore common. As inputs become
' more costly or as new rules and regulations add to the production

procedure, opportunity costs increase and supply decreases. Fewer
units of the commodity are uspd, and each unit costs more to pro-
duce and to buy. Demand can also shift--case 1(c) illustrates what
happens when demand increases. Thi5 happens when tastes change,
when buyers become wealthier, or when the prices of substitutes
rise. More of the_commodity is-used, but increased demand has
also caused the price to increase. Prices are higher, but
tastes have lithanged or incOmes have,risen enough so that con-
sumers are willing, to pay those higher prices.

Finally, case 1(a) shows w!.ot might happen if safety problems or
health hazards suffered or`iif newer; cheaper alternatives appeared
on the market. As buyers switch to alternatives, demand decreases.
At the new equilibrium, .consumers pay less for each unit of output
than they did previously,-but because of the hazards involved or
tge availability of substitutes, consumers are not willing to
purchase as much as before.

Changes in market conditions also depend upon the elasticity -of
demand and supply; figure 2 on next page shows why.
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Figure 2: Effects of elasticity
,

If the demand curve is relatively elastic, a shift in supply
will'result in comparatively large usage increases and relatively
small price decreases. Demand in case 2(a) is more elastic than
in case 2(b). Thus, an equal increase in-supply in each instance
will create a lar er quantity increase in 2(a) than in 2(b). Sim-

z3-

ilarly, cases 2 and 2(d) show how supply el.asticity affects
dresults. For n equal increase in demand, an elastic supply

curve provides a larger quantity response than would be otained
with a relatively inelastic supply.

If additional usage of solar energy is considereddesirable, an
increase in supply can simultaneously increase output and lower
Der-unit price paid. Shifts in demand cannot accomplish both.
An increase in demand will cause the amount purchased to rise,
but a higher price is paid for each unit. Price decreases will
result from decreases in demand, but the-number of units sold will
also decrease.

An example of these conflicting forces appears in the different
ways the federal government has attempted to accelerate photo-
voltaic.usage. There are two ways in which the government could
accomplish its goal of increased usage. First, it coOld put
public funds into R & D programs in am attempt to lower costs
through new technical breakthroughs and design innovations, thus
increasing supply. As the price falls, consumers tncrease their
purchases, as was shown in figure 1(a).

Alternatively, the government could effect c t reductions through
mass production hy directly purchasing photov ltaic units.' A
federal purchasing program, such as FPUP (Fed )ral Photovoltaict
Utilization Program), also attempts to shift supply. But it has
the additional side effect that government p rchases directly
increaseed demand. This increased demand will further stimulate,
photovoltaic output, but it will also .bid up the price of soltr
modules. Figure 3Ca) illustrates the case in' which the final
price, Pl, is still below the initial one, Po. Kowever, figure
3(h) illustrates a situation_in which the final price is higher
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- than the original 'price. If the increase in demand produces only
small changes in the supply technology, overall price will rise.

Many faCtors must be considered when choosing between R & D pro-
grams.and federal purchases. The benefits from R & D are more
uncertain, since ttchnological breakthroughs and cos-t reductions
cannot be counted upon. If no innovations are develop-ed, supply
may not change at all. Federal purchases guarantee that more
units are uSed than would have been otherwise, but they also
create upward price pressures.

D'
.61 \

\
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/'
\-
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Figure 3: Changing market Nalue under FPUP
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CONVERTING'COSTS AND SAVINGS TO EQUIVALENT BASE

. All solar systems require a large initial investment to realize
a modest annual rate of return in terms of fuel savings. To be
economical, the solar system must perform for many years, re-
turning it& initial cost plus interest over a long lifetime. It

is of no consequence whether the money invested is borrowed or
not. No matter who is the owner, capital should return proper
interest, for there are always other profitable investment& to
be made.

If an aggressive 12% interest is required and no allowance taken
for advancing fuel prices, probably no existing system is eco-
nomical. On the other hand, if a 6% interest is satisfactory and
a 10% annual increase in fuel costa is assumed, almost any system
will be v,ery profitable.

A necessary step in any comprehensive economic evaluation method
is the adjustment of the various cost items to an equivalent time,
basis. This adjustment is necessary because an investment in
solar energy results in expenditures and savings that occur both
in the p-resent and in the future, and there is a differenc2 be-
tween the value cif a dollar today and Its value at some future
time. This time dependency of value reflects not only inflation,
which may reduce the purchasing power of a currency, but also
reflects the real earning potential of money. The methods of
economic evaluation to be discussed later, include appropriate
adjustments for the timing of cash flows in the formulation of
the method. However, some discussion in more detail of the whys
and hows of converting costs and savings to a common time and
common dollar measure, are prerequisite.

Discounting Cash Flows \

The starting point for all economic analyses is the time value
of money. A procedure for adjusting.for the time value of,money
is a technique often called "discounting". Discounting refer&
to the use of interest formulas to convert cash flows occurring
at different times to equivalent amounts at a common point in
time.

If a sum of money is in handand has a present value of P, it
will be worth at a future time a value F given by:

F = P(1 + ni) (1)

where i is the fractional interest rate,
n is the number'of years into the future at which F is

to be evaluated.

If the interest is compounded annually (and this is routinely
the basis for economic evaluations), then 'repeated application ,

' of equation (1) at one-year intervals results in the annual com-
pound interest relationship:

F = P(1'+ i)n (2)

3



The -equivalence expressed in equation (2) between the value of
money now and in the future is fundamental. Modern investment
analysis refer all future returns of money to the present time
by.use of a rearrangements of equation (2):

P = F ( 3 )

(1 + i)T.1

where i has been renamed the discount rate. Thus, future money
is not as valuable as money at the present, and must be "dis-
counted" by the factor 1/(1 + f)n.

Discount Formulas

To discount cash flows to equivalent values at a common time, an
appropriate interest formula (or "discount formula") is applied
to each cash amount. Alternatively,.to simplify the calculation,
interest factors (or "discount factors") precalculated from the
discount formulas can be multiplied by he cash amounts. The
discount formulas most frequently used in investMent analysis
are the following:

1. The uniform capital recovery formula, CRF, which when applied
to a presentaamount converts it to an equivalent series pf
level annual payments;

2. The single compodnd amount formula, .SCA, which when applied
to a present amount converts it to an equivalent value at a
future time;

3. The single-present-value formula, SPV, which when applied to
a future amount converts it to an equivalent present value;

4. The uniform compound amount formula, UCA, which when applied
to a recur.ring antual amount converts it to an eqUivalent
lump-sum amount at a future time;

5. The uniform sinking fund formula, USF, which when applied to
a given future total value indicates the annual amount re-
quired to achieve the future total value;

6. The uniform-present-value formula, UPV, used to find the
equivalent present value of a series of level annual amounts.

Table 1 gives the nomenclature and algebraic expression for each
of these discount formulas. Tables 2 throuth 7,'located "in the
appendix, give the counterpart discount factor forrselected time .
periods and discount rates.
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Table 1: Summary of Interest Factors for Cash Flows with End
of Period Compounding*

Discount Interest Quantity Quantity to Discrete Compounding
Formula Factor Acown be Found of a Discrete

Flow Expression

CRF (A/P,i,N) P i

1-(1.4-1) "-

SCA (F/P,i,N) P
(1+i)N

SPV (P/F,i,N) F (1+i)-1

UCA (F/A,i,N) A (1+i)N-1
i

USF (A/F,i,N) F A

(14-i)N-1

UPV (P/A,i,N) A

GF (A/G,i,N) G A

Continuous
Compounding
of a Discrete
Flow Expression

er - 1

1-e-ril

erN

e7rN

erN_l

e -1

er-1

l=e-rN

**

* CRF = Capital Recovery Factor,
SPV = Single present value,
USF = Uniform Sinking Fund
GF = Gradient Factor,
F a future amount,
G is the uniform increase

in an amount
r 1,s the nowinal rate

SCA = Single Compound Amount,
.

UCA = Uniform Compount Amount,
UPV = Uniform Present Value,

P is a discrete present amount,
A a uniform end of period payment
i is the effectaive interest rate,

N is the number of payment periods

**Substitute i = er-1 into the previous column expression for the
uniform gradient factor.

.Discount Rates

To apply the discount formulas or factors, it is necessary to
select a discount rate. The' discount rate should reflect the
investing person's or firm's time preference for mon6y (or,
more accurately, the resources money can buy). Apart from in-
flation, time preference reflects the fact that:
1. Money in hand can be invested to earn a return;
2. Money borrowed requires Anterest to be paid.
Of these two factors, the former, often called "the opportunity
cost", is generally predominant in establishing a discoubt rate.
If there is a limit on the total funds available for investment
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-

from all sources including borrowing, the most important element
in determining the discount rate is the rate of return which
would be forgone on the next-best investment if a given ,invest-
ment undertaken. This rate can be higher than the borrowing
rate, and needs to-be accounted for in an investment analysls
even if funds are not borrowed. The discount rate, then, stip-
ulates a minimum rate of return which must be retovered on an
investment over and above other °investment costs.

A
A discount rate may be either "nominal" or "real". A nothinal
discount rate reflects both the effects of inflation and the
real earning power of money invested over time. A nominal rate
is appropriate to use only in combination with cash flows which
also include inflation. Market rates of interest, such as the
mOrtgage rate on building loans, are nominal.rates.

A real discount rate reflects only the real earning power of
money and not inflation. It is appropriate for evaluating in-
vestments if inflation is removed from the cash flows prior to
discountihg, i.e., if they are already stated in constant
dollars. ,

The relationship between a nominal rate of interest and.a real
rate of interest may be described as follows:

= d + I = dI,

where: i is a nominal rate of interest
d is a real rate of interest
I is the expected rate of inflation

Note that the nominal rate is not equal simply to the real rate
plus the rate of inflation. The rate of inflation is reflected
in the nominal rate in two terms.

I, the rate of inflation
dI, the product of the real rate and the rate of inflation

There is no,single discount rate--whether calculations are in
real or nominal terms--that is appropriate for discounting all .-
cash flows. A wide range of rates is used in practice, and there
is a subjective element in the choice of rates. The im-
portant thing is that the discount rate reflect the investor's time
preference.

T6e choice of rates cam significantly affect the outcome ofah
evaluation. The higher the rate, the lower the value of future
cash flows. The lower the rate, the smaller the effect of dis-

.counting on future cash flows.
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Timing of Cash Flows
.

In the case of most investments, expenditures and receipts or
savings occur throughout the year. Some occur annually, others
semiannually, quarterly, monthly, weekly, daily, ar even nearly
continuously as in the case of cash receipts from sales. Sel-
dom, however, are cash flows modeled exactly as they occur within
a year. To simplify the analysis, they are commonly assumed to
occur in lump sums either at the beginning, middle, or end of
each year, or continously throughout the year.

The discount factors contained in Tables 2 through 7 in the ap-
pendix can be used to discount cash flows on either a beginning-
of-period or an end-of-period basis simply by designating the
initital period index as 0 (beginning) or I (end). By averaging
the discount factors for two consecutive periods, discount rates
reflective of middle-of-the-period payments can be developed.
For example, the single-present-value factor for midway between
the first and second years is 0.9545 for a discount rate of 10
percent. This is derived by averaging 1.000 the discount factor
for a cash flow 'occurring at the beginning of the firtt year,
and 0.9091, the discount factor for the cash flow occurring atthe end of the first year.e

If a continuous flow model is desired, conversion factors dis-
cussed above under "discount formulas" can be used.

Treatment of Inflation

Removal of inflation from cash flows is essential for a valid
economic evaluation of an.investment. Otherwise, the evaluation
is made in variable-value dollwrs, and makes no economic sense,Removing inflation means measuring,cash amounts in terms of the
value of the dollar in a base year, usually the time at which
the investment decision is made. There are several alternative
ways of removing inflation from-ctsh flows. Briefly, they are:

1. .Exclude inflation from the analysis at the-outset by assuming
that all cash f,lows are fully and evenly responsive toin-
flation and, therefore, remain_constant in terms of base-
year dollars;

2. Include expected price changes in cash-flow estimates and
then remove inflation prior to discounting by tht ust of
consttnt dollar price deflator based On past inflation rates-
or predicted ones;:

3. Include expected price changes in cash-flow esttmotes
use current dollart) and discount the cash flows with a disl.
count rate that includes the expected rate.of inflation% in
addition to the investor's real potential'earntng rates,
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The choice of approaches depends in part on the expected pattern
of price change. The simplest approach is the first, that is,
to omit inflation from Analysis by assuming that inflationary
effects cancel out, leaving the outcome'unchanged. For example,
other things being equal, if the cost of labor to perform a
given maintenance service for a solar energy system is expected
to change at about the same rate as prices in general, the cost
of that service in the future ilLconstant dollars can be assumed
to be the same as it is today. If there is not a compelling -

reason to assume that the prices of particular goods and services
will inflate differently from prices in general, this convention
of assuming base-year prices to hold for future constant dollar
prices is a widely accepted practice of analysis.

In the absence of income tax effects, inflation generally will
not affect the outcome of an investment whose cash flows are
fully and evenly responsive to inflation. However, when tax
effects are considered, inflation may significantly affect the
investor's profitability. For example, under existing tax
practices, the tax benefit from depreciation is received in future
dollars, but is measured in the dollars of the iWITTYTTnvestment,
ThiCr=esurti TW a declineInI-Fe va ue oTth-itiVFiFifft, other
things being equal.

Future prices of goods and services relavant to the investment
may not, however, respond fully and evenly to inflation in such
a way that they remain level in constant dollars. -Alternatively,
the future value of an item may rise at a rate faster than gen-
eral price inflation. For example, mortgage loans are fixed
over time and fall in value when measuned in constant dollars.
Alternatively, the future value of an item may rise at a rate
faster than general price inflation. For example, forces of
d'emand and supply are widely expected to increase the price of
non-renewable energy sources faster than most other prices.

If future prices are fixed at current levels or for some other
reason are not expected to respond fully to price inflation, .

it is important that these <future values be converted to con-
stant dollars. This can be done by following the second approach
above and applying a price deflator to each future annual payment
prior to,discounting, or by following the third approach and dis-
counting the fu,ture annual payments with a discount rate that
includes inflation.

If future prices are expected to rise faster than general price
inflation, the adjustment to constant dollars is usually made in

.,,ong of two ways:

1. A variation of the first approach described above;

2. The third approach described above.

In the first approach, inflation per se is excluded from the

estimates of future cash flows. However, the differential price
increase, that is, the expected price change over and above the



general rate of inflation, is included in the future cash flows.
In accordance with this procedure', a Peal discount rate (exclu-
sive of inflation) is used to further adjust for time preference.

Escalation of Nonrenewable Energy Prices

The fact that energy prices are widely expected to increase
(escalate) faster than the rate of increase in the general price
level is a major force behind the growing interest in solar energy.
To reflect this expectation, energy prices are usually escalated
in evaluating the economic performance of solar energy. As in
the case of other cash flows, however, it is important to eliminate
the effects of changes in the purchasing power of the dollar
and to express future energy costs in constent dollares.

The economic performance of the solar energy sysfem tends to be
qufte sensitive to the choice of a-fuel prtce escalation rate%
Selecting a high rate raises saving.s relative to costs and can
easily change the evaluation of a system from economically un-
profitable to economically profitable. For example, Table.28.8
shows the effect of several different price escalation rates on
the present*value of a yearly savings of 100million Btu of elec-
tricity priced initially.at $0.035/per kWh, and. discounted at a
rate of 10 percent.

TABLE 28.8 Impact of Alternative Eenrgy Price Escalation Rates
on Present-Value Energy Savings in a Hypothetical Case

Energy price escalation Present value of 10 x 107 Btu energy
rate percent saving over 25 years,* dollars

0 -9,308
5 14,858

10 25,635
15 48,060

*Discounted at a rate of 10% and priced initially at $0.035/kWh.
NOTE: This example examines only savings, not costs, of a purely

hypothetical solar energy system.

Over a 25 year period, the present-value savings of 100 million
Btu of electricity ranges from a low of $9308 with no price es-
calation and a discount.rate of 10 percent to a high of $48,060
with a price escalation rate of 15 percent and a discount rate
of 10 percent, When the fuel price escalation rate is exactly
equal to the discount rate, they offset one another, and the net
present value is equal simply to the Yearly, savings multiplied
by the number of years, or $25,635.

Without escalation of future cash flows, discounting tends to
reduce them eventually to the point at which they are so small
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in present-value terms as to be of little consequence to the

outcome of the evaluation. For example, with a 10 percent dis-
count rate, a dollar to be received in five years is worth
$0.62 today, in 10 years, $0.38, and in 15 years, onlii $0.24.

.

However, including a relatively high price escalation rate can
cause cash flows expected in the_distant future to weigh sig-
nificantly in the outcome.

Because of the considerable uncertainty about energy prices in
the distant future, caution is advisable in specifying a long-

term rate of price escalation. One approach that may be taken
to reduce the impact of ever-compounding fuel prices in distant
years is to limit the period over which the investment is to be
evaluated. Another approach is to use a short-term escalation
rate for the period in which rising prices seem assured, and a
somewhat lower long-term rate for the period for which there is

greater uncertainty.

Economic Life of Principal Assets and Period of Analysis

A life-cycle analysis requires the designation of economic life
expectancies for an investment's principal assets. The economic
life of an asset is that period during which the asset is ex-
pected to be retained in use for its intended purpose at the
minimum cost for achieving that purpose. The useful life is
that during which the asset is expected to serve a useful, urpose.

The economic or useful life expectancy of solar energy systems
is difficult to estimate with a high level of confidence. The
relatively short period in use of most solar energy systems
limits the possibilities for basing life expectancies on actual

data samples, although some insight May be gained by examing
historical durability data for individual components of solar
energy systems that have been used in other, related capacities.
For the most part, analysts must rely upon durability informa-

tion from manufacturers, trade and professional journals, and
research reports.

The comprehensive methods of evaluation require the analyst to
specify the length of time over which an investment is to be

evaluated. In establishing the time-frame of analysis, the .

following requirements should be met:
1. In comparing solar energy systems with conventional energy

Systems, all alternatives shoOld be evaluated on the basis
of the same time frame;

2. In evaluating an investment for a period, shorter or longer
than the expected physical lives of the principal components,

any significant residual salvage values or replacement costs
should be taken into account;

3. The period over which an energy system is to be analyzed
should not exceed the life expectancy of the facility in
which it is used, e.g., building life normally imposes a
constraint on the life of the energy system.
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In uSing a present-value measure to compare alternative energy
systems, it is im'partant that the alternatives be evaluated for
an eqbal time period. Often a time cycle is chasen that:will
permit enough renewals of each alternative that the cost of their
economic lives coincides with na remaining salvage value. For.
example, in comparing.a ystem with a 20-year life with one ,

having a 30-year life, the present Value of each could be ex-
amined over 60 years. This would require two renewals of the
20-year system and one renewal of the 30-year system.

Alternatively, if the length of time over which the energy system
is needed is limited, e4., 10 years, both systems would be eval-
uated for 10 years,owith any renewaltosts on salvage valaes
remaining for either aCthe end of the 10years taken into.accaunt.

If it is-reasonable to assume that the sySteM will be needed.in-
definitely, the annual.cost measure may be calculated an the
basis of the ecanomic life Of each system. 'This eliminates the
necessity of evaluating both systems for the- same length af time
and including Tenewal costs and Salvage values. With indefinite
Jieed for.a system, for-example, the annual.cost of the 20-year-
life system could be calculated oft the basis of .20 years and
compared with the annual cost of the 10-year system calculated-
for 30 years. Evaluating alternatives:on the.basis of their
reSpective lives WithoUt the need to include renewals and sal-
vage can in some tases considerably simplify the-calculations.
The annual-cost measure is sometimes preferred over the Oresent-,
value measure for this reason,

Examples of Discounting-

The different patterns of cash flows generated by investments in
solar energy systems require the use of the various discounting
formulas. ,To select the appropriate discounting formula, it-is
necessary to decide whether cash flows are to be expressed in
terms of (1) a present value-or (2) an annual value, i.e., a
series of level values. _over-time. The time basis is largely a'
matter of preference; either will serve as well as.the other for
the purpose of an.econamic comparison, as long as a consistent
approach is followed for the cash flows Of a given investment.

Table 28.9 illustrates the conversion of various costs and
savings, typical of those that might.result from an investment
in solar energy, to pres.ent-value and annual-value equivalents.
The examples are based on the specific assumptions given in the
table

The first calumn describes the type of cash flow. The second
column uses a "cash-flow diagram" to show the timing of that
particular cash flow. The horizontal line of the cash-flow
diagram isa time scale,.where P indicates the present; the,
progression of time moves from left to right, and the numbers
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between the points represent years. The downward-pointing
arrows represent expenditures (cash outflows), and upward-
pointing .arrows represent receipts or savings (cash inflows).

The 'first row shows the discounting of planning and design costs
assumed to have been incurred at the beginning of the past year.
To convert this past cost to a present value, the single com-
pound amount factor for 1 year and the assumed discount rate of

8 percent-is used. .To convert'the past amount to an annual
value', it is first-converted to a present value and then to an
annual value by applying the uniform capital °recovery factor.
Thus, in cols. 3 and 4 of Table 28.9, it may be seen that paying'
$500 a year ago is equivalent to paying $540 now (apart from 0,

inf,lation), or to paying $63'each year over tlie next 15 years,
under the stated conditions.

The second and third rows of Table 28.9 show tfie discounting of

current expenditures associated with acquiring and installing
the stem on the building. These values are already stated as
present values and need only be converted to annual values by
application.of the uniforth capital recovery factor. (Tax and
-financing effects are treated later.)

The forth row of Table 28.9-shows the discounting of a series
of yearly maintenance costs that are level in constant dollars.
The uniform-present-value factor is used Ao convert the series
of yearly expenditures of $60 to a presemt-value equivalent of

$51i, There is no need.for any adjustment to derive the equiv.
alent annual value because the cash flow is already expressed in

annual terms.

The fifth row shoils the discounting lyf repair'and replacement
costs. These costs consist of future payments that occur Tess

often than every year. ' The single-present-value is used to con-
vert the expected amounts of $100 in the fifth year and $100 in
the tenth year to the total present-value equivalent of $114.
The uniform capital recovery factor is used to convert the
present value of $114 to an- equivalent annual val-ue of $13.

The 'sixth row shows the discounting of a single future receipt,.
the net salvage value of $3000 that.the solar energy system is

assumed to yield at .the end of the period of use. Ngain, the
single-present-value factor is 'used to convert the future value
to a present-value equivalent of $946. The annual-valu equii-
alent of $110 is found by applytng the uniforT sinking fund
factor to see%how much money would be necessary to invest an-
nuall$ .in order to accumulate the specified amount by the desig-
nated time.

The seVenth row of Table 28.9 s
energy savings. The yearly inc
reflects the assumption that en
faster than prices in general.
estimated at $1000. To find th
savings, it is'necessary both

ows the discounting of expected
ease in the amount of savings
rgy prices will rise substantially
AtAhe outs,et, yearly savings are 0
present value of ,,the life-cycle

o escalate the yearly savings and 0
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to discount them. This is done by usingthe variation of the
unifonm-present-value formula. The present-value equivalent of
yearly energy savings is $12,959, under the stated conditions.
The, annual-value equiva ent is $1514,Jourid by applying the uni-,
form capital recovery actor to the present-value amo nt.

The discounted cash flows maY now be used to evalua e the pro-
fitability of the investment by comRuting, for eXample, the total
life-cycle cost o'f the investment, the net savings from the in-
vestment, or the savings-tq-investment ratio. In this simplified
example, the net present-value savings from the investment, foumd
,by subtracting the total present value of costs, less,salvage
value, from the total present yalue of fuel'savings, is4$3137 (i.e.
$12,959 - [$540 + ($9000 $946) + $600 + $514 + $1141 = $3137}.
In annual-value terms, total costs amount to $1147 and total
savings to $1514, resulting in a net annual savings of $367.
Thus, under the stated conditions, saving $3137 in present-
value terms over 15 years is equivalenk to.saving $367 -each
year for the 15 yeart.
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CE 28 9 Exemples of Discounting Cash flows for a Solar Energy Investment'
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CASH FLOW COMPONENTS

A comprehensive evaluation of solar and conv.entional heating
and/on cooling systems requires the.assessment of the following
kinds of costs over the life cycle:

1. System acquisition costs, including design, engineering,
and "search costs" if they are important, purchase prices,
elive6/ costs, and installation costs;

2. Cos or savings due to changes in the building envelope
or in other building components that must be.modified to
accommodate the solar energy system;

3. System repair and replacement costs;

4. 4ntenance costs;

5. Energy costs;

6. SalvagBlvalues, net of removal and disposal costs;

7. -Insurance;

8. Taxes;

9. Governmental incentives.

These various kinds of costs are required for all parts of the
systeDebeing compared. For a solar,energy system for a building,
the prins_Wal parts may comprise the following:-
1. solar collector;
2, thermal storage;
3. .04/oustic hot-water system;

ailrconditioning components;
5. auxiliary energy system;
6. heating and cooling distribution systems;
7. the system control;
8. any motors, pumps, fans, flowers, wiring, and tubing in-

cluded in these parts.

If the energy systems that are to be compared have part§ which
.are identical in costs, the costs of these parts may be omitted
for the purpose of comparing the economics of the systems. For
example, often it is assumed that the acquisition cos'ts, as well
as the reliability, dunability, maintenance, and repair costs,
of the conventional auxiliary system are the game as those of th'e

conventional system used alone. This assumption reduces the
number of cost elements to consider antrsimplifies the analysis.

Where, the costs of alternative systems differ, the costs of each
may be assessed in full and then compared; or alternatively, the
costs attributable to the solar energy system can be calculated
by subtracting the cost of the conventional system from the cost
of the combined solar/auxiliary system for each item of cost.
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System costs (oiher than insurance, taxes, and incentives) may
be further divided into:
1. engineering,
2. materials,
3. labor,
4. marketing costs.
This division of costs may be useful for the purpose of current
cost control and for predicting future system costs. For example,
it has been predicted that system design, engineering, and research
costs will tend to decrease as.the number of solar installations
increases and the knowledge of system size requirements for al-
ternative locations and standardized designs expands.
As another example, there may be cost tradeoffs between.materials
and labor that could reduce further total system costs. Factory
preassembly of solar collectors in modular form, for instance,
tends to increase materials costs (as compared with assembly at
the job .site), but may lower.labor costs of assembly through
techniques of mass production in the factory.

Some kinds of cost may be difficult to lower. Labor costs for
collector installation, for example,may be more-difficult to re-
duce-than labor costs for system assembly. Similarjy, materials
costs may be difficult to reduce apart from a switch to inno-
vative designs that use fewer and/or less expensive materials.

Or'
The realtive proportions of the various kinds of costs may differ
considerably, depending on the type of application. For example,
the relative proportions of materials and labor costs may differ
for new construction and for retrofit installations. Installa-
tion of a collector -as an integral part of the building during
construction tends to displace a portion of roofing labor costs,
whereas retrofit of a collector to an existing building may re-
quire additional materials costs for structural support of the
roof

Fixed Costs and Variable Costs

Another cost concept--one that is particularly useful in deter-
mining the optimal system size--is the division of costs into
fixed and variable components.- Fixed, or constant, costs are
those that do not change as the size of the solar energy system
is increased. (Few costs are truly unchanging as the capacity
of the system is changed; but some costs do tend to be somewhdt
fixed over a restr*cted range of system sizes.) For example,
the need for a reliable energy source may mean that the capacity
of the conventional backup system.will be held constant over a
wide range of olar energy system sizes. .Additionally, mkst of
the other comp nents of asolar energy system will have s por-
tion of their osts fixed for alternative total system sizes.
For example, solar energy system of any size will require a
minimum of controls, pumps, tadks, heat exchangers, valves,
piping, fittings, etc. that will tend to xemain about constant
over'some range as the size of the colleCtor area is expanded.
The cost of the collector panels, storage, and heat exchangers,
usually.comprises the major item of variable costs. Collector
installation generally has both a fixed and a variable cost'
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The figure to the right
illustrates the fixed
and variable elements
typical of the major
items of.tosts for a
solar energy system.

The vertical axis
measures costs, and the
horizontal axis measures
collector area.

.The upper quadrant of the
figure shows items fhat
raise the cost of solar;
the lower quadrant shows
items that lower the cost.

Cost curves that origi-
nate at the origin or
at the point of origin
of the cost curve just
below it, have no fixed
element.
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Property tem

M2inttnence,ter1 irs,an4 tamest

Installation

--- Engineering

System purchase

Collector area (m2)

Fired and variable cost components. (Ned coksareilis diferences in the ntenept of the capper
arrows

If they maintain a constant distance from the curve just below,
they have no variable element. \If thax diverge as collector
area increases, they encompass a variane element.

To estimate the costs of alternative systems, it is useful to:'
identiy the fixed and variable portions of system costs, and
to calEulate the variable portion of costs as a function of
collector area. For example, the cost cif a component such as
storage may be estimated as follows: S = F + sAP

where: S is total storage costs,
F is-Fixed costs for tanks, valves, etc., -
s is units of storage medium per unit of collector

area,
A is collector area,
P ls price per Unit of storage medium.

dividing all systems' costs into fixed and variable components,
the cost-estimateing equation for the system can be simplified.
Because fixed costs are incurred regardless of the size of the
system, they influence.the optimal size. This is because it,is
the changes in costs and savings as system size is expanded that
determine the optimal system size.
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Total, Average, and Marginal Costs

The changes in costs and savings that result from an increment
in the size of a system are known in economics as the "marginal

cost" and the "marginal savings", respectively.

The marginal costs and savings,are
the derivatives of the total costs
and savings, and when equated, re-
sult in the maximum level of net
savings,- measured as the differ-
ence between total cost and total
'savings.

The figure to the right illustrates t:
the typical relationship between
total costs, total savings, mar- i

ginal costs, and average costs.

These concepts apply to costs and
savings stated in life-cycle cost
terms.

Peint of mailmen( daterence Teti costs

Total savings

Melina! cosi

/ Average cost

Collette( area

Marginal benefit

ColleCter ores

The relationship of total, marginal, and average costs of solar energy system

Acquisition Costs

Costs incurred initially (first costs) are already in present-
value terms and require no further adjustment if a present-value
model is used, If an annual-value is used,'it is,necessary only

to multiply the total of first costs by the uniform capital re-
covery factor UCR.

Acquisition costs may be treated entirely as a first cost if
it is assumed Ahat the system is purchased outright, or if no

difference is assumed in the discount and the mortgage loan .

rates. Otherwise, only the down-payment portion of acquisition
costs is treated as a*first cost, and the present value of the
remaining costs is found by first applying the RCR based on the
mortgage loan rate of interest, and then applying to the level,
periodic mortgage payment the uniform present value factor UPV

based on the discount rate. Note that the mortgage payment is
fixed and declines in constant dollars during inflationary
periods.

There is considerable uncertainty about the installed costs of
solar heating systems, and there is insufficient information
available to substantiate published reports. System costs
based on research projects and demonstration projects funded
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by the Federal Government are misleading, because the total
costs of such projects may include considerable design and
engineering. In some instances, instrumentation for monitor-
ing the performance of experimental systems and the cost of
developing alternative components are included. The costs
reported in popular magazines and newspaper accounts are like-
wise misleading, because they are often based on systems which
have been designed and assembled by the owner on a do-it-your-
self basis. Installation labor, normally a major cost item,
is seldom included.

Guidelines are provided in the following discussions to esti-
mate the total installed cost of a.solar system including
equipment and installation labar. 'Of these two items, equip-
ment costs are the larger and easier to estimate, largely by
consulting manufacturer's literature and price lists. Esti-
mating labor costs is more difficult because it depends upon
the type of installation, location of the house, experience
of the installer, and other factors. Ranges in equipment price
and estimates of man-hours for installation of systems in new
buildings (in 1978) are listed below to provide cost-estimat-
ing guidelines.- There may be specific items of equipmeRt which
have lower costs than those listed, and some which are more ex-
pensive, so that prices may not be representative of any single
project.

TYPICAL EQUIPMENT AND MATERIAL PRICES (IN 1978) FOR LIQUID-HEATING SYSTEM

ITEM UNIT PRICE RANGE
(IN DOLLARS
LOW MEDIUM -HIGH

Flat-plate collectors and
mounting hardware

Storage tank

Pumps and motor

Heat exchanger

Controls and sensors

Piping (3/4 inch copper)

Valves

Miscellaneous fittings

Expansion tank

Insulation

DHW Preheat tank

ft2

750-1200 gal capacity

10-20 gpm

Each

Each

°ft

Each

Each

0*,

Each
62

10

1000

80

200

500

0.45

20'

200

60

500

80

15

1500

180

300

750

0.60

30

250

$0

750

100

24

'2500

350

400

1500

0.80-.85

45

350

100

1000

150
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INSTALLATION TIME ESTIMATES FOR TYPICAL UQUID-HEATING SYSTEMS

ITEM UNIT TIME (MAN-HOURS)
LOW MEDIUM HIGH

Collectors and flashing 400-500 ft2 40 60 80

Storage tank Each 8 10 12

Piping loOps All 40 60 80

DHW preheat subsystem - 8 12 20

Insulation All 16 20 30

Controls -- 8 12 16

Testing and balancing -- 10 15 20

Table 15-3

Typical Equipment and Material Prices (in 1978)

for Air-Heating Systems

Item Unit Price Range
(in dollars)

Low Medium High

Flat-plate collectors and
mounting hardware

Storage containers

Gravel

Blower and motor

1Control and sensors

Motorized dampers

Heat exchanger

DHW Preheat tank

Ducts

Insulation

Miscellaneous

ft2 10 15 24

ft3 0.5 1 1.5

ton' .3 4 5

each 150 175 200

set 500 750 1500

each 115 125 150

each 45 60 80

each 80 ' 100 150

bulk 2000 2500 3500

bulk 500 750 1000

- 200 300 1 400 i
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Table 15-4

Installation Time Estimites for Typica

IX-S-57

ir-Heating stems

Item Unit Time (man-hours)

Low Medium High

Collectors 400-500 ft2 40 60 80

Storage unit each 25 30'

Ducting all 50 75 100

Controls 8 12 16

DHW preheat subsystem 8 12 20
,

Insulation - 16 20 30

Testing and balancing 10 15 20

Tpble 15-5

Equipment Costs for Components of Domestic Water Heaters (1978 prices)

Item Unit Price Range
(in dollars)
Medium HighLow

Flat-Plate Collectors , ft2 10 15 24

and mounting hardware ,

Preheat.tank 80-gallon
capacity

100 200 250

Pump and m or each 80 120 150

assembly
,

Heat exchanger each 200 300 400

ontrols and sensors Set 100 150 200

iping (1/2 inch copper) ft .40 .50 .75

alves each 20 30 45

Miscellaneous fittings bulk 30 40 50

Expansion tank each 60 80 100

Insulation bulk 80 100 120
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Table 15-6

Estimates of Installation Times for Domestic Water Heaters

Item

Collectors and flashing.

Preheater tank

,Piping loops, pumps, valves

Insulation

:Controls

Filling, testing, and
,adjusting

'For packaged units, subtract

120
.ercent from total

Unit Time man-hours)

'LOIN Medium High

2-4 collector
units

1

4

1

8

2

12

2

all 12 16

2 4. 6

1 2 3

2 4 6

Total

(with'20%
subtracted)

14 26
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Maintenance and Insurance Costs

In a present-value model, level yearly recurring costs are
brought to a present value by multiplying the amount in the
base year by the uniform present value factor, UPV, provided
the analysis is in constant dollars and uses a real discount
rate. If the analysis is in nominal dollars and uses a nom-
inal discount rate, it will be necessary to multiply base-
year costs by the modified version of the UPV, incorporating
the projected Inflation rate.

No aotjustment to the base-year costs is needed for an annual-
value model% The base-year value can be interpreted as uni-
form annual values in constant dollars.

Maintenance and insurance costs are often treated as yearly
recurring costs, remaining unchanged in constant dollars.
Alternatively, these costs, particularly maintenance costs,
may be projected to change in real terms, becaue of deteri-
oration over the life of the system. If the projected change
is at a constant rate, the modified UPV can be used to convert -
to a present value.' If the rate of change is not constant,
th'se costs -are usually treated as nonrecurring costs.

If additional insurance costs are incurred on the solar energy
system, they should be considered in the life-cycle cost an-
alysis. In so doing, it is important to remember that insur-
ance costs represent a tradeoff to the homeowner for incurring
damage costs. It is the net cost to the homeowner of damage,
In, which is relevant, that is, the cost of insurance (insur-
ance premiums) plus damage losses, net of insurance reimburse-
ments col-lected. The net cost.in annual-cost terms is as
follows (ref 8): In =I+L- C

where: I is annual insurance premiums,
L is annual damage loss,
C is annual insurance reimbursements.

Energy Savings

If a yearly recurring cash flow, e.g., energy savings, is pro-
jected to change at a constant rate over some period of time,
the modified uniform present value factor, UPV, for the appro-
priate period of tiTe can be multiplied by the base-year
amount in order to determine the equivalent present value. To
determine the equivalent annual value, it is necessary first
to find the present value incorporating the prite escalation,
and then to apply the uni,om capital recovery factor, UCR, to
the present-value amount.) The projected rate of future price
escalation can also be thanged over time.
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Replacement Costs and Salvage Value

Cash flows that do not recur annually, such as repair and re-
qOacement costs and salvage values, can be converted to a
present-value by applying to each item the single-present-value
factor, SPV, appropriate to the year in which the cash flow
occurs. Nonrecurring cash flows can be converted to an annual
vallie by applying the-uniform capital recovery factor, UCR,
to the present-value amount.

Property Taxes and Income Taxes

The rgffect of taxation on the costs af a solar system to the
owner may be considered for two main cases:
1. 'for the owner-occupied solar residence, and
2. for the rental solar residence or other solar commercial

buildings.
For both ca,ses, taxes impact on costs in several ways, in some
instances raising.and in other instances lowering, life-cycle
costs of the solar heating, ventilation, and air-conditioning
(HVAC) system relative to its conventional counterpart. Let
us examine th.e twa cases in turn for tax implications.

Owner-occupied residence: For the uner-occupied residence,
the primary tax effects are from the:property tax and,
rectly, from the income tax. The particular effect of either
of these taxes could be expected to vary among individual solar
residences, depending upon local property-tax rates, property
assessment practices, and the income-tax bracket of the home-

. owner. The focus here is on the nature of the effects and on
the method of including them in the life-cycle cost analysis.

The property tax, which is levied as a percentage of a frac-
tion of the market value of a building, would tend to raise the
life-cycle costs of a solar HVAC system relative to a conven-
tional system. Life-cycle costs would be raised because, other
t%.=.0A equal, the greater first cost of solar HVAC equipment '

d be reflected in a higher market value for the residence,
and hence in a larger assessed value for the solar reside ce
than for-a conventional residence with its lower first-co
HVAC system. Thus, the capital intensiveness of an HVAC
system influences the amount df property taxes levied on
residence, and thereby alters the life-cycle cost of the HVAC
system.

As a simple example, let us compare the property tax on a
$60,000 solar residence, of which.$8000 is attributable to
additional cost of the solar HVAC system, with a counterpart
conventionally heated apd cooled home valued at $52,000 (i.e.
$60,000 - 8000). Given a typical tax rate of 4.50 percent of



50 percent of market value, the $60,000 solar residence would
be assessed at $30,000 and taxed $1350. The counterpart con-
Veiltional home would be assessed $26,000 (i.e.,50 percent of
$60,000 - $8000) and taxedl$1170. For purpose of illuStration,
further assume a real discountrate of 2 percents a,constant
real property,value (including a Constant real value for the
solar system With replacements made as needed ), and a constant
peoperty tax rate-over a 20-year peried of evaluation. (The
assumption of a constant real property value anda constant
Property tax rate means that even thougg the nominal, or mar-
ket, property value changes,,the yearly property tax remains
constant in terms of present prices.), Over 20 years, the
property tax on the 'solar residence would amount in present-
value terms to $22,074-,i.e;,, $1350 B1 + 0:02)20-11/0.02(1+0.02)23=
$22.074: the present value of the property-tax,on the Conveutin6a1
residence would amount to $19,131-1.e., $1170 31 + 0.02)4u
-11/ 0.02 (1+ 0.02)29 = $19,131. Thus, the efTect.of the
property tax in the above example is to.raise the life-cycle
cost 6f the solar residence relatiVe to the conventional system
by nearly $3000. This simple illustration indicates that the'
property tax proiides a disincentive for choosing solar HVAC
systems.

In the example a constant real property value, was assumed for
ease of illustration. This.assumPtion implies no rea de-
preciation of the system over time during which necessary re-
placement of parts is made: i.e., the salvage value, in real
terms, is assumed eaual. to-the original first cost. In some
cases this assumption might be,reasonable. An,alternative
assumption is that-the HVAC system (with parts replacements)
depreciates in real terms from tbe time of purchase, sa that
little or no real value remains after, say,,20 years. Yet
another ossib1 assumption is that the assessed value of the
system simultane usly reflects inflatiOn and deterioration.
This third'assump n is described by the followling equation:

fl
qt. PVt = tOJ . (1 i)

j=1 (1 +

where t = the property tax rate
- = the income tax rate

Gj= the assessed vaTue of the HVAC system in
year j in present dollars.

Thpresent value, or, depending on the model, the annual value,
of the property taxes would be computed and added to other costs.
This farmula woqld cover both the case of a constant real asses,sed
value for the HVAC system and the case of changing real assessed
values overtime.

The income tax, in contrast to the property tax, would tend to
reduce the life-cycle cost of a solar vis-a-vis a conventional
residence in two ways. For one thing, the homeowner is able
to deduct solar mortgage interest payments from taxable income.

o
Ocj
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The higher first cosi of the solar HVAC system, by increasing
the size of the mortgage to be amortized, raises interest
payments, the higher interest payments can then be deducted
from income for purpose of cdmputing income tax. The value
of the tax deduction depends on the homeowner's personal
income-tax bracket. Consider, for purpose of illustration,
the case of a solar HVAC system whose first cost of, say, $8000
comprises part of the homeowner's mortgage. With a 10 percent
market rate of interest on the residential mortgage, the $8000
amoritized over 20 years would add approximately $940 pet year

to'the mortgage payment. (For simplicity let us assume yearly
mortgage payments rather than Monthly payments.) The addition

to the yearly'payment is fixed at $940 over the 20'years, and
interest comprises a declining portion of the payment over time.

In the first year, interest amounts to $800(i.e-., $8000 x 0.10=
$800), and theprihcipal is reduced by $140 (i.e., $940 $800 =

$140). In the second year, interest is $786 0.e., ($8000-$140)
0.10 = $7867, and the principal is_ reduced by $154 (i.e., $940-
$786 = $154). Thus in the first year, the solar system would

result in additional interest deductions from taxable income
of $800 and, if the homeowner is in a 25 pvcent income-tdx
bracket, the end-of-year value of the deduction would be $200

, (i.e., $800 x.0.25 = $200). At a 2 percent real,discount rate,
the, present value of this savings would be $196(i.e., $200/
(1 + 0.02)1=$196]. In the second year, the present-value retyrn

from the income-tax deduction would be $189 [i.e., ($786 x
0.25)/(1 = 0.02)2 = $18D. Over the full 20 years, the'present
value of the interest deductions, PVI, would be calculated,

generally:as:* n
PV = E t(L.m)

j=1 (1 4 i)j-

where:i = personal income-tax rate

= the additional mortgage loan principal
outstanding in period j, i.e.,..that part
associated with the HVAC 'system

m = the market rate of interest on the mortgage

(During a period of price change, it would.be necessary to

apply a price index to the amount of the tax deductions to
convert them to constant prices or to use a nominal discount

rate. This conversion of current dollars to real terms would
be necessary because the tax deductions are fixed, and dO not

reflect changing prices.) To account for the.effect of tax
deductions of interest, the present value is subtracted from

the homeowner's life-cycle costs.

In conclusion, property taxes tend to increase the homeowner's
cost for a solar system relative to a counterpart conventional
system because of the greater capital-intensiveness of the
typical solar system. Income-tax effects, on the other hand,
tend to reduce the relative costs Of.the typical solar syste,
principally because of deduction from the homeowner's taxable
income of interest payments which are larger for more capital-

intensive systems.



Commercial and Industrial Buildings: Let us now consider the
tax effects on the life-cycle cost of a commercial building
equipped with a solar HVAC system, as compared with a commercial
building equipped with a conventional HVAC syitem. In the case
of commercial useOf solar.energy systems, the previously de-
scribed property tax and income tax effects wOuld also apply.
The institutional treatment Of property tax and interest charges
would be somewhat different for commercial buildings than for
owner-occupied houses in that these items of cost would be
deductible as business expenses. The effect on costs, however,
would be described by the same mathematical expressions de-
veloped above. There are, in addition, other income-tax-
deductible expense's to consider in evaluating the commercially
used system, such es depreciation deductions and deductions of
operating (including energy) and maintenance expenses. Also,
after-tax rental incom e of commercial buildings,may be in- .

fluenced by the choice between solar and conventional HVAC
systems, and therefore, may need to be considered:

The larger Capitalized value of a solar'energy system would
result in increased deductions of depreciation from"taxable
income. For example, for a straight-line method of depreciation,
a first cost of $8000 for the solar system, a 20-year life,
and no salvage value, the annual depreciation deduction would
be $400. The present value to the building owner'of the $400
epreciation in a given year may be found by app}ying the
owner's income tax rate to the $400, and discounting that
amount to the present. If inflation is present, the $400 must
first be converted to constant dollars before discounting.
Alternatively, a depreciation method might be used Which does
not yield equal year4ly amounts,in either real or nominal terms
(e.g., a declining balance method). A general expression of
the present value of the tax deduction resulting from depreciation,
PVd, is:

A

[1,3=L_A_

PVd E
j=1

where: Di = depreciation in year j, in presel dollars

t = building owner's income-tax rate.

On the other hand, a solar energy system might mean lower ope-
rating (fuel) costs than its conventional c,ounterpart. Because
of the attendant decline in tax-deductible expenses, tax'deduc-
tions for operating costs would tend to'be lower-for a solar
system than for its conventional Counterpayt.

Because of the time value of money, the present value of de-
preciation expenses is less than the present value of the capital
expenses upon which it is based. In contrast, the present value
of the deductible operating expenses is approximately equal to
the corresponding operating expenses incu,rred.. Consequently,
if present-value capital costs are substituted (traded Off) for
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present-value operating costs on a dollar-for-follar before-tax
basis, there will not-be a corresponding-dollar-for-dollar trade ff
on an after-tax basis. Rather, the present value of after-tax
capital costs will increase relatively more than operating sts
decline, and after-tax totalcosts will, therefore, rise as a
result of the more capital-intensive system. HenCe, the f ct
that operating costs afe fully deductible as a current bus ness
expense, while capital costs are deductible only as a depr a-

tion exifense, may in some cases bias'building owners towards
relativ y less capital-intensive conventional HVAC systems.over
solar ene y systems.

In most cases, it will probably be reasonable to'assume that
there are equal private benefits for the solar energy system and
the conventional counterpart to which it is compared. However,
in the case of some rental properties, particularly low-density
rental residences, it may be necessary to take into account
possibre dAfference,s in rental revenue. Where conventionally
provided utilities are paid by the tenant, rental revenue should
be expected, other things equal, to be higher on a solar residence
than on a comparable conventionally equipped residence. That is,
the owner of a solar rental residence would incur the costs of
solar equipment that would be reflected in higher rent but lower
utility bills to the tenant. The owner of the rental solar res-
idence would require higher rental payments to cover higher
capital .costs. If other things are equal and the market is
functioning well, tenants should be willing to pay an additional
amount of rent up to the amount of the additional utilities otitlay
which they would incur in a counterpart conventionally equipped
residence (i.e., an amount sufficient to equalize the life-cycle
costs to the tenants of counterpart solar and conventional rental
units).

Different amounts of benefits (i.e., rental income) for buildings
equipped with different HVAC systems mean that benefits of the
alternative systems are unequal. To compare the alternative
systems, differences in their benefits as well as in theiT costs
should be evaluated. Inequalities in benefits can be-treated in
the present-value and annual-cost equations as negative costs,
by enteripg, in this case as a negative cost, any additional
after-tax remtal income generated by the rental solar residence
over the conventional counterpart. Annual after-tax rental
income Y

r
would be expressed as:

Y
r

= (1 t)Y ,;

where Y =.additional annual gross rental revenue for a
solar residence over its' counterpart conventional
residence

1-t = the factor applied to obtain after-tax income.
This additional amount of annual income, i.e.,
(1-t)Y, would be comverted to present value and
subtracted from life-cycle costs.

71:
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Government Incentives i

Effective life-cycle costs to owners and users of Solar-equipped
buildings may be further changed by governmental programs de-
signed to encourage adoption of solar HVAC systems. These pro-
grams might offer special- incentives for solar systems in the
form of tax credits, low-interest loans, or direct grants or
subsidies to manufacturers and/or buyers of solar HVAC systems.

La

Alternativ ly, incentives for solar energy systems might be ,

provided i the form of pehalties applied to conventional HVAC
systems su s taxing conventional HVAC systems more severely
than solar systems. In either case, if the comparative cost to
the homeowner is altered by speeial programs, the cost evaluation
should reflect the induced changes. ,

The method of treating the cost effects of such programs would
vary. Subsidies to producers of solar systems, for example,
might be reflected in the lower purchase price of the systems,
and no additional expression need be introduced into the life-
cycle cost model in order to assess this effect. On the other
hand, a subsidy to the purchaser of a solar energy system, say,
in the form of a low-interest loan for the purchase of a solar
home, might require specific evaluation of the interest subsidy,
including income tax effects.

Some programs intended to provide incentives for purchase of
solar energy systems may do this by reducing previously existing
disincentives for solar energy. For example, some States and,
localities are exempting some part of the first cost of a solar
energy system fromthe property tax (e.g., in Colorado, the law°,
requires that solar systems be assessed at 5 percent of their
market values).

Following are seven types of financial incentive policies that
appear to be the principal types of incentives under consid-
eration both at the state and federal levels:
1. Direct grant
2. Income-tax credit
3. Property-tax reduction
4. Sales-tax reduction
5. Income-tax deduction for depreciation
6. Loan-interest subsidy
7. Tax on conventional energy
Each of these is briefly described and discussed in turn.

The first type of incentive listed, i.e., a direct grant to the
purchaser of a solar energy system, is being used in conjunction
with federal programs as,well as by a number of states. The
Solar Demonstration Program (19.74-79), administered by the U.S.
Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD), provided
grants for the installation of solar units in new and existing
dwellings. Grants can be treated in the evaluation model as a
negative first cost.

72
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The second type of incentive listed, i.e., the income-tax credit,
involves the reduction of the recipient's income-tax liability by
a specified amount. Aside from slight differences in timing,
the income tax credit is essentially the same as a direct grant,
as long as the credit is reimbursab.le (i.e., the recipient re-
ceives any excess of the tax credit over the amount of income-
tax liability). For example, suppose a tax credit of $2000 is
allowed to the.purchaser of a solar energy system whos-e per-
sonal income-tax liability is only $1500. If the purchaser re-
ceives a check for $500, in addition to the waiver of income
taxes owed, the purchaser will have the equivalent of a cash .

payment of $2000 received at that time. Extension of the invest-
ment -tax credit to cover solar energy equipment installed in .

commercial buildings Is also a type of tax-credit incentive.

The third type of incentive, i.e., the reduction in property
taxes, appears to be the most preyalent form of direct financial
inCentive now.being enacted at the state level

The fourth type of incentive, i.e., the reduction in the sales
tax on solar energy equipment, is less frequently used.

The fifth type of incentive, i.e., the allowance of an income-
tax reduction for depreciation on the capital costs of solar
energy systems, can take several forms. One approach is to
expand the current eligibility for capital depreciation deduc-
tions from businesses to intlude homeowners. Another approach
is to increase the value of the depreciation, either by short-
ening the length of time over which the depreciation is written
off against yearly tax liability, or by otherwiie allowing a
more liberal depreciation method. The value of the write-off
is increased by shortening the defined life of the system or by
using a depreciation method which results in larger deductions
initially because the tax savings are thereby obtained more
quickly and can be put to'profitable use.-

The sixth type of incentive is a subsidy to reduce the interest
rate charged .on loans to purchase solar energy.systems. The
after=tax value of this incentive may be substantially less
than the before-tax value.

The seventh incentiVe is the imposition of a special tax on
conventional energy sources. Because solar(nergy systems de-
rive their economic value from the cot of alternative sources
of energy, raising the price of the alternative sources (e.g.,
by imposing a new tax:or by raising existing taxes) will in-
crease the value of solar energy.



NON-LIFE-CYCLE-COST EVALUATION METHODS

The methods of economic evaluation encompass a wide range of
options depending upon the cash flow components and the period
to be considered in any specific analysis. The various methods
can be conveniently separated into two groups: (1) those which
evaluate on the basis of life-cycle costing, and.(2) those which
do not. The latter methods will be introduced first.

Breakeven Cost

One simple method to assess the economic competitiveness of a
solar system with a conventional system, is to compare the costs
of delivered energy. If the solar and conventional enregy costs
are equal, they are said to "break even". In breakever calcula-
tions a uniform annual cost is applied, and in simplest terms,
inflation and discount rates are ignored. Usually, the uniform
annual cost of the solar system is considered to consist of
annual mortgage repayment (principal plus interest) and operating
costs. More complex breakeven analysis could include other an-
nual costs such as property taxes, insurance, and maintenance,
minus an annual credit for income tax saving on interest paid
on the mortgage., The simple calculation assumes that property
taxes, insurance, and maintenance costs are offset by an annual
income tax crekiit on the interest paid (at least in the first
few years).

Example of Breakeven Cost

Problem: A solar heating system with 300 ft2 of collectors
costs $12,000 ($40/ft2). After taking a Federal income tax
credit of $4000 and state income tax credit of $1000, a 30-year
loan is negotiated for $7000 at 10 percent interest. The solar
system will provide an annual average useful thermal energy of
50 million Btu. Determine a (simple) breakeven cost for the
solar system.

. .

Solution: At 10 perCent interest, a 30-year loan will necessitate
a uniform annus41 payment of $743 to repay the $7000 loan. With
a net useful Onual solar thermal energy delivery of 5- MMBtu,
the solar enerAy cost is $14.86/MMBtu, and breakevern prices of
conventional _ofuels are:

TYPi OF FURANCE BREAKEVEN PRICE

Electric Resistance 5.1t/KWh

Oil furnace at 60% efficiency (140,000 Btu/gal) $1.25/gal

Propane furnace at 70% efficiency (90,000 Btu/gal) $0.94/gal

Natural gas furnace at 70% efficiency (10GO Btu/ft3) $1.04/100 ft3
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Payback Evaluation

Another widely used method of evaluation, the payback method,
does not take into account costs and savings over the life of
an investment, and, therefore, is not in a strict snese a life-
cycle costing method. In the case where a fast turnaround on
an investment is required (for example, to repay a short-term
loan), the payback method may provide useful information. This
evaluation- method measures the elapsed time between the point of
an initial investment and the point at which accumulated savings,
net of post-investment accumulated costs, are sufficient to off-
set the initial investment.

The calculations may be made with or w thout consideration to
escalation of energy prices and market iscount rate. If in-
flation and discount rates are ignored, the result of the cal-
.culation is called simple payback (SPF) period. If inflation
and discount are both considered, a discounted payback (DPF)
period can be determined.

Simple Payback Method

In equation form, simple payback period may be calculated as
follows:

SPB (years) = System Cost.
(Annual Energy Costs Savings-Annual 0* and M* Costs411

(*0 and M are operating and maintenance)

Example of the Simple Nyback Method

Problem: Determine the simple payback period for solar ayg'tem
with a net investment cost (after tax credits) of $8000 which
delivers 80 million Btu of useful solar erngy annually. The
annual operating and maintenance costs total $172, and the con-
ventional fuel displaced is electricity at 5t/KWh. Determine
also the discounted payback period if the fuel inflation rate
is 15% and discount rate is 10%.

Solution:. The annual energy cost savings are:

80 x 10 6 Btu x $0.05 = $1172.
3413 Btu/kWh kWh

The operating cost is computed o-r-TIlie basis of 7% operating
energy requirement and a small amount is added for maintenance
to total $172. Then the simple payback period is:

SPF = 8000 = 8 years
1172 - 172
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Discountecyayback Method

Discounted payback period is the period between initial in-
vestment and the time when net energy savings, appropriately
inflated and discounted, equal the initial investment.

The algebraic expression for determinging discounted payback is
the following:

Y

AI + E E (PkAQk bj) + E aj(AMi + ARj

Jl
):1

j=1 j=1 "

where: I = total,qirst costs associated with the energy
system, including design, purchase, installation,
building modification, and the value of useful
building space lost;

Pk = the initial price of the kth type of conventional
energy for energy types k = 1 to H;

A = change attributable to solar energy;

Qk = the quantity required of,the kth type of conven-
tional energy (equippent efficiencies should be
taken into account in calculating Qk);

bj = (1 + ek)/(1 + d)J = a formula for finding the
present value of an amount in
the jth year, escalated at a
rate ek, where k denotes the
kth type of energy;

= (1 + = the single-present-value formula com-
puted for a designated year from
from j = 1 to Y and discount rate d;

Y = the number of years to pay back when cash flows
are discounted;

Mj = maintenance costs in year j;

Rj = repaio- and replacement costs in year j.

If the net savings are constant S, Y = -1n(1 - iI/S)/1n(1 + i)
where -i-i the compound rate of interes.t.

Example of Dis.counted Payback

The table on next page shows the payback period calculated for
the hypothetical investment problem used to illustrate the life-
cycle cost methods. Cumulative discounted savings and recurring
'costs are compared in each year with the initial investment cost,
until net savings become positive. With energy prices esca-
lated at a rate of 5 Oercent and discounted at a rate of-10
percent, energy savings are shown to offset investment costs in
the seventh year.
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Illustration

Years into
the invest-
ment

of Discounted Payback Method*

Amount of Present value
initial invest- of cumulative
ment cost, . energy savings,
dollars 1- dollars

Present
of other
ulative

value
cum-

costs

Presenla,
value
net sa;Trgs
t dollars

(1)

1

2

3

4

6

7

(2) (3) (4) (5)

8000 1432 0 =6568
2799 0 -5201
3103 . 0 -48977
5348 0 -2652
6537 0 -1463
7672 0 - 328 ,
8755 0 + 755

* Based on hypothetical cost data and assumptions presented in the
discussion of life-cycle cost emthod, and derived by the discounted
payback equation.

t Derived by applying to the base-year energy savings of $1500
the uniform-present-value factor for each successive year,
including a factor for energy price escalation.

t Net savings is the difference between the inttial investment
cost and the cumulative present value of savings less re-
curring costs1'

Advantages and Disadvantages of Payback Methods

The payback method has the principal advantages of bei6g easy to
understand and familiar to a wide aUdience. Its appeal also
lies in the fact that it allows emphasis to be given to the
rapid recovery of investment funds,'an objective important to
many organizations. Rapid payback is often of critical impro-
tance to speculative investors. It can also be important to
other investors if financial resources are available for only a
short period of time or if there is considerable doubt as to the
expected life or resale value of the major components of the
investment. Often, however, there is too much emphasis on the
length of the payback period, and not enough emphasis on overall
expected profitabiliity of the investment. ,

A principal disadhntage of the payback method is that.even if
based on discounted cash flows, it does not provide a compre-
hensive evaluation of aa investment's profitability. It is not
comprehensive because it does not include those cash flows that
occur after the point payback is reached. The case is sometimes
made that this shortcoming can be overcome by' comparing the
expected life of the major components of an investment with the
estimated payback period to determine ,how long savings are ex-
pected to continue beyond the point that costs are recovered.
And, with very simple investment problems involving uncomplicated
patterns of costs and savings, this comparison can usually be
made.

'7;
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However, even in theisimple case the payback method provides no
clear, reliable meiSure of overall ec-onomic performance for com-
paring alternative investments. Comparison of alternatives
strictly on the basis of the payback period may lead to inef14,_
cient investment decisions, because an investment with a longer
payback may be more profitable thanan investment withLa'shorter
payback.

LIFE-CYCLE COSTrNG METHODS

When investment costs are high and resulting dollar benefits
(savings) are distributed and changing in amount over time--as
they are for most applications of solar energy--it is reasonable
to make thorough comparisons of lifetime costs and savings be-
fore undertaking an investment. "Life-Cycle costing" is a method
of economic evaluation that is generally appropriate for eval-
uating an investment whose principal benefits occur in the form
of cost savings. ,

Although the term life-cycle costing is used to refer to a spe-
cific method of measuring economic performance, it is also often
used in a broader Sense to refer to any'of sev-eral Widely used,
-comprehensive methods that evaluate all significant costs and
benefits (savings) over the relevant period of time, taking
into account the time value of money. These include the net
benefits (or savings) method, the benefit/cost (or savings-to-
investment) ratio method, and the internal rate of return method.
The evaluation methods differ essentially in the manner in which
they relate costs and savings. 4

For example, the life-cycle cost method; used to refer to a
specificn, evaluation method, means the summing of acquisition,
maintenance, repAir, replacement, and energy costs over the
life of the investment. The investment that has the lowest
total life-cycle cost while meeting the investor's objectives
and constraints is the preferred investment.

The net benefjts method, as'applied to solar energy, finds the
difference between the lifetime dollar energy savings from an
investment in solar energy and its lifetime dollar costs. A
positive dollar value means the investment is profitable, and
a negative value indicates losses.

The benefit/co4 (or savings-to-investment) ratio method ex-
.

presses savings, net or recurring costs, from- solar energy as a
numerical ratio to investment costs. The higher the ratio, the
more dollar savings that are realized per dollar of investment
cost.

The internal rate of return method finds the interest rate for
which lifetime dollar savings are just equal to the lifetime
dollar costs. This interest rate indicates the rate of return



on the investment. The rate of return is then compared to the
investor's minimum acceptable rate of return to determine if the
inVestment is desirable.

Although these evaluation methods are closely related to one
anothr, they are not necessarily substitutable methods for
dealing with differenct types of investment decisions. For

some types of decisions, the choice of a method is more impor-
tant than for others. The choice of method is not usually
critical, for example, in simple "accept-reject" investment
decisions, in that any of the above life-cycle cost methods,
used correctly, will indicate if an investment in solar energy
will save more than it costs.

The choice of method is important for determining the econom-
.ically optimal size of a solar enehgy syStem. For this type
of decision, the life-cycle cast method or the net benefits
method, is recommended over the other methods because. either
of these two methods will indicate very directly Ahe optimal
system size. As long aS the total cost of a building is re-
duced or the net.savings-fram an investment is increased by-
adding to the capacity of the solar energy system, it pays .

to do so.

For allocating a limited budget among available investment
opportunities, the benefit/cost (savings-to-investment) ratio
method or the internal rate of return method is recommended,
because the use of either of these methods will reSult in the
selection of investment projects with tile largest total re-
turn for a given investmentbudget.

Life-eycle Cost Method

This evaluation method calculates either the total present
value or the total annual value of the lifetime dollar costs
associated with each alternative energy system under consid-
eration. The alternative with the lowest cost is more eco-
nomical, provided it meets other requirements of the investor.

Present Value of Life-Cycle'Costs

Following is a formula for calculating, in present-value dol-
lars, the total life-cycle costs a PV associated with owning
and operating any energy systeni:

h h h

PV = I - (Vnan) + E + Rj) + E E Pa,bj
j=1 k=1 j=1 "

Where: PV = total present-value, life-cycle costs, before
taxes;4associated with a given energy system;

I = total first costs associated with the energy
* system, including design, purchase, installa-

tian, building modification, and the value of
useful building space lost.;
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V = residual or salvage value at year n, the last year
- in the evaluation;

a . the single-present-value formula.computed for a w
designated year from j = Lto n and discount rate d;
i.e., aj = (1 + d)-j;

Mj = maintenance costs in year j;

Ft"- = repair and replacement costs in year j;

Pk = the initial price of the kth type of cOilventional
energy for energy types k = 1 to H;

= the quantity required of the kth type of conven-
tional energy (equipment efficiencies should be
taKen into account in calculating Qk);

a ilormula for finding the present value of an
amount in the jth year, escalated at a rate ek,
where k denotes the kth type.of energy, and dls-
counted at a rate d; bJ (31 + ek)/(1 d]]

Example of th-e. Life-Cycle Cost Method in Present-Value Dollars

Table 28.1 illustrates in a simple example the use of the'life-
cycle costing method to compare two alternative energy systems:
(1) a combined solar and conventional energy system, and
(2) a conventional energy system used alone. The total costs
were calculated from the equation for present value of live-
cycle costs.

TABLE 28.1 Illustration of the Life-Cycle Costing Method In Present-Value Dollars'
,

Period of Initial Base-year Present value Present value Present value Present value

Type of energy analysis, investment energy costs, of energy Replacement of replacement Salvage, of salvage,' of total costs,'

dollars dollars costs." dollars costs, dollars costs,' dollars doltars dollars dollars
system years cost.

(1) (2) (3), (4) (5) (6) Prc' (8) .

Solar/conventional
auxiliary

'Conventional

20 20,000 500 6359 0 0 `,-1

20 12000 2000 25,435 6000/15th 1436 4000/20th
year year

(9) (10) '
0 26;359

594 38,277

'All costs are evalnated with a discount ride of 10%. a fuel price escalation rate of 5%. an investment horizohof 20 years, and the assumption that the solar energy system

las no value remaining after 20 years. mid the conventMflal system has a salvage value 0r two7thirds of the cost of the replacement.
"Derived using the uniform-present-value formula including a factor for fuel price escalation, for a discount rate of 0.05, and 20 years; i.e.,

" 1 + 0.05 vi
$6359

$590 t 1 + 0.10)

1 + (:),O51)
825.435 $2000

t /

Derived using the single-present-value factor for a discount rate of 0.10 and 15 years; i.e., $1436 = $6000 (0.2394).
Derived using the single-present-value factor for a discount rate of 0.10 and 20 years; i.e.. $595 = $4000 (0.1486).
Derived by summing- the present value of investment costs, energy costs, and replacement costs Itss Sidvage value; i.e.. col. 10 = cot 3 + col. 5 + col. 7 col. 9.

Su



The combined solar/conventional energy system is!assumed to cost
$20,0,00 or $8000 more than the conventional system alone (co1.3)
The major components of the combined system are expected to last
20 years, as compared with 15 years fur the conventional system
alone. Setting, the period of analysis at 20 years for both
systems (col.2)- means that the conventional system will be due
for a major replacement (assumed to cost $6000) at the end of
the 15th year (co1.6), of which twothirds of the valtle is as-
sumed to remain at the end of the 20th year (co1.8). The com-
bined system will require no replacementS and is assumed to
result in substantial fuel,savings, reducing annual energy costs
from $2000 to $500, valued in base-year dollars (co1.4), On

the basis of an expected fuel price rise of 5 percent per year
and a discount rate of 10 percent, the present value of energy
costs for the combined system equals $6359 (co1.5),.,and itS
total life-cycle cost equals 126,359 (oo1.10). For the conven-
tlonal system alone, the present value of energy costs is 125,435
(co1.5), the present value of.reOlacement cost e.quals 11436 (co1:7),
the ,present value of the salvage value equals $59-4 (co1.9) and
total life-cycle cost equals $38,277. (co1.10). Hence, over 20
years the total life-cycle cost of the combined system is $11,918
less than the cost of the conventional system and is, therefore,

g the preferred investment.

Annual Value of Life-Cycle Costs

An alternative to expressing life-cycle, costs in present-value
terms is to express them in annual-value terms, that is, as a

stream of level annual costs extending over a period equal in
length to.the period of analysis. The measure of annual value
may be derived directly from the measure of present value by

(N.?

applying the uniform capital recovery factor. Expressed in
annual-value terms, the life-cycle cost method is used exactly
as in present value life-cycle cost analysis to find the lowest-
cost alternative for accomplishing a given objective.

A formula for finding the total annual value AV of life-cycle
costs of an energy system is:

AV = c x PV

Where: AV = total annual-value life-cycle costs associated
with a given energy system;

c = the uniform capital recovery -formula,

i/ - (1 .+ i)-rg

PV = total present-value, life-cycle costs, before
taxes, associated with a given energy system.
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Example of the Life-Cycle Cost Method in Annual-Value Dolla,

Table 28-2 illuStrates the evajuation of the life-cycle cost of'
an investment in annual-value dollars. The present value of
the total life-cycle costs of the two energy systems derived
in Table 28.1 are here converted to annual-value equivalents
using the equation for annual value of life-cycle costs.

TABLi 28.2 Illustration of the Life-Cycle Costing Method in Annual-Value Dollars*

Type of energy system
(1)

Period of Present value of total Annual value equivaknt of
analysis costs, dollars total costs.t dollars

(2) (4)

Solar/conventional auxiliary 20 . , 26,359
Conventionai 20 38,277

3097
4498

Based on the hypothetical cost data and assumptions given in Tahk 28.1.
Werived by Eq. (28.1). i.e.. $3097 = $26,359 (0.1175); $4498 = $38,277 (0.1175), where 0.1175 is the ,

uniform capital recovery hictor for a discount rate of 10% and 20 years.
.

In annual-value dollars, the combined solar/conventional-energy
system costs $3097 (as compared with,cthe present-value equivalent
of $26,359); the conventional system alone costs $4498 in annual-
value dollars (as compared with the present-Value equivalent of
$38,277); and the combined system is shown aga-in to be the least-
cost system.

Life-Cycle Cost Per ftit of Inergy

A slightly different way of using.the life-cycle cost method to
evaluate an investment in solar 'energy is to calculate and com-
pare in annual-value dollars the life-cycle cost er unit of
energy delivered to 'A building by alternative _energy systems.
If the assumptions 4re made that the conventional heating and
cooling system is i entical whether or not a solar energy system
is added, and that the price. of conventional energy per unit
purchased is constant with respect to the quantity purchased,
the calculations are simplified. In this case, the cost com-
parison can be made ty first finding the life-qycle costs in
annual-value dollars of the solar energy system, and dividtmg
this by the amount of energy expected to be supplied by the
solar energy system Peach year. That is, the life-cycle cost
in annual-value dollars of a unit of energy provided by solar,
US, may be calculated as follows:

US = AVs/SES

Where: US = the unit life-cycle costs in annual-value
'dollars of solar energy;

AVs = total life-cycle costs in annual-value dollars
of the solar energy system;

SES = amount of solar energy supplied annually;
expressed in some uniT of measure such as
joules/year or Btu/year.
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The next step is to derive the per-unit cost of supplying a unit
of heating or cooling by conventional energy, UC. This may be
found by the following equation:

4

SPch.HP11 h

UC = E br + E b c

COP j.1 F j=1

Where: UC = per-unit cost of supplying conventional energy,
after the heating and/or cooling plant is in,
place;

S'= energy for cooling as a fraction of total annual
energy. requirement; .

Pc = purchase price per unit of energy for cooling
(un-its should be consistent with the units,in
which solar energy costs are measured);

COP = coeffi'cient of performance of cooling equipment;

bj = a factor far finding the ,present valUe of the
price per unit of cooling energy in the jth year
when it is,escalating at a rate ec:,

(1 ec)/(1 + i) j

H = energy for heating as a fraction of total annual
energy requirements;

Ph = purchase price per unit of energy for heating;.
u,

F = efficiency of the heating funace expresses .as
a fraction;

tql = a factor for fimding the present value of the
price per unit of heating energy"in the jth
year when it it escalating at a rate ell:

tql = (1 + eh)/(1 + i) j;
0

c = the uniform cap.ital recover factor: c=i/ 1-(141)-1,1 .

By comparing the life-cycle cost in.annual-value dollars of a
unit of energy supplied by the solar energy system, US, with the
unit cost of conventional energy, UC, the type of energy with
the4owest life-cycle cost-can be.identified.

83
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Example of the Life-Cycle Cost Per Unit of Energy Method

Table 28.3 illustrates the use of this method for evaluating
the cost-effectiveness of the same solar energy system used in
preceding examples. If it ig assumed that210 million Btu are
supplied each year by solar energy (co1.6) and that the life-
cycle cost of the solar energy system in annual-valuedollars
is S841 (co1.5), the equation for unit of ener"gy provided by
solar, US, can be used to dehve the unit cast'Of solar energy.
The life-cy0e cast per therm (100,000 Bt9) of solar ener.gy
supplied is found to be $0.40 (col. 7). This is lower than the
cost per therm of $1.067 for conventional energy as derived by
the,equatsion fora unit of conventional energy, UC, (col: 8).

TABLE 28.3 illustr'ation of the Llfe-Cycle Cost Method to Compare the Unit Cost of Energy Supplied by Alternative Energy Systems'
. ,

Differential Annual value of Savings in Annual value of net Annual value of Amount of solar Annual cost per Levelized unit cost

insestment cost of solar investment replacement cosis replacement st solar cvsts,d energy supplied unit of solar energy of conventional

solar, dollars cost.° dollars salvage. dollars savings,' dollars dollars each year, Btu supplied. dollars energy.' dollars

(1) (2) (3). - (4) (5) (6) I (7) (8) c,

8000 940 6000/15 year
4000/20year

99 841 21 x 10: 0.40/10s Btu
4.00/MM'Btu

1067/105 Btu
10.67/MM Btu.

a. Based on hypothetical cost data presented in Table 28.1 and
derived by the equations for life-cycle cost per unit of
energy. Additional as&umptions are that the initial cost .

of the solar auxiliary system.is equal to the cost of' the
conventional system used alone, that the conventional'system
lasts 5 years longer when used as an auxiliary, that the
energy casts of the solar auxiliary system are $500, that the
conventional system is powered by no. 2 fuel oil priced at
$0.50/gal, and that the furnace efficiency is 0.5.

b. Derived using the uniform ,capital recovery factor for a dis-'
count rate of 10% and 20 years; $940 = $8000(0.1175).

c. Derived using the single-present-value faCtors for a discount
rate of 10% and 15 years and 20 years and the uniform cap-ital
recovery faCtor for 20 years; i.e., $99 = $6000(0.2394) -
$4000(0.1486) (0.1175).

d. Derived by the equation for annual value of life cycle costs,.
combining the annual valtee of investment cost and the annual
val-ge of net replacement cost saVings; i.e., $841 =1940 - $59.

e. DeriAd by tbe equation for.unit.life-.cycle cost of solar energy,
i.e., $0.,;40/1058tu = $841/21 x 107 Btu.

f. Derived. by Ole equation for unit life-cycle qost of conven-
tional energy; i.e.,

+ 0.
1.067/10' = (0. 0/ga1/6.5) E

j=1 1 + 0.10

2°

[I

-

.FA

(0.1175)/0%4 therm/
ga0i
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Advantages and Disadvantages of the Life-Cycle Cost Method

This method is effective for determining if k solar'energy system 410

is expected to reduce the total life-cycle costs of the energy
components of a buildin. It is also useful for determining
the optimal sizing of a soler energy system, by showing the
impact of changes in investment size on lifetime costs. $If
total life-cycle costs are lower with a solar energy system than 4%
with a conventional system alone, the solar energy system is
cost-effective. As long as life-cycle costs continue to decline
as the size of the solar energy,system is increased, it pays to
increase the size of the syStem, other things being equal.

Theoretically the size of a project should be increased only as
long as the return at the margin on that invertMent is equal to
or_ greater than the return at the margin on competing invest-
ments. 'However, as a matter of practice, individual projects
are often sized (scaled) apart from consideration of other pro-

, jects. Then prujects of a predetermined design and size are
compared with one another. .

The life-cycle cost Method is uften usedsfor overall comparisons
of aTternative building designs, for example, an energy-conserv-
ing design versus a more conventional design.

The life-cycle cost method, however, is no.4 always effective for
evaluating investments in solar energy relative to competi4ig in-
vestments, because the method doeS not lend itself to ranking
competing investments, in terms of their economic efficiency.
Although the life-ciele cost measure indicates whether tdtal
dollar owning and oper-kting costs of a building are increased
or decreased by an invesltent in solar energy, it does not in-
dicate the return on the investment dollar.

Net Beneits Methods

The net benefits (savings) method is useful for converting the
ana.ysis of ,an investment such as solar.energy, which largely
involves costs, to a standard benefit-cost format involving
both c ts and tavings. Lifetime costs are subtracted from
lifetime savings to derive net savings from the investment.
As in the,case of computing total life=cycle costs, net savings
may be Rx ressed in either present-value or anqal-value dollars.

The Method involves the'Same cost elements and arrives at the
same conclusion as the lifi:cycle cost method, but is formulated
someWhat differently.

Present Vaiud of Net Savings

A formula derived from.the present-value of life-cycle cost
method by differencing for calculating net savings in present-
vajul dollars, PNS, from a solar energy fhvestment is:
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PNS --, (PkAQkbi)(-1-21- r2,I - AVnan)- E 6-1(AMi+AR.....]

k=1 j=1 j=1
...

Where: PNS = present value of net dollar savings;
A = change attributable tO solar energy;

i///----1P =.the initial price of the kth type of-conventional
energy for energy types k = 1 to H;

Qk = the quantity required of the 15th type of conven-
tionalenergy (equipment effiCiencies should be
taken into account in calculating Qk);

= a formula for finding the present value of an
amount in the jth year, escalated ata rate ek,
where k denotes the kth type of energy, and dis-
coteted at a rate d; i.e., bj = (1+ek)/(1+d) J;

I OCOt first costs associated with the energy system,
fhOd-ding design, purchase, installatio,h, building
mbdiffcation, and the value of useful building
space lost;

Vn = residual ot sklvage value at yeai- n, the last
year in the evaluation;

6 = the single-present-value formula computed for a
designated year from j=1 to n and discount rate d.;
i.e., a$04= (1 + d)-.];

M. . maintenance costs in year j;

R. = repair and replacement costs in year j.

This formula allows for the evaluation of a solar energy plus
auxiliary system in direct comparison with a conventional
energy system. It calculates the net difference between the
present value of energy savings due to.the solar energy systet
and the differential investment, maintenance, repair, and re-
placement costs attributable to the solar energy System.

Example of the et nefits (Savings) Method in,Present-Value Dollarsi(

Table 2 .4 illustrates this method in a simple example, based
on the same costs and assumptions used in the example for the
ii ycle cost per unit of energy. The solar energy system is
assumed to cost $800 more than the conventional system, to
save $1500 annually in energycosts (valued in base-year dollars), ,
and to last 20 year --5 year% longer than the conventional system--
without a major neplacement. The present value of energy savings
over the 20 years equals $19,077 (col. 4). The present value
of the savings in net replacement costs owing to the-expected
5-year longer life of the conventional system when paired with
a solar system equals $841 (CO1.5). Net savings from the invest-
ment if solar energy are, therefore,$11,919 (col. 6).

6
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TABLE 2i4 Illustration of thu Net Santana (Savings) Method In Prisant:-Valus Dollars'

Present V:alue-..-
Mffemmial Base-year Present-value of net

Penod of solar energy cost energy replacement Nit present
analysis. investment savings. savings,1 cost savings. I value mine. { '
, years costs. dollars dollars dollars dollars dollars

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

20 8000 1500 19,077 7 841 11,918

Based on the hypothetical cost data and assumptions given in Table 28.1.
Ibenved using the uniform-pre'sent-vidue formula including a factor for fuel price escalation; i.e..

--- $19,077 1500
(1124-- -011-50 )1°

t $841 =V6000(0.2394) - $4000(0.1486).

f Derived by the equation for peesent value of net savings; .
i.e., $11,918 = $19,077 - $8000 + $841,

't

Annual Value of Net Savings

Measured in annual-value dollars, the net benefits (savings)
method finds the difference between the additional annual costs
associated with a solar energy system and the annual savings
expected to result from it. This can be done by applying the
appropriate discount formula to the net pi'esent value of savings.

The resulting formulals-:
ANS = c x PNS-

Where: ANS = net annual savings;

PNS = present value of net dollar savings; .

c = the uniform capital recovery factor, i/171-(1+i)-D.

Converted to an annual-value basis (c = 0.1175), the present-
value savings of $11,918 from the preceding sample problem,
equals $1400. This means that a savings of $1400 per year for
20 years (in constant dollars) is equivalent in value to a
savings of $11,918 realized now.

Advantages and Disadvantages of Net Benefits Methods

The net benefits (savings) method hes essentially the same
advantages and disadvantages as the life-cycle cost method;
In fact, the two methods are generally interchangeable.

Benefit/Cost Ratio Methods '

. Because the benefits of investing in solar energy are in terms
of cost savings, a version of the benefit/cost ratio (B/C)

method known as the savings-to-investment ratio (SIR) method
is often used to evaluate solar energy investment. Like lhe
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life-cycle cost and net benefitsj methods, this method is based
on discounted cash flows. The IR method, however, expresses
savings and investment costs as a ratio rather than as a dol-
lar amount.

.Savings-To-Investment Ratio

The formula for computing SIR for an investment in -solar energy
based on costs and savings expressed in present-value terms
(alternatively, annual-value cost may be used) is:

ti

SIR- = - E E ()0(40) - E aJ(AMj + AR-1)) /CAI - AVnarg
k=1,j=1 j=1

Where: SIR = net discounted savings attributable to solar
energy, as a ratio to solar investment costs;

Pk = the initial price orkticle kth type of conventional
.

energy for energy types k = 1 to 1-1,.,

A = change attributable to soliir energy;

Qk . the quantity repuired of the kth type of conven-
tional energy (equipment efficiencies should be
taken into account in Calculating Qk);

bi = a formula for 'finding the present value of an amount
tn the jth year, escalated at'a rate ek, where'k
denotes thejth type of energy, and discounted at
-a rate d; i.e., bJ = gl+ek)/(1+g 3;

ka = the single-presen't-value formula computed for a
designated year from j = 1 to n and discount rate_
d; i.e., a3 = (1+d)-3;

Mj = maintenance costs in year j;

Rj= yepair and replacement cos-ts in year j;

I = total firSt costs asscciated With the energy systems
including design, purchase, installation, building
modification, and the value of useful building space
lost;

Vn = residual or salvage value at year n, the last year
in the evaluation. ,

The placement of certain 'costs in the numerator ratlier than-in
the denominator of the SIR is largely an arbitrary decision.,
:file SIR equation above shows all recurring costs, including re-
placement costs in the numerator, and investment or fil-st costs
less salvage value in the denominator.'
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An alternative is to add the present value of t4ep1acement costs
to first costs in the denominator. A rationale for the approach
taken here--that of the including replacement costs with other
recurring costs in the nalierator--is that it avoids possible
confusion over what are repair costs and-what are renewal costs
of the investment. While this distinction is not important in
evaluation of single soiar energy installations, it may cause
inconsistent measures when the SIR is used -CO evaluate and
compare multiple installations, unless a consistent treatment
is foll-owed.

The acceptance criteria for an investment )sing the SIR methods
.are:
(1) that the savings-to-investment ratio be equal to or greater'

than 1, both for the total investment and for the last incre-

ment in investment costs;

(2) that the system be expanded in size as long as the ratio for
the last increment in the investment is greater than 1.0,
,,and is equal to or greater than the ratio at the margin for
the next best investment opportunity.

If there is no budget constraint, it pays to expand the solar
energy system to the point that the ratio for the las-t incre-
ment of the investment equals 1.0. Because the SIR ratio tends
to fall as an investment in solar energy is expanded, a larger,
more efficiently sized version of a given project may have a
lower SIR for the total investment than a smaller, less efficient
versico of the same project.

Example of the Savings-To-Investment Ratio Method

Table 28.5 illustrates the SIR method of, evaluating an invest-
ment in solar energy.

TABLE 28.5 Illustration of Blot SIR Method'

Solar energy Present value Present value of SIR SIR denominator

savings in of energy net replacement numerator (differential

base - year savings. I cost savings, 1 [(2) + (3)1, investment cost). SIR

dollars dollars ..dollars do/lari dollars ratio

(1) (21 (3) (4) if (5)

1500 19,077 1341 19,918 8000 2.5

* Based on hypothetical cost data presented in Table 28.1 and

derived by the equation for-savings-to-invdotment ratio
+ Derived in Table 28.4, col. 4

Derived in Table 28.4, col. "5

The initial yearly energy savings from the solar energy system
of i1500 amounts to $19,077 over the 20 years when expressed
in present-value dollars. To this Amount is'added the net
present-value savings in replacement costs realized because
of the assumed longer life of the conventional auxiliary system
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when it is peired with the solar energy system. Df maintenance,
repair, and replacement costs had been assumed to be higher with
the solar energy system than without it (e.g., AM, >0), the
present-value increase in these costs wo.uld have been subtracted
from the energy savings in the-numerator of the SIRT

The net replacement cost saved is equal to the present value of
of the $6000 of.replacement cost that would otherWise be incurred
in 15 ye rs (i.e., $1436), less the present value of the salvage
value th t would haye Ueen ,realized from the replacement at the
end of the ar time horizon (-r.ee, $595). Thus the numerator
of the SIR is equal to $19,918, the denominator is equal to
$8000 and the SIR is 2.5. This indicates on the average a $2.50
return per investme.nt dollar over the'life cycle.

Advantages and Disadvantages of the Savings-To-Investment Ratio Method

Like the life-cycle cos't method and the net savings method, the
savings-to-investment ratio method offers the advantage of pro-
viding a comprehensive measure of profitability of an investment
over its expected life. It offef-s an advantage over these other
two methods by providing a measure which can be compared with
comparable measures for competing independent projects to de-
termine the most profitable group of investments available to
the investor. That is, it is a useful method for ranking an
investment's profitability relative to other projectS. At the
same time, it is generally less suitable than the other two
methods for determining the optimal size of a project, because
the SIR tends to fall as investment size increases. To use the
measure.for sizing projects, it is necessary to compute and com-
pare the SIR for increments.in investment size.

Internal Rate of ?eturn Method

The internal rate of return method calculates the,rate of reiurn
an investment is expecteeto yeild. Unlike the.other methods,
the internal rate of return method does not call fdr the dis-
counting of cash flows on the basis of a pxespedified discount
rate. Rather, the method solves for that rate of interest which
when used to discoubt both costs and savings will cause the two
to be equal,, resulting in a net savings of zero. The rate of
return is generally calculated by a trial-and-error process by
which various rates of interest are used to discount cash flows
until a rate is fouhd for which the net value of the investment
is zero:

The internal rate of return method may be described algepraically°
as follows: given values of other parameters, find the value of
i,that satisfiestthe equation:
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H En ,bd.

( k k)

(AI
[

k=i k=1

Where:

Vna + E (AMi + ARj);
j=1

i = the compound rate of interest which when inserted
in the expressions bj and a3 solves the equation;
this value of i is the internal rate cf return on
the investment;

P = fhe initial price of the kth type of conventional -
energy for pnergy types k = 1 to H;

A =.change attributable to solar energy;

Qk = the quantity required of the kth type colventional
energy (equipment efficiencies should e taken into
account in calculating Qk);

= (1 + ek)/(f + d)i = a formula for finding the present
value of an amount in the jth year, escalated at a
rate ek, where k denotes the kth type af energy and .
discounted at a rate d;

I = total first costs associated with the energy system,
including design, purchase, -installation, building
modification, and the value of useful building space
lost;

= residual or salvage value at year n, the last year
in the evaluation;

a = the single-present-value formula computed for a
designated year-from j = 1 to n and discount rate d;
i.e., aJ = (1 + d)-J;

M- = maintenance 'costs in y ar j;

Rj = repair and replacement costs in year'j.

The economic efficiency criterian for accepting an investment
based on the internal rate of return method is that the calcula-
ted rate of retuyn be equal to or larger than the investor's
minimum attractive rate of return.' The method can be used to
compare the return on an inveStment in solar energy with the
returP on inveStment alternatives, in order to maximinze the
return from a given budget\ The selection criterion is to -

choose individual investments in descending order of their -

expected rates of return, as long as the rates of returm are
equal to or exceed the minimum attractive 'rateof return, until
the total budget is exhausted. Itle criterion for using this

,method to determine the most economical size of a solar energy
system is to iincrease the sizs of the system as long aS the rate
of return on each investment thcrement is greaterthan the inves- ,41,

tor's minimum acceptable rate of return.

411, 94.
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Example of the Internal Rate of Return Method

Table 28.6 shows the calculation of the internal rate of return

t
method for the sample hypothetical data that was use sto illu-
trate the other life-cycle costing evaluation metho I s.

TABLE 26.6 Illustration of the Interns! Rats of Return Method'

Present value of Net present value

Trial Solar differential Present value of net replacement based on the trial

interest investment cost, energy savings., cost savings.1 interest rates.§
rates dollars dollars dollars dollars

6 (I) (2) (3) (4) (5)

20 8000 9773 285

25 8000 7634 165 201

By interpolation, = 0.20 + 0.05132 + 201)1
i = 0.246, the intern& of return on the investment for NPV = 0,

20658

Based on hypothetical cost data presented in'Table 28.1 &rid
derived by the equation for internal rate of return.

t Based on base-yeaT savings of $1500 and derived using the
uniform-present-Alue formula with a factor for fuel escala-
tion, for an interest rate first of 20% and then of 25%.
Derived by applying ta the replacementkost and salvage Value
the appropriate single present-value factors'for an'interest
rate first of 20% and then ot 25%; i.e., for i = 0.20, $285 =
$6000(0.0649) $4000 (0.0261; for i = 0.25, $165 = $6000

ts (0.0352) $4000(0.0115).
f $2058 = $9773 - ($8000 $285); $201 = $7634 - ($8000 - $165)

By trial and error it is found that the investment saves $2058
when evaluated with a 20 percent interest rate, but loses $201
when evaluated with a 25 percent interest ra-te. It therefore
may be concluded that the rate of interest which will ,equate
the total of savings and costs to zero lies between 20 and 25
percent. As shown in the table, interpolation can be used to
determine that the internal rate of return is 24.6 percent. If 0

this rate is greater than the investor's minimum attractive rate
pf return, the investment is economically attractive.

Advantages and Disadyantages of the Intert.al Rate of'Return Method

The internal rate of return method s.hares with the life-cytle
cost, net benefits, and benefit/cost ratio metpods-the advan-
,tage of providing a comprehensive evaluation of an inVestment
in solar energy. A unique characteristic f-this, Method, which
might sometimes be an advantage, is the lack of necessity to
specify the discount rate. However, it is necessary to have -0

an estimate of the minimally attractive rate of return against
which the calculated internal rate of return can be compared
to decide the desirability of the investment.

"

The method has several possible diSadvantages. Under certain.
circumstances there may be either no determinable solution or

92
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multiple solutions. However, this problem will probably be
rare in evaluating solar energy systems. As in the case of
the savings-to-investment ratio method, a problem may arise
in using the internal rate of return method to determine the
economiCally efficient size of a solar energy system. As an
investment is expanded, the rate of return on the overall in-
vestment may fall, but the rate of return pf the additional
investment may nevertheless be above the minimum attractive
rate of urn. As in the other case, however, t is problem
can be comp-by using the internal rate of ret rn method
to analyze incremental changes in the investmen rather than
the total investment: Like the savings-to-inves ment ratio
method, this method has the advantage of inPicating the rela-
tive efficiencies of alternative'investments). It therefore
may be u.seful in comparing solar energy with other investment
options.
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APPENDIX

Tables of Interest Factors for Disc.rete Compounding Feriods

8% Interest

10% Interest e'

Interest

15% Interest

20% Interest

25% Interest

A Worksheet Example for Net Benefits Life-cycle Costing

Step 1 A

Step 2 A

Step 2 B

-LCA-1

LCA-2.

LCA-3

Figure 4 (Repayment on Loan)



TABLE Z 8% Interest Pectins for Discrete Compoqmdft1 Periods

Single payment Uniform series

..
Compound Present Capital, Present Sinking Compound

amount worth recovery worth fund amount Gradient
factor factor factor factor fact& factor factor

N (FIP, 8, N) (PIF, 8, N) tA/P, 8, N) (PIA, 8, N) (AlF, 8, N) (FIA, 8, N) (AIG. 8, N) N

1 1.0500 -92593 1.0800-, 1.0000 1.0000 .0000 1

2 ., 1.1664 .85734 .56077 1.7832 .48077 2.0799 .4807. 2

3 1.2597 .79383 .38803 2.5770 .30804 3.2463 .9487 3'
4 1.3604 .73503 .30192 3.3121 .22192 4.5060 1.4038 4

.5 1.4693 .68659 .25046 3,9926 .17046 5.8665 1.8463 5

6 1.5868 .63017 .21632 4.6228 .13632 7.3358 2.2762 6

7 1.7138 .55349 .19207 5.2063 .11207 8.9227 2.6935 7

8 _1.8509 .54027 .17402 5.7466 .09402 10.636 3.0984 8

k 1.9989 .50025 .16008 6.2468 .08008 12.487 3.4909 9

10 2.1589 .46320 .14903 6.7100 .06903 14.486
. ,

3.8712 10

11 2.3316 .42889 .14008 7.1389 .06008 16.645 4.2394 11

12 2.5181 .39712 .13270 7.5360 .05270 18.976 4.5956 12

13 2.7196 .36770 .12642 7.9037 .04652 21.495 4.9401 13

14 2.9371 .34046 .12130 8.2442 .04130 24.214 .5.2729 14

15 3 1721 .31524 .11683 8.5594 .03683 27.151 5.5943 15

16 3.4259 .29189 .11298 . 8.8513 .03298 30.323 5.9045 16

17 3.6999 .27027 .10963 9.1216 .02963 33.749 6.2036 17

18 3.9959 .25025 .10670 9.3718 .02670 37.449 6.4919 18

19 4.3156 .23171 .10413 9.6035 .02413 41.445 6.7696 19

20 4.6609 .21455 .10185 9.8181 .02185 45.761 7.0368 20

21 5.0337 .19866 .09983 10.016 .01983 50.422 7.2939 21

22 5.4364 .18394 .09803 10.200.. .01803 56.455 7.5411 22

23 5.8713 .17032 .09642 10.371 .01642 60.892 7.7785 23

24 6.3410 .15770 .09498 10.528 .01498 66.763 8.0065 24

25 6.8483 .14602 .09368 10.674 .01368 73.104 8.2253 25

26 7.3962 .13520 .09251 10.809 ,01251 79.953 8.4351 26

27 7.9879 .12519 .09145 10.935 .01145 87.349 8.6362 27

28 8.6269 .11592 .09049' 11.051 .01049 95.337 8.8288 28

29 9.3171 .10733 .08962 11.158 .00962 103.96 9.0132 29

30 10.062 .09938 .08883 11.257 .00883 113.28 ' .9.1896 30
Nir

'3131 10.867 .09202 .08811 11.349 .00811 123.34 9.3583

32 11.736 '.08520 .08745 11.434 .00745 134.21 9.5190 32

33 12.675 .07889 .08685 11.513 .00685 145.94 9.6736 33

34 13.689 .07305 .08630 11.586 .00630 158.62 9.8207 34

35 14.785 . .06764 .08580 11.654 .00580 112.3,1 9.9610 35

40 21.724 .04603 .08386 11.924 .00386 259.05 10.569 40

45 31.919 .03133 ..08259 12.108 .00259 386.49 11.044 45

50 46.900 .02132 .08174 12.233 .00174 573.75 11.410 50

55 68.911 .01451. .08118 12.318 .00118 848.89 11.690 55

60 101. 25 .009103 .08080 12.376 .00080 1253.1 11.901 60

65 148.77 .00672 .08054 12.416 .00054 1847.1 12.060 65

70 218.59 .00457 :08037 12.442 .00037 2719.9 12.178 70

75 321:19 .90311 .08025 12.461 .00025 4002.3 12.265 75

80 471.9 .00212 .08017 12.473 -.00017 5886.6 '12.330 80

85 693.42 .00144 .08012 12.481 .00012 8655.2' 12.377 85

. 90 1018.8 .00098 .08008 12.487 .0408 12,723.9 12.411 90

.95 1497.0 .00067 .08005 12.491 .00005 18,701.5 12:436 95

100 2199.6 .00045 .08004 12.494 .00004 27,484.5 12.454 100
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TABLE 3 10% Interest Factors tor Discrete Compounding Periods

Single payment Uniform series

Compound Present Capital Present Sinking Compound
amount worth recovery worth fund amount Gradient
factor factor factor factor _fictor factor factor

N (F/', 10, N) (P/F, 10, N) (A/', 10, N) (P/A, 10, N) (A/F, 10, N) (F/A, 10, N)(A/G, 10, N) N

1 . 1.1000 .S0909 1.1000 : " .9091 1.6000 '
1.000

.

.0000 1

2 1.2100 .82645 .57619 1.7355 .47619 2.0969 .4761 2
3 1.3310 .75132 .40212 2.4868 .3012 3.3099 .9365 .3
4 1.4641 .68302 .31547 3.1698 .21347 4.6409 1.3810 4
5 1.0105 .62092 .26380 3.7907 .16380 6.1050 1.8100 5

6 1.7715 .56448 .22961 4.35.52 .12961 7.7155 2.2234 0
7 1.9487 .51316 .20541 4.8683 .10541 9.4870 2.6215 7
8
9

2.1435
2.3579

.46651
42410

.18745

.17364
5.3349
5.7589 . 00 8737 6445

11.435
13:579

3.0043
3.3722

8
9

10 2.5937 .38555 .16275 6.1445 , .06275 15.937 3.7253/ .10
'9,111.

11 2.8530 .35050 .15396 6.4950 .05396 18.530 4.0639 11
12 3.1384 .31863 .14676 6.8136 .04676 21.383 4.3883 12
13 3.4522 .28967 . .14078 7.1033 ,04078 24.522 4.6687 13
14 3.7974 .26333 .13575 7.3666 .03575 27.974 4.9954 14
15 4.1771 .23940 P.13147 7.6060 .03147 31.771 5.2788 , 15

16 4.5949 .21763 .12782 7.8236 .02782 35.949 5.5492 16
17 5.0544 .19785 .12466 8.0215

....1

40.543 5.8070 17
18 5.5598 .17986 .12193 8.2013 .0 193 45.598 6.0524 18
19

20
6.1158
6.7273

.16351

.14865
.11955
.11746

8.3649
8.5135 955..0011746

51.158
57.273

6.2860
6.5080

19

20

21 7.4001 .13513 .11562 8.6486 .01562 64.001 6.7188 21
22 ,8.1401 ..1 2285 .11401 8.7715 .01401 71.401 . 6.9188 22
23 8.9541 .11168 .11257 8.8832 ' .01257 79.541 7.1084 23
24 9.8495 .10153 .11130 8.9847 .01130 88.495 7.2879 24
25 10.834 .09230 .11017 9.0770 .01017 98.344 7.4579 25

26 11.917 .08391 .10916 9.1609 .00916 109.17 7.6185 26
27 13.109 .07628 .10826 9.2372 .00826 121.09 7,7703 27
28 14.420 .06935 .10745 9.3065 .00745 134.20 7;9136 28
29
30

15.862
17.448

.06304
.05731

.10673

.10608
9.3696
9.4269

.00673

.00608
148.62
164.48

8.0488
8.1761

29
30

31 19.193 ..05210 .10550 9.4790 .00556 181.93 8.2961 31
32 21.113 .04736 .10497 9.5263 .00497 201.13 L 8,4060 32
33 23.224 .04306 .10450 9.5694 .00450 222.24 5151 33
34 25.546 03914 .10407 9.6085 .06107 245.46 8. 149 i34
35 28.101 .03559 .10369 9.6441 .00369 271.01 8.7085 35

40
45

45.257
72.887

.02210

.01372
.16226
.10139

9.7790
9.8628

.00226

.00139
442.57
718.87

9.096,2
9.3140

40
45

50 117.38 .00852 .10086 9.9148 .00086 1163.8 9.5704 50
55 189.04 .00529 .10053 9.9471 .00053 1880.4 9.7075 55
60 304.46 .00328 .10033 9.9671 .00033 3034.6 9.8022 60

65 490.34 . .00204 .10020 9.9796 .00020 4893.4 9.5671 00
70 789.69 .00127 .10013 9.9873 . .00013 7886,9 9.9112 70
75 1271.8 .00079 .10008 9.9921 .00008 12,709.0 9.9409 75
80 2048.2 .00049 .10005 9.9951., .00005 20,474.0 9.9609 80
85 3298.7 .00030 .10003, 9.9969 .00003 32,979.7 9.9742 .7 85

-90 5312.5 .00019 .10092 9.9981 .00002 . 53,120.2 9.9830 90
95

100
8555.9

13,780.6
.00012
.00007

.10001

.10001 ,.
9.9988
9.9992

. .00001
.00001

85,556.8
137,796.1 t

9.9889
9:9927

95
100
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Table 4 12% Interest Factors for Discrete Coinpounding Periods

ingle payment Uniform series

N

Compound
amount
factor

Present
worth
factor

Capital
recovery

factor

Present
worth
factor

Sinking
fund

factor

.,

Compound
amount
factor

Gradient
factor

(F/P, 12. N) (P/F, 12, N) (A/P, 12, N) (P/A, 12, N) (AlF, 12, N) (F1A, 12, N)(A1C, 12, N) N

1 1.1200 .89286 1.1200 .8929 11000 1.0000 .0000

2 1.2544 .79719 .59170 1.6900 .47170 2.1200 .4717 2

3 1.4049 .71178 .41635 2.4918 .29635 3.3743 .9246 3

4 1.5735 .63552 .32924 3.0373 .20924 4.7793 1.3588 4

5 1.7623 .56743 .27741 3.6047 .15741 6.3528 1.7745 5

6 1.9738 .50663 ,.....24323 4.1114 .12323 8.115 2.1720 6

7 2.2106 .45235 .21912 4.5637 .09912 10.088 2.5514 7

8 2.4759 .40388 4.9676 .08130 12.299 2.9131 8

9 2.7730 .36061
..20130

.18768 5.3282 .06768 14.775 3.2573 9

10 3.1058 .32197 .17698 5.6502 .05698 17.548 3.5846 10

11 3.4788 .28748 .16842 5.9376 .04842 20.654 3.8952 11

12 3.8959 .25668 .16144 6.1943 .04144 24.132 4.1896 12

13 4.3634 .22918 .15568 6.4235 .03668 28.028 4.4682 13

14 4.8870 .20462 .15087 6.6281 .03087 32.392 4,7316 14

15 5.4735 .18270 .14682 6.8108 .02682 37.279 4.9802 15

16 6.1303 .16312 .14339 6.9739 .02339 42.752 5.2146 16.

17 6.8659 .14565 .14046 7.1196 .02046 48.883 5,4352 17

18 7.6899 .13004 .13794 7.2496 .(1794 55.749 5.6427 18

19 8.6126 .11611 .13576 7.3657 .01576 63.439 5.8375 19

2 t? 9.6462 .10367 .13388 7.4694 .01388 72.051 6.0201 20

21 10.h03 .09256 .13224 7.5620 .01224 81.698 6.1913 21

22 12.1(X) .08264 .13081 7.6446 .01081 92.501 6.3513 22

23 13.552 .07379 .12956 7.7184 .00956 104.60 6.5009 23

24 15.178 .06588 .12846 7.7843 .00846 118.15 6.6406 24

25 16.999 .05882 .12750 7.8431 .00750 133.33 6.7708 25

26 19.039 .05252 :12665 7.8956 .00665 150.33 6.8920 26

27 21.324 .94689 .12590 7.9425 .00590 169.37 7.0049 27

28 23.883 .04187 .12524 7.9844 .00524 190.69 71097 28

29 26.749 .03738 .12466 8.0218 .00466 214.58 7.2071 29

30 29.959 .03338 .12414 8.0551 .00414 241.32 7.2974 30

31 33.554 .02980 .12369 8.0849 .00369 271.28 7.3810 31

32 37.581 .02661 .12328 8.1116 .00328 304.84 7.4585 32

33 42.090 .02376 .12292 8.1353 .00292 342.42 7.5302 33

34 47.144 .02121 .12260 8.1565 .00260 384.51 7.5964 34

35 52.798 .01894 .12232 8.1755 . .00232 431.65 7.6576 35

40 93.049 .01075 .12130 8.2437 .00130 767.07 7.8987 40

45 163.98 .00610 .12074 8.2825 .00074 1358.2 8.0572 45

60 288.99 .00346 .12042 8.3045 .00042 2399.9 8.1597 50

4,

97



TABLE .5 15% Interest Factors for !Acres Compounding Parlods

Single Payment Uniform series

Compound Present Capital Present Sinking
amount worth recovery worth fund
factor factor factor factor factor

Compound
amount Gradient
factor factor

N (F/P, 15, N) (P/F, 15, N) (A/P, 15, N) (P/A. 15, N) (A/F, 15, N) (F/A, 15, y) (A/G. 15 N) N

1 1.1500 .86957 1.1500 .8696 .1.0000
2 1.3225 .75614 .61512 1.6257 .46512
3 1.5208 .65752 .43798 2.2832 .28798
4 1.7490 .57175 .35027 2.8549 .20027
5 2.0113 .49718 .29832 3.3521 .14832

6 2.3130 .43233 .26424 3.7844 .11424
7 2.6600 .37594 .24036 4.1604 .09036
8 3.0590 .32690 .22285 4.4873 .07285
9 3.5178 .28426 .20957 4.7715 .05957

10 4.0455 .24719 .19925 5.0187 .04925

11 4.6523 .21494 .19107 5.2337 .04107
12 5.3502 .18691 .18448 5.4206 .03448
13 . 6.1527 .16253 .17911 5.5831 .02911
14 7.0756 .14133 .17469 5.7244 .02469
15 8.1369 .12290 .17102 5.8473 .02102

16 9.3575 .10687 .16795 5.9542 .01795
17 10.761 .09293 .16537 6.0471 .01537

19 14.231 .07027 .16134
6.1279' .0131918 12.375 .08081 .16319
6.1982 .01134

20 16.366 .06110 .15976 6.2593 .00976

21 18.821 .05313 .15842 6.3124 .00842
22 21.644 .04620 .15727 6.3586 .00727
23 24.891 .04018 .15628 6.3988 .00628
24 28.624 .03493 .15543 6.4337 .00543
25 32 918 .03038 .15470 6.4641 .00470

26 37.856 * .02642 .15407 6.4905 .00407
27 43.534 .02297 .15353 6.5135 .00353
28 50.064 .01997 .15306 6.5335 .00196
29 57.574 .01737 .15265 6.5508 .00265

31 .01313 .15200 6.5791 .00200

30 66.210 .01510 .15230 6.5659 .,. .00230

32 87.563 .01142 .15173 6.5905 .00173
76.141

33 100.69 .00993 .15150 6.6004 .00150
34 115.80 .00864 .15131 6.6091 .00131
35 133.17 .00751' .15113 6.6166 .00113

40 267.85 .00373 .15056 6.6417 .00056
45 538.75 .00186 .15028 6.6543 .00028
50 1083 6 .00092 .15014 6.6605 .00014

1.000 .0000 1

2.1499 .4651 2
3.4724 .9071 3
4.9933 1.3262 4
6.7423 1.7227 5

8.7536 2.0971 6
11.066 2.4498 7
13.726 2,7813 8
16.785 3.0922 9
20.303 3.3831 10

24.349 3.6549 11
29.001 3.9081 12
34351 4.1437 13/
49.504 4.3623 14
4 .579 4.5649 15

5.716 4.7522 16
68.074
75.835 5.0842 18

4.9250 17 "

88.210 5.2307 19
1 .44 5.3651 20'18.80 5.4883 21
37.62 5.6010 22
59.27 5.7039 23
84.16 557 24
12.78

5534978

245.70 5.9612 26-
283.56 6.0318 27
327.09 6.0959 28
377.16 6.1540 29

500.94

434.73
.,

6.2066 ao

577.08
6.2541 31
6.2970 32

664.65 6.3356 33
765.34 6.3705 34
881.14 6.4018 35

1779.0 6.5167 40
3585.0 6.5829 45
7217.4 6.8204 50



Table 6 20% Interest Factors for Discrete Compounding Periods

Single payment Uniform series

Compound Present Capital Present Sinking Compound

amount worth recovery worth fund amount Gradient

factor factor factor factor factor factor factor

N (F1P. 20, N) (PIF,20, IV) (A/P. 20, N) (P/A, 20. N) (A/F. 20, N) (F/A, 20, N) (A/C, 20, N) N

1 1.2000 .83333 1.2000 .6333 1.000

,-,

1.0000 .0000 1

2 1.4400 .69445 .65455 1.5277 .45455 2.1999 .4545 2

3 1.7280 .57870 .47473 2.1064 .27473 3.6399 .8791. 3

4 2.0736 .48225 .38629 2.5887 .18629 5.3679 . 1.2742 4

5 2.4883 .40188 .33438 2.9906 .13438 7.4415 1.6405 . 5
6
7

2.9859
3.5831

.33490

.27908
130071
.27742

3.3255
3.6045 .0177004721

9.9298
12.915

1.9788
2.2901

6
7

8

9
4.2998
5.1597

.23257

.19381
.26061
.24808

3.8371
4.0309

.06061

.04808
10.498
20.798

2.5756
2.8364

.8
9

10 - 6.1917 .16151 .23852 4.1924 .03852 15.958 3:0738 10

11 7.4300 ..13459 .23110 4.3270 .03110 32.150 3.2892 11

12
13

8.9160
10.699

.11216

.09346
.22527-
.22062

4.4392
4.5326

:0250206272 '39.580
48.496

3.4840
3.6598

12
13

14
15

12.839
15.406

.07789

.06491
.21689
.21388

4.6105
4.6754

.01689

.01388
59.195
72.034

3.8174
3.9588

14
15

16 18.488 .05409 .21144 4.7295 .01144 87.441 4.0851 16

17 22.185 .04507 .20944 4.7746 .00944 105,92 4.1975 17

18 26.623 .03756 .20781 4.8121 .00781 128.11 4.2975 18

19 31.947 .03130 .20646 4.8435 .00646 154.73 4.3860 19

20 38.337 .02608 .20536 4.8695 .00536
.

186,68 4.4643 20

21 46.004 .02174 4.8913 .00444 225.02 4.5333 21

22 55.205 .01811 .203 4.0094 .00369 271.02 4.5941 22

21 66.246 .01510 .20307 9245 .00307 326.23 4.6474 23

24 79.495 .01258 .20255 4. 71 .00255. 392,47 4.6942 84

25 95.394 .01048 .20212 4.94 .00212 411.97 4.7351 25

26 114.47 .00874 .20176 4.9563 .00176 567.36 4.7708 26

27' 137.36 .00728 .20147 4.9636 .00147 681.84 4.8020 27

28 164.84 .00607 .20122 4.9696 .00122 819.21 4.8291 28

29 197.81 .00506 .20102 4.9747 .00102 984.05 4.8526 29

30 237.37 .00421 .20085 4.9789 .00085 1181.8 4.8735) 30

31 284.84 .00351 .20070 4.9824 .00070 1419.2 4.8907 31

32., 341.81 .00293 .20059 4.9853 . .00059 1704.0 4.9061 32

33 410.17 .00244. .20049 4.9878 . .00049 2045.8 4.9193 33

34 492,21 .00203 .20041 4.9898 .00041 2456.0 4.9807 34

35 590.65 .00169 .20034 4.9915 .00034 2948.2 4.9406 35

AO 1469.7 .00068 .20014 4.9966 .00014 7343.6 4.9727 40

45 3657.1 .00627 .20005 4.9986 .00005 18,281.3 4.9876 45

50 9100.1 .00011 .20002 4.9994 .00002 45,497.2 4.9945 50

9 9
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TABLE 7 25% Interest Factors for Discrete Compounding Periods

Single payment Uniform series

Commnind Present Capital Present Si 1014141 Compound
amount worth recovery worth fund amount Gradient
factor / factor factor factor factor factOr factor

N N(F/P. *N) (P/F, 25, N) (A/P, 25, N) (PIA. 25, N) (AlF, 25, N) (F/A. 25, N) (A/G; 25, N) N

1 1.2500 .80000 1.2500 .8000 1.0000 1.0000 .00000 1

2 1.5625 .64000 .69444 1.4400 .44444 2.2500 .44444 2

3 1.9531 .51200 .51230 1.9520 .26230 3.8125 .85246 3
4 2.4414 .40966 .42344 2.3616 .17344 5.7656 1.2249 4

5 3.0518 .32768. .37185 2.6893 .12185 8.2070 1.5631 5

6 3.8147 .26214 .33882 2.9514 .08882 11.259 1.86E0 6
7 4.7684 .20972 .31634 3.1661 .06634 15.073 2.1424 7
8 5.9605 .16777 .30040 3.3289 .05040 19.842 2.3872 I
9 7.4506 .13422 ..28876 3.4631 ,03876 25.802 ,2.6048 9

10 9.3132 10737 .28007 3.5705 .03007 33.2.53 -2.7971 10

11 11.642 08590 .27349 3.6564 .02349 42.566 2.9663 11

12 14.552 .06872 .26845 3.7251 .01845 54.208 3.1145 12

13 18.190 .05498 ".26454 3.7801- .01454 68.760 3.2437 13

14 22.737 .04398 .26150 3.8241 .01150 86.949 3.3559 14
15 28.422 .03518 .25912 3.8593 .00912 109.687 3.4530 15

16 35.527 .02815 .25724 3.8874 .00724 138.109 3.5366 16

17 44.409 .02252 .25576 3.9099 .00576 173.636 3.6084 17

18 55.511 .01801 .25459 3.9279 .00459 218.045 3.6698 18

19 69.389 .01441 .25366 3.9424 .00366 273.556 3.7222 19

20 86.736 .01153 .25292 3.9539 .00292 342.945 3.7667 20

21 108.420 .00922 .25233 3.9631 .00233 429.681 '3.8045 21

22 135.525 .00738 .25186 5.9705 .00186 538.101 3.8365 22

23 169.407 .00590 .251218 3.9764 .00148 673.626 3.8634 23

24 211.758 .00472 .25119 3.9811 .00119 843.033 3.8861 24

25 264.698 .00378 .25095 3.9849 .00095 1054.791 3.9052 25

26 330.872 .00302 .25076 3.9879 .00076 1319.489 3.9212 26
27 413.599 .00242 .25061 3.9903 .00061 1650.361 ' 3.9346 27

28 516.988 .00193 .25048 3.9923 , .00048 2063.952 3.9457 28

29 646.235 .00155 .25039 3.9938 .00039 2580.939 3.9551 39

30 807.794 .00124 .25031 3.9950 .00031 3227.174 3.9628 30

31 1009.742 .00099 .25025 3.9960 .00025 4034.968 3.9693 31

32 1262.177 .00079 .25020 3.9968 .00020 5044.710 3.9746 32

33 1577.722' 00063 .25016 3.9975 .00016 6306.887 3.9791 33

34 1972.152 00051 .25013 3.9980 .00012 7884.609 3.9828 34
35 2465 190 00041 .25010 :3.9984 .00010 9856.761 3.9858 35

A'
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STEP 1A. COLLECTOR SIZING SHORT FORM METHOD WORKSHEET

Line 1. Design Heat Loss of Structure (Btuh).:
(from standard heat loss calculation) 53;440

Line 2. Winter Design Temperature Difference (°F):
(Indoor Design Temp. 7/) ) (Outdoor Design Temp --1()

Line 3. Space Heat Load (Btu per degree-day):
(Line 1 557 4-4-n ) x 24 x .75

(Line 2 )

,

) =

Btuh

°F

/2j174 Btul"ay

Line 4. Desired Annual Solar Percentage of Total Load:
25%, 50% or 75% 56'

Line 5. Approximate Total Collector Area (sq. ft.):
(Line 3 Il.,47+ )

LC Factor 4h (from LC Factor Table for'
27) sq. ft.

Line 6. Effective Absorber Area Per Collector (from
Engineering Handbook Solar Collector sheet) /5,4. sq. ft.

Line 7. Estimated' Number of Collectors:
(Line 5 2-77 )

(Line 6 15:4 )
I7& OR IP r.OLLE47,025

Line 8. Effective Area of Collector Array (sq. ft.):
(Line 6 15 4- ) x (Line 7 4 ) 2.7 7 sq. ft.

LC FACTOR TABLE

CITY, STATE LATITUDE
SOLAR PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL LOAD

,

25% 50% 75%

Ames, la. 42.0 134 46 1.9

Albuquerque, N.M. 35.0 334 120 n 60

Atlanta, Ga. . 33.4 316 109 46

Boulder, Colo. 40.0 191 74 35

Columbus, Oh. 40.0 131 40 14

Dallas, Tx. 32.5 416 133 58

Davis, Ca. 38.3 394 120 46

Miami, Fl. 25.5 1443 646 382

Norfolk, Va. 36.5 270 90 40

San Diego, Ca. 32.4 459 211 112

Ed monton, At. 53.3 96 35 14

Moncton, N.B. 40.0 84 25 8

Toronto, Ot. 43,4 98 30 , 10

Vancouver, B.C. 48.6 102 28 8

Winnipeg, Ma. 49.5 94 33 13

01
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COLLECTOR SIZING - LONG FORM METHOD

STEP 2A. HEAT LOAD WORKSHEET
(Instructions for this worksheet on next page')

Line 1. Design Heat Loss of Structure (15tuh) 55,440 Btuh
(from standard heat loss calculation)

Line 2. Winter Design Temperature Difference (°F):
(Indoor Design Temp 70) - (Outdoor Design Temp. -10 ) si9 °F

Line 3. Space Heat Load (Btu per degree-day):

Line 4.

(Line 1 55:440 ) x 24 x .75) /2.147+ Btu/D-day

Hot Water Temperature Differsnce (°.F):
(Setpoint Temperature / ) -

(Cold Water Supply Tempera re 55 r ) g5 °F

Line 5. Hot Water Consumption (gal. pEir day) 9a1./clay

Line 6. Hot Water Lo'ad (Btu per day):
(Line 4 .95. ) x (Line 5 90 .x 8.33 = Btulday

Column A Column B Column C Column D Column E

AYD S

PER

MONTH

HEATING
DEGREE-DAYS
(from Wes. i

Rad.Tables for____)

SPACE HEAT
LOAD (Btu Imo.):

(Line 3) x (Column B)
x (Abbreviation Factor*)

WATER HEAT
LOAD (Btu/mo.):

(Line 6) x (Column A)
x (Abbreviation Factorl-

TOTAL HEAT
LOAD (Btulmo.):

(Column C Abbreviation)
+ (Column D Abbreviation)

Jan. 31 14-Z9 I7.R3 X 10' 1.74 X kr I?.59 x 10°'
Feb. 28 1 1 57 14. 3(0 " 1.59 - 15.95 4

Mar: 31 970 12_.;o " 1,7(0 /3. r6,
Apr. 30 +64 5.91, 1.70 7. 54.
May 31 19/ 2..5g 1.74, 1-. /4 *

June 30 C3 lt-0 1.70 2- 1 0
-

July 31 0 0.00 1.7(Q 1: 1 .76
Aug. 31 / 5 _0.19 1-76, 1.95 .. .

Sept. 30 / 05 1.3/ 1.70 * 3 .01 4 "'
OM 31 370 4. 62_ /. 7& " I. - 35' "
Nov. . 30 57-54/- 1 0. +0

- 1.70 12.-.10
Dec. 31 I 2-59 15.70 1.7(o-" " 17.1-60

T

0

T

A

L

365 /AZ+

4,

if II
R513 20.7/

.. to is

105.1- .

*The abbreviation factor abbreviates and rounds a large number by moving decimal six digits to the left;
rounding to two decimal numbers; and multiplying by 106. (See Step 2A Worksheet Instructions for further
explanation.)

102
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COLLECTOR SIZING - LONG FORM METHOD

STEP 2B. SOLAR LOAD PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL LOAD WORKSHEET
(Instructions for this worksheet on next page.)

Line 7. Estimated Effective Absorber Area of Collector Array
(from line 8 of Step 1A Worksheet or SA/L Short Form Worksheet ... 2.77 sq. ft.

Line 8. Collector Performance Curve Slope (from
Engineering Handbook data) 6.0

Line 9. Collector Peformance Curve Intercept (from
-Engineering Handbook data) . 78

Line 10. Collector to Storage Heat Exchanger Factor
(.95 is factor for Lennox systems)

- Line 11. Collector Orientation Factor
(.95 is factor for Lennox systems) .

Line'12. Preliminary "X" Factor of F-Chart:
(Line 7 2-77 ) x (Line 8 . (di) ) x (Line 10 . 95' ) = 1 57 . e?

Line 13. Preliminary "Y" Factor of F-Chart:
(Line 7 277 ) x (Line 9 -78 ) x (Line 10 ,95 .).,x

(Line 11 91- .

Col.
F. '

Col.
G

Col.
H

Col.
I

Col.
J

Col.
K

Col.
L

Col.
NI

Col.
N

DAYS
PER

MONTH

HOURS
PER

MONTH

AVERAGE
AMBIENT AIR

TEMP. (0F):
(from Wea.&
Rad. Tables)

TEMP.
FACTOR:

212-
(Col. H)

"X" COORDINATE:
(Lino 12) x Mai GI
x (CO. I) x (Abbrev-

iation factor*?

RADIATION Ofit
TILTED

SURFACE
(from Wea.

& Rad. Tables)
Tilt 50

.

"Y" COORDINATE:.
(Line 13) x (Col. F)

x (Col. K) x (Abbrev-
, ' iation Factor*/

SOLAR
PERCENTAGE
(from F-Chart)

SOLAR
LOAD

rn(Btteo.):
(Col, E,Step 2A

Worksheet
Abbreviation)x

(Col. M)

(Col. E. Step 2A
Worksheet

Abbreviation)

(Col. E, Step 2A
Worksheet

Abbreviation)Azm __Q

J-31 744 i 193 / /69 1293 .40 .S1 --.co7 Xle
F-29 696 25 I a7 I. 29 150 y , 5g. ". 39 6.22
M-31 744 32 /80 /.53 / so .66 .1-/ 6.79
A-30 720 +8 /WI- 2.47 14-&9 1 . I+ . 73 550
M-31 744 5? / 55 4.34 /6-0/ .2.19 1. 00 4.14-
J-30 720 608 /44- 780 .1576 4.39 I. 00 2.10
J-31 744 73 / 39 '723 16o9 5. i.2 /. 00 1.76
A-31 744 72_ 74-0 5.43 /572. 4.97 / op 1.95
S-30 720 &3 /4CI 544- /6-4 / 2.97 1.00 ___3.01

.15.
.48

542
5 8/

0-31 744 52_ 160 Z.4- /495
/ 2 *4:0

1.41
.672_N-30 720 3(.9 176 I.65-

D-31 744 2.5-. / 8 7 I. 2& /0 95 . 38 .2 5'.060

YEARLY TOTAL

Line 14. Yearly Solar Load Percentage:
Al (Col. N. Abbreviation TOTAL 5313x104 )

(Col. E, Step 2A Worksheet Abbreviation TOTA/.5.84-4( 04").=

*The Abbreviation Factor abbreviates and rounds a large number by: moving decimal six digits to the left;
rounding to two decimal numbers; and multiplying by 106. (See Step 2A Worksheet-Instruction for further
explanation.)
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0 BUILDING DATA
Line 1. Building Annual Heat Load

(from Col. C Total of Step 2A Worksheet in EQL/IPMENT SELECTION Section) 85 mBtu
Line 2. Hot Water Load

(from Col. D Total of Step 2A Worksheet in EQUIPMENT SELECTION Section) . 2.1 mBtu
4Llne 3. Total Annual Heating Load

100 mBtu(Line 1 y6 ) + (Line 2 .21 )- ..

LIFE-CYCLE COST ANALYSIS
LCA-1 WORKSHEET - BASIC DATA

SOLAR SYSTEM DATA
Line 4. Collector Area A

(from Line 7 of Step 2B Worksheet in EQUIP,MENT SELECTION Section) 277 sq. ft.
Line 5. Fraction of Annual Heating Load Carried by Solar

5/(from Line 14 of Step 2B Worksheet in EQUIPMENT SELECTION Section) %

Line 6. Unit Cost of Solar System Installed 2.2. $/sq. ft.
Line 7. Installed Cost of Solar System: 6,o94 s(Line 4 2.77 ) x (Line 7 22- ) = ;

Line 8. Type of Auxiliai'y Fuels:
8a. Space El671,-/c 8b. Hot Water Electric

Line 9. Efficiencies of Auxiliary Fy.els:
9a. Space j , 0(.) %

Line 10. Auxiliary Fuel Costs (from Figs. 1 & 2);
10a. Space e3.130 vmatu

FINANCIAL DATA
Line 11. Terms of Loan: Years
Line 12. Down Payment on Loan:

8b. Hot Water

10b. Hot Water

.20 Interest Rate

( '262 %)x (Line 7 6,094 )=
Line 13. 6094 )-(Line 12 _1,2/9 I=

x (Line 13 4, 075
Line 14.

Amount of Loan: (Line 7
Annual Mortgage Payment:
(Factor from Fig. 4 .1/

TAXES AND INSURANCE
Line 15. Property Tax:

15a. Ratio of Taxable Value to Installed Cost 5
15b. Property Tax Rate
15c. Property Tax:

(Line 7 6/094 ) x (Line 15a. 5 )x (Line 15b. 02 )

1.00

8.80 $/mBtu

.09
1,219
4, 875

5g6" Siver

Line 16. Income Tax Rate:
16a. Federal Tax Rate .30
16b. State Tax Rate
16c. Effective Income Tax Rate:

(Line 16a. .30 ) + (Line 16b.
x (Line 16b. /0

Line 17. Insurance:
(Line 7 &,o94-

OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE
Line 18.

)1

6/ $/year

)-[2 x (Line 16a. .30

) x (Insurance Rate . 005
First Year Operating Cost:
18a. Annual Solar Heat Supplied:

(Line 5 ) = 54-) x (Line 3 /0,6
18b. Fraction of Solar for Electricity , 05 %
18c. Operating Cost:

(Line 18a. 54 ) x (Line 18b. ) x (Line 10a. 5?, 6'0
Line 19. First Year Maintenance Cost =

NON-SOLAR SYSTEM DATA
Line 20. First Year Fuel Expenses:

20a. Space: (Line 1 105

.34 , %

30 $/year

mBtu

24- $/year

20b. Hot Water: (Line 2 2,1
20c. Total Fuel Expenses:

(Line 20a. 74-E3

/00 $1year

) x (Line 10a. 5.g.0 H 740 $/year
) x (Line 10b. 15.K) 185 Vyear

+ (Line 20b. )= 933 $/year
Line 21. First Year OperatingEvenses:

(Line 20c. )x (
Line 22. First Year Fuel and yerating Expenses:

(Line 20c. ) + (Line 21.

03
2£3

1.0 4

% ) = 220 $/year

) "961 $/year
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LIFE-CYCLE COtT ANALYSIS
LCA-2 WORKSHEET - SOLAR CASH FLOWS

KEY:

Annual Mortgabe Rate
(from Line 11)

Auxiliary. Inflation Rate

General Inflation Rate

Collector Area
(from Line 4)

.09

,P7
,06

2:77 SCI. ft.

Solar Fraction of Total Load 51 °/0

(from Line 5)

System Cost
(from Line 7)

b1o94 $

Down Payment
(from Line 12)

/, Z/9 $

Col.A Column B Column C Column 0 Column E Column F Column G Column H Column I Column J Column K Column L

YEAR

ANNUAL

MORTGAGE

PAYMENT
(from Line 14)

YEARS

LEFT ON

MORTGAGE

FRACTION OF

MORTGAGE

AS INTEREST

(from Fig. 4)

INTEREST

PAID

(Col. B

x Col. 13)

AUXILIARY

FUEL COST

ASee Note I.)

PROPERTY

TAX

ISee Note2.1

INSURANCE

(See Note 3.)

OPERATING

COST

ISee Note 4.)

MAINTENANCE

COST

(See Note 5.)

INCOME

TAX

SAVINGS

(Col. E x
LMe 16e.)

EXPENSE

WITH

SOLAR

(See Note
B.)

1 536 20 .02. 440 457 6/ .24 100 150 2277
2 536 19 .81 434 489 65 lz 26 lob /48, i/106

536, I B .79 423 .523 69 34 29 /44 ilsa
4 536 /7 ,77 413 560 73 36 30 119 140 /214
5 536 /6 75 4oz 599 77 0 32 12 /37 1271
6 536 15 .72 3 ?,6 641 82 40 34. 134 = /31 /136
7 536 14 .70 375 ig 97 41 142 /20 / 40 t
8 536 13 .6,7 359 92 45 39 /5/ /22 /415
9 536 /2. .64 343 725 99 49 42. 160 /17 /552.
10 636 11 .&.1 327 4o io4 51 45 /70 /// 1605il 536 10 .59 31/ ci9c, ,,110 14 48 '80 106 /721
12 536 299 117 57 51 /91 90 relb
13 536 A 50 268

...2122,

/030 /24 60 55 202 91 19/ev
14 636 7 .45 241 /102 /3/ 64 59 214 82 2024
15 536 b .40 2/4- 1/ 79 139 69 63 227 -70 2159
16 536' 5 .35 100 /2k2 /47 72 67 241 64- 22la/
17 536' 4 .21 155 /350 156 76 72 z55 53 2392
18 536 3 .23 /25 /4-45 165 81 77 270 42 253219 636 . 2 ./0 itio /546 /75 Oh 8,2 206 29 2682-

2043
20 53e, / _ .00 43 /634 /86 9/ Be 103 /5

Note 1. First year cost:
(Line 3 /OA ) x (1.0 - Line 5 .51 ) x (Line 10a
Second and future years: (Previous Year Cost) x (1-+ Fuel Inflation Rate)

Note 2. First Year Cost: (Line 15c.)
Second and Future Years:

Note 3.

Note 4.

Note 5.

Note 6.

First Year Cost: (Line 17)
Second and future years:.

First Year Cost: (Line 18)
Second and Future Years:

First Year Cost: (Line 19)
Second and Future Years:

First Year Cost:
(Down Payment) + (Col. B)
Second and Future Years:

8130

(Previous Year Cost) x (1 + General Inflation Rate)

(Previous Year Cost) x (1 + General Inflation Rate)

(Previous,Year Cost) x (1 + Fuel Inflation Rate)

(Previous Year Cost) x (1 + General InflatiOn Rate)

+ (Col. F) + (Col. G) + (Col. H) + (Col. I) + (Col. J) - (Col. K)
(Cots Eil+E+G +14 t 1+ I K)

410105
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L1FE-CYCLE COST ANALYSIS

\CA-3 WORKSHEET - ECONOMIC SUMMARY

KEY:

Fuel Inflation Rate .07

Col.M Column N Column 0 f Column P I Column 0 I Column 0 I Column P I Column 0 I Column 0 I Column P Column a

YEAR

i

NON-SOLAR SYSTEM
SOLAR SYSTEM

FUEL PLUS

OPERATING EXPENSE

M. Note 1.1

COLLECTOR AREA 277 sel It. COLLECTOR MEA 144 fi- COLLECTOR AREA sti ft.

EXPENSE

MTH SOLAR

(From Col. L)

SAVINGS

WITH SOLAR

(Col. N)

(Col. 0)

CUMULATIVE

SAVINGS

WITH SOLAR

(See Not. 2.)

EXPENSE,

WITH SOLAR

(From Col. L)

SAVINGS

WITH SOLAR

(Col. N)

(Col. 0)

CUMULATIVE

SAVINGS

WITH SOLAR

(Soo got. 2.)

EXPENSE

WITH SOLAR

(FroM Col. L.)

SAVINGS

WITH SOLAR

(Cot N)

(Col. 0)

CUMULATIVE

SAVINGS

WITH SOLAR

(See Note 2.)

1 96/ 2277 ' -1336 -1336^
'

2 1028 1106 -78 -1414
,

3 1100 /158 -58 -1472
4 //77 /214 - 37 -1509
5 1259 /271 -12- -/52/
6 / 34 7 ,. /336 + I 1 -151P
7 /441 1401 +40 -1470

1542
.,

/475 + 67 -1403 -

9 /650 /552 +98
+131

- /305
-/17410 1766 /635

11 /890 /72/ +169 -1005
12 2022 18/6 +206 799
13 ' 2164- 1916 + 248 551 e

14 2315 2024 *291 260
15 2477 2/39 +. 338 -t 78
16 2650 226/ t 389 I- 467
17 2836 2392 . *444 + 9/ / .

18 3035 2532 -,- 503 -t.1414
19 3247 268 2 + 565 -I. /979
20 34 74 2843 +463 / 4 2610

NI

Note 1. First Year Cost: (Line 22).

Second and Future Vears:
(Previous Year Cost)* (1 + Fuel Inflation Rate)

Note 2. First Year Savings: (Col. P First Year)

Second and Future Years:

(Previous Year) + (CoL,..e)_
1 06
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Publ_ic Utility is a business directly connected with public
flea-If-1T and,welfare. Such businesses, or public utilities,
supply essential commodities or services as water, electricity,
gas, telephome, and transportation.

Public utilities must obtain a franchise, or permit, to carry
on their businesses, since they occupy the public streets and
highways with their mains, pipes, poles, wires, tracks, and the
like. Nowadays the franchise is.usually granted by the munici-
pality or city which the public utility serves.

The limited space of city streets along with other factors con-
tribute toward making public utilities mhat are called "natural
monopolies". Since monopolies can be dangerous to pablic wel-
fare, it is necessary that public utilities.must either be reg-
ulated by some agency of government, or be public.ly owned and
operated. Good service at reasonable rates can thus be assured.

Over 75 percent of the electrical generating capa-qty in the
United States is the property of private power companies. Al-
though these companies are privately owned, their operations
are regulated by state public utility commissions because of
the natural monopoly of the utility business '. tate public
utility commi'ssions have generally acted as overseers rather
than initiators of policy, although this may be chancing in
some states. As a practical matter, utility commissions have
also lacked the re§ources and staff to take an aggressive pos-
ture.

The Federal Energy Regulatory Commission sets.accounting stan-
dards and reporting requirements. Recent regulations issued
by'the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission offer some hope
for a nore active energy conservation program. The Commission
announced recognition of the shift in public concern for the
"proper utilization and conservation of our natural resources
including fuels and.raw materials as well as air, water and
land". Although action refelcting these concerns was left
for a later date, utilities were asked to submit more detailed
rate reports.

Recent congressional proposals would expand federal regulation
of utilities. Rhile Congress almost certaily has the power to
regulate utilities under the interstate commerce clause, or on
the grounds of national security, it seems likely that,states
will continue to exercise primary responsibility for utility
practices.

VIA
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Utilities and Solar Energy

The role of utilities in, solar energy commercialization is con-
troversial and complex. Laws which gOvern public and private
utility companies are incredibly complicated, in addition to
varying from one state to another. There is no question, though,
that these laws and regulations can either help or hurt the de-
velopment of solar energy applications.

Public utilities, which currently provide a substantial portion

-of thR energy used to heat buildings, could lose some potential
customers if solar-powered heating systems become widespread.
Moreover,,solar, building owners who use electricity as a backup

source of energy could cost utilities far more to serve than
other residential customers. Since even idle capacity must be
paid for, the cos,ts of serving the occasional .user may be higher-

than thos.e for a customer who used the same'amount of electri-
city, but has a steady demand. The owner af a solar system
using electrical heating as a backup may in fact impose a de-
mand at times of utility peak demand. Although the battle has
hardly begun, one utility has already tried to retaliate by

, imposing a rate-structure that'reflects the potentially higher
costs'of serying solar customers. -The Public Service Company
of Colorado cited the increasing use of solar heating as one
justification for a controversial new rate structure.

On the other hand, some utilities will see an opportbnity to
profit from participation in the solar energy market. Nat-

-ural gas companies. may soon bave to locate alternative sources
of energy because proven gas reserves are steadily declining,
and at least one gas company, the Southern California Gas Com-
p.any,has begun-experiments with solar-assisted gas heating

systems. The company recently requested a rate increase to

pay for a demonstration project. A recent survey found over,
100 utility projects involving-solar energy, most of them in
the area,of heating and cooling buildings.

From the standpoint of solar energy use, the crucial regula-
tory function is rate aprroval. Typically, state regulatory
agencies first decide how much a utility will be allowed to
earn, and then a-pprove rate schedules designed to produce the
approved profit margin. The rate of return is a function of
the rate base (those investments on which the utility may
make a profit). A utility decision to market or lease solar
collectors would-have to be approved by the utility commission
before these expenses could be added to the rate base.

It should also be noted that the utility profits only if it
makes an investment in captial. Therefore, a utility might
finance the purchase of solar collectors by homeowners, but
it would stand to profit less than from an investment in
generAing facilities.
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Rate structures are also designed to reflect different costs.:
of service. For example, residential consumers have tradition-
ally paid higher rates than large industrial customers because
of the lower costs of billing and metering a single large user.
Industries willing to accept interruptible service, that is,
the 'possibility service cutoffs during peak periods, also re-
ceive a lower rate.

There is one major exception to the scope of utility commission
jurisdiction: publicly owned utilities are usually exempt from
state jurisdiction because they are already publicly controlled.
Some utility critics view locally owned utilities as one alter-
native to the unresponsiveness of privately owned systems.
Whether or not this argument is valid, in the short run munici-
pal utilities are too small to play a major role in national

,energy issues. They accounted for only 10 percent of total
installed capacity in 1972.

The major impediment to solar heating which could be caused
by utility companies and state laws is nicely summed up by
the following:

Energy conservation (the use of solar energy)
has grave implications for the long-term in-
terests of utilities. It means decreasing de-
mand, and consequently a smaller market. Solar
heating and cooling offer an opportunity to
satisfy growing demands through actual expan-
sion of the utilities markets. On the other
hand, universal use of solar energy for heating
and cooling would severely curtall the market
for conventional energy on sunny days, and pose
severe peak-demand problems on cloudy days. Com-
bined solar and conventional energy for heating
and cooling is not only advantageous, but en-"
ables the utilities to have their cake and eat
it too: They keep their existing market for
conventional energy and expand their total
market through the control of solar energx.

To some, this may sound ominous. To others who know that
utilities understand the high start-up costs and long-term
amortization of capital-intensive business (as oiiposed to the
homeowner who may only look at first-cost, and not?,,the life-
cycle costs), the idea makes sense. Some further insight into
the complexity of issues occurs with consideration of centralized
systems as opposed to onsite'sYstems and the integration of the
two concepts. ("Onsite" energy systems are defined as small
energy units attached to_or located near individual buildings,
or groups of buildings.)
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ralized Systems

ost electricity generated in the United States originates in

large centralized facilities owned and operated by electric
utilities. There are a number of explanations for the trend
toward centralization:

1. Larger equipment tended.to be less expensive per unit of
installed capacity.

2. Larger plants tended to be more efficient in their use of
fuel and had lower maintenance costs per unit output, since
a relat,ively small number of trained operators could reli-
ably maintain large generating plants.

3. Larger plants could lye installed in remote locations, sim-
plifying siting problems and ensuring that pollutants would
be released at a distance from populated areas.

4: In recent years, a major advantage of 'Large plants was their
ability to use coal instead of oil and gas as a fuel; the
delivery of coal to a large plant, us-ing a dedicated rail
faciiity, cOuld significantly reduce the effective cost of
coal fuel.

5. Onsite facilities were frequently unable to cpmpete with
"promotional" rates charged during the pertods when utili-
ties were enjoying declining marginal costs; under those
circumstances, all utility,customers-benefited from in-
creased sales, since average rates declined as utility
sales expanded. A

6 Many companies were reluctant to invest in onsite equipment
because they were unable to finance a large fraction of the
equipment with their own equity; they were forced to turn
instead to debt financing, which had the effect of in-
creasing company vulnerability during periods of economic
hardship; this meant that greater returns were expected
of onsite generating equipment than were expected of in-
vestments in product-oTiented areas.

7. There was a fear that a failure of onsite equipment could
have disastrpus effects on the operation of a business, and
a feeling that the headaches of electricity production should
be left to the utilities, whose primary business was energy.

8. Electric utilities have frequently opposed'the installation
of onsite generating facilities by industry and have often
been reluctant to own such equipment themselves.

9. Many onsite facilities have been poorly designed and have
received inexpert maintenance, and reports of failures have
frightened prospective investors.
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10. Onsite generating equipment has tended to be of somewhat
archaic design.

11. Federal and industrial research has concentrated almost
exclusively on the development of improvements in large
centralized equipment rather tham in systems optimally
designed for onsite generation.

12. Onsite equipment in some installations has created prob-
lems of noise and local pollution, and some owners have en-
countered difficulties in expanding generating facilities.

Onsite Systems

One of the major objectives under study is to determine whether
there are or will be circumstances under which the advantages
of onsite energy equipment, particularly solar energy equip-
ment, can outweigh the rather impressive set of traditional
reasons for avoiding onsite equipment. Widespread use of on-
site solar equipment (or indeed 'of onsite energy equipment of
any kind) would reverse a 40-year trend toward centralization
of energy sources.

Onsite equipment can offer a number of advantages:

1. Location of equipment "onsite"greatly increases the design
opportunities 'and makes it easier to match energy equipment
to specific onsite energy demands.

In particular, it should make it easier to use the thermal
output of solar collectors and the heat rejected by electric
generating systems which is typically discarded (often at
some environmental cost) and wasted by central generating
facilities.

There is a considerable amount of overlap between equipment
being developed for energy conservation and onsite genera-
ting devices, and onsite designs are usually most successful
when integrated into a coherent plan encompassing both
energy demand and supply.

. The basic solar energy resource is available onsite whether
it is captured or not.

Integrating the equipment into the walls or roof of a build-
ing or into the landscape around a building ca'n reduce the
land which must be uniquely assigned to solar energy.

Onsite generation of energy can reduce the cost of trans-
porting energy and reduce the losses and environmental
problems associated with transmission (although the extent
of these savings can be difficult to compute).

14-
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3. Onsite equipment can reduce investment risks, because it
can be consn-ucted rapidly and additional units can be in-
stalled quickly to meet unexpected changes in demand.

4. Onsite equipment can be made as efficient as centraTized
equipment, even if no attempt is made to use thermal energy
exhausted by generating devices; if this heat is applied
usefully, overall efficienCies as high as 85 percent are
possible.

5. High-efficiency energy use, possible with combined electric
and thermal generation., can result in a reduction of pollut-
ing emissions produced by onsite devices burning conven-
tional fuels.

6. Onsite equiPment can be manufactured, installed, and main-.
tained without major changes in the way energy-related
equipment has been handled in the past; it would not re-
quire novel approaches to financing, new types of businesses,
major new categories of labor skills, or major participation
by the Government.

In addition, there may be social, strategic, or political reasons
for trying to reverse the trend toward increasing centralization
of enery production in the United States which have no direct
connection with the economic merits of the case. For example,

.
wides'pread use of onsite solar equipment could have a favorable
impact on:

J. American labor- creating attractive new jobs;

2. Internatio bility--by easing the,competition for
convention ergy sources without increasing opportunities
for proliferation of nuclear weapons;

3. The environment--by replacing polluting energy sources.

The use of solar energy in the future will depend largelY on
the valud which society.attaches to these, and other, advantages.

Integration

In assessing the relative merits of large and small equipment,
it is necessary to judge both as part of an integrated energy
system. Reviewing the performance of units operating in iso-
lation canHpe very misleading.

While it is possible to construct onsite solar devices capable
of operating with no connection to other power sources, it is
seldom economically attractive to do so when other sources of
power are available. It is tautological that designing an
optimum.approacH for providing energy in a given region requires
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that all equipment for installing and consuming energy be con-
sidered as components of a single integrated energy system
designed to meet a fixed set of energy demands: maintaining
building interiors at comfortable temperatures, providing light-
ing, supplying heat for industrial processes, etc. Any attempt
to simplify the problem by considering the capabilities of com-
ponents in isolation must result in a less efficient outcome.
Moreover, it is likely that without taking this synthetic per-
spective, some critical aspect of the overall system will be
neglected.

Performing this kind of analysis is difficult because of the
complex and highly interdependent energy systems which have
emerged over the past few decades, the variety of equipment
which is currently in use, and the.bewildering variety of de-
vices now under test and development.

The design of an optimum energy network which includes onsite
solar facilities requires choices in the following areas:

1. How much of the backup energy should be supplied from energy
storage equipment, and how much backup ewergy should be
supplied from conventional energy sources? (This usually
translates into determining the optimuM size for onsite
storage equipment.)

2. Should conventional backup power be provided from electricity
generated at a central generating facility or from fossil
fuels burned onsite? (It should be noted that it is possible
to use chemical fulsoil, gas, alcohol, coal, etc.--to
backup even solar electric facilities since a small energency
generator can be used when solar electricity is not available.)

3. If electricity is stored, should it be in thermal, mechanical,
or chemical form?

4. Should the excess onsite energy be transmitted (in thermal,
chemical, or electrical form) to a central or regional
storage location or should it be stored where it is gene-
rated? (Energy generated at,a centralized facility can be
transported and stored in distributed storage facilities,
and energy generated in distributed small facilities can
be transported and stored in centralized storage facilities.)

--'5-. Should control over the onsite storage and generating
equipment be exercised from a central point?

If it is possible to transmit energy inexpensively, overall
energy costs can usually be reduced by connecting together as
many energy. consumers as possible. If onsite generating systems
are not connected, each generating unit (solar plus backup)
would have to be large enough to meet the peak demand on tfie
building or industrial process'which it is designed to serve.
The load factors of individual buildings are usually very un-
attractive. Onsite load factors can be as low as 15%, while

11
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typical utility load factors are 50 to 60%-. Moreover, each
onsite facility would have to provide enough redundant equip-
ment to achieve acceptable levels of reliability. If an inter-
connection is available, hoMever, it,is -necessary only that
the combined output of all generating units in the system be
able to meet the aggregate peak demand of the region. The
aggregate peak will be lower than the sum of the individual
.peak demands since individual peaks mill occur at .different
times (this is usikally called "diversity" in the demand).
The advantage of the connection is magnified by the fact that
most generating devices operate less efficiently when operated
to meet an unevern demand. Interconnections also permit greater
freedom in selecting generating and storage equipment. (onsite
and centralized facilities can be selected as they are appro-
priate), and it is easy to optimlze the efficiency of the total

system throughout the year by controlling the performance of
each system in the network in response'to the'total load:

The problem.of uneven loads is a particularly difficult one
in the case of electric utilities since generating and storage
equipment tends to be extremely expensive, although chemical
and thermal transport Systems can also benefit from balanced
loads. It may prove feasible, for example, to pipe hot water
generated in collectors located on a number of separate build--

ings to a central-thermal storage facility. If this storage
facility is large enough., collectors need only have an annual

output large enough to provide for heating and hot water re-
quirements and storage losses. Such systems may require less
collector area per building unit than conventional solar heating
and hot water systems using relatively small amounts of storage.

While connecting energy generating and consuming devices into
a single energy network can lead to significant savings, the
transmission and distributionystems required can be extremely

expensive. The costs of'sever61 types of energy transport
systems are summarized in table V-1. Comparisons of this type
can be somewhat misleading because costs will vary greatly from
site to site, but the table at least allows a crude ranking of

alternatives. It indicates, for example, that transporting
energy in chemical form is by far the least expensive approtch.
It is interesting to notice, however, that distributing energy
in the form of hot water over distances of 1 to 2 miles is only
about 30% more expensive than transmitting electrical energy
over typical distances from generating facilities to consumers.
In this comparison, no attempt was made to share the cost of
the trench dug for the hot water pipe with potable water,
sewer, telephone, or other lines which could be placed in the
excavation. The electric distribution costs would have been
significantly higher if buried cables were used.

ii
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Table V-1.-A Comparison of the Cost of Transmitting and
Distributing Energy in Electrical, Chemical, and Thermal Form

Mode . Capacity
Electric transmisskon
(765kV, 500 miles)()

. 8.1 x 10' kW
(3.25 lines
equivalent)

Natural gas
transmission

(30 inches diameter,
800 PSI, 500 mi les)(°)

Electric,distribution..
(10,000-customers-
residentialicaMmer-
cial)

Natural gas dis-
tribution

(10,000 customers-
residential/commer-
cial)

Hot water
distribution

(10,000 customers-
residential/commer-
cial)

8.1 + 10'kW
(1 line)

. 5 x 10"kW
(17:2 x 10'kWh

per dustome614)

8.3x 101kW
(121 Mct per
customer)(17)

Load Operation Usable
Capital fac- and energy

cost Efficiency tor(1) maintenance cost(`)
$92/kW(4)- 0.95(5) 0.7 $5;7 x 10-4/kWh(6) $5.2 x 10-3/k1A,V72)

$17.6/kW(9) 0.98(10) 0.88(11) $3.8 x 10"/kWh(12)

$130/kW(15)

$50/kW(17)

$9.1 x 10.1/kWh(13)

0.94(5) 0.4 $9.3 x 1,0-4/kWh(le) $9.0 x 103/kWh(7)
(Total electricity =

0.0142)

0.98(10) 0.5 $3.8 x 10-4/kWh(18) $2.0 x 103/kWh(13)
(Total gas =

0.00291)

7 x 104kW(19) $260/kW (19.20) 0.85(19) 0.35 $2.6 x 10-3/kWh(21) $1.8 x 10-2/kWh(7)
(21.3 x 103kWh
per customer).

NOTES:

1A capital recovery factor of 0.15 is usd to calculate annual capltal
charges.

2Assumes a capacity of 2,500 MW for one 765 kv line.
3Utility construction xpenditures of 51.7 billion In 1975 for 3,762 ad .

ditional miles or $461,000 per mile average. (Statistical Yearbook of
tint Electric Utility Industry for 1975, Edison Electric Institute, New
York. N.Y., Oct. 1975.)

4The 1970 National Power Survey, Federal Power Commission,
Washington. D.C., p. 1.13-8. Dec. 1971.

5Investor.owned electric utilities spent approximately $850 milliSn on
transmission 0 & M costs in 1975 for 1.5x10" kWh. (Statistical Year.
book of the Electric Utility industry for 1975).

9Assumes an end.use etficiency of 100 percent.
1 National Gas Survey, U.S. Federal Powar Commission, Vol. 1, p. 34e

1975.

13A11 natural gas companies spent $531 million in .1976 for 1,845 miles
of new transmission pipeline or 5287,000 por mile avoraie. (1976 Gas
Facts. American Gas Association, Arlington. Va.. 1977).

9Four percent of total natural gas consumed was used for pipeline
fuel in 1976. This is equally allocable' to transmisslon and distribu.
Hon. (AGA Gas Facts).

10National Gas Survey, U.S. Federal:Power Commission, VOL HI, p. 129,
1973.

11A11 natural (OS utilities spent $1.1 billion in 1976 on 0 & N for
transmission for 14.8 trillion cubic leot (TCF),

12Assumes end.use efficiency of 65 percent.
13"Residential Energy Use to the Year 2000: Conservation and

Economics," Oak Ridge National Lab, Report ORNIJC081.13, Oak
Ridge, Tenn., Sept. 1977.

14Investor.ownd electric utilities spent $2.8 billion on construction of
distribution facilities for 21,700 kW 61 new capacity in 1975.
(Statistical Yearbook of the Electrical Utility industry for 1975.)

19Investor.owniod utilities spent approximately $1.59 billion In 1975 for
distribution 0 & N costs for 1.5x10" kWh. (Statistical Yarbook of
the Electrical utrutylndustry for 1975.)

19Calculated from the average cost of $400 per customer (private
communication-American Gas Association) with -an averago hot
water and space 'leafing requirement of 36.4x10' kWh (121 MCF) per
year and an assumed load factor of 0.4.

1411 natural gas utilities spent $1.1 billion on distrib"ution 0 & N In
1976 f or 14.6 TCF (AGA Gas Facts).

19Seo volume II.
19"Evalualion of the Foasibility for Widesproad Introduction of Coal in .

to the Rosidential and Commercial Sectors." Exxon Ressarch and
Engineering Co., Linden, N.J., Vol. II, p. 6.11, Apr. 1977. Those tWo
studies give a construction cOst of about $14 million for the size
system in question, which requires a peak capacity of 70,000 kW, as
shown by Moreno@ in note 20.

20Annual 0 & N Costs are Calculated by assuming they are 3 percent "
of capital costs, which is the average of thtz percentages for gas and
electric systems.

21The cost of nergy lost in transmission was estlmated using
0.04c/kWh fOr eloctricity and 1.5cIkWh for thermal energy.
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UTILITIES AND SOLAR COMMERCILIZATION

Utility participation in onsite generating facilities offers
several advantages:

P

1. The utility is in the best position to optimize the size
and placement of all generating, storage, and transmission
equipment in.the region;

2. Utilities alone can compare the cost Of energy from new
onsite equipment with the cost of energy from new central
facilities--all other owners will compare onsite costs
with the lower, average cost of energy from all central
generating facilities;

3. Utilities can offer the equivalent of 100% financing for
new generating plants (onsite or otherwise) and are able
to raise capi.tal for investments with long-term paybacks--
something which few other i-nstitutions can do;

4. Utilities already have maintenance crews and billing ser-
vices, which could be expanded to cover the operation of
onsite generating equipment.

A number of these advantages couid be realized without utility
ownership of onsite systems if care is taken in the design of
utility rates. There should be no difficulty in constructing
equipment capable of providing power to utilities which meets
utility standards of voltage regulation and frequency control.
One manufacturer (Gemini Company) of small inverter systems
has sold (as of 1980) 65 units which are integrated into
utility systems, and quality of power has not been an issue.

Municipal utilities may be'able to play an important role in
regionAl planning for onsite solar energy systems and their
access-to relatively loW-cost capital may make municipal
financing of solan energy projects attractive.

Utility Attitudes

There is no industrywide position either on the issue of onsite
geheration or on the question of utility ownership of such fa-
cilities. Industry attitudes vary company by company, and the
diversity of attitudes is due, at least in pant, to the fact
that many utility companie simply have not taken a close look
at the issue.

Natural gas utilities have expressed the greatest recent in-
terest in onsite solar facilities since,supplies of gas are
diminishing and the companies are looking for new energy
sources to replace natural gas in the future. Southern
California Gas Company, for example,,has tested solar as-
sisted gas heating for apartment buildings as one means of
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conserving supplies and extending the life of the company's
resources. Interest is not confined to gas companies. A
recent survey found nearly 100 electric utilities which were
initiating projects in solar heating and cooling. The Elec-
tric Power Research Institute has an extensive program in
solar energy equipment. At least one electric utility has
entered into an agreement with a local installer of solar hot
water heaters, and a gas utility has proposed changes in reg-
ulations that would permit it to operate as a combined gas and
solar utility.

On the other hand, most of the utility companies surveyed for
a General Electric study said they were reluctant to enter the
business of selling thermal energy systems. Some indicated
that it would require too much diversifticat4on; others cited
problems with metering and other technical difficultiei.

A study conducted for the Federal Energy Administration found
mixed opinions among utilities on expanding ,capacity by using
conventional onsite generating equipment, primarily cogeneration
systems in factories and other generators of process heat.
Examples include:

1. A west-south-central utility which sells both steam and
elettricity.

2. A Pacific coast utility, which has installed turbines at
a paper, mill, returns low-temperature steam to the mill
and pays $0.01 per kWh for electricity generated.

3. A Verthont utility actively searching for cogeneration
opportunities.

4. A Texas utility which stated flatly that they were "not
in the business of selling steam", and which turned down
several opportunities.

Although utility attitudes may be changing, there have been
scattered complaints that utilities have tried to thwart pri-
vate companies intending to install onsite generating equip-
ment. The Dow Chemical*Company reports that onsite industrial
cogeneration "has been consistently, discouraged by long-standing
policies on the part of most privately owned electric utilities
that have discouraged in every way. possibte the generation of
electricity by any other type of organization. Relevant here
are rate schedules that favor large industrial users (whether
justified or not by "cost of ,seevice"), and heavy demand charges
(charges levied even if no pOwer is used) and that makes it-
uneconomical to use the utility as a standby source backing
up industrial power generation".

12i



Energy Generation

Electric.utility load patterns can be most Convudently sum-
marized in what is known as a "load-duratton curve". The curve
for a hypothetical utility is shown in figure V-A-1. It shows'
the number of hours per year the demand for electricity is
greater than or equal to all demands from zero to the annual
peak. For example, the figure shows that the power company
in questionlhad a maximum load of 100 MWe and a minimum load,
of 25.0 MWe (i.e., the company produced at least 25.0 Mlle for
all 8760 hours of the year). The company met a load which was
\greater than or equal to 50 MWe for at least 3504 hours during
the year. Loads will increase with each new year as a result
of population growth and increases in the electricity consumed
by each person. The increase in per caiita consumption is a

result of a shift to electric heating and other electric ap-
pliances.

If solar equipment is installed in a signifiCant fractioN6of
the buildings served by a utility, the load pattern which it
must meet could be significantly affected: Figure V-A-1 il-
lustrates two extreme possibilities. It is assumed that curve
1 indicates the load-duration curve which a utility courd ex-
pect if no solar equipment were installed. If solar equipment
requiring supplementary power during a utility's peak demand
hours was installed, a load-duration curye having roughly the
shape of curve 2 would result.

The amount of electricity sold would consequently be reduced,
but costs would not be reduced.proportionately because a large
fraction"of utility costs are independent of the amount of
electricity generated. In this case, a utility will have
proportionately more peaking plants with relatively small
capital costs. Unfortunately, such plants are less efficient
than large plants in both their fuel consumption and operating
and maintenance expenses. Curve 3 indicates a situation where
the solar equipment installed does not require supplementary
power during the utility's peak demand hours. In this case,
more efficient generating facilities (baseload plants and
cycling plants) would be used to produce a greater fraction
of the total utility load, resulting in a lower cost for each
kilowatt-hour generated.

In order to quantify both the extent of the impact4%nd whtther
it is aAverse or beneficial, it is necessary to construct a
"typical" utility. From this, several load-duration curves
for the util.ity's operation can be constructed for, say 1985,
involving w'variety of scenarios both with and without solar
equipment. These hypothetical load-duration curves can then
be used to determine the kinds of equipment utilities will have
to install to meet the demand of their customers, and the load
factors for each piece of generating equipment. In turn, elec-
tricity costs and the utility's fossil-fuel requirements can

-be estimated for each scenario.
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Storage Strategy

Onsite solar electric devices integrated into el-ectric utility
grids provide a good example of some of the difficulties which
can arise from local control over storage equipment. A solar
electric system which is not connected to a utility grid would
charge its batteries during the day and discharge its batteries
during the night. This is precisely the wrong strategy of op-
eration from the perspective of the electric utility since
stor4ge devices owned by the utility would be charged during
the night, when demands are low, and discharged during the
day when demands are greatest.

There will be some overlap between the two operating strategies
since both types of storage wou)d be discharging near sunset
and during..cloudy days, but it is clear that the storage equip-
ment would be used to best effect if it were controlled by the

utility. The advantage of using the solar electric devices to
meet utility electric demands directly during the day (instead
of sending it to be stored) is*amplified by the fact that
storage devices are.typically only about 75-percent efficient.
This logic could apply even is a very large fraction of the
utility's energy were derived from solar sources, although in
this case the strategy of operating individual sto1"age systems
wOuld closely parallel the operation of utility storage.

Economic Dispatch

Electric utilities now control the scheduling of% their gene-
rators °via computer. This optimizes the efficiency of their .

entire system on a mi.pute-to-minute basis throughout the day.
As long as a relatively small number of a utility's customers
are using solar equipment which can generate electricity, flo
large-scale shift is necessary in current economic dispatch
Rractices. The net load to the utility would fluctuate through-
out the day, but current equipment and management schemes are
adequate to handle the relatively large fluctuations that al-
ready occur with daily cycles, local weather variations, and
industrial energy consumption. The utilities interviewed by
the General Electric Company indicated that speci41 dispatch
strategies would not be required, even if onsite generating
devices were installed by 10 to 30% of their customers.

The Dow Chemical Company's examination gf indu,strial cogene-
ration was "unable to identify any problems or potential pr,ob-

lems of transient stability attributable to dispersed industrial
generation. The effect of 4ispersed generation close to load
centers is to improve syStem integration ind stability prob=
lems". However, if dispatching'or system stability became'a
problem, the difficulty could be,resolved by using interrup-
tible service devices. When Wisite users were producing too
much energy,for a utility's needs, the onsite devices could
simply be disconnected from the load. {The cost of this could
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be included in the $100 per unit,cited for interruptible ser-
vices meters.) It is also possible that economic dispatch of
electric utilities could improve if a number of onsite gene-
rating facilities were equipped with sufficient onsite storage
of a fossil backup system. Dispatch is not a problem for
systems relying on chemical fuels for backup.

Load Management

The performance of isolated and interconnected energy systems
can be improved if control is exercised over devices which con-
sume energy as well as over energy storage,and generating equip-

ment. Clearly, energy consumers will want to exercise as much
discretion as possible over the amount of energy they use and
when they use the energy, but they also may be willing to change
their consuming Kabits to some extent if they are required to
pay large premiums for energy consumed difring periods when
energy is relatively expensive to produce. Consumers may be
willing to postpone or defer the use of appliances such as
diswashers, disposals, cldthes washers'and dryers, and other
equipment when electricity is expensive.

The utility can exercise'control through the use of "interrup-
tible service" equipment when onsite equipment includes onsite
storage. Such devices would permit the'utility to turn off
water heaters and other appliances with storage capabilities
during periods of peak demand. Equipment of this type has been
installed for relatively large-scale testing by .the Detroit
Edison Company. If this equipment could ensure that onsite
generating equipment (whether thermal'or electric) purchases
Iackup power only during' offpeak periods, the cost of backup
energy to the onsite customer might be reduced--perhaps to the
point where energy could be bought and sold at the same rate.
An experiment was recently conducted in Vermont in which these
appliances were automatically turned off when utility rates
were high. The customers were able :to switch them back on
again, but in most cases were willing to wait until rates fell.
Well-insulated water heaters 4,6d freezers are able to operate
effectively even if their supplies of electricity are auto-
matically shut ofV during the day when electricity, prices are
high. Several ci ies in Germany have utilities which are able .

to exercise elaborate control over energy-consuming equipment.
The central load-management computer can control both the
generating equipment and electricity-consuming devices. The
computer sends a signal down the electric wires which auto-
matically shuts off industrial equipMent, refrigerators, Water
heaters, and other equipment where energy use can be deferred'
during peak periods.

As was the case with the control over storage, however,,the
strategy of deferriWg demand for energy will depend strongly
on how the solar d-evices are conntected with other energy
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equipment. If the solar device operates in isolation, an at-
tempt should be made to shift all demands for energy to periods
when the sun is shining. Iftpan electric utility is used for
backup power, however, it will usually be preferable to shift
the demands which would require backup power to the late evening.

Offpeak Electricity

It is sometimes argued that electric utilities will be able to
sell "offpeak" electricity at a rate which covers only the cost
of operating a large "baseload" plant and the relatively in-
expensive fuels which can be used in these plants. Such rates
are possible, but they must be considered promotional since-,
in effect, they subsidize the price of electricity during the
night by charging daytime customers for all other utility costs.
These costs are capital charges on generating plants and trans-
mission and distribution systems, the costs of maintaining Ole
transmission and distribution lines, and all other overhead
costs--including the added cost of maintaining dual meters for
daytime and nighttime rates.

It is also important to recognize,,that there is not an un-
limited supply of "offpeak" power available in a given utility.
There are many possible uses for the power available at night,
in additiion to storing heat for buildings. The power cante
used to charge batteries for electric vehicles and -lit other

industrial procedures which can be deferred to use night rates.
'The utilities may find that they require the "offpeak" night-
time energy themselves to.charge their,own storage devices, if
utility.storage must be used as a replacement.for the oil and

gas-fired generators now used to meet utility peaks. (The
National Energy Plan places major .emphasis on eliminating
utility use of oil and gas.) And utilities must also make some
use of offpeak periods to maintain their equipment.

Transmission and Distribution of Electrical Energy

Electric transmission and distribution is an expensive under-
taking. Over half of the capital inyested by electric utilities
in the United States is invested in a massive network of trans-
mission and distribution equipment. In recent years, the ratio
between capital investment in electric generating, transmission-,
and dis,tribution equipment has fallen because of the rapid in-
crease in the cost of generating plants (see table V-2)..- Each
dollar now invested in generating equipment is accompanied by
a l6t investment in transmission equipment and a 23t investment
in distribution systems. The high cost of the electric trans-
mission and distribution system is due in part tO the fiat that
the lines have relatively loW load factors.'

The electric transmission and distribution lines now in place
are typically 90% efficient",- but it is hdped that improved
technology will lead to,overall efficiencies of 92.5% by the
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year 2000. The improved efficiency, however, will most likely
add to the capital cost of the systems.

The cost of maintaining transmission equipment can also be sub-
stantial. In 1974, the cost of operating and maintaihing the
network of electric transmission and distributiOn lines owhed
by privately owned utilities in the United States exceeded the
cost of operating and ma'intaining the generating facilities
(fuel costs excepted).

. In addition to direct costs, tranSmission lines can have serious
environmental consequences. It is estimated that over 3 million
acres will be'required for new transmission linesd)y 1990. Much
of this construction will occur in scenic areas where opposi-
tion ts likely. In addition, it is possible that the large
electric fields produced by high-voltage transmission lines
may be harmful. The question is being investigated and the
results are inconclusive at this time.

Table V-2.-Construction Expenses of Electric Companies

1965 1967 1969 1971 1973 1975 1977

Total investment (billions of
dollars) ,r

4.03 6.12 8.29 11.89 14.91 15.09 19.50

Production equipment (%) 32:3 41.7 48.1 56.3 58.9 65.1 68.3

Transmission equipment 23.3 21.5 18.7 15.2 13.7 11.5 10.7

Distribution equipment 39.4 32.3 29.2 23.3 22.6 18.7 15.7

Other 5.0 4.4 4.0 5.1 4.8 4.7 5.03

SOURCE: EBASCO 1977 Business and Economic Charts (Ebasco Services, Inc., New York, N.Y.)

Transmission and Distribution of Thermal Energy

Rot water and steam distribution systems used for heating build-
ings.typically have load factors of 33% (see'table V-1):. Infor-
mation on the efficiency of hot water, and steam transport systems
is not available. Losses.are a strong function of the ground
and fluid temperatures, the distances traveled, and the average
size of the pipeljnes. Some recent steam Aistributton systems,
however, have experienced losses on the order of 15 to 20% and
have created serious difficulties for the systems rel-ying on
them

The cost of maintaining transmisston equipment can also be sub-
stantial. Annual maintanance costs for a small hot water
distribution system can amount to about 3% of the initial.cap-
ital cost of the equipment. Vaintaihing steam systems may
prove to be signtficantlY more expensive.
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Most hot water and process steam is consumed close to where it
is generated, but a number of cities have slstems for distrib-

, uting steam to residences and industries. In the United States,
many older systems have been abandoned, and few new systems are
being-built. The Modular 'Integrated Utilities System (MIUS)
in Jersey City, N. J., As one of the few recent exceptions to
this trend. The abandonment of steam distribution is due mostly
to the overall decline of onsite generation. This tendency is
reinforced by the fact that many older steam-distribution systems
were not designed to return water to the generating plant, as
the turbines operated on untreated water. This procedure became
impractical with the addition of large,high pressure, steam-
generating facilities requiring.expensive water purification
systems. Table V-3 estimates the capacities of distrigt heating
in the United States and abroad. On the other hand,.district
heating hat been used much more extensively in Europe. For
example, 30% of the residences in "Denmark are connected to dis.-

trict heating systems. Sweden estimates that 70% of its multi-
familty units and 20% qf its single family.homes will be connec-
ted to district heating systems by 1980. West.Germany plans
to provide district heat to 25 to 30% of its dwellings by 1980.-

4

The feasibiliy of using district heating.systems depends much
-on the density of dwelling units.. A studSt conducted in con-
nection with the MIUS project estimated that a garden apartment .

complex in the Philadelphia area (60 buildings with 12-apart-
ment units per building) would cost about $410 per unit for
heated water distribution and, $330 per unit for chilled water.
A MIUS system was actually installed in Jersey City, N.J., for
approximately this amount. A preliminary estimate of the cost
of a large district heating system capable of serving a commun-
ity of 30,000 people in a mixture of apartments and single
family units indicates that the cost per unit for this dispersed
system would be nearly three times as.great. The ability of a
system to amortize these costs depends on the cost of the energy
supplied and the yearly energy demand of each building. A

rule-of-thumb applied until recently in West Germany was that a
"breakeven" housing density was one which required 44 MWt/km
for existing urban.areas and 28 MWt/km4 for new developments.
Recent increases in fuel prices, however, have led them to con-
sider areas with demands as low as 14 MWt/km2. :Theegarden apart-
ments in the MIUS study had a demand of apprOximateTy 30 M1t/km2.

Transffiission and Distributioli. of Chemical Energy

Gas pipelines are typically 90% efficient, the losses being
due primarily to the fact (hat gas is withdrawn to run pumps

the pipeline. The cost of maintaining transmission equip-
ment can also be substantial. A summary of the costs for trans-
mitting and distributirM energy .An'ehemical form is contained
in Table V-1.
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Table V-3.DIstrIct Heating Systems

District Heating Systems in the United States

44 city systems New York

Total steam sold (millions of pounds) 84,246 32,702
Total steam delivered to system (millions of pounds) 96,672 38,469
Annual system load factor 33% 37%
Number of customers (In thousands) . 14,903 2,514
Length of distribution system (in miles) 573 100
Installed air-conditioning (tons) 666,051 569,945

Note: New York City has tho largest American system, selling nearly 10 billion kWh per year. The load Is 30 percent residence', 45 percent
office buildings, 11 percent industries, and 13 percent institutions.

SOURCE: Official Proceading, 130th Annual Meeting of the International District Heating Association, June 1909, pp. 22-30, quoted on p. 24
of ORNIUD-19. Ibid.

a

District Heating Abroad

Sweden Denmark W. Germany U.S.S.R.
(1973) (1973) (1973) (1971)

Energy sold for district heat
(millions of kWh) 12 14 38 1,100,000

Units connected 600,000 30% of dWallings 83,000 75%

SOURCES: I.O.C. Dryden, Th* Elf/slant Us* of Emmy, IPC Science and Technology Press, 1975, p. 369.
Quoted In Teploengetlka, Vol. 18, No. 12, 1971, pp. 2-5.
W. Rausz, and C. F. Meyer, "Energy Constrvation: Is the Heat Storage Well the Key?" Public Utilities Fortnightly, April i4, 1975.
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Metering

No major technical barriers need to be overcome in designing
meters or onsite energy equipment, but new types of meters may
have to be developed for this purpose. If a utility owns onsite
equipment with thermal output, some technique must be found-for
billing customers for the energy produced by the onsite device.
One utility has suggested that the simplest technique would be
to bill a customer on the basis of actual capital and mainte-
nance costs, although meters capable of measuring the energy
generated by solar thermal systems of various sizes are avail-
able. For example, the Electron Advancement CorporatiOn sells
meters measuring 1400 to 1500F water at flow rates of 30 to 100
gpm at a price.of $400 to $500 (price list Feb. 9, 1977). An

electric utility in Florda is using such Btu meters on solar
hot water heaters installed under its auspices.

The metering problems of onsite electric genepating systems
depend on the nature of the customers relatiqnship with the
local utility. If the utility is willing to purchase energy
at the same price as it sells energy to onsite users (or if it
owns the generating equipment itself), it may not be necessary
to charge metering systems--because conventional meters can
subtract from the net energy account when energy is purchased-
This practic is currently permitted in several New England
States on an experimental basis. In cases where energy is sold
at a different.price from that purchased, dual meters will be
required--With one ratchet to read sales to the customer and
one ratchet to read purchases from the. customer.

Local Distribution Capacity

One potential technical difficulty, identifi6d in the General
Electric study, is the possibility that onsite units which
feed electricity back into the power distribution grid.would
exceed the capacity of the lines and transformers serving the
area. It is unlikely that onsite units would produce-excess
power for sale at a rate high enough to.-exceed the'peak pur--
chases of the onsite customer. There could be some problems
in older communities, where distribution systems were installed
without considering the possibility that a substantial number
of residences might be eqUipped with.all-electric systems. . A

typical distribution system, however,,should be able to accom-
modate the output of residential photovoltaic systems without
major changes in transformers or lines.

13u
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RATES AND COSTS

The price a customer pays for electricity seldom directly re-
flects the cost of producing it. In the absence oT widespread
time-of-day metering, billings are usually based on formulas
that allocate peak costs of energy and total montly consump-
tion according to the historical demand patterns of different
categories of customers.

Declining Block Rate

The most common residential electric rate is Ole "declining
block rate", under which customers are charged a fixed fee for
monthly service, with declining rates for each incremental block
of energy consuved beyond the amount covered by the fixed fee.
For example, tKe formula might call for a charge of $3'for the
first kilowatt hour (kWh), $0.04 per kWh for the next 100 kWh,
and $0.03 per kWh for the next 200. The declining block rate
wks introduced when marginal costs for electric utilities were
declining and utilities were encouraging customers to use more
electricity. Another frequent practice, designed-to increase
sales of electricity, is to reduce rates if a house or com-
mercial building is "all electric".

Utilities justify using these rates in today's market by arguing
that all-electric customers are more likely to use electricity
during the night for heating and cooling than are other types
of residential customers, who use electricity for lighting
and other, purposes during peak hours. The wisdom of continuing
a promotional rate schedule in a period of,declining energy
reserves, however, has been seriously questioned in many
quarters. President Carter's proposed National Energy Plan
Would have flatly prohibited declining block rates.

Declining block rates can discourage the use of onsite'solar
power because a large part of a customer's utility bill is
based on the first few kWh delivered, power which would probably
not be replaced with solar energy.

0

Peak Demand

Larger utility customers are frequently charged on the basis of
their "peak demand" durins some specified period. Such rates
are designed to achieve a more direct relationship between con-
sumption and the net generating capacity that must be installed
to meet the customer's requirements, . Techniques for determining
peak demand vary greatly. Some utilities charge according to the
peak demand during the previous 6 months, some take the lesser of
monthly peak demands, and some percentage of annual demand, and
'others charge on the basis of spot measurements of demand made
without advance notice.
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The impact of such demand rates on customers with onsite facil-
ities can be very great. In some cases, a deMand charge could
be So high that a purchase of energy at high rates, when onsite
equipment failed or when cloudy weather persisted, could negate
any,savings attributable to the onsite equipment for an entire
year. The justice of such charges :is a difficult issue .to re-
solve. Providing power to backup random failures of onsite
equipment amonra large number of small customers can clearly
be managed-without a large increase in a utility's generating
capacity. Relatively high backup charges might be justified,
however, if all of these customers abruptly demanded batkup
power during a prolonged stretch of adverse weather.

.Some utilities have considered applying demand charges to resi-.

dential customers to cover some of the market losses that would
be inevitable with widespread installation of onsite solar 'gen-
erators. One such proposal by the Public Service Co., a Colorado
utility, was fiercely opposed by solar customers, who calculated -
that under such a rate struCture a solar heating system that re-
duced energy requirements by 70% would reduce electric bills by

only 35%. The Colorado Utility Commission initially granted the
utility's request for the rate change, but reversed the decision
following a rehearing and ruled that the issue was suffriciently
complex to be addressed in a generic rate hearing.

Standby Service

Still another rate structure is designed to provide standby
service to customers who do not use electricity under normal

°circumstances, although these rates would not apply to solar
customers under the current, definition of "standby power". If

the definition were changed to cover onsite facility owners,
however, the high mtnimum monthly charge associated with standby
rates would not be advantageous to customers with onsite solar
facilities.

Lifeline Rates

Lifeline rates have been adopted in a few states. Under this
system, the charge is low for the first units of energy. The
goal is to ease the burden on low-income consumers. ,Some au-
thorities, however, question whether the lifeline concept is
an effective method to aid lower income groups since these
persons often consume realtively high amounts of energy.

This rate may incidentally benefit solar users whose needs
for supplemental sources of energy are small enough to fall .

within the "lifeline" amount.

1'3)t
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Interruptible Rates

Another type of utility pricing is interruptible rates. This
traditionally has been available only to industries willing to
accept the risk of service interruptions in return for lower
costs. Some studies have pointed out that a solar user willing
to accept the risk of going without utility service on infre-
quent occasions could save the utility substantial amounts in
capital requirements, justifying a lower rate. If the peak
occurred only rarely, this alternative milhrt be considerably
less expensive than additional units of storage or collector
area. The National Energy ylan proposes that utility companteS
be "required" to offer interruptible rates to all customers.

Time-of-Day Pricing

Some of the advantages of connecting energy generating and con-
suming devices with a common energy-transportsystem cannot be
realized if control over the equipment is not exercised by a
central authority capable of optimizing the performance of the
integrated system. This control can.be exercised directly by
a utility if it owns all of the storage and generating equip-
ment in a system, but it'can be exercised indirectly by such
approaches as time-of-day pricing. For example, with time-of-
day pricing, the costs of non-optimum performance of equipment
not owned by the utility would be communicated to the owners of
this equipment through higher prices for energy consumed for
backup power and lower rates for any energy sol.d to the utility.
The electric rates now in effect in most parts of the United
States, however, do not have the effect of enforcing optimum
allocations between onsite an0 centralized.generating equipment.
In fact, many of the current rates tend to discourage onsite
generation iR spite of potential cost savings.

Figure V-1 illustrates the dramatic bhange in electricity con-
sumption in Great Britain which occurred after a time-of-day
electric rate was iMposed. Before the rate was introduced,
very little electricity was consumed during the night and an
enormous imc.rease occurred in the morning when electric heaters
and other equipment were turned on. After the variable rate
was introduced, many consumers purchased onsite thermal storage
devices which could be charged during the night and used to heat
buildings during the day. The result was a much more uniform

- pattern of energy consumption.
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Figure V1.7improvement in the Pattern of
Electricity Consumption in England's South
Western Electricity Board Resulting From a

Shift to Time-of-Day Electricity Rates
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Selling Energy .tcLa Utility

As of today, few utilities are willing to purchase power from
customers, although spdcial arrangements have been made with
several large industrial customers. In some cases; the price
the utility,pays for surplus power reflects only,the cost Of
the fuel the utility would burn to generate an equivalent amount
of energy. In other cases, the price reflects both fuel costs
and the cost of equipment the utility would have to install to
generate the power. However, there are so few arrangements for
sale of surplus power that clear patterns are difficult to
identify. Southern California Edison.Co., for example, recently
proposed a rate schedule under which'it would buy energy from
large industrial customers at "the loWest cost of energy pro-
vided by any generating equipment in the Bonneville Power Dis-
trict". This is about 3 mills°per kWh, a rate that reflects a
minimum energy displacement fee. However, in the same pro-
posal the utility offered to purchase energy from a limited
number of residential ahd sjiall commercial.facilities at a ra.te
that is essentially identical'to the rate the utility charges
res,idential customers. The Gemini Co which'sells devices to
connect onsite wind generators and other equipment to utility
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distribution'lines, identifies widely varying patterns of pro-
posed surplus-power prices. Some New England utilities are
willing to buy electricity at their own sale's price because
fuel-represents a large fraction of their overall costs. Util-

ities with low baseload fuel costs have been more reluctant to

buy surplus power.

REGULATION AND CONTROL

CNx

State laws and regulations governing the relationship between
private and public utility companies and the owners of onsite
generating equipment are complex, and frequently ambiguous,
largely because these probjems have seldom been addressed by

regulatory commissions. In the small number of cases where
utilities and industries exchange electrical power or process

heat, contracts have generally been written in ways benefiting
both parties so that no lawsuits have been brought forcing the
courts to. rulp on ambiguities in the law.

Perhaps the most crucial questiofl in utility regulation is
whether utilities may adopt rates or service policies that

unfairly discriminate against so,lar customers requiring utility

power as backup.

Trie answer appears to be that current laws will permit discrim-
inatory rates for solar customers:if the utility can prove that
the cost of providing servieb to solar custOmers exceeds the

. cost of provkling service to other customers. Although it .

cannot arbitrarily set prices or refuse service in an effort to
eliminate competition.from solar deVices, the burden of proving
such discrimination may-fall on the solar customer.

Difficulties are likely to occur only when an electric utility
is involved, since gas utilities would, in general, not .be'
adversely'affected by a need to provide backup service to onsite

facilities. Calculating a rate for both the purchase and sale

of electric energy to a utility is an extremely complex problem.

Regulations Covering Discrimination

The rates summaxized previously wei.e, except for Colorado, not
designed to discriminate against solar equipment, altnough their
impact is not Ominished by.the lack of an intent to discriminate.
0,ne of the Major purposes for public regulation of electric util-
ities is the prevention of unreasonable discriminatiOn or undue
preferences.. Nearly eyery State has6a statute prohibiting con-
duct that favors one class of customer while harming another.
Typical statutes proscribe policies tbat ere "unreasonable",
"unjust", "undue", or "unlawful". Discrimination is a question
of fact to be determined on a case-by-case basis by the State
utility commission, and it is very difficult to predict pre-
cisely how any given discriminatory pit.actice Will be analyzed,.

135
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As previously shown, determining fair rates for electric utility
power is an extremely difficult process. Uneven solar demands
on the utility can result in realtivgly poor utilization of
expensive generating and transmission _equipment but it must
be recognized that demands imposed by many nons- ii ar customers
are also'very irregulan; the only fair measure the cost of
providing backup power to an onsite solar facility is to ac- .

curately.compute the marginal utility costs incurred in pro-
viding such ,backup. ,

The parallel question involving a determination of the rate
which the utilities can be expected to pay for excess onsite
power offered for sale is equally.difficult; several very sen-
sitive issues must be resolved. For example, how should the
,costs of transmission lines be allocated between the price of
'utility sales and the price charged by onsite generators.
Should the utilitybe expected to purchase energy at rates
'reflecting the marginal cost of providing the same amount of
energy from n#w utility equipment or simply for the average
cost of utility power generated. It will usually not be pos-
sible for utilities to pay a rate high enough to meet typical ,

industrial revenue requirements on capital invested-in mew
energy projects. It is possible, however, that special rates,
could be established which.would permit utility purchases at'
required,rates, and it also is possible that,'if a utility could .

sign a contract with a firm guaranteeing purchases over 10 to
20 years, the firm could accept a smaller rate of return on
funds inVested in the generating equipment.

In general, the cases and State utility.decisions suggest that
utilities have substantial freedom to treat different clases
of customers differently. Two general prinCiples emerge: (1)

preferential treatment is more acceptable if it produces in-
direct benefits to all customers; and (2) utilities may treat
customers'differently if there is a reasonable economic basis
for doing sothat is, costs to the utility are clear19 dif-
ferent: For example, discrimination in favor of solar users
that would reduce rates.for all customers by reducing the
utility's costs would be acceptable.

It seems clear that public utiliti s may discriminate eith r
against or in favor of onsite solar ers if the discrim ation
either benefits all customers or is ba d upon a re.asonable
economic basis. Discrimimation could be ither as service
practices (e.g., specific times at which ba up power could be
used) or as rate practices (e.g., higher rates for less energy
use).

-

A public utility is subject to State regulation in addtion to
anti-discrimination laws, by virtue of being a public utility.
Fundamental to the concept of"a public utility is its dedication
(it property to serve the public wifhout discrimination. Almost
every State has a statutorty provision requiring utilities to
"furnish adequate and safe service", "provide such service,'
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instrumentalities, and facilities as shall be safe arid adequatle
and in all respects just and reasonable" or "furnish'reasonable
adequate service arid facilities".

A public utility "may not pick and _choose, serving only the
portions of the territory cover'ed by their franchises which it.
is presently profitable for them to serve". As with most issues
in public utility regulation, the duty-to-serve requirement is
interpreted on a case-by-case basis with "reasonableness".and
the "public interest" as the touchstones.

A public utility cannot refuse to provide'backup power to -onsite
facilities unless it can demonstrate a coMPelling case that
backup service would cause'substantial harm to the utility's
existing customers. Refusal to provide.zserlfice Would violate
not only Federal antitrust _Laws, but also-the utility's common
law and staimtory duty to provideAtility service. Of course,
the duty to-provide adequate service Mas some limits; utilities
may be excused from providing servide,when prevented by acts Of
God, labor odisputes, and shortages of fuel supply. In some cases,
Utilities have been excused from provtding service where to do
o wduld be mnusually expensive, although there is substantial
precedent to the contrary.

cl

These laws would not, however, prevent adoptibn of a policy which
would discriminate agajnst new utility customers who did not use
solar equipment. Existing statutes appear to permit a regula---.
tion which'would prevent a utility from-providing new service to
a customer not using solar enervecruipment.

Some States have taken measures'-to reStrict gas tcr,ce)4aim cus-
tomers' or to eliminate its availability for ror ex-,
ample, New York banned the use of gas in swimmin pools and
in buildings without adequate insulatjon. A few States have
banned its use in ,decorative lighting.

"

The legal principles involved in rate'regulation are ,similar to
tho'se discussed foriservice"discrimination. The same prohibi-
tions ori discriming among customer categories apply,-as to
the ambiguittesfas'to hat ns.titutes "discrimination".-

A rate structure that adve'rse1y affects solar energy,users,,
however, may be difficult tçallenge under currerit case law% ,

Several cases have upheld the legality of rate structures 'that
subsidize a particular-class of cuStomers (all-electric customers)
despite antidiscriminationolaws. In 1965, a court interpreted
an antidiscrimination statute as 'bdrring only "unjust" dis'crimi--
nations, and concluded that onlY arbiirary discriminations are
unjust:

If the difference in rates is based upon a reasonable
and fair differende in conditions which equitably and.
logicallijustify A d-ifferent rate, it is not 'an Unjust
discrimination.



Part of the difficulty retults from the fact that the utility,
can argue that,its cost structure iustffies a discriminatory
rate and the cnallenger is hard-pressed to rebut the extensive
analysis which can'be conducted by the utility about its unique
cost structure, although in cases requiring a calculation of a
fair backUp charge for solar energy (and a fair price to pay
for excess onsite energy) utilities can be confused as the
interveners.

, Until the late 1960's, cost per unit Of electricity for at
least some types of powerplants declined steadily. Utilities
could therefore argue that promotional rate structures wpuld,
over time, bring new businesses that would justify additional
powerplants. These new plants would then lower the bills of
all customers of the utility. More recently', the-lack of new
sites for low-cost hydroelectric power, changes in regdlatory
practices, and inCreased environmental costs have forced the
cost of new power to rise steadily.

In these circumstances, promotional rates lose much of their
appeal. A New York court recognized the common impact of rising
fuerprices in.a,recent decision overturning;a subsidy for
all-electric homeowners. The subsidy, which was to run for a
year, was intended to lessen the impact of higher electric-rates
on residential customers who had previously been induced to buy_
all-electric homes by favorable rate. Tne court held that the
subsidy "constituted'undue preference and a0antage" in violatfon .

of the State antidiscrimination laws.'

Several utility commissions have already authorized programs tO
finance the installation of insulation to conserve natural gas.
Since it can be reasonably claimed that conservation by some
consumer$ contributes to the eventual economic benefit of,all,
earlier precedent in support of promotional practices should be
applicable. Some States have adopted legi6lation specifically
authorizing conservation programs,, eliminating any doubt about
their validity.

If rate struttures that encourage contervation are valid and
mandated, subsidies for use of solarenergy, which employ a
non-depletable, nonpolluting energy source, should also be
valid. Use of solar ene,rgy is supported by the same public
inteeest and public policy as conseevation--decreased use of
fossil fuels.

, State antidiscrimination statutes are pot the only factor to
consider in discriminatory practices by utilities. The Federal
antitrust laws may also outlaw rates or service's that single out
the owners of solar,energy systems for speOal treatment. The
longs nding antitrust exemption forState action will not
tot y immunize public utilities from antitrust liability,
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There are several grounds on which utility rate and service
discrimination toward solar users could be deemed anticompetitive,
and therefore a violatiot of antitrust laws. A.utility may be
deemed a monopoly if it charges a very high price or even refuses
to provide backup service to solar custbmers. An antitrust vio-
lation might alsp be found if a .utility subsidizes its entrance
into the solar heating and cooling market by distributing its
_losses across all utility customers, giving it an overwhelming
advantage.

Such conduct could be viewed as temporary,price-cutting to put
rival solar firms out of business. Or, it might be viewed as
an illegal tying arrangement in situations where a solar cus-
tomer's receipt of favorable treatment is conditioned on his
accptance of the utility service.

The conference committee on the National Energy Act has, at this
writing, taken steps toward resolving these rate issues, but
failed to completely clarify the situation. While mOst of the
President's proposals for dictating rate reform at the Federal

,level failed to gain conference approval, the conferees did allow-
the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) to brescribe rules
requiring electric utilities to offer to sell power to or to buy
power from qualifying cogenerators or small power producers and
prevent discrimination' against such producers. (Small power
producers in this case are.facilities generating less than 8-0
megawatts from solid iNfaste-or renewableresources; the defini-
tion of a qualifying generator is left to the FERC.) While this
provision permits Federal regulation of the relationship between
utilities and small solar,generating facilities, it leaves the .
difficult problem of determing just rates up to the FERC.

The PUblic Utilities Regulatory Policies Act of 1978

On November 9, 1978, Congress passed the National Energy Act
(NEA), which included five separate statutes, one of which was
the Public Utilities Regulatory Policies Act (PURP,A). In the
past,-electric and natural gas u,tility rates were based upon a
weighted average of historical costs of capital and energy.
Many utilities also had declining block rate structures: each
succeeding block of energy was less expensive than the preceding
block. When fuels were relatively inexpensive, and additional
quantities of energy to the same customer would be supplied
cheaply, these rate structures accurately,reflected the cost
of serving consumers. However, fuel costs have increased
rapidly and significantly in the interim, and conservation has
been given priority.

A second difficulty created by the utility pricingktechniques
was that a large fraction of the housing"%tockwas constructed
based upon these artifical460 rates. Consequently, homes
were designed to use large quantities of energy for heating and='
air conditioning. This exacerbated peak energy requirements
and made the serving of peak energy demands even more expensive.

1 39. ,
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However, utility rates did not distinguish between peak _energy
usage, which was more expensive to supply, an0 nonpeak usage,
which could be served more cheaply. Thus, utility rates did
not accurately reflbct either the cost of service td consumers
or rapidly rising energy prices. _

The Public Utilities Regulatory Policies Act (PURPA) focuses
upon electric and natural gas utilitprate structures. Through
use of regulations, PURPA requires that utility rate structures
reflect the true cost of providing service to each class of con--
sumer. Although rates m-ay still be based upon historic costs
(so that consumers will benefit from previous installations of
relatively inexpensive plant capacity), utilities are required
to consider rate structures which reflect the fact that peak

_period energy is more expensive to Supply than off-peak energy.
Thus, Section 111 of PURPA suggest that utilities consider
seasonal and time-of-day rates_ These rate structures should
allow solar energy systems o compete more effectively with
natural gas and electricity. Since utility rates will more.
accurately reflect the cost of service, potential solar energy
investors can more,efficiently assess the alternatives.

Section 202 of PURPA,will allow for the possibility that GO-
,. generators and small power producers may be connected to the

utility. Section 210 indicates that public Utilities must
offer to exchange (buy and sell) energy with such intercon-
nected systems. This reduces the uncertainty of operating a

° solar energy system. By being guaranteed that some form of
backup--electricity or natural gas--will be supplied by a
utility, and that any excess energy generated by the solar
energy system will be purchased by the utility, users are pro-
vided with° a more certain supply of energY.

Regulations based upon these seCtions will improve the effi-
ciency of energy usage and encourage choices among energy
sYstems that are based upon economic opportunity costs. Such
regulations will reduce the uncertainty associate'd with owner-
ship of a solar energy system and make other energy supply
systems (electricity and natural gas) reflect costs of service
more accurately.

However, there may be some equity.problems associated with these
regulations. When a solar energy system is connected to an
electric utility, it may not sell electricity, back to the util-
ity at a price greater than the utility would' have paid for
power from another source (its-avoided costs). But solar energy
users may also be allowed to buy electricity from the utility
grid at the rates that other consumers are paying. If consump-
tion rates are based upon historical cost and selling rates are
baSed Upon avoided cost,'this discrepancy could work to the
advantage ofIthe solar energy owner. While this would ob-
biously encourage solar energy usage, it could also mean that
nonsoTar energy users would be subsidizing those using solar
energy.

14u
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Title IV of RURPA uses financial incentives to promote hydro-,
electric power projects. Loans are used to make hydroelectric
projects more attractive relative to the alternatives. If

solar energy systems and hydroelectric projects are complements
(i.e., if solar energy systems are used to pump Water up into
a hydroelectric storage facility, for use at a later time)
such financial assistance will improve the viability-of solar
syStems as well as hydroelectric facilitfes. However, to tkie
extent that hydropower and solar energy output are substitutes
(i.e., both can be used to meet peak energy demands), then-such
assistance to pumped hydro will reduce the viability of solar
energy systems.

Another portion of PURPA (Title VI) authorizes the development
of an information program. Funds are prdvided to aid the National
Association of Regulatary Utilities Commissioners in creating
an institute that will Collect, developk, and make available
research on utility regulatory issues.

The Powerplant and Industrial Fuel Use Act of 197.8

Another statute of the National Energy Act of 1978 was the
Powerplant and Industrial Fuel Use Act (PIFUA).. This statute
resteicts the use of petroleum and natural gas by electric
utilities and major fuel-burning installations. By reducing the
use of these energy systems, the act seeks to encourage utili-
zation of domestically abundant coal and renewable energy
sources. Howevey, usage restrictions also impose costs upon
utilities, industries, and their customers. Thus, while in-
dustry and utilities may.be forced to seek out renewable forms
of energy, the cost of such a shift ,may be very significant.

Ownership of Onsite Equipment

The complex rates required to encourage design'of onsite equip-
ment best suited for the energy network of which it is a part,
would, of course, be obviated if utilities owned the onsite
systemsoutright. While there clearly are disadvantageS as-
sociated.with expanding the monopoly position of utilities,
there are a,number of reasons for believing that utility
ownership of onsite solar equipment may be attractive in many
circumstances.

1. Utilities are uniqu-ely able to optimize the mix of gene-
rating and storage equipment in their service area and to
develop control strategies for minimizing overall utility
costs; (This could, of course, also be done by a.company
owning only transmission and distribution equipment.)

2. Utilities compare the cost of energy derived from new solar
equipment to the.cost of generating energy from new elec-
tric-generating equipment or the marginal cost of gas from
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new sources, while all other solar owners must compare solar
costs to the lower imbedded costs of energy which determine
commercial rates.

3 Utilities are probably better able to raise large amounts
of capital for longterm energy investments than any other
type of organizdtion.

As the statistics in table V-4 indicate, electric utilities
require several times more capital Per dollar of sales than
typical industrial firms (although the capital intenl,sity
Kas declined rapidly in recent years because of the rapid
increase in fuel costs).

Table V-4 -- The Capital Intensity of Major U.S. Industries
(Dollars of plant to secure $1.00 of revenue)

4
Investor-owned electric coftipanies: (1965) - - - - 4.51

(1970) - - 4.39
(1975) - - - 3.20
(1977, est 2.96

Bell Telephone System (1971) - - - - -a. 2.95

10 major railmiads (1971) 2.48

Gas transmission companies (1971) 2.43

Gas distribution companies (1971) 1..62

10 major integrated oil companies (1971) 1.25

500 diversified industrial companies (1971) - - 0.87

50 major retailers (1971) 0.43

SOURCES: National Gas SurveyU.S. Federal Power Com-
mission. Ebasco Services Incorporated (New
York, N.Y.), 1977
Business and Economic Charts; p. 28

At the end bf 1974, electric utilities owned approximatelS,
$150 billion in plants and equipment--nearly 20 percent of
all liusiness plant equipment in the United States:

An ability to raise capital for long-term investments is
particularly critical for solar energy devices since solar
energy is very capital-intensive and typically requires a
number of years to return the initial investment.

Utilittes, therefore, may be uniquely able to provide
initial Capital for solar devices in situations where in-
dividuals (particularly individuals in lower income groups)
and organizations may find the capital requirements pro-
hibitive.

Reserves in the stock market, uncertainties about the future
of the energy industry, and difficulties in obfaining rate
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changes frnm utility'commissions have, however; made it
progressively more difficult for ,ufilities to raise capital
sin Tecent years.

4. Utility capital tends'to be less expensive than capital re-
quired by more speculative industries.

A typical utility can rais.d 50 percent of its capital from
debtwhile most manufacturers rely on debt for only 10 to
15 percent of new investment capital, the remainder of the
capital being.purchased at higher rates from investors.

Utility capital costs may, however, be higher than those
experienced by homeowners and can be higher than the cast
af capital available for financing typical residential and
commercial bbildings. A homeowmer earnina a tax-free re-
turn of 10 percent on capital invested in solar energy .

equipment may be well satisfied. This advantage is moot,
of course, if the individual is unable to raise any cap-
ital for the project at all%

5. Utilities ar'e alreadyAn the business of selling energy
aild have the required infrastructure for billing, marketing,
and repairing equipment. Some potential owners of onsite
devices have been waTy of investing in equipment which might
lead them to unfamiliar maintenance problems or the hiring
of specialfzed personnel.

6. Utility ownership or marketing of solar equi-pment and a
willingness to stand behind the equipment once installed
could increase consumer confidence in the equipment.

Th'ere is some ambiguity, however, about whether utility owner-
ship of small energy equipment would be-permitted by Federal
antitrust statutes.

Ownership of Onsite Equipment -- Ambiguity of Definition

Most State statutes define a public utility to include any per-
son, corporation, partnership, associAtion, or other legal en-
tity and their various representatives. A solar facillty owned
by a landlord, or,a private property owner, as well as any
partnership or corporate entity would qualify as a public
utility, if the other qualifications are'met.

Hhere there is no sale of electric power involved, but rather
the owner and user are the same legal entity, State regulations
govern. Federal regulations concern only the wholesale rate

interstate electricity sales. Rarely will owner-used
energy be subject to Federal regulation as a public utility.
This is true whether the owner is a single family, a joint

. venture composed of the various users, or a corporation which
supplies its own corporate needs.
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Mhere the owner is not the sole user, State Statutes vary. The
general rule is that a company which supplies energy "to the
.public" will bie found to 'be a public utility, whereas a, device
which is not producing energy for public use will escape utility
regulations. Law in.this area is very unclear and the ambiguity
may be a barrier to the introduction of solar equipment.

A facility can be judged to be dedftated to "public uike" if
its owners: (l)'demonstrafe a willingness to serveraT9 wWo
request service; (2) voluntaril)y submit to State regulation;
(3) attempt to exercise the power of eminent domain.

Even activities which do not clearly involve a dedication,to
. public use may be declared by the courts to be "so,affected
with the public interest" that utility.commission jurisdiction
is justified: -rn one recent case, the owner of a shopping
center was not allowed to sell energy to stores in the shopping
center without being regulated as a utility. ,

If an onsite solar system is found to be a pu,bric.utility, it
must file reports and accounts, serve all customers who demand
service within a given area, submit its rate schedules to the
utility commission for approval, continue prOviding service
until given permissi6n to discontinue, provide safeand ade-
quate service, comply with limitations on the issuance of
securities, and apply for certificates of public convenience
and necessity. State utility reaulatory statutes universally,-
require that every public utility obtain a certificate before
beginning operation or even construction of its equipment.
Meeting these requirements would be a prohibitive burden for
most potential owners-of solar equipment, since the proceedings
are frequently long mid expensive.

Even if a solar owner were willing to.undertake the trouble and
expense to file as a utility, he would have to recogniie that
an existing utility will be able to maintaina monopoly in its
geographical area unless the courts determiWeg-that public con-
venience and necessity require otherwise. A new utility is
therefore rarely permitted in an area already served by an
existing utility. Even where the existing utility-is providing
woefully inadequate and inefficient service, it will be per-
mitted to exercise monopoly control over its %ervice area if
it promises to correct its shortcomings.

The initial factor in determination of-whether an onsite solar
system in a public utility is who owns,the system? Ownership
can range from the privately owned solar system on a. privately
owned residence, to cooperatively owned systems for a small
community, to a corporate-owned collector field on corporately
leased or publicly owned property, to utility-owned systems on
private residences. Clearly, somewhere in the continuum of
owners the'onsite solar facility and its owners become subject
to regulation as a public utility.
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Ownership af Onsite Equipment -- Electricity, Steam or Heat?

Another factor in Oetermining whether an onsite solar use is
subject to regulation as a public utility is the form in which
energy is supplied to the users -- electricity, thermal energy
(steam or hot water), or chemical energy. Solar equipment may
become available which will produce energy in each of-these
forms. Again, State statutes vary. For example, some States .

do not vest jurisdiction over production and sale of steam in
their utility commission. State statutes vary greatly, however,
and generally thermal energy is not regulated simp.ly because
there is no explicit mention of the issue in the statutes.

Still another aspect of this question is whether the sale of
energy by an onsite producer subjects the owner of the onsite
equipment to regulation. Sale to a presently regulated utility
should be interpreted as would sale to any other category of
user. :Under most State statutes, sale of excess steam or
electricity to a specified public utility probably would ndt
meet the test of dedication to public use which is required in
determination of public utility status. In a number of Cases,
industries that generate excess electricity or steam or sell
it to public utility companies have been held not to be public
utilities. . However, in some States the opposite has resulted.

The congressional revision of the National Energy. Act takes
some action in exempting onsite owners from regulation, but
leaves many issues unresolved. The conference agreed to exempt
cogenerators and small powerplants producing up to 30 megawatts
of electric power from State utility regulations (apparently
granting the FERC the authority to overrule States in these
issues) and exempts biomass generators smql.ler tha 80 megawatts
from the Public Utilities Holding Act. The act would, however,
apparently not permit exemptions for subsidiaries of utilities
since small generators qualifying for the exemption must be
owned by organizations whose primary business is not energy
generation.

Ownership of Onsite Equipment -- Utilities

Previous discussions have assumed that the owner of the onsite
solar system was also the owner of the land and building upon
which the solar system is located. Is it permissible for
utilities or other corporations tO oWn onsite solar facilities
on land which the utility does not own, such as the property
of the user?

The short answer to this question seems to be yes, although
antitrust laws and State policies designed to promote compe-
tition would probably prevent utilities from establishing
exclusive marketing rights for solar equipment. Utilities
probably would be required under existing law to compete with
other distributors of solar systems.

14.'"
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The law is clear that utilities at least would not be barred
from the.solar equipment market. A recent analysis of the
question of Permitting gas utilities to invest n onsite con-
servation equipment,concluded that Federal antitrust-statutes
wouX not be Niolated if the utility only purchased conserve-
tionl$evices (in this case,flinsulation material) from indepen-
dent suppliers and did not actually manufacture or install a

major share.

Exemption from Federal antitrust statutes is apparently per-
mitted in some cases where an expansion of utility operations'
is undertaken at the-suggestion of a State'utility commission
and not on a utility's initiative. Precedents exist permitting
utilities both to expand their business to include activities
under regulatory authority and to own subsidiaries which are
not regulated.

There have been cases where, at a utility's request, an un-
regulated industry was placed under regulatory control. The
Pacific Telephone Company, in California, for example, owned
an unregulated subsidiary for a number of years which installed
and operated mobile radio telephones. The company subsequently
asked the California Public Utility Commission to place this
activity under regulatory control. The Commission accepted
the application, but z private competitor appealed the decision.
The California Supreme Court upheld the Commissions approval,
in a divided decision. The court found that mobile telephone
service was closely related to the utility's regulated business
and that the equipment, used for telephone communication., fell
under the jurisdiction of the regulatory'authority.

At the same time, there are cases where uti,lities have not been
able to place subsidiardes of this type under public utility
commission regulation. For example, the New York Service
Commission limited the activities of utilities in solid waste
disposal ventures, and AT&T was prohibited from expanding its
unregulated business as a part of a settlement.

It is ,ynclear whether an existing public utility will be per-
mitted to own a solar system which is permanently placed on the
roof or other property of a customer. Since such a system is
probably a fixture, the utility would. be required to leave the
solar system in the hone or oTfice, even if the property is
sold or leased. The most practical approach is for the utility
to finance the purchase of the solar equipment and thus permit
its easy disposition as a fixture, but retain the usual metering,
repair, and maintenance relationships with the customer.

Nonutility corporations could also own onsite solar equipment.,
Probably, such a corporation would supply only equipment, and'
perhaps maintenance, but not energy. Under most State statutes,
provision of energy equipment is not subject to utility com-
mission jurisdiction.

14 6
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The specific arrangement between the solar equipment leasing
'company or seller and the property owner may alter the question
of utility regulation. For example, the inclusion of a service
agreement between the lessor and the lessee might increase the
likelihood of regulation, as would more widespread adoption of
solar devices. Additionally, to the extent that such an agree-,
ment requires backup power from public utilities, the contracts
and prices for these provisions would be irodirectly subject to
regulation as part of the normal utility rate regulation.

Congress apparently has taken A dim view of utility ownership
and financing, since the committee of conference on the National
Energy Act rejected the President's proposal that utilities be
permitted to finance the installation of insulation and other
expensive tesidential conservation equipment. While he con-
ference encourages utilities to perform energy-auditS7, f res
idences, it prohibits utilities from installing conservation
devices other than furnace-efficiency modification,'clock
thermostats,.andload-management equipment: Loans 'to cover
these devices are limited to $300; (State commissions are per-
mitted to ask for an exemption from this prohibition).

The field remains quite ambiguous, however, and Many possibil-
ities remain 6pen. It may be attractive, for example, for
utilities to operate solar equipment as a part of an unregu-
lated subisdiary. Such-an arrangement would eliminate con-
cerns, expressed by some potential owners of cogeneration
equipmerit, that equipment on their premises, owned by a reg-
ulated utility, would not be able to sell energy on an equi-
table basis because of special pressure to, adjust utility rates.

Ownership of Onsite Equipment -- Municipal Utiliti9s

Since municipal utilities can finance plants with relatively
low-interest, tax-free bonds, the capital costs associated with
plants owned by municipals can be lower than,those of plants
owned by privately owned utilities. Lowering Capital costs is
particularly important in the cate of solar energy systems
where the bulk of the energy cost resultSfrom the cost of
capital. In most States, however, municipal utilities are pro-
hibited from 'expending funds for "private benefit" and this has
-been interpreted to mean that municipal utilities cannot pur-
chase shares in generating facilities which are partly financed
and operated by a private utility.

These prohibitions may also prevent municipals from owning or
operating onsite gerierating systems. In the case of solar de-
vices, however, it mould seem that the municipals could make
a strong case that installation of a solar device would benefit
the public at large even though it was primarily designed to
qneet the energy needs of a single building. In fact, several
municipal utilities have experimented with onsite solar energy
equipment in their districts. The legal point may beaoot since,
as one analyst'put it, "Who's going to complain?"
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In any event, the.laws preventing municipals from owning part
shares in generating facilities which will be partly owned and
operated by private utilities are being changed in many areas af
the country to allowomunicipals to share the cost of constructing
nyc1eT5generating facilities,and other,centralized energy equip,
ment, hich, like solar energy syS -ems, ha igh capital cdsts.
ProhibitiOns.against suchr"joint at progra are often
written into State constitutions. The constituti of the
'State of North Carolina,.for example; was recently .fi- ded by
referendum to permit joint-action financing of new electric
utility plants. Such amendments hav,e been controversial in
some areas. For example, in 1977, the Governor of.Indiana

,

vetoed legislation amending that State's constitution to allow
joint-action prograMs.

Cost-Sharing Issues

If a utility were to own or operate onsite generating facilities,
contracts between.customers and the utility woula have to address
several imrortant issues; they inclyde:

1. Who would pay the property tax on the equipment? (This is
particularly important because utility tax rates often are
several times higher than those for homeowners.)

-,k1)

2. How would costs af insurance be distributed. Would util-
ities be liable for damage to onsite equipment caused by

the homeowner?

3. Would a contract for onsite solar equipment be binding on
a new owner if title to a building weretransferred?

4. How far would a utility's maintenance res,ponsibility eXtend?
Would a utility, for example, be responsible for keeping a
roof on which a solar collector was mounted in weatherproof
condition?

5. Should' a utility pay a customer for the use of a roof or
wall for installing a solar collector? If so, would the
fee decreas,e for the use of walls and roofs that did not
permit optimum 'collection of radiation?

6. Could.a customer demand that a utility remove onsite.equip-
ment? If sos who would pay for removal?. ,

None of these questions pose insoluble problems, but all may
require careful negotiation. All of ;the utilities interviewed
by the General Electric Company, said they preferred onsite fa-
cilities on large buildings, because questions would be easier
to resolve than if large numbers of small buildings' were

volved.
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CODES, LEGALITIES, CONSUMERISM AND ECONOMICS

FINANCIAL ISSUES

1-HE IMPORTANCE OF FINANCING .

Introduction To Financial Issues

The Need For Credit: Regardlesz of the type of so ar energy
system being planned, the materials and labor cost§ for con-
struction may,require financing. The extent of the financing
needed will depend on the type and Size of the system.

, The
cost of a solar energy system may vary, from a minimal amount
.to a sizable portion of the building value.. For'simple.pas-
sive solar energy systems, such as the additiOn of awnings for
south-facing windows, the costs may be yery little. Many types
of active solar systems can also cost very little. Yet, if the
system is a major addition to an existing structure br a major
factor in a new structure's design,1 the costs can be consider-

c7k,ss able.

The average buyer, even after many years of saving, will be
unable to amass the necessary full purchase price of a large
solar installation. The large amount of capital necessary
to finance such systems in relation to the small annual in-
come keeps ownership out of reach unless credit aid from others
or from private or public lending agencies can be secured.

Money For Sale: At one time or another each of us.has asked
to borrow something; perhaps it's been nothing rii'drethan a
garden tool from a neighbor, or a'cup of milk when we've been
caught short. No matter what, we probably mad6 Our loan re- '-
quest in a somewhat apologetic manner. We were asking a favor
froM someone who was in the position of granting or not grant-
ing it, and it put us,in an Uncomfortable position. This
apologetic manner, 'when asking someone to favor you with a
loan, usually becomes..More intense when you approach a lending
institution and ask for money. It shouldn't be that way. The
fact is, you are not asking to borrow, but are redlly offering
to purchase the only commodity the lending institutjons have
Tor sile:--Just as the merchant sells his wares to earn a
living, and the lawyer his counsel,.so too, do the lending
busines'ses sell their stock-in-trade: money..

Just as the ice cream shop can'not operate witkonly one can
of ice cream, these lending institutions cannot make money
by lending only a little. Some have many millions (and some-
times billions) of &ollars available for "sade",. In order
to avoid failure, and perhaps bankruptcy, lenders must keep
their "merchandise" moving. What they get for their funds'
must be"greater than what they pay for their funds...or they
are in trouble!' Their job, then, is to lend ("sell") their
available funds at a profit to qualified borrowers (what
constitutes a ."qUalified'borrower" is the subject of later
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discussion's). Each day that the available dollars sit in the
vault, unuSed, lenders are losing money (as interest payments
to their deposttors).

Lending institutions also compete with one another, just as
Guif Oil does with Exxon. When you are shopping for a new

t appliance, you check the price and quality everywhere--in
catalogues, department stores, specialty shops, newspaper
ads, etc.--to get the best-return for your purchase price.
You can, and should, do the same,cwhen you shRp for a cash.
loan. Terms and interest rates are items on your shopping
list to get the, best "buy'.

Solar Energy As Collateral: Solar energy heating and hot
water.systems are operating in hundreds of Americ-an homes
today. They hold the promise of supply for much of the.energy
used in the home, which today (1976) accounts for one-fifth
of total naeional energy cons.imption. But this will only
come to pass if nundreds, thousands, and finally millions
of individuals decid-e to buy or build solar-equipped housing.

Many factorg,,Will,affect this process, including the price
and availability,of competing energy sources, improvements
tn the design of solar energy systems, and simi]ar issues
that will determine howesoon such systems make economic as
well as eniironmental sense. One of.the most iMportant of
these factors may be the willingness of lenders to provide
mortgage loans for solar housing, and in particular the
terms On which financing is available. This is not so Much
because of what makes solar energy systems different and un-
usual, but rather begause of what they havg in common with
many other a-spects of housing: a largg capital cost that
must be financed,and paid for over time.

Elements of Financing

Financing A Solar Energy System: Solar does offer advantages--
it will have a significant,impact on tomorrow's energy planning--
so what now?

If you,are a potential owner of a solar energy system:
you will nee0 to decide if the system is a good
vestment, ,

can you afford to pay for it?

If you are a contractor:
you will need to.decide if you can offer custom-
designed systems,
will you be able to tailor the costs and perfOrmance
.to the owner's budget?
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If you are a lender:
you will need to decide if the risk is reasonable t

and the value significant, .

can you provide financing for this new energy tech-
nology?

Thus, consideration must be given to: (1) financial planning .

for the investment, (2) the effects 6f the system on cash
flow and taxes-, and (3) the system cost, performance, and
life whith can help "sell" the investment.

4

Consumer's,Cash Flow: A solar energy system--and for that
matter, any capital expenditure on a building--will have an
impact on the owner's cash flow. (Cash flow for our purposes
is defined as the amount of money spent each month on the
building by the owner.) The'repayment ofthe financing
loan must be considered. And the effect the investment may
have,on monthly energy costs, personal or business taxes,
and property taxes must be considered. The borrower must
consider making a loan that is reasonable.and within the
personal or business budget requirements: The right bal-

. ance of system performancetand cos,t must be made according
to the individual's financial capabilities.

Property taxes are those on real-estate (for the most part).
If the assessed value of the'solar system is $2000 and the
property tax rate is 2%, the tncreased property taxes would
generate a negative cash flow of $40 per year or $3.33 per
month.

Personal or busines.s taxes are those on income. The income
tax.savings generated are -a function of the owner's tax
bracket and the qize of the loan. An individual in the 25%
tax bracket paying.$300 per year in interest couldgenerate
$75 annual income tax savinys.

Of course, the added property taxes could result in some ad-
ditional income tax savings. Additional tax credits and
property-assessment exclusions for solar systems are either
already available or are the subject of legislative action
both at the state and federal level.

It has long been recognized that the market for housing is .

extremely.sensitive to financing terms. Interest rate,
length of payment-period, and amount financed directly de-
termine the4monthly payment that housing owners will make to
finance solar energy installatiops. The size ofthis° monthly
payment (and the downpayment) will significantly affect the
economics of solar energy sytems from the owner's perspective.
Jable 1 is a checklsit designed to help the borrower in making
'a loan decision.

15'
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TABLE 1 -- REAL-ESTATE-LOAN CHECKLIST

1. Does a consumer loan or a mortgage loan best serve my
needs for this size debt?

2. Can I borrow against my current mortgage, or is it nec-
cessary to obtain a new loan, refinancing the property?

3. If I have to refinance, what will my total interest bill
become considering the outstanding balance on my old debt?

4. What type of real estate 'Toan best suits my needs?

5. What are the curre-nt rates of interest at the different
types of lending institutions in my particular area?

6. Do I hav"e the details of the "extra costs", 'such as ap-
praisal fees, points, loan application fees, taxes, prep-
aration of legal instruments, etc.? c--

7. Will refinancing change my tax appraiSal or otherwise
affect my tax assessment?

8. Am I.eligible for a FHA or VA insured loan and can I

obtain it et less cost?

9. How large a down payment will I have to make? Will a

larger down payment decrease the' interest rate?

10. Are there any prepayment penalitites if I need to move
before the term of the loan expires?

11. ,How are late charges handled?

12. Do I have to deposit taxes, insurance, etc., in escrow
and do they earn interest?

13. Am I required to provide any additional security such as
a compensating balance in savings or securities or a note
on other property?

14. Does the mortgage contain a "due-on-encumberance clause"
preventing me from using my equity in the property as
security for other short term loans I miTht need to make?

15. Is disability and ltfe insurance available? Is it optional
or required? HOw do the rates compare to term insurance?

16. Can the loan be assigned or sold to another lending in-
'stitution? Can they change the terms without,prior approval?

17. What is the local reputation of the lending inWtution with
other borrowers? How well do they service their customers?

18. Have I shopped well for my loan and obtained the best loan
availablein terms of rates, length, and general terms?

15,/
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Lender:s Monetary Policy and Interest Rates: The mast 'domi-
nant ftnancial institution in the Wited Sfates is the Federal
Reserve Banking System, often termed "the Fed". The Fed, to a
large extent, manages the nation's money supply, which directly,
affects private financial institutions, such as commercial banks,
savings and loan associations, and mutual sayings banks: A num-
ber of other public and quasi-public agencies have been estab-
lished specifically to b69 and sell mortgages, and to promote
certain housing policies. These instituttons and agencies fi-

nancially tie construction and rea.1 estate activity to the
national economy.

The president, the Treasury Department, and the Federal Re-
serve System work together to achieve the economic goals of
the country. The main goals are full employment, economic
growth', and price stability. It is apparent that one of the
major ways to achieve the first two goals is to have an ade-
quate supply of money in the economic system. Too much money
in the system, however, can Tesult in inflation. Too much-
money puts- more purchasing power (demand) in the system than
can e satisfied by the available goods and services (supply)
at existing price levels. The excess purchasinh pbwer com-
petes for the available goods and services, pulling prices
upward. This of course is not consistent with the third goal,
price stabiltty. Adjustments in the money supply (monetary
policy) are thus made to provide an acceptable balance in the
goals.

Like other goods, the price of money, i.e., interest rate,
varies in response to supply and demand conditions. For ex-
ample, if the money supply is cut back or tightened, interest
rates go up. Alternatively, if unemployment and recession
are national problems, one solution is to increase the money
supply.. With increased supply, fundsbegin to build up in
financi'al institutions which must be lent out if interest is ',,

to be earned. The interest is lowered and more business and
individuals can afford thee price. Thus, interest rates or
mortgage loans must go up or down according to monetary policy
in effect at the time.

The availability of money and the level of interest rates'
greatly affect lending or borrowing terms. As money gets
tighter, lenders raise interest. rates'; they may also shorten
the term or life of loans made. The result can be a substan-
tial debt service (i.e., the periodic payment on a loan for
interest and principal repayment). For ekample, suppose
tighter money condition5 cause a lender to raise the interest.
rate from.8 to 10% and decrease the lifefram 30 to 25 years.
On a $30,000 mortgage, these changes would increase monthly,
debt service from $220.14 to $272.61, as may be seen from
the following table:
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LIFE

(Year9)

INTEREST RATE

4% 6% 8% 10%

15 $221.91
20 181.77
25 158.34
30 143,22
35 132.81

$253.17
214.92
193.29
179.88
171.06

$286.71
250.95
231.54
220.14
213.09

$322.38
289.50
272.61
263.25
257.88

What does this
mean to a borrower? Assume a typical family can apply 15% of
its annual income to mortgage debt service. With the changes
mentioned above; the income of a family able to bonrow $30,000
on a mortgage loan would increase from $17,611 to $21,809, a
°difference of $4,198. An increas-e of this amount would ob-
viously sharply reduce the number of buyers able to meet the
demands of a $30,000 mortgage. This would be true at all,in-
come levels, and if sustained, would reduce the number of units
demanded and would eventually result in across-the-board re-
duction in the quality of products for the population.

Normally financial institutions need a 11/2 pencent buffer or
differential between the interest rate they pay on savings
deposited with them and the interest ratesthey charge on
mortgage loans. However, mortgage loans are long-term com-
mitments at fixed terms. The interest rate paid on deposit
tends to go'up periodically with increasing rates in the ec-
onomy. The result is a squeeze on profits.

For example, assume savings and loanjassociation assets in
mortgage loans and cash as follows:' 30% tn mortgage loans
made over ten years ago at an average rate of interest of
6%, 30 percent made five to nine years ago at 71/2%, and 30%
made in the last five years at 9% rate of interest, the bal-
ance, or 10% of the assets are held in cash and in building-s
and equipment that earn 0 income. The interst rate on savings
account deposits is to be increased from 5.0 to 5.5%. What
effect is there on the overall profit margin?

x 6 % 1.80%
30% x 71/2% 2.25
30% x 9 % 2.70
10% x 0 % 0.00

Weighted rate of return 6.75%

Before the increased rate on deposits, the margin or differ-
ential equaled 1.75% (6.75% - 5.0%); after, the differential
dropped to 1.25% (6.75% - 5.5%), not enough to cover operating
costs and leave a profit, since the institution needs a 11/2%

differential. Thus, lenders must be cautious when running the
risk of being locked in on a long-term, fixed interest .rate
mortgage.
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Types of Residential Loans

Borrowing For Residential Purposes: There are three basic ways
of obtaining funds for residential purposes. These are (1) home
improvement loans, (2) second mortgage loans; and (3) first

mortgage loans. Cost-wise, first mortgage loans are normally
less expensive than home iWprovement loans, which ane usually
less expensive than second mortgage loans. The following table
compares the relative cost of the three types.

HOW FINANCING AFFECTS SOLAR COSTS
Illustrative Loan Terms and Monthly Debt Service

Under Private Lender Financing Alternatives

LOAN TYPE

FIRST MORTGAGE

SECOND
MORT-
GAGE

HOME
IN1PROVE-

MENT

Conventional FHA VA
Con-

ventional Title I
Con-

ventional

Loan/Value Ratio 70% 80% 90% 93% 100% 75% 100% 100%

Interest Rate 8.5% 8.75% 9.0% 8.25%. 9.0% 13.5% 11.5% 12.5%

Maturity (years) 27 27 27 30 30 10 12 5

'Mortgage Insurance .15% .25% .5% .5%

Monthry Cost per,
$1,000 of Loan $7.88 $8.16 $8.41 $8.06 $8.23 $15.23 $13.13 $22.50

Sourer: HUD-PDR-218, Home Mortgage Lendingand Solar Energy, published March 1977.

Home Imyrovement Loans: To finance the installation of a solar
system on an existing residence, the owner could (1) remortgage
the residence, (2) obtain a home improvement loan, or (3) take
on a second mortgage.

Remortgaging, although an option, is generally unwise since the
rate of the existing home mortgage is probably lower than that
of any new mortgage that could be obtained. The monthly cost
at first appears 'rower since the loan would be paid back over
a long-term period (25 to 30.years), but the overall cost would
make this an expensive approach for any solar retrofit financing.

The most common solution is the home improvment loan which covers
a variety of lendin6 arrangements offere-d hy every kind of lending
institution. The conventional home improvement loan is generally
available from savings and loan association's, savings banks,

157
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commercial banks, credit unions, and even private finance com-
panies. The cost ranges anywhere from about 12.5% a year up-
wards. Generally, it is limited to a five-year maturity, so
monthly payments are.higher than they might be with a longer-
life mortgage loan. A Title I home improvement loan refers to
home modernization loans made under Title I of the Federal
Housing Act. Its significance lies in the fact that its ma-
turity can extend for as much as twelve years, thereby greatly
reducing the moRthly payment. Its cost, at about 11.5% (mid
1977), is also slightly less than that of the conventional
home improvement loan.

At a slightly hinher cost (from 1 to 2 %) than that of the'con-
ventional home improvement loan, is the second mortgage. As
with a first mortgage, the residence is the security and monthly
payments consisting of principal, interest and other charges are
made in addition to the first mortgage payments. Since the
holder of the first montgage gets paid first, the second mort-
gagee's clalm is riskier and naturally carries a higher interest
rate and service fee. Also, even if the borrower pdys off his
first mortgage, should.he default on his second, the holder of
the second mortgage has the right to foreclosure. Aside from
this risk, a second mortgage means paying out two substantiyal
installments every month, for a long period of time--the pay-
back period can extend to ten years..

New Homes: A first mortgage is the mos_t desirable way of fi-
nancing a totally new, solar-heated resfdence. Depending on
the amount-of downpayment the borrower can afford, several
types of first mortgages are available for the new home loan.

For relatively low-income farm families, there is the FmHA
"(Farmer's Home Loan Agency). An FmHA loan has many restric-
tions, but is by far the least expensive (the loans are some-
times as low as 1 to 2%) and it requires little -by way of down
payment. If a family of four has an income of $5000 or less
(mid 1977), there is a possibility of obtaining this type of
financing. _.

VA (Veteran's Administration) guaranieed loans also require
minimal down payment,and cost much less than home improvement
loans or second mortgages. The VA dqgs not actually make the
loan; it only guarantees, to the lendel" that if the b rrower

').

fails to make payments, the VA will assume the obliga ion.
The borrower is confronted Op a two-step task: get ing VA
approval for the loan and finding a lending institution that
will make the loan under the VA guidelines.

,

FHA (Federal Housing Administration) loans require the borrower
to have at least 7% of the loan as downpayment. The FHA (and
VA also) require borrowers to certify that they hold no secon-
dary mortgages or promissory notes before they can be approved
for a mortgage. The FHA only insures the loan and the borrower
is confronted with the same two-step task noted above for VA
approval.

15-3
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Conventional mortgages require greater down payments, generally
at least 20% of the cost of die new residence ($10,000 on a
$50,000 purchase), but here-there is a truly competitive market
where shopping can save the borrower many dollars. Also, the
borrower has a variety of first mortgage types to consider.
The most familiar types are:

The direct-reduction, fully-amortized, loan--the one most
commonly used. Equal payments are made over the life of.
the loan and the entire sum is paid at the end of the loan
period. As each monthly payment is made, it is first cred-
ited to the interest on the outstanding balance and then
any sum remaining is used to reduce the outstanding debt.

The limited-reduction-plan, partially-amortized loan, com-
monly known as the "baloon" mortgage. This mortgage is
generally written for a shorter term, and the unamortized
balance is paid in a lump'sum at the end of the loan period.

The straight-reduction, fully-amortized loan, where a spe:
cified amount is paid on the\principal plps the inter on
the outstanding balance. The paymentbecomessmaller as the
debt is reduced.

Mortgages are also written open-ended where additionM
money can be borrowed against the same mortgage. Such
borrowing is usually limited to the amount of principal
repaid.

Qualifying The Borrower

Elements of Qualification: The first step in the lending pro-
cess is the.filing of an application by a prospective borrower
A typical Application For Credit is.shown in Figure 2. At
this point, the lender should.obtain information from the bor-
rower as .to the amount of the loan required, the rate of in-:
terest desired, the proposed terms of repayment, and the pur-
pose for which the loan is secured. Shouldothe borrower re-
quire a lower rate of interest than the institution's policy
permits, no further time need be spent in processing the loan
application. The same would be true with respect to the re-
quirements of the borrower as to amorization or term. The
question of use of the loan is important. It is one thing
if the borrower wants the loan to pay part of the purchase
price of a Nece of property that-he or she intends to put
tq some sound.sse, or to repair or rehabilitate property, or
to refinance exis.ting debts against the property. It is quite
another if he or she destreS to raise money on owned property
for some,highly speculative enterprise that may bring about
financial downfall.

The lender should obtain information also as to the financial
means of the prospective borrower, including his or her oc-
cupation and income, assets, and existing financial obligations.
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The lender should then proceed to appraise carefully the property
offered as security and the financial ability of the borrower..
It would not be sound business policy to.take the borrower's
statement of his or her means at its face value. .Certainly,
the lender would not, without inspection and appraisal, take
the borrower's word about ownership of an excellent building
at a ,given location that was in a certain -state of physical re-

, pair and that produced an income of a given amount. Hence, a
credit investigation is made either by the lender or by one of
the many credit agencies that operate for this purpose.

-

Having inspected the property and determined its galue, and
having weighed and established the financial capacity of the
borrower, the lender is then in a position to determime how
'much can be safely advanced and upon what terms it can be ad-
vanced. It is unlikely, with respect to any loan, that the
highest standards of the lender will be met from the standpoint
of-all the factors invtflvgd. It may be that the borrower's
circumstances are excelle-nt and that the property is a good
one, bUt that there is some likelihood of neighborhood decline
beyond average.

This being the'cáse, the lender may decide to requite a more
rapid rate of amortization. In another case it may be found
that although the borrower's credit is not as strong as it
might be, the property iteslf and its surroundings are be-'
yond average, or the desired adount of loan is sufficiently
low to offset this particular weakness.
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Figure 2(a)
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Figure 2(h)
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APPLICANT OR CO-APPLICANT USE THIS
SPACE FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION.

THIS SPACE FOR BANK USE ONLY

DATE AMOUNT

GIONTHLilOgm YEAR S I. Proceeds
PLACE SCORE -WEISE

MONTHS 2 Credit'Life Insurance

LOAN OFFICER NA ME- ININALs LOAN OFFICER NUMBER
3. Other Charges

CNEOIT LIFE STATUS
INSURANCE 7 r CODE

N/O_C/M

SEC DY

PAY OFF

Filing Fees

$

4. Amount Financed (I + 2 + 3) $

: 5. FINANCE CHARGE

6. Total of Payments (4 + 5) $

Payments out of proceeds

ekk.C Nol_
j- _ Cll. No.__

$

j
Ck. No.

Ck No

_

$ Ck No

Net Amount tg Applicant j Ck No

If proceeds are to be;credited to Checking Account, mark after "Ck. No."

DATE AP-PLICATION NOTIPIE0 NY WHOM, above "Credit Acct."and fill in following:

REASON

Exact Name ol Acct

Account Number..
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Borrower's Abi ' To Re a Information obtained from the
borrower's loan application shOuld include the financial means
of the prospect' borrower, including his or her occupation and
income, age, existing financial obligations, and assets, in-

cluding bank accounts, stoc s and bonds, and so forth. This in-

ifi)

formation enables the lende to determine ;he financial ability
ot the borrower and his or er worth as a bondsman. It is not
profitable for lendert to have to foreclose mortgages to get
back the money they lend. Profitable mortgage investment re-
quires the repayment of interest and amortization on a regular
basis over the term of theloi. If a buyer is financially
weak, there is danger that he e will not be able to meet
these requiremwts. The question of t e borrower's credit is
therefore very important.

Insured/Guaranteed Provisions: Where the torrower desires to,
use mortgage terms authorized Under FHA-insured or VA-guaran-
teed loan provisions, and the lender-is able and willing to
make the loan under.the specified terms and rates of interest,
speciaT apOication forms provided by the federal agencies must
be submitted, together with required filing fees for independent
check and loan approval by the FHA or VA, whichever is involved.
.Both agencies make detailed and careful field checks, applying
ratings to all the physical property', the site, the location,
the ability of the mortgagor to shoulder the financial obli7
gation, and the mortgage pattern wherein all factors bearing
on the. quality of the loan are correlated. Based on the re, -

sults of the agency's investigation, the institutional lender
is authorized to process or reject the loan application. -If_

the former, the maximum amount of the loan, the interest'rate,
and the loan period subject to which the federal agency commits
itself to insure or guarantee the loan are considered. Should
the amount of the loan and loan terms that the.lending insti-
tution is able or authorized to offer be acceptable, the next
step involves sending advance disclosure of closing costs and
of truth-in-lending information to'the buyer-borrower.

Qualifying The Collateral

Elements
)
of Appraisal Qualifications: If the mortgage appears

acceptable to the lender on the basis-of the credit application,
that person must then proceed to appraise carefully the property
offered as security. For our purposes here, it is sufficient
to say that mreat care must be exercised in determining the
worth of thetlphysical security as well as the future of th&
neighborhood in which it is located. An owner may have an
excellent building in a neighborhood that has a very poor
future outlook. The condition of sur"rounding properties and
the trend of an area can adversely affect a given property
even though it is excellent itself.
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Cost-Life-Performance: Most solar enei-gy systems for aCtively
heating structures are a major investment for a building owner:
AS such, they need-to be financed and paid for out of fuel sav-
ings and regular incöme. The,bank that iilvests in an active
solar energy system needs to know that it"s inlrestment Is protected
if the investor is for some reason unable to meet his,commit-
ment to repay the. loan. The'building ownef should be prepared
to answer questions relating to system performance, OSt, and
life for the banker. Investment in solar systems is bew. The
average lending institution has not had ample experience in as-
sessing the solar System'investment.

The cost of an active solar system will vary er a very wide
range depending on what it is expected to do. Sy tems costing,
from $5000 toA15,000 are not unusual. Solar sys em life and
maintenance has to be determined. (These factor are discussed
in relation ta life-cycle cost analysis.) Depending on how
well the system is designed and installed, a 5 to 25 year life
without major maintenance can be expected. Solar system per-
formance can be predicted by technkfues of sizing and design.
A square foot of solar panel, depending on the location and
the type of system, will give from 100,000 to 300,000 Btu per
year of solar heat.

The lending institution may require to see the salar system
plans. However, the best way to proceed appears to be for the
owner to obtain an estimate for a typical system first. And,
then, talk with the lender concerning the feasibility of any
loan for solar. The lender can then request specific addi-
tional information from the building owner and possibly, from
the consultant or contractor.

Property Value: The building owner should also be prepared to
answer questions relating to the system's effect on real-estate
values for the lender. Life, aesthetics, and performance of a
solar system will have a marked effect on the real-estate value
of a building structure. A system designed to last more than
20 years, which enhances or does not detract from the appear-
ance of the structure, and has an acceptable cost-life-perf r-
mance value will grow in value rather than depreciate.
fuel costs rise, the structure will become more and mor
sirable on the real-estate market.

FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS

Sources of Capital

Thb Borrower's Dptions: Although the cost of a residential
solar energy system may be large or small, the borrower's
choices for financing are limited by the residential purpose
for the loan. In the case of an addition to an existing
structure, the solar energy system may be financed as a home
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improvement using short-teem consumer loans. A new structure,
on the Other hand, will entail long-term mbrtgage loan financing.

Short-Term Loans: for aniounts under $5000, the borrower will
. normally look for a short-term, consumer, loan. This type ofloan i5 avaflable from creclit unions and commercial banks. Somefinancing may also be available from finance companies or through

. retail installment crtdit plans. Interest rates.from finance
companies and credit plans are usually mucii higher than thosefrom credit unions'and banks^.

Mortgage Loans: There are many types of real-estate mortgageloans Which are generally made by savings' a,nd loan institutions,
commercial banks, mutual savings banks, life insurance cdmpanies,and mortgage companies. klowever, the mortgage market would befar smaller in size and considerably different in structure, andfunctioning than it is today in the absence of the publtc 54p-port.for home mortgage financing that ha-SNevolvedover the pastforty years. At the present time, a diverse array of Federal
mortgage insurance programs, interest subs,idies, secondary 'market support operations, and banking and income tax regulationscomblne to establish the context within'which institutions pro-vide residential mortgage loans. In particular, two classes ofpublic institutionsFederal credit agencies and secondary
market enfities--may have a marked influende op the availa-
bility of financing for solar homes.

Shor -Term Loan Financing

Credit Unions: Credit unions are nonprofit institutions,
.usuallY operated by a church or.a business, sb their interest
rates tend to be lower than commercial .banks. Membees of-creditunions save.by purchasing shares in the association. OUt of theaccumulated savings fund, loans are made to its members. Thelaw permits unsecured loans up to $750, and adequately securedloans in larger amounts, depending on the size of the creditunion. Repayment's are made periodically, according. tcy an
a-greed-upon schedule, but they may not extend oyer-more than.five years. A credit committee elected by the members of the .credit union passes upon the applications for loans.

Finance Companies: Obtaining financing through finance companiesis generally easier than through a commercial bank. Finance com-panies are businesses established for serving consumer creditneeds. In return for speed and lack of intensive.questioning,
the borrower will pay a fligh interest rate. The reputable loancompany operates under state license, which gives va,rying de-grees of protection to the.borrower. And since the'passageof the Truth-In-Lending Act, loan sharking has become a federal
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offense. But this does not mean that a loan shark cannot still
attempt to operate and the borrower should first check on the
company's reputation through the local Better Business Bureau.
In general, solar installation financing through the small-loan
company should not be eMploye4 unless funds cannot be obtained
from a lower-rate source.

Retail Credit Plans:. Many companies set up "easy payment" plans.
The customer pays a presettled amount each month until the spe-
cific merchandise is paid for. The time periods of installent
contracts will vary and the carrying charges also. Interest
charges mount up during a spread-out paying period. Advertising
such as "Easy terms! No down payment, three years to pay" may
involve a prolonged and inflated debt,for the borrower. For
example, a service charge of 11/2% per month is typically used
for such plans; that's 18% per year!

Mortgage Loan Financing

-Broadly speaking, mortgage markets are claSsified as primary
markets and secondary markets. The primary market is made up
of lenders who supply funds directly to borrowers, bear the
risks associated with long-term financing, and whO, as a rule,
hold the mortgage until the debt obligation is discharged. The
secondary market is composed of lenders who seek an outlet {em-
ployment) for theix funds, but who are neither equipped nor
willing to originate or service the mortgage debt. These
lenders merely buy mortgages as long-term or temporary in-
vestments in competition with other types of-securities, such
as government or corporate bonds. Agencies that purchase
mortgages for resale or lend against them are also active in
the secondary market. Primary and secondary market operations
are not as clear-tut as the above explanation would lead one
to believe. Many lenders act in a dual capacity, as primary
lenders to the limit of their own funds for investment, and
also as originators, service agents, and assignQrs of mort-
gages for which they find a profitable demand in the secondary
mortgage market.

Nearly all direct mortgage financing is supplied by private
lenders and the sources for credit are many. Each source has
its peculiarities which Aay be caused by state or federal laws,
or by internal organizational rules of the lending institutions
which forbid mortgage lending in excess of certain amounts -or
in certain geographical areas. Priv:ate sources of credit are
supplied by three principal lending groups: individual lenders,
institutional lenders, and mortgage companies (also termed
mortgage bankers) .
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IndTvidual Lenders: Individual Lenders account for less than
one-ninth of the total mortgage debt, yet they are important as
a source of prime.mortgage funds and are by far the largest
source for junior mortgage loans. Funds supplied by individual
lenders include those loaned by trustees of indivudual trusts,
estates, endowment, pensions, or corporate funds and those made
avaiTable.by fraternal and similar nonOrofit organizations that
seek in estment outlets for their surplus funds.

As a rul the individual lender cannot compete with the insti-
tutions in securing prime mortgage loans.- Because of the bene-
fits arising from large-scale operations, institutions can sup-
ply 'funds at lower costs and hence lower interest rates than
those that the individual can afford to offer. It is true that
the lending reguirements'of the institutions are more stringent
than those that govern the individual. Institutions, on the
other hand, are less apt to be compelled to take advantage of
a borrower's adverse condition during times of economic stress.

Institutional j_ende-rs: Increasing interest by state and fed-
eral agencies in hpMe construction and liberalization of home

mortgage lending pOlicies have sparked institutional lenders
t ssume ialeading role in home mortgage financing. The in-
s itutions whose lending practices and policies exert the
g eatest influence on the mortgage market include the follow-

.

ing:"

1. "Thrift institutions" (as savings and loan associations,
mutual savings banks, and similar institutions are commPnly
designated).

2. Commercial banks.

3. Life insurance companies.

Thrift institutions--savings and loan associations and mutual
Savings banksaccounted for nearly half of the debt in 1974,
and their Share is increasing. Figures 18-1 and 18-2 show the
relative importance of lenders based on the amoUnt of outstand-
ing loans and lending by property type. These institutional
lenders deal directly,with the borrower, and provide him wtth
constructian funds and mortgage.credit. And their policies
and practices largely determine the reception accorded any
new type of husing innovation (i.e., solar energy installa-
tions or designs) on its first being introduced into the
primary mortgage market.
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Figure 18-1. Total Mortgage Loans Outstanding, Year-End 1974.
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Thrift Igstitutions: Thrift institutions have been in the
business of channeling personal savings into residential Aoans
for.more than one hundred years, and are the dominant private
institutions in the residential mortgage market today. More
than 5500 of these institutions provide over half of all per-
manent loans for single-family homes and nearly one third of
those for multj-family structures. Since savings deposits
have been less subject to withdrawal than other kinds of bank-
ing accounts, the "thrifts" have been well suited for making
long term mortgage investments. Although they also represent
the major source of construction funds for single-family homes,
their primary motive for making short-term credit available is .
to be in a position tO write the permanent mortgage later.

'Savings and Loan Associations: Among institutional lenders,
savings and loan associations account for nearly one-half of
the home loan mortgage market. Although savings and loan as-
sociations have been active for over one hundred years, regu-
lations that govern their loan activities on a regional and
national scale did not go-into effect until 1932 when Congress
created the Federal Home Loan Bank System. Today all federally
chartered savings and loan associations, and most state-chartered
associations that can qualify, are members of the Federal Home
Loan Bank System and subject to its supervision. Membership in
the Federal Home Loan 'Bank System permits borrowing by the as-
sociation from a district home loan bank whenever.funds are
needed to pay off the share accounts of withdrawing members
or to finance additional mortgage loans.

Most savings and loan associations, if qualified, have joined
the Federal Savings and Loan Insurance Corporation (authoHzed
by Congress in 1934), under which membership deposits are fed-
srally insured up to $40,000: This insurance, together with
uniform lending policy arid accounting supervision, has greatly
increased public confidence in savings and loan institutions
and brought about a considerable increase in their total assets
and outstanding mortgage loans.

Federal Home Loan Bank System regulations provide that member
savings and loan associations may make conventional installment
loans up to 95 percent of the lesser- Of appraised value or
purchase price of the home offered as security, with a maximum
loan of $42,000. Alternatively, at 90 percent of value or
price, a conventional home loan may be made up to $55,000.
The loans must be amortized on a monthly basis with a maximum
term of thirty years.. The loans must be secured by first-
mortgage liens' on residences within the state of the association's
home office or within one hundred miles of the home office if
outside the home office state. First-mortgage loans may be
made in excess of $55,000 provided the loan-to-value ratio is
less than 80 percent. Second-mortgageloans and construction
loans are permissible .but'must have much shorter terms to
maturity.
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FHA and VA,loans may be made up-to any loan-to-value limit ac-
ceptable to the Federal Hous4-ng Administration or the Veterans
Administration.

Savings and loan associations' lending powers are subject to
limits imposed by the Federal Home Loan Bank'System. The main
purpose of thelimits is to balance risks in the portfolios of
associations. This risk balancing generally takes the form of
a maximum proportion of an association's assets that may be.in-
vested in-any one type of loan or venture. The main lending
activities, and the limits that apply, are as follows.

Purchases cicf participation shares in conventional mortgage
loans may be made from "approved" lenders outside an associa-
tion's lending area. Approved lenders include insured banks,
savings and loan associations, government secondary mortgage
market agencies, and other FHA-approved mortgagees. The par-
ticipation share in any one out-of-area mortgage must not ex-
ceed 50 percent and the aggregate of all out-of-area partici-
pation shares must not exceed 20 percent of the association's
assets. Participation makes possiOe the channeling of funds
from localities of low housing and mortgage demand to local-
ities of high demand.

First-mortgage loans may also be made on business and income
properties, churches, and other improved properties up to a
maximum loan-to-value ratio of 75 percent. A maximum-term of
twenty-five years is required along with monthly loanamor-
tization payments.° No more than' 20 percent of an association's
assets may be placed in "business property" loans.

Savings and loan associations may, in addition, make real
property improvement, alteration, repair, and equipment loans.
The aggregate amount of such loans may not exceed 20 percent
of an association's assets. The maximum term of such loans
is fifteen years, thirty-two days., and monthly amortization
payments are required. Equipping loans are limited to $5000
per. property.

Muti.Oal Savings Banks: Mutual savings banks are dedicated to
acgepting and protecting the savings of individuals and to
channeling these savings into productive investments, pri-
marily real estate. That is, mutual savings banks act as fi-
nancial intermediaries. About two-thirds of the _savings are
invested in real estate mortgage loans.

All mutual savings banks are chartered by states. And most
mutual savings banks are located in the Middle Atlantic and
New England States, with nearly seven-eighths in the states
of New York, Massachusetts, Connecticut, Pennsylvania, and
New Jersey. Over 90 percent of the total deposits are con-
centrated in these five states, with New York accounting for
over one-half of the total. Mutual savings banks tend to dom-
inate where savirigs and loan associations are weak, and vice-
versa. Effectively this means that both function as financial
intermediaries for long-term savings.
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As mentioned, mutual savings banks are state-charted only, and,
except for Delaware and Maryland, must invest their monies in

home states and adjoining states. These lending restrictions
do not apply, however, in regard to purchase of FHA-insured or
VA-guaranteed mortga,ge loans.

The mortgage lending limits of mutual savings banks are as
follows. In most states the law restricts real estate loans to
65 or 70 percent of the assets of any bank. Some states exempt
FHA and VA loans from this restriction. .Also, FHA and VA loans
may be made up to any loan-to-value ratio of 95 percent. -And
conventional, uninsured loans may geçierally be made to 80 per-
cent, and occasionally to 90 percent, of appraised value, with
an amortization period of thirty year

Commercial Banks: Commercial banks are required by law to
maintain.greater relative liquidity in their assets than other
financial institutions to meet possible withdrawal requests of

. depositors. Thus, although commercial banks control the largest
percentage of U.S. savings (nearly half), their role in mort-
gage lending continues to be, for them, a secondary activity.
Making commercial short-term loans to local business firms is
their primary activity. Short-term loans enable the banks to
maximize profits and at the same time meet their liquidity re-
quirements.

The mortgage lendidg policies of commercial banks depend on
the size of the banks operations and on the community's fi-
nancial needs. ffational banks, and most state banks, cannot
make loans in excess of 75 percent of their time or savings.,
deposits, or 100 percpnt of their combined capital and syrplus,
whichever is greater. Government- or state-insured or 0.aran-
-teed loans are exempt from these ratio limitations.

Conventional uninsured loans may be made up to 80 percent,of
the appraised value and may extend to thirty years, if fully
'amortized over the loan period. Insured conventional loans
may be made to 95 percent of value with a term of thirty years,
if fully amortized. FHA-insured and VA-guaranteed loans may
be made to any loan-to-value limits with terms allowed by the
federal government. Commerci-a-1 banks may also make leasehold
loans of more than ten years and construction loans of up to
twenty-four months.

Commercial banks generally increase mortgage lending activity
.when demand for local business loans is slack, and decrease
mortgage lending.when busin.ess loan demand is strong. That is,
they tend to.invest funds in mortgage loans only when funds on
hand exceed local business,needs. The improvement in secondary
mortgage market operations has lessened the pressure on com-
mercial banks.to avoid heavy mortgage lending. With n active
secondary mortgage market, mortgages cam be sold off by a bank
to increase :its cash on hand; thus mortgages are no reasonably
liquid as an asset.



Life Insurance Companies: Before 1965, life ins,urance companies
ranked next to savings and loan associations in importancein
lending on one-family residences. Since 1965, and undoubtedly
because of continued and deep inroads of inflation and the re-
'sultant erosion of the purchasing power of,the dollar, insurance
coMpanies steadily, if not wholly.in some instances, with-
drawm from m rtgage lending-on individual residences. Life In-
surance companies are turrently interested.not only in exacting
the maximum possible interest return on their mortgage loans
but also in s'eeking a"part of the equity (action) returns, and
especialy that share of increasing gross or net income due to
inflationary causes. In the overall field of mortgage finan-
cing, including multifamily residential structures: life in=
surance companies rank third among the institutional lenders.
The long-term nature of life insurance company assets, and. the
ability of actuaries to forecast the dollar amounts required
in cash annually, make real estate mortgages, pariicularly
amortizing mortgages, ideally suited as an investment-medium
for life insurance company funds.

Most of the larger insurance .companies conduct their mortgage
loan operations on a ndtional scale. Some of the insurance
companies have tied their mortgage loans to life insurance.
plans (at low interest cha.rges), but most others s.eek mortgage
loan investments as an outlet for surplus funds at interest
rates averaging 9 to 10 percent. These loans are made either
through branch insurance offices located in the various states
or through loan correspondent brokers who prOCess the loan ap-
plications and generally service thesemortgage loans at a
rate averaging three-eighths of 1 percent of the mortgage debt
balance. Relaxation of state insurance company regulations,
which.permit a greater number of insurance companies to invest
in out-of-state securities, allows insurance companies to ,play
an important role in secondary mortgage market operations also.
Insurance companies generally lend up to two-thirds of the ap-
praised value of the property and over periods not exceeding
thirty years, provided loans are amortized. FHA and VA mort-
gages are accepted at government-regulated loan-to-value ratios
and at the legal rate of'interest where such prove profitable
to the lending companies.

Mortgage Companies: The liberalization of investment laws
permitting insurance companies and banks in one-state to ac-
quire mortgage loans made in other states (particularly if
such mortgages are FHA-insured or VA-guaranteed) created a
need for financial middlemen who would initiate mortgage loans
and service them for the irpesting companies. Many real es-
tate firms found their related business operations well suited
to fill this' rinancidl brokerage service and entered the ort-
gage lending field as independent mortgage companies or as
loan corresftndents for life insurance firms, hanks, or other
institutional investbrs. These mortgage companies a7e also
often termedinortgage bankers.
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In many 'states, the operations of Mortgage firms has reached
sizable proportions, especially in areas of the South and West
where dependence on out-of-state funds is greatest. rThe prin-
cipal role of these lenders is to provide funds for.brief loan
periiads only. Assignment records.indicate that the mortgages
initiated by these brokerage firms are sold directly within a
month or two to buyers in the secondary market.

Mortgage companies generally retain the right to sercive the
Mortgages that they initiate. A servicing fee of three-eighths
of 1 percent of the outstanding debt balances is generally paid
by the investment purchaser to the servicing firm. Thus, an
outstanding mortgage balance of $10,000 yields $37.50 per annum,
and this sum must cover not only the ledger and filing costs
but also the mailing of monthly statements, follow-up corres-
pondence, costs due to delinquent payments, and general over-
head and office management expenses. OnTy by servicing a great
yolume of Mortgages can mortgage loan service operations prove
profitable. This need for volume results in competition for-
large "blocks" of mortgages in newly created subdivisions b'y
those who combine the mortgage brok-erage and mortgage servicing
operations.

Probably the most dominant policy of these mortgage companies
is to deal in mortgages that are mbst readily salable in the
secondary market. As a result, these "temporary" lenders pre-
fer government-insured or government-guaranteed mortgages and
conventional or uninsured mortgages for which they have ad-
vance purchase commitments. Generally, mortgage companies
restrict their conventional loans to selected residential and
business risks, and to loans in price ranges most suitable to
the needs of investment firms that comprise the secondary
mortgage market.

Federal Credit Agencies

What Are Federal Credit Agencies?: ,The Federal Housing Admin-
ist-r-affo-n(THA), now part of the U.S. Department of Housing "and
Urban Development (HUD), was established to insure conventional
mortgage loans made by private lenders. Its early successes
were instrumental in demonstrating the soundness of the long-
term, self-amortizing mortgage--today the commonly accepted
credit instrument used to finance home purchases. Insurance
Programs modeled on FHA's were subsequently established for
ex-servicem-en under the auspices of the Veteran's Adminis-
tration, and rural families under the Farmer's Home Adminis-
tration.

FHA-Insured Mortgage: The Federal Housing Administr6tion wa
created in 1934 by Act of Congress to encourage the construc-
tion and ownership of homes, especially those in the lower
price ranges. Under this act, borrowers !Tray obtain loans up
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to 97 percent of the value of newly constructed low-value homes
that meet the requirements of the administrator. These loans
on residential properties may be made on terms up to forty
years. The FHA does not lend money. It insures loans made
according to its regulations by approved lenders. For such
insurance, the borrower pays a premium of 0.5 perCent per annum
on average debt balances outstanding during the year. Since
its inception, the FHA mortgage has proved highly advantageous
to both the borrower and the lender. Millions of people who
might othserwise never have owned thetr homes have been enabled
to do so on a basis that has proved very sound. The favorable
interest rates and long term for repayment enable people of
moderate incomes to acquire desirable homes within their means
on a basis that assures freedom from mortgage debt within a
definite period of time. Specifically, under the Federal
Housing Act as ame'nded, individuals are able to borrow up to
97 percent of the value of proposed or existing homes approved

" for mortgage lending purposes by the regional office of,the
FHA. These mortgage loans cannot exceed 97 percent of the
first $25,000 of appraised valUe plus 90 percent of the next
$10,000, and 80 percent of the excess over $35,000. A Maximum
mortgaae loan is specified for one-family dwellings, 'two- and
three-amily dwellings, and for four-family dwellings.

r\

The rate of interest plus 0.5 percent of tive average annual
outstanding loan to cover mortgage insurance premiums is'part
of the FHA regulation. FHA maximum loan and percentage ratios
are subject tO change by administrative and congressional action.

The requirements of the FHA as to construction and location of

the property are high and are based upon very sound principles.
In addition to the liberal terms obtainable by the borrower,
he also has assurance that the construction of his home has
met the minimum standards of experts. This is a very impor-
tant feature, and it safeguards the interests of the home
buyer: FHA'mortgage financing is obtainable through most
lending institutions. To obtain such a loan, the prospective
borrower Must file his application with an eligible institu-
tion. The institution then deals with the FHA, making the
transaction a simple one insofar as the borrower is concerned
Should the required mortgage be on proposed construction,, the

borrower must furnish complete plans and specifications. The
lending institution supplies the FHA with complete data, and

the loan is then considered froM the standpoint of physical
security as well as the borrower's ability. Should it be
found acceptable in all respects, a commitment is issued by

the FHA which enab es the lender'to bring the transaction to
a conclusion.

\VA-Guaranteed Mortgage: Under the Servicemen's Readjus,tment
Ac-t of 1944, as amended, the "Korea" GI Bill of July 1952,
and the Veterans Housing Act of 1974, eligible vererans and
unremarried widows of veterans who died in the service or

1 7:1
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from service-connected causes mobtain guaranteed loans for

the' purchase or construction of a hOme. Although the Veterans
Administration (VA) administers the provisions of the act,
it does not, as a rule, lend any money. (Since JuTy 19, 1950,
and sUbject to periodic congressional renewal, the VA has been
authorized to make direct loans to veterans in areas where
phvate capital at approved rates of interest for VA home fi-
nancing is not available. These ,direct loans are limited to
a maximum amount, although the amount may be increased in high-
cost areas.) As in FHA-insured mOrtgages, the loans are made
by banks and other qualified mortgage lenders. The VA merely
guarantees the payment of a part of the loan and pays the
lender-any loss sustained, in case of default; up to the
amount of the guarantee.

3he maximum guaranty credit for any one veteran is-60 percent
Of a loan on the-reasonable value of a veteran's home, with
a top quarnatee set by the existing law. This guarantee need
not be used immediately or in any single transaction. Ter-
mination dates set for application of VA mortgage loans have
been eliminated under the Veterans Housing Act of 1970. This
new law further reinstates and extends indefinitely all unused
VA entitlement of World War II or Korean conflict veterans.
For veterans who served after J'anuary 31, 1955, the 1970 act.
extends "until used" unexpired and not yet accured entitlement.
Provisions of tnis law are also applicable to purchase of
mobile homes, condominiums, and cooperatives, as well as one-
family residences.

The VA 1/ans can be written for terms up to forty years, and
the interest rate may not exceed legal limits set by the VA.
No special mortgage forms are required other than tnoseused

o in the state in which the property is situated. The mortgage,
howev'er, must provide that the veteran shall have the privilege
of repaying the indebtedness in whole or in part without pay-
ment of a penalty. To be eligible for-a VA guaranteed loan, a
veteran borrower must have had at .least ninety (90) days of
active service during the official war periods or have been
disabled in the service during the war. The veteran nust also
have been discharged under condition's other than dishonorable.
Only im'provemellts that meet 'VA minimum construction standards

d .

are subject to mortgage loan guaranty.-
,

Secondary Institutions

What Are Secondary Institutions?: Originally the secondary
market consisted primarily of institutional investors who
sought to purchase mortgages as investments, but were not
organized to make residential loans directly to borrowers.
On occasion, primary lezAers also act as secondary purchasers;,
when their supply of funs exceed the local demand for mortgage
loans, they may,choose to cquire mortgages from banks or mort-
,gage companies located in other housing markets.
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In recent years the secondafy.market has increasingly come to
be identified with three government-supported agencies whose
function is to join the primary mortgage market-to the nation's
larger capital markets in order to provide local banks with
liquidity and assure a steadier supply of credit for the home-
building industry. These three entities are:

1. The Governnent National Mortgage Association (GNMA), or-
ganized primarily to provide a secondary market for loans
written under the Federal, government's subsidized interest
rate programs. GNMA is Federally owned, and operates with-
in the Department of Housing and Urban Development.

2 The Federal National Mortgage Association (FNMA), whose
mortgage,purchase programs feed money into 1ocal.housing
markets when capital is in short supply. FNMA (since At
was spun off from the Department of Housing and-Urban- De-
velopment in 1968) is a privately owned, but Federally
regulated and supported stock-corporation.

3. The Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corporation (FHLMC), or-
ganized to enable savings institutitns part-ftipating in
the Federal Home Loan Bank system to maintain their mort--
gage loan portfolios on a more liquid footing. FHLMC is
a privately owned, bUt Federally regulated and supported
stock corporation.

In recent years; FHA's mortgase insurance programs have exper-
ienced increased competition from .private mortgage insurers
(PMI's). Learning from FHA's experience, the PMI's have been
able to offer lenders faster service without the limits on
interest rates and loan amounts inherent in government in-
surance programs.

Federal.National Mortgage Association (FNMA, FHLMC): The fed-
eral government began efforts to create a 'secondary mortgage.
market.in 1935. The efforts were not particularly successful
though, and in 1938 the Federal National Mortgage Association,
better known as FNMA (Fannie Mae), was created.

Although the circumstances surrounding the origin of FNMA. might
indicate an intent to establish a permanent secondary market,
it is clear in retrospect that the agency was organized as an
emergency measure, the objective being to provide liquidity
for government-insured mortgage loans insured at hish loan-to-
value ratios and at relatively low rates of interest. The
association in effect was to provide money for the stimulation ,
of new construction by purchasing mortgage obligations insured
up to 100 percent of loan value by another government agency.
Thus the government was to occupy the dual position of insurer
and lender.' FNMA operated op this basis for-thirty years, re-
sponding from time to time to economic or political changes
and occasionally-drawing critiCism.
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To partially meet criticisms,'b princTpa to esstim-
ylus for the lagging housing i dustry, the Federal Natio .4
Mortgage Association, under the Housing Act of 1968, was p r

titioned into separate and distinct corporations. One corp
atio tinues o' e called the Federal National Mortgage
Ass 0% .4---1ae) but is now operated as a private cor-
por tock is priv ely held, although operations are
regu he" secretar f the Department of Housing and
Urban eni. T roaden FNMA's secondary mortgage mar-
ket opera ecially in the private (conventional) sector
of mortgage nding, Congress, under tne 1970 Housing Act which'
Président N xon signed into law on July 24, 1970, provided the
mechanism for a secondaty, market in "conventional" mortgages.
The Emergency Home Finance Act in 1970.also allows the Federal
Home Loan Bank Board (FHLBB). to buy and tell both government-
backed and conventional mOrtgages. For this purpose the FHLBB
has created a separate corporation, the Federal Home Loan Mort-
gage Corporation (FHLMC), to operate its secondary mortgage
market. Aims and procedures that will guide the operations
of these government-backed secondary mortgage markets are as
follows:

1. Development of standardized mortgage deed of trust and note
forms that will be operative,in most states.

2. Encouragement of legislation to change archaic usury and
other statutes that hinder mortgage lending and impede
the free flow of mortgage funds among states.

3. Conventional mortgages will be purchased in approved mtni-
mum and maximum amounts under a free market auction similar
to, but.conducted separately from, auctionsheld for purchase
of government-backed (FHA and VA) mortgages.

4. The conventiona-Lauction will be conducted by telephone. To
qualify, mortgage sellers will be required by FNMA to pay a
participation or offering fee of one one-hundredth of 1 per-
cent of the amount of the offer. The fee will be nonrefund-
able. The seller will also be required, upon acceptance of
.the offer, to pay a nonrefundable commitment fee (good for
a six-month commitment period) in the amount of three-quarters
of 1 percent of the commitment amount.

5. Upon acceptance of the offer the seller must subscribe to
FNMA common stock in an amount equal to a specified percen-
tage, generally one-half of 1 percent. Upon delivery of the
mortgages the seller must subscribe for an additional ahi.ount
of common stock equal to one-half of 1 percent of the redain-
ing balances of such mortgages. Servicers of FNMA mortgages,
unless specifically authorized otherwise, must at all tinies
offer sufficient shares of FNMA common stock equal to a
specified percentage (currently 1 percent) of the total of
the unpaid balances on all of the mortgages bding serviced
for FNMA.
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6. The selling price of conventional mortgage loans will 'be'
adjusted to realize a given yield under the Free Market
Syseem aucti9p. If the sPecified mortgage rate of interest
is at or above the yield, the mortgage will be purchased at
par; otherwise the.purcahse price will be adjusted downward
to p'roduce the bid yield and on the basis of a thirty-year
mortgage to be paid off in twelve years regardlessof ac-
tual terms of the loan.

7. As with FHA and VA mortgages, the conventional loans must
be made to mortgagors and on properties t.hat meet standard-
ized credit, construction, and location standards.

8. Mortga s(conventional as well as government-backed loans)
are ntend d to be held by FNMA until amortized as scheduled;
th provi ing a supply of new money for the home industry
n addition and above the amounts that are normally gener-

from traditional (private) sources.

9. FNMA is.authorized to buy mortgages up.to a 'twenty-fi
to one debt to capital ratio. To succeed as investor-owned
secondary market corporations, FNMA and FHLMC must earn an
overall yield on outstanding capital that will provide a

s profitable return to its capital investors.

Government National Mortgage AsSociation (GNMA): On the division
of the FNMkgim 1968, into two parts, the second part became known
as the Government National Mortgage Association, or, for short,
Ginnie Mae. - GNMA as a government agency is a division of the
Department of Housing and Urban Development. It is a corpor-
ation without capital stock, designed to handle special asSis-
-Lance, management, and related financial functions. Special
assistance functions include making financing available for
selected residential mortgages in underdeveloped areas and in
stablizing mortgage lending and home-building activity. The
management functions of GNMA relate to its Mortgage portfolio
acquired from FNIA,A before 1968. GNMA may buy, Service, and
sell mortgages in Bn orderly manner to have a minimum adverse
effect upon the residential mortgage market and a minimum loss
to the federal government. GNMA and FNMA will also work "in
tandeM" for the purchase of mortgages for lower-income familie

, Under these working arrangements GNMA can commit itself to low-
yield mortgages--at par--and then sell these mortgages to FNMA
at the current market rate with GNMA absorbing the price dif-
ferential. GNMA's securities, which are backed by pools of
FHA and VA mortgages, are underwritten, of course, by the full
faith arid credit of the United States government.

:9

Farmers Home Loan Agency (FmHA): The Farmers Home Administration'
is an office of the U.S. Department of Agriculture. Congress <es-
tablished the ageftcy in 1946 to help provide loans for farmers
who cannot get credit from any other source. The agency gives
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, loans only to farmers who-operate small farms, or who wish to
purchase-fgrms worth, less than the average small farm in their
area. Local offices of the Administration issue the loans for
short periods or up. to 40 years. They prowide loans on the
recommendations'of local three-man committees,which include at
least two farmers. Farmers receive loans for many purposes,
including farm operations and supplies, family living needs,
purchase of land or housfng, improvements, and Special disaster

Prlivatb Mortgage Insurance Companies (PMPS):. A mortgage that
is not THA'-insured or VA-guarnateed ts generally referred to as
a conventiomal mortgage. Such mortgages are, as a rule, made
at lower loanto-valüe.ratios than those, 'that are government-
insured or guaranteed. TO. make conventional.loans more.com-
petitive with high loan-.to-value finarking authorifed under
government-sponsored'mortgage.programS,, a new 'concept in home

. ,financing was introduced and plated into operation in February,
1957 by the Mortgage Guaranty Insurance,Corporation.of Mil-.
waukee, Wisconsin. Under'provisions of this.insured'lending
program, home purchasers can obtain conventional mortgage,loans
LiO to.95 percent.of the lbwer of sales.price or appraised pro-
perty.value, at going (prevailing) rates of interest and at
insurance-costs less than-half those charged under the,FHA
'mortgage :Tending system. Under federal-savings and loan reg-
ulations, 16ans in excess of 80 'percent of value Tannot,be
offered without additionaV security'as guarantee of debt pay-
ment i,n case of default. Under Mortgage Miaranty Insurance
CorOoration (MGIC) provisions:aguarantee of the top 20 per-
cent of the requested loan is offered which enables the sav=
-,Ings' and loan association to lend the_ full mortgage at costs
-as follows:

). A one-time insurance charge-of 2 percent of the loan value,"
to be paid at time of mortgage closing, or

An initial charge of'one-half of 1 percent of the mortgage'
,loan at time of closing, plus an appraisal fee.and them
one-fourthof 1 percent annually of remaining mortgwge.
balances. The insurance may be 'canceled at-any .time, 6y
the Tender. , The annual char)ges are accrued monthly tco-
'gether with regular-principal and inI,ere,st payments.. _

f,

In cOnsideration of either of the,,,allgove'payments, MGIC guar-
antees, at its option, either to tage possession of a fore-
closed property and pay the insured mortgagee'the Outstanding
den, including defaulted interest and foreclostire-costs, or

' to pay 20 percent of this amount without taking possession of
'

_the property.
., ,

In looking-at the mortgages offered to it for insurance, MGIC
consider both the property and the mortgagor but tends to place
more emP asis ,on the latter. Itinsures.-first mortgages on
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one- to four-family homes, and currently about 99 percent of
those were owner-occupied at the time of insurance. Except for
a special program that is uged only rarely, the maximum loan is
limited to 95 percent of market value and is limited in amount
by state or federal rules contr811ing mortgage lending institu-
tions.

Although it insures mortgages on older homes, MGfC requires
especially careful appsraisal of both the home and the neighbor-
hood and may requine modernization of facilities within the,
house. Special practices apply to other types of property
whose value may drop sharply.

Because of its recognition of the essential role of credit re-
porting in determination of risk, MGIC has estab)ished a pro- .4*
gram to.improve the quality of suth reports and thus lower the'
level of risk undertaken by both itself and its approvey lend-
ing institutions. In checking on a mortgagor; MGIC pays par-
ticular attention not only to the level and stability of his
income and to his hous'ing cost-income ratio, whicK should not
exceed 25 percent, but also to other long-term commitments for
monthly payments, which should not exceed.33 to 35 percent of
income in total.

The Milwaukee-based mortgage guaranty insurance company has
successfully served since 1962 as the private enterprise
counterpart of the FHA insured,loan program: Thirteen thousand
montgage lending.firms'thorughout the country are currently
authorized to originate MGIC-ingured loads. Under terms of
the.private insurance program, institutions can now lend in
excess of legally permited loan mounts up to 9.5 percent of

, appraised home.value. The excess loan aMoynt is insured a-
,painst loss caused by loan delinquency,and,subsequent fore-
closure at public auction:

FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS AND,SOLAR ENERGY FINANCING

Lender Awareness'and Receptivity

The fourfold increase in'crude oil prices f011oWing tne 1.973-
1974 oil embargo led to price increases in all energy sources
and set the stage for the growing interest in solar and other-
alternative energysygtems. Lenders are no less aware of these
critical changes than therest of us-. More than three-fourths-
Of lenders regpondfng (to interviews in 1976) said4rthat energy
costs have increased as .a'factor,in their own res'dential fi-
ndriCing decisions since energy costs began to rise in 1973.
Virtually all believed that the impact of energy costs wotild
cantinue, and the majority believed it would increase in the
next five ykar.s;

This growing sensitivity of lenders to energy costs is paralleled
by an intreasing awareness of the solar alternative-, and accoM-
.paniidby a surprising optiiiisifilis to the rate at which-it will d-

become a reality.
.

16di
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Most lenders interviewed knew ,of the existence of residential
solar energy heatir09 systems, and some"had a good i'dea of how
such systems work. About one-fourth had already seen estimates
of energy savings,-cost-benefit,analyses, or, specific plans,
aodels or installed systems:, Several commercial banks had
among their business customers small solar equipment maltufac-
turers or architectural firms involved in solar projects. One
s'avings bank surveyed was in the process of developing a new
solar-heated branch office, and several other institutions are
ajready utilizing solar energy for space heating or hot water
purposes.

At s.hould be expected, the- most informed lenders tend to be
thos'e ha have dealt with actual loan requests. Even here,

--however, the ambunt of information gathered on technical and
even economic aspects of solar heating frequently reflects a
personal iriterest bank officers have in the subject, rather
than'any analytic reqUirements of the,loan decision,. In fact,
there are many issues that may weigh 'more heavily in the bal-
ance than detail,0 analyses ofuthis sortsuch as lenders as-
sessment Of when -and'if such systems will be- commercially
avgilable in their pwn areas as an option for the average
homeowner. Lenders appear to have a very positive outlook
an the future of residential solar energy in 'this context.
Of the lenders surveyed (in 1976) who wers,preaared to eXpress
an opinion', more than one-fourth thought, that systems wauld be
comMercially available in their own areas within five yearS,
and half thought this wbuld'happen within five to ten years.

Lender opttmism an the prospects for the solar alternative is
accompanied by aidespread belief that it is in the public
triterest and warrants.aublic support. In fa-ct, more than
thiee-fourths of lenders questione believed that there was
a "high prioritY",need,for the development of sola°r or other
alternative energy sources. An even larger proportion sup-
ported an active.goVernment role in the development and dis-,
semination of solar energYsystems. And, nearly three-fourths
were in favor of financial subsidies,tat least in the,short
run, if they proved necessary.

Lenders Alld Solar Energy Financing
; vi

Lender Concerns -- An Overview: A positive lender attitude
towards solar energy sySIems will undoUbtsdly be melcomedfiy
the growing ranks of solar 'advocates. Figure 2 compiles the
i'esults of a survey of lendersj1977 data) regarding, potential

, impact's to solar energy development as viewed by the-financial
43 sector. Lenders have already proven themselves receiptive to

financing requestslto some degree.
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In fact, virtually all lenders surveyed believV that they would
seriously consider financing requests at that time. More than a
dozen New Englandienders had already been epproached, and loans
had been made in half of these cases. And rlorida lenders sur-
veyed had been making oans on homes with solar hb.t water systems
for over thirty years.

At this time, it should be recognized that lender support for
the development of solar in the national interest, and even
optimism -as to its probable rate of development, is not synon-
ymous with the unrestricted availability of,financing for solar
homes today. )fliatever lenders attitudes on public issues may
be, they must make loan decisions in a manner that accords with
their day to day standards of business operations, and the stan-
dards of the numerpuS:' public regulatory agencies concerned with
a sound bdnking siittik,and protection of depositors interests.
Those who faior rek0Wa1 uses of Solar energy will haVV to
understand and respdhd to legitimate concerns involved if the
inclination of lenders to support solar is to result in-the .

actual availability of financing. In .this context, four areas
of current uncertainty deserve-the greatest attent-ion.:

1. Solar Retrofits;
2. The impact on property values;
3. .Technical.performance of the systems; and
4. Estimates of future savings in energy costs.
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Lender Concerns -- Solar Retrofits: In reviewing requests for
consumer or home improvement loans, the lender is principally
concerned with borrower credit worthiness and relatively dis-
interested in the value of the property as collateral for the
loan. Thus homeowners planning solar retrofit installations
should be able to secure financing at normal terms from tra-
ditional sources.

In terms of lender receptivity, substantially different con-
siderations apply to retrofit installations (whether for hot
water or space heating or cooling) as opposed to solar systems
installed in new residentail construction. A homeovner wishing'
to convert an existing unit to solar ho water or War space
heat (or to make any,other type of phy ical improvements to
his home) would ordinarily apply for a "home improvement" loan.

In many and perhaps most cases, the experimental status of solar
heating and hot water technologies will not affect the avail-
ability or basic terms of home improvement loans for retrofit
installation. As a practical matter, it is generally expected,
at least in short term, that the vast majority of solar,
retrofit in,stallation will be for hot water alone rather than
for space heating. In the case of.mnsecured consumer loans
(the likly type of financing for-Yetrofit solar hot water),
the lender's onIY concern is the credit worthiness of the

'borrower--in other words, the amount of additional indebtedness
he can reasonably be expected to support. Even where the loan
is secured by the "chattel" being purchased, lenders are to an
increasing degree concerned primarily with the borrower, and
are relatively indifferent to the purpose,of the loan itself.
Moreover, those seeking financing for solar retrofits will be'
homeowners and will frequently.have a more than adequate equity
built up to serve as collateral for barks that require such
security.

Insofar as lenders will take the trouble Ito review the proposed
solar retrofit system itself, their intent will be to assure
that the borrower obtains a reputable product, properly in-
stalled--not to assess the attractiveness of the expenditure
fr6m an investment point of view. Here the,lender is motivated
by his experience'that dissatisfied or defrauded consumers may
be more likely to default on a loan, or in some instances, may
attempt to hold the lending institution liable for the defec-
tive product. Problems could arise, however, where a first
mqrtgage holder's permission is required and he perceives a
solar space heating retrofit as poteRtially injurious to his
security interest in the property.

Lender Concerns -- Property Value: The focus on value'is in-
herent in the position of lenders in relation to any property
on which they make loans and should be understood by those
seeking financing for solar homes. Lenders tn fact.have a
number of concrete and reasonably predictable concerns regarding
the performance and economics of residential solar energy. systems

ISA
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that must be addressed in any effort to obtain financing. It
interests the lender primarily insofar as it affects the value
af the property involved'and the ease with which the home can
be disposed-of under foreclosure condit-ions. The controlling
factors here are that mortgage loanS are made in relation to
the value of the property offered as collateral, rather than
its cost--and that there is considerable Uncertainty,right now
as to how much value a solar energy system adds to housing.

Perfoi-mance Failure: The uncertainty of performance is essen-
tially a particular form of lender concern over, value (and re-
lated to it, of the likelihood of default). In other words,
performance failure is a contingency that might require ex-
penditures for repair or replacement by the owner-borrow, po-
tentially jeopordizing his financial neliability and reducing
the market value of the property unless and until such action
was ttaken.

Overimprovements: What lenders will necessarily consider--and
what those promoting solar must consideris the possibility
that the market value of a solar installation (in terms of re-
sale of the property) may be less than the costs associated
with it, and that loans offered will therefore be a propor-
tionally smaller part of the additional sales price. Sucn a
disparity between costs and value would not be unique to solar
energy systems, and is in fact a familiar part of housing mar-
ket experience. There are many examples of what lenders often
call J'overimprovements"--housing features with costs greater
than market value. Whether or not a particular feature is an
"overimprovement" will vary among areas: in some neighborhoods
a swimming pool, for' example, may,add as much to value as costs,
while in others it would be an overimprovement. The question
at issue here foi. those concerned with mai-keting solar housfng
is the extent to which lienders will treat the additional costs
involved in'solar as such an "oveTimprovement" and thus exclude
it from property valuation in determining the maximum amount
they will lend.

Economic Obsolence: In some cases' the likelihood_of technolog-
ical or economic obsolence--that is, the development of better
or cheaper systems--is an equal or greater concern in the pro-
perty valuation decision than tng possibility of performance .

failure.

Over time, of course, the market place will ttrve as the defin-
itive abriter of value, with the known, unknowns, virtues and
liabilities of solar systems reflected in the price consumers
are willing to pay for new and used homes that incorporate
solar energy devices. But right now, and_for the next few
years, this information will be lacking in most markets, and
leriders will have to proceed in the absence of any significant
volume of experience in the sale of "comparable" homes.
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The question of valuation is obviously a crucial one. Althoulh
lenders may emphasize that it is the market that establishes
value, their judgments and educated guesses as to what market
value is will be unusually important until there is the "body
of experience" that they (and most everyone else) is waiting for.

Lender Concerns -- Technical Performance: 'Another of the lender
concerns deals with the problem of technical review of solar
energy systems, and of the-presence or ease of conversion to
a standard heating system. Financial iastitutions generally
lack the motivation, and in many instances the skills to examine
the technical details of constructionincluding basic mechap-
ical systems--with the same care they degote,to assessing the
marketability, value and overall livability of homes proposed
for mortgage financing.

,Where special needs arise, a detailed engineering revigw will
be undertaken using an outside consultant if necessary. Such
a revievAis generally the rule in large, complex multi-family
projects, but a rare exception in a single-family house and
smaller rental developments. ,The need simply does not arise.

However, when lenders receive their first loan requests on
solar'heated homes, they are confronted by a situation where
uncertainties.regard4ng the mechanical reliabi+ity of tne
heating system itself do, in fact, have a direCt bearing on
the value of peoperty as security for the mortgage. In many
cases, before a lender will consider financing a significant
part of this solar first cost as part of the total mortgage,
he will probably require a thorough engineering appraisal of
the system proposed for installation--possibly at the bor-
rower's expense. Wpere the lender can't make such an eval-
Uation, or sees'it as too much trouble to obtain for a single
loan request, he may be even more conservative in respect to
the terms on which financing will be provided, if it is pro-
vided at all.

One possible solution to concern over performance failures that
has been suggested is the provision of "warramties'-by solar
manufacturers, installers or home builders. But lenders at-
tach little :if any importance to the availability of a warran-
ty for solar products. They tend to believe that if the manu-
facturer is a Small company with limited economic resources,
the warranty would prove of little or no value (even if the
firm was still in business when the problem arose). Conversely,
if the producer is large and reputable,_the 'warranty is viewed
as largely superfluous since the firm will, in most cases, feel
obligated to stand behind its componentspartjcularly in light
of the stiffening legal context of implied fitness and warranty

b of produtts., On the other and, the entry of major companies
with national reputations in o the field might help make the
difference in many cases. Lenders would obviously feel more
comfortable with a name manufacturer of established reputation,
who was certatn to remain in business over the life-of the system.
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Lender Concerns Estimating Energy Savings: There is one
further "technical" issue of central concern to borrowers anti
lenders in the financing of solar housing: the manner in which
projected utility cost savings are taken.into account in finan-
cing decisions. The expectation of operating cost saviDgs is
the very aspect of solar energy systems that holds the promise
of their widespread adoption in housing. But at least at the
oytset, there are likely to be some real problems raised by
lenders' treatments of-these projections in the evaluation of
multi-family rental propertie,s, and in thetr use for gauging
the value of single-family installations and underwriting ap-
plicants for home mortgages:

"Income" (Multi-Family) Properties: In most instances,.lenders
employ the "economic" or "income" valuation approac.ti fo assess-
ing mortgage loan requests for income-producing-properties,such
as rental housing developments. No matter what prectse valua-
tion technique is employed, solar heating's impdct Son. the atr
tractiveness of a project for mortgage financing will be re-
flected in a straightforward manner since the estimated solar
costs and savings enter directly into the net cash flow equation
(income less operating expenses and mortgage debt service).

As part of his loan application,,the developer will have sub-
mitted a detailed pro forma fotg the proposed deyelopment--that
is, a statement itemizing the major constituents of grAs in-
come and expenses. A large part of the first costs for the
solar energy system will be reflected in the Tipe item for
annual debt service (amortization of loan principal plus in-
terest). Other components of total expenses--particularly the
allocations for repairs and maintenance, utility cos s, real
estate taxes, insurance, and any reserves for replac went or
other contingenciesmiAht also be affected to some extent by

interest in using solar heat for re tal units materialiZes,
the inclusion of solar heating. time serious developer

these estimates may prove relatively easy to verify b sed on
actual operating experinece with specific systems' tn
family homes, other typesof commercial properties, and gov-
ernment demonstration programs. However, for lenders at the
present time, it would be difficult to devise a'credible fi-
nancial projectton for a.solar heated development. Since
economic feasibility is based entirely on cash flow, the in-
come stream woUld have tobe determined "within'reasonable
probability". Otherwise the cash flow projections would have
to be discounted heavily ikthe appraisal processor the
project rejected altogether.

Most lenders indicated they would,in fact 'ask for (or prepare
themselves) income statements comparing the project's econom-

, ics both with and without the solar system. For valuation
purposes, net,operating income under both solar and coriventional
alternatives would be examined solely on the basis' of current
utility prices, with no allowance for fuel price inflation
over time. This is consistent.with general practice fon
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quantifying other components of cash flow which may well vary
unpredictably from year to year, such as real estate taxes,
wages for security and maintenance personnel and the basic
rent schedule for the units themselves.

From the lender's persp'ective, the larger.scale of multi-family
developmdri makes them a more risky setting to try out solar
energy technologies for the first time. However, as the eco-
nomics of solar',use beeonle more favorable, systeM adopti6ns
may spread even faster in the multi-family than in the single-
family sector. The developers of multi-family housing and the
lenders who finance them'are highly sensitive to energy costs
and eager to adopt any innovation that will convert their costs
fo fixed rather than variable expenses. Thus',"whenever the eco-
nomics of solar installation begin to become truly competitive
with conventional heating, one can anticipate a'relatively
rapid rate of acceptance of sblar heat on the part of those
who -underwrite income properties.

"Sales" (Single-Family) Properties: While the vael,# on of in-
come properties automakically reflects energy cOst avings in
property appraisal, this is not generally thd case where single-
family and other "sales" housing is concerned. In appraisiRg

'the value of such housing, lenders normall;.look to information
, on the siPle of "comparable homes": However, in the case of
solar homes, this information will, be lacking for several years,
and, lenders will be reluctant to use "replacement costs" (that
-is, the price of the solar installation) as an alternative ina
dicator of value. Given the.inapplicability of these usual
appraisal measures, some lenders will turn to consideration
of energy costs savings as a partial if not wholly satisfactory
surrogate. But they will necessarily encounter many of the same
problems involved in the vgluation of income properties--and can
be expected to handle in a similar manner.

Solar first costs can be determined with some reliability, but
in reviewing estimates of fuel savings with so]ar heat, the
lender must contend with the claims of manufactturers and de-
velopers which he suspects may be inflated and self-serving, or
else obtain "educated guesses" from more disinterested experts.
Lenders will tend to discount the estimates to some degree,.and
to restst the use of prOjected increases in alternative fuel
Costs.

The approach to valuation will vary considerably,.from payback
period and,lifecycle cost'analyses to the "capitalizing" .of
estimated savings and discounted cash flow approximations, of
present value. None of :these types of analysis Was vlewed as
determining the decision on whether to loan or not, but:rather
as partial guides in appraising value.

Where a permanent mortgage has been nequested, the loan officer
has an absolute assurance that the cos-t of a solar system is
worth the going price to at least Cne consumer--namely, the
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purchaser himself. Speculative sales housing raises differen-t
issues, with some lenders feeling that the absence df "an actual
buyer in 4ancl" makes the situation tod risky. The construction
lender may question the ability of the developer to successfully
market solar-heated homes on a speculative basis in other than
luxury markets--regardless of how attractive solar heat may or
may not be from an investment point of view (payback periods,etc.).

Some loan officers indicated,,however, that at fir t they will
be even more likely to finance a developer than ajfiome buyer.
In their View, the developer will have already ap lied his con-
siderable professional expertise to evaluating both the techni-
cal performance of the systep he has selected and the market-
ability of the resulting product. When that "credible develop-
er" arrives, banks-surveyed will have no trouble lending to '

him--but they don't Tenerally expect h4m'to appear tomorrow.

Lenders will be even more inclined than usual to make financing
available only to those developers with whom they already have
a working relationship, or who have a sound and establis.hed rep-
utation, and to those who have financial resources of their own
sufficient to handle any serious. difficulties that might arise
in the installation or operation of the solar energy system. ,

And in thOse few cases where lenders do decide to finance spec-
ulative homes with solar heat, they will mos.t likely restrict,
the builder to only one or two units at a time.

Availability of Mortgage Ffnanoirig: Lenders appear generally
recep.tive to mortgage requests on solar homes. Few will reject
such a request outright without at leest having first considered
the specifi,cs of the'proposal. But the terms on which financing
will be offered Will vary considerably, depending on the type
of project, the specifics of the propos'al, and the attitudes -

\nd
experiences of the particular institution involved.

Ne,

. .

dit Review Procedure, s--A Bias Against So
II
ar?: yThe skeipticism

of lenders regarding the reflection.of solar costs and savings
in property value will surely be the primary problem for "average"
home buyers mho wantto go !solar. But there is another problem
as well which has to do with the way lenders evaluate a 6orrower15
capacity to pay ff a mortgage loan.

Most lenders use a comparison of projected housing costs to A

loan applicant income as a guide to determining the maximum
siie lpan,for which a given individual can qualify. The widely
followed standard is that housing costs should not exceed 25%
of income. But in most cases, this calculation of housing costs
does not include energy costs,,and is'limited to Principal and
Interest payments on the lOan, Property Taxes, and Hazard In-
sura:nce presiums (thus often referred to by the acronym "PITI").
The resulting problem for solar homes is that savings in utility
bills will not improve the borrower's financial capacity as
evaluated by the lender. At the same time, the higher first
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costs of the property, as reflected in a higher mortgage re-
f quest (and higher principal and interest payments), and higher

insurance pcemiums and property taxes, do raise the income re-
quirement as established by the PITI test.

Hedging Against Uncertainty: -Until more market experience
accumulates on solar homes, most first mortgage loans will be
made in amounts that leave out

part of the additional costs
attributable to the solar system.

Financial institutions will, in many situations, be prepared to
lend on solar heated homes. However, for-as long as the data
remains shallow on system performance and market'value, lenders
proceeding with such loans' will find some way to hedge their
risks in the specific terms and conditions which financing is
estended. Loan officers emphasize that the mortgage "is a very
flexible in4rument", Above all, this flexibility resides in
the ability of the lender to limit his exposure by reducing the
loan amount as a proportion of actual costs. This can be ac-
complished ih severa) ways:

1. By appraising the property at i value lower thpn its cost
or selling price;. 4

2. By offering the borrower a lower than normal loan-to-value
ratio, or

3. By both methods combined.

The net effect of these methods of risk reduction when applied
to financing requests fon solar homes will be to impose higher
down payment requirements on prospective homeowners and ne-
cessitate large* contributions of eqUity from davelopers and
housing investors.

Federal Credit Agencies apid Solar Energy Financing

At the present time, the FHA is actively developing its position
in regard to the terms.under which properties with solar eriergy
systems will be eligible for its .guaranteesmost import.antly
under its Section 203 program (the basic program for insuring
unsubsidized private lender finanbing.of single-family homes)
and the "Title I" insurance pnogram for property improvements
and mobile home purchases. The provisions of the property im-
provement program were specifically amended in 1974 to make
expenditures on.solar'enerty systems eligible for loan insurr
ance. FHA is well.,,along in the process of incorporating stan-
dards for solar systems into their Minimum Property Standards.
In addition to these specific initiatives, FHA, as part of HUD,
is more aware than most other mortgage market participants of
activities being undertaken as part of HUD's Residential Solar
Heating and Cooling Demonstration Program.
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Since FHA deals on the average with a lower-income nge of
homebuyers, energy costs have long been included in ousing
expenditures as part of the agency's underwriting procedures:
the more "marginal" the loan applicant, the more important
energy costs appear in assessing his cApacity to meet mortgage
payments. More recently, the 1974 Housing Act adde a new re-
quirement that energy saving tochniques be promoted "to the
maximum extent feasible" through the Minimum Proper y Standards
for newly constructed housing. But Solar energy systems are
distinguishable from conservation measures such as increased
insulation, on a number of obvious grounds,-such as much higher
first costs, and the lack of experience with individual systems--
and the FHA will be taking a far more cautions approach to them
at the outset.

Although the FHA is insuring lending institutions against their
66ssible losses, the purpose of the mortgage ih1surance program
is to iflprove the terms and availability of fidancirig for pur-
chasers. Thus FHA officials perceive themselves to be acting
on behalf of the home buyer, and, in discussing the issues re7
lated to resnential 5olar energy system, emphasized that they
mu5t put themselves "i.n the hOMeowner's corner". The principle
'of the.acceptability of Solar energy systems has been accepted
statutorily, administratively, and the FHA's position is now
available with the issuance of the Intermediate Minimum Pro-
perty Standards for Solar Heating and Domestic Hot Water Systems
(issued by HUD in 1977).

Appraising the value ofindividual systems pr'esents the same
problems for FHA as it does for the-banks, 4t with the added
emphasis on "protecting the buyer" alluded/to above. General
ins'truction on appraisal has,been given, but without any spe-
cific formula Mandated. Variation and flexibility are expected
as the best approach to appraisal as these systems evolve,
neverthelesS, a tendency toward relatiyely conservative esti-7,
mates of value seeMs likely to prevail. This attitude is al-
ready reflected in the provisions of FHA notices to their field
offices, which state: "The field office must also determine
that a ready market exists for the proKrty with the increased
cost of the solar equipment. Mo. cost of this a'dditional equip-
ment 'may be recognized in value in an amount that can be demon-
strated by.an analysis of the,market. Potential savings in
operating costs are als6 a consideration in determining'ao-
ceptabilityin the market,...".

FHA representatives, in a field survey note that the merchandizing
of h6me-iMpPovementshas hi'storically been "subject to wide a-buse".
The.), cited fie detectfohls5tems, burglar alarms and ."water-
Proofing" as examples of.hbmsing features that were often 'in-.
stall'ed at "outrageous .costs",,far in excess of resale value.
And the attitude of FHA also ,appears to have been strongly af-
,fected by the severe loss rates ih recent years With its in-
surance programs which were designed to bring lower-income
families into the housing market by providing for extremely
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small downpayments and, in some cases, the lowerimg of credit
standards. The lesson drawm from this experience is that,
problems of fraud aside, the lower the true equity of the home-
owner--that is, not simply his investment, but the actuat,dif-
ference between outstanding debt and value--the higher the
default and foreclosure rate. FHA officials do not want to do
a similar.udisservice" to homebuyers or to their own programs
by appraising solar systems at full cost where the market value
is or may be less than cost.

The impact of the FHA po5ition will probably be larger than its
market share suggests,-in view of the agency's visibility and
the widespread use of its Minimum Property Standards by home-
builders and lenders. .

In respect to retrofit finance, the tnfluence of Title I will,
in all likelihood, be fairly lisItted--particularly in those
regions of the country (the West and Southeast) where lenders
find the program's ceiling on interest rates uncompetitive.

Secondary Institutions and Solar Energy Financing

Federal National Mortgage Association: In contrast to FHA, the
two principal secondary market entities--the Federal National
Mortgage Association (FNMA) and. the Federal Home Loan Mortgage
Corporation (FHLMC)--give primary lenders a fair degree of
flexibility and.discretion in their evaluation of credit worth-
iness, appraisal of value, and overall review of the property's
acceptability for mortgage purposes. However, this discertion
should not be confused with liberality. These secondary en-
tities perceive their basic public functions--i.e'., contributing
to liquidity in the mortgage* market and stabilizing the flow of
capital into housing production--as necessitating a conservative
stance toward underwriting the risks associated with unproven
housing technologies. Nor are they inclined to undertake.uni-r,
lateral initiatives to promote specific social objectives-such
as energy conservation.

At the same time, the management of both organizations recog
nize that while their institutiong' may be privately-Owned, they*,
nonetheless were established and continue to serve as instru-
ments of Federal housing policy. As 'such, they feel an obli-
gation to be responsive to Presidential and Congressional ap-
peals for their cooperation in advancing public objectives
(lower housing costs, energy conservation) that may lie outside
their explicit mandate.

So far, neither FNMA or FHLMC has yet made any formal study
or issued any explicit policy in regard to underwriting solar
heated homes. Whemdescribing the policies that would most
likely be imposed, officials conjectured that most, if not all,
of the incremental solar cost might be excluded from mortgage-
able value and that high loan-to-value loans on solar. homes
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would probablytk refused while the technology remains in'the
experimental,stage. In the absence of external inducement,
neither organization is likely to. take any strong initiAtive
to clarify and publici-ze the eltgibility of solar heated homes
for purchase or otherwise encourage solar heating.

In general, the guidelines of both secondary ehtities caution
against financing the atypical home that differs conspicuously
from its neighbors in pi-ice and in its basic style and features.
For example, FHLMC's guide to its underwriter states that "...
properties varying from the norm should be reviewed carefully
as to marketability, how well they fit.into the neighborhood
price structure, and their acceptability as to architecture
and amenities offered. Those that are not typical may have
market resistance and should be underwirtten on a more conser-
vative basis as to overall loan terms."

The policies of FNMA, which purchases up to $7 billion of mort-
gages annually, may prove significant--particularly in those
regions of the country where mortgage.companies are most active.

In the absence of explicit communication from FNMA and FHLMC
regarding residential solar energy technologies, at least some
of their approved sellers may refrain from writing any loans
on solar heated homes, particularly if the borrower is seeking
a relativ ly high lona-to-value ratio mortgage and financing
for the incremental solar first cost. This observation applies
most dir ctly to mortgage companies, who compose most of FNMA's
seller population. The profitability of such companies depends
in large part on packaging loans for sale on a voleume basis;
consequently their lending criteria are largely dictated by
the requirements of FNMA and the other purchasers for their
mortgages.

By contrast, FHLMC functions as an in-house secondary market
almost exclusively for the savings and loan industry: 'While
the lending policies of the savings and loan associations have
become increasingly oriented towards ease of saleability in
the secondary market, most savings banks still retain most of
the loans they originate. Thus their receptivity to mortgage
requests for solar heated'homes should be relatively unaffected
by FHLMC attitutes, at least until they begin to receive such
requests in,substantial numbers.

Neither FHLMC nor FNMA's credit standards includes utility
costs in the basic calculation or monthly housing expense for
single family homes. However, allowance for utility costs is
made under some circumstance and information on such costs is
i-outinely collected on the standarized application forms now
in use. For example, FHLMC procedures define a housing ex-
pense ratio (Principal, interest, taxes, in§urance) of about
25 percent of stable monthly income as acceptablp. Over the
past few years, as energy costs have risen, FHLMC in its own
underwriting has been giving more attention to heating expense,
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especially in marginal cases where the borrower's total indebt-
edness approaches or exceeds the formal ratios. On the other
hand, it is unlikely that a lender concerned with FHLMC eligi-
bility would relax the 25,percent guideline on his own init-
iative to allow for Ahe prospective energy savings a borrower
might realize from an investment in a solar system. However,
officials at both FNMA and FHLMC indicated that they would
consider making adjustments for estimated savings on a case
by case basis.

Private Mortgage Insurance Cothpanies: Private mortgage insurance
companiei(PMI's) offer the lender different risk-sharing arrange-
ments in terms of the extent of exposure, absorbing various pro-
portions of the "top-part" of the risk. Premiums are scaled to
the percent of PMI coverage and the-total loan-to-value ratio
(which reflects the amount of risk covered by the home buyer's
equity position). Unlike FHA, PMI's rely directly on the under-
writing of property and borrower done by the lender and only
spot-check individual situations with their own appraisers.
PMI's look to builders and developers as a means to develop
business with banks, and will review and "pre-approve" a large
development, such as a condominium on planned unit development,
in advance.

Given the nature of PMI operations, they are unlikely to es- .

tablish any special programs for handling solar energy equipped
homes, and are even less likely to be an obstacle in their de-
velopment,. They may even play a positive if perhaps uninten-
tional role in accelerating their acceptance.

First, PMI's are in the business of insuring higher risk loans
and appear like,ly to accept solar homes as a matter of course.
Moreover, the likely number of such homes involved and the
uncertainties associated with them, when measured against the
total volume of PMI operations, are not viewed as substantial
enough to warrant any major independent technical review by
the PMI's themselves.

Second, as one lender put it, apPiraisal is "not a mechanical
process", and the awareness of the option of sharing the risk
with a PMI may at least offset any initial tendency to place
a "conservatively low" value on solar energy.systems and houses
using them.

Third, it is possible that PMI's may even welcome the advent of
IT:11-ir homes as an opportunity for market expansion; banks with
little or not experience with private mortgage insurance may
turn to PMI's in such cases, and they in turn will insure loans
as part of their own market growth programs.

Thus, though PMI's have no plans at present for any "outreach"
program to solicit loans on solar homes, it appears that if
they have any impact on the availability of financing, it will
be a positive one.
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Is Financing A Problem?

Financing As A Constraint: The discussions of lerifers and solar
energy financing to this point have been addressing the frequent-
ly voiced belief, that financial institutions tend to react con-
servatively to new technologies and may prove to be a constraint
on the market acceptance of residential solar energy systems.
While the discussions give partial .support to this view, they
raise a number of qualifications that may be of equal importance
to those engaged in advancing solar"energy use.

The major points can be restated simply as follows: In many,
if not most cases, lenders will'make loans available for solar
equipped homes, where the borrower and property satisfy rountine
underwriting standards. But, so long as the technology remains
in the experimental stage; they will often be willing to make
such loans only if their risV is reduced by limiting the loan
amount to a smaller than normal portion of total costs. This
represents the likely policy not only of private lending in-
stitutions, but also the FHA and the quasi-public secondary
market entities, FNMA and FHLMC.

Does this limited availability of financing'impose a constraint
on the si.ze of the residential solar energy system market or
on the rate at which sales to that market will grow? It cer-
tainly does if compared to a hypothesized set of circumstances
in which the average borrower would be able to get "full" fi-
nancing of these costs--an average loan-to-value ratio, and a

full inclusion of solar energy system costs in appraisals.
And it is generally recognized that the size of the market for
housing at any given cost bears an inverse relationship to the
amount of downpayment required. Thus the terms under which
financing is now available for new single-family housing is
likely, to be a constraint, limiting the market to that smaller
proportion of home buyers able to put up a larger portion of
the wdditional first costs involved.

The following table shows the quantitative implications of this
constraint for the prospective purchaser of a new home with an
$8000 solar system.

% OF SOLAR
COST IN
APPRAISED

.LOAN/VALUE RATIO

CONVENTIONAL LOAN
FHA

INSURED LOAN

VALUE 70% BO% 97%

100% $2400 $1600 $ 560
75% 3800 3200 2420

Net Addition To 50% 5200 4800 4280
Downpayment For 25% 6600 6400 46140
Solar Use 0%, 8000 8000 8000

Impact of Below Cost Appraisal and Lower Loan-to-value Ratios on bownpayment
for New Home With An $8000 Solar Energy System
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In respect to neW rental housing, lenders recognize that im-
posiflg higher equity requirments for solar equipPed projects
will in many cases be tantamount to declaring that one has no
real interest in proceeding with theproject. In the after-
math of the real estate market collapse of 1973-75, financial
institutions have already moved to require a larger investment
from the developers with whom they work. Even the strongest
developers generally have a limited ability to raise this ad-
ditional front-end capital from their personal resources.

Lender Attitudes O Solar Cost?:, The problem of below-normal
loan ambunts largel reflects the lenders' central and legit-
imate cuncern with 1tFle collateral value of solar homes, given
the current solar tate-of-the-art --and not some "defect" in
the mortgage markej1or an unreasoning resistance to new tech-
nologies. In all Wihood the first costs of most solar
installations rod ,are, in fact, greater than their contri-
bution to a home' :resale value, and substantial performance
risks will remain/Tr at least a few years more.

If this view is ab,c pted, it is still apropriate to consider
public programs tha1 affect the terms and availability of fi-
nance. But such pr grams would then be de'signed with the
broader problems of solar economics and national energy policy
in mind, and not in order to overcome an imperfection in the
mortgage market.

Builders, Developers, Arid Solar Energy Financing: The ques-
tions considered above are only part of the many problems con-
fronting solar users and solar proponents as they strive to
make this energy source a practical alternative today. In
terms of the specific issues related to the financing of so-
lar housing, however, it is important to note that lenders
believe that the impetus for change will come from builders
and developers, if it comes at all. They already vieW them
as the lead actors in the advent of energy conserving initia-
tives generally, and have reason to believe that this.will be
the case in solar as well.

If builders find,that energy conservation in design is in their
own interest, lenders expect that "they will sell it to home
buyers" (and to 'lenders, too). On the balance, lenders seem
to feel that developers, whose success depends to a large de-
gree on their constantly seeking a marketing edge over their
competitors, have a stronger incentive than financial insti-
tutions to keep abreast of new housing technologies. Lenders
presume that any experienced homebuilder will have thoroughly
investigated solar systems from a technical viewpoint and con-
vinced himself of their marketability, before ever having de-
cided to build solar heated homes or approach a bank for fi-
nancing. When commercial interest does materialize, the lender
would expect the developer to make a complete presentation of
his grounds for believing solar sysUms are feasble, and to
supply much of the technical data needed to make a property
appraisal and arrive at a final lendin1 decision.

96
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The builders and developers of single-family housing may thus
be the wedge that opens the mortgage market for the wider de-
velopment of solar homes. But solar manufacturers and designers
0,1.1 have to convince builders of the.reliability and saleability
of their systems, and show them how solar homes will be better
for them--as housing entrepreneurs, not as public minded energy
conservationists.

GOVERNMENT INCENTI ES

Most of the oreceeding has been devoted to factors influencing
the development of solar building systems by the private entre-
preneur to satisfy individual consumer demands. There are po-
tential benefits associated.with solar energy, however, which
may be of marginal importance to the individual, but of trans-
cendent importance to the nation as a whole. These benefits
relate primarily to energy conservation and pollution abate-
ment. If there are elements of the free-market climate which
mitigate against-active promotion of sOlar systems for build-
ings, incentives to development may be necessary for the fur-
therance of national objectives.

1

Government Policy: One Of the attractive features of onsite
solar.equipment is that it may be the only new energy source
that can be developed, financed, and installed without Federal
assistance of any kind; it is simply an extension of the eX-
isting constryction industries. Federal energy policy will,
however, affect the rate at which onsite solar energy enters
the market, regardless of whether "an attempt is made to de-
velop a specific policy for solar energy. Federal policies
have made the market in mhich solar technologies compete an
artificial one. Energy prices are influenced by a bewildering
array of regulations, subsidies: and controls, which, In several
instances, have had the inadvertent effect of reducing the
attractiveness of solar equipment. Examples include the policy
of maintaining residential energy rates at artificially low
levels, decisions to support large types of energy equipment
with preferential tax credits, and disproportionate amounts
of research funding given to larger energy equipment.

There is little doubt that without Federal assistance,, solar
markets will grow relatively slowly. Legislation can greatly
accelerate the rat& at which this market grows. Many policies
are in various stages of planning, and implementation, and four
categories are related to financial issues: subsidies, tax
credits, low-interest loans, and mandatory issues. However,
before considering these areas in more detail, the high in-
vestment cost of solar needs to be addressed.

Capital Market Deficiencies: Solar energy systems often re-
quire a much higher initial investment than the alternatives,
A problem arises because indiViduals are unable to borrow -
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against future savings. For example, a solar energy system
usually has a higher initial cost than the alternatives, but
will result in significant cost savings over its lifetime.
If the system and its alternatives were evaluated on the basis
of lifetime costs and savings, the more expensive system would
be chosen. However, potential investors must.come up with the
initial capital payment. If the investor does not have the
entire amount available, the balance must be obtained from
lending institutions. Lending institutions make decisions
based on.current financial information, such as the amount
of collateral and outstanding debt of the potential,investor.
Future amounts, such as anticipated pay raises or the savings
provided by an energy system, are not considered. Thus; an
inyestment that might provide significant returns or savings
during its lifetime may not be undertaken because of a rel-
atively high capital cost.

This problem is ,not unique to the solar energy industry. Young
people attempting to obtain education or purchase housing cannot
use their future increases in income as collateral. If indi-
viduals were able to borrow against the future increases in
income attending school would provide them, they might choose
to attend a more expensive college than would otherwise be the
case. However, since loans are based upon current financial ,
status, these individuals are constraineT to utilize a less
expensive route.

Options Oat might be used to resolve capital market defic-
iencies would offset differences in, initial costs. Such so-
lutions include subsidies, tax credits, and low-interest l,oans.
However, these solutions tend to transfer the gains and losses
associated with solar energy usage. By receiving a subsidy,
investOrs are given a further incentive to undertake invest-
mentT that are profitable to them. Thus, the individuals
who obtain this subsidy gain in two Waysfrom the subsidy
itself, and from the additional benefits the more efficient
investment gives them--while the provider of the subsidy, who
is often a different individual, foots the bill.

Another possibility is to provide a special-pool of loans for
solar energy systems. If an inability to-barrow agains.t future
savings fs inhibiting solar energy system adoption, the avial-
ability of such a loan pool would resolve the problem. The
potential investon should still be willing to undertake solar
investments if the perceived savings are expected to be large
enough. Furthermore, if these loans were made available at
the same interest and payback criteria as other loans, those
who provided the loans,yould not be subsidizing the potential
investors.

Subsidies

What Are Subsidies?: A subsidy, by economic definition, means
government action which provides income given to a person or
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groupf to support and encourage activities that are deemed
beneficial to the public. Subsidies vary all the way from
those given to the poor, such as rent subsidies, to those
given to farmers and to landowders who are frequently quite
wealthy.

Economic Impacts: What are the economic impacts of government
subsiditids for solar energy? Financial incentives do little
to reduce economic uncertainty; measures such as guaranteed
loans merely shift risks from buyers to the underwriters.
Subsidies encourage innovation,to the extent that consumers
are willing to buy newer systems that are not cheaper. If the
price of nonrenewable energy sources is artificially low (be-
cause of regulated prices, environmental impacts th,at are not
considered, etc.), subsidies to solar energy will 'promote ef-
ficiency in choices among energy alternatives.

The main strength of subsidies is that they offset.capital ,

market problems CauSed by the high initial cost of solar energy
systems relative to the alternatives. if loans'are difficult
to obtain for projects that promise significant net return's,
high initial costs distort choices among alternatives,. Sub-
sidies can offset these distortions.

The equity aspects of solar energY subsidies are not clear.
If solar energy users tend to be relatively high income indi-
viduals, and relatively low income groups tend to use conven-
tional fuels, solar subsidies wilT-'aid relatively high income
groups. Furthermore, if the subsidy takes the form of a tax
credit, such an incentive is only effective when the purchaser
has tax liabilities greater than the credit. Thus, the im-
pact may not be the desired one, since higher-income groups
tend to have larger tax liabilities.

One of the main difficulties with subsidies is that they en-
courage the activity that is subsidized. While it may be
true that solar energy subsidies merely offset the financial
advantages enjoyed by other fuels, Such subsidieS also tend
to make energy utilizing activities more attarctive. Thus,
subsidies tend to promote a larger amount of energy usage than
would otherwise be efficient. Finally, subsidies are not in-
expensive. While some financial incentives (such as grants)
require direct outlays of money', and others have more subtle
and indirect consequences (tax credits and low-interest loans),
all these incentives use resourcesthat might have been de-
voted to other activities.

Government Subsidy Policies: Legislation at the local, state,
and federal levels is in effect or being planned for a variety
of government subsidy activities in connection with commercial-
ization of solar energy. The following types of policies can
be effective;
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T. Direct incentives to potential customers (chiefly tax
incentives, loan subsidies, and Allowances for accelerated
depreciation).

2. Assistance to manufacturers (including incentives for pur-
chase of manufacturing equipment, research and development
grants, and ,Federal purchases) and assistance for testing
laboratories certifying the performance of onsite equipment.

3. Support of basic research and development programs in fields
related to onsite solar energy.

4. Encouragement of the use of °solar energy in other countries
through foreign assistance grants, joint research programs
and other techniques.

5. Programs to support education and training in fields re-
lated to solar energy.

However, tax credits and low-interest loans are.the two prin-
cipal forms of government subsidy that affect the.public at
large.

Tax Credits

Tax Laws: Two tax mechanisms have the greatest impact on a.
homeowner who is planning to install solar heating. First, he
must pay sales taxes, or "use" taxes, on the materials used in
the solar components, and then pay increased property taxes on
the added value of his solar installation. In addition, tax
laws can affect local businesses in several less obvious ways,
such as by increasing their income tax liability because.of
the lower operating expense associated with their heating needs.

Opinion seems unanimous that solar equipment will add to a
structure's assessed value. But to include this addition in
assessments made to determine the amount of tax to be levied
on a property may be unfair. Many states have passed, or are
condidering, legislation that addresses this problem. Enacted
laws typically say that solar equipment shall not cause an in-
crease in the valuation of a building.

There may be general legal problems with exempting solar equip-
ment from property tax assessments, since the majority of states
have what are known as "uniformity clauses" in their consti-
tutions and/or in their tag laws. Uniformity clauses say that
all "similarly situated" property or the "same class of sub-
jects",must be taxed at the same rates. The language and the
interpretation of such clauses vary widely from state to state,
making it very difficult to predict the success of an effort
to exempt solar heating and cooling equipment. me states,
constitutional changes may be needed.

2o0
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Furthermore, legislation is uivally vague on how backup' heating
systems should be assessed. In most climates, building and
health codes require structures with residential occupancy to
be equipped with heaters capable of warming habitable rooms to

, specified temperatures. Requirements vary greatly, but as
massive solar storage systems capable of outlasting weeks of
cloudy weather are not cost-effective, most solar homes will
require backup systems.

One popular type of state legislation says solar homes shall
.., be assessed as if equipped with a conventional system or "at

no more than" the value of a conventional system. Such laws
could be interpreted as requiring a "double &ssessment", i.e.;
the value of the backup system plus the adjusted value of the
solar system.

A sipjlar precision should be sought in statutory definitions
of urolar energy system" and like terms. Not only should the
exclusion (or inclusion) of legally required backup systems
be specified, but it should be made clear whether passive
solar systems are also to receive preferential tax treatment.

(

State legislation should also be cognizant of the fact thZt
some assessments are made on the basis of ,a property's income
production.

Government Tax Policies: Tax credits, low interest loans,
accelerated depreciation allowances, and exemption from prop-
erty tax can be powerful tools in reducing the perceived cost
of solar energy. A 20% investment tax credit, for example,
could reduce the effective Cost of solar energy in residential
applications by 15 to 30%. The combination of a 20% investment
tax credit, 5-year depreciation allowance, and an exemption from
property tax, could lower the perceived cost of solar energy
by 50 to 80%. A program making 3% loans availabl,e to homeowners
would be equivalent to an investment tax credit df'about 34%.
These subsidies would have the effect of tncreasing sales,
resulting therefore in a decrease in the cost of individual
components if they stimulate mass production. Tax credits re-
duce Federal revenues but the net cost of the credits to the
Government is difficult to calculate.

The Energy'Tax Act of 1978: On November. 9, 1978, Congress
passed the National Energy Act' (NEA), composed of five sep-
arate statutes, one of which was The Energy Tax Act (ETA).
The Energy Tax Act utilizes financial incentives to decrease
the initial capital cost of solar energy systems. Homeowner?'
may take a residential energy tax credit of 30% on the first
$2000 they spend for solar energy systems and 20% on the next
$8000 they spend. Businesses may take an investment tax credit
of 10% on the cost of qualifying solar energy property (ih
addition to the usual 10% investment tax Credit on new facil-
ities). These tax credts%will indeed reduce the cost of solar
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energy systems. However, subsidies do not guarantee that a
system becomes viable. While financial assistance may reduce
the initial capital cost, it cannot guarantee that solar energy
systems will be cheaper to use than the alternatives.

Furthermore, x credits have equity problems associated with
them For the tax credit to be effective, homeowners and bus-
inesses must have tax liabilities that are as large as the cre-
dit. This is because the tax credit is not refundable. If
homeowners have a larger tax credit than they have tax liabil-
ities, they cannot receive the difference as a refund from the
Internal Revenue Service; this amount must be carried forward
or backward on income tax statements.

There is also confusion as, to the definition of systems that
do qualify fobr the credit. Because of the difficulty in dis-
tinguishing between structural and pruely energy conserving
elements 6f a passive system, passive solar energy systems
were omitted completely from the tax credit. Thus, any passive
solar system components such as roofs, windows, walls, skylights,
and greenhouses are not eligible for the credit.. Since passive
energy systems represent a major source of conservation poten-

.

tial, this exclusion reduces the potential energy savings a
solar tax credit would allow. However, such passive systems
often represent the cheapest faariof energy savings. Since the
marginal cost of utilizing passive solar ene'rgy systems is low,
it would be efficient to encourage these systems rather than
system§ that must include both a struceure and energy-saving
technology. Thus, the proposed rules restrict residential
energy tax credit effectiveness by limiting applicability to
those portions of the solar system whose primary purpose is to
transmit or use solar radiation.

Double Benefits?: State and local government financial incen-
tives for energy conservation and renewable resources have be-
come quite common and, sometimes, quite generous. But, unless
an individual is extremely cautious, the tax consecAnces of
choosing the wrong combination can be disastrous.

A little known section of the Windfall Profits Act of 1980
could significantly affect the future of conservation and
solar energy. Titled "Provisions to Prevent Double Benefits",
Section 203 applies to residential users and sfates that "for
the purposes of determing the amount of energy conservation or
renewable energy source expenitures made by any.individual with
respect to any dwelling, there shall not be taken into account
expenditures that are made from subsidized energy financing".
Section 223 spells out similar restrictions for commercial
enterprises. (Subsidized financing means financing under
federal, state, or local programs designed to conserve or
produce energy. Favorable terms on loans from banks and
utilities will not affect federal tax eligibility as long as
there is no government subsidy involved.)
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The Internal Revenue Service (IRS) is responsible for develop- ,

ing regulations to implement this provision, and at the present
time (late 1980) IRS has not yet released preliminary rules.
However, IRS personnel lean toward the theory that if any part
of a loan is subsidized, the entire loan is ineligible for
federal tax credits. If a utility, for example, provided a
low interest loan for,the ourchase of solar collectors, the
principal of the loan as,well as the interest would be con-
sidered subsidized energy financing and would not qualify
for the solar tax credit.

This prohibition o4.double-dipping will force a solar system
purchaser to choose between thg federal tax credit and sub-
sidized energy loans.

Economic Impacts: Tax and subsidy considerations'' are a major
driving force in tharket choices among energy alternatives.
Taxes and tax-reduetion measures (such as depYeciation and
depletion allowances, investment tax credits, etc.) will change
the cost of utilizing energy resources to industry. While taxes
may not change the actual opportunity costs of extracting energy,
ley very definitely change the costs perceived by firms.

For example, Figure I might reOresent ttie supply and demand e
feCt resulting from the adoption of a depletion allowance.
Rrior to the allowance, the opportunity
costs associated with extracting re-
sources would be represented by the
supply curve S, and the equilibrium
market price would be Po. This curve
slopes upward to the right (i.e., price
P, increasing as supply quantity, . Q,

increases) because additional output
of the resource can only be obtained by
utilizing less productive deposits of
the resource or by utilizing inputs
that may not be as productive in ex-
tracting the resource. However, a rule
that would allow the industry a tax re-
duction on each unit of the resource it ,,1

produces (as the depletion allowance
does),woUld decrease the costs to the
firm of providing the resource. Al-
though the actual opportunity costs of

Q Q0 I

MR= 1
supplying the resource may be S, the
costs perceived by industry are S', a-nd equilibrium market price
would reduce to P. However, depletion allowances increase the
amount of the resource utilized, i.e., equilibrium quantity, 'in-
creases from Q0 to Qi.

The opposite conclusion is reached when a depletion allowance is
removed or a resource extraction tax is imposed, asMllustrated
in Figure 2. The actual opportunity costs of utilizing the re-
source are represented by S. However, the costs as seen by in-
dustry are represented by S'. Thus, the amount of resourbe

41*
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utilized falls (from Qo to Q-1), and some
of these higher costs are passed on to
the consumer (P0 to P1).

These market distortions are fairly eom- t s'

mon in the energy field. A wide va- ./riety of depletion allowance provisions
has been available to the fossil fuel /N
industry. Other incentives have in- P --
c 1 u d e d foreign tax credits for oil pro- 1

../(
duction, research and development support, Po
and liability insurance for the nuclear
enrgy industry. Such distortions have I I

resulted-in the overuse of the subsidized 1 1

products, which have tended to be.fossil 1

fuels and.uranium. These price dis-
tortions have also resulted in the di-,
minished usage of alternatives, such as

0

conservation and-solar energy.

Q
1

QO

FIGIRUC2

One possible solution to the problems created.by prize distor-
tions is the removal of the taxes and subsidies that cause
these distortions. Such a sol,v,tion is overly sipplistic; it
will not, in the short run, alleviate basic 4nergy'problems and
may create inequities-in society. Many billions of dollar, of
investment have been based upon these energy prices, however,
artificial they may be, so that the'economy could not rapidly
respond to abrupt prtce changes. This could, in turn, result
in larg'e changes in wealth among income gr-oups within society.
Thus,.altWough the absence of market distortions allows con-
sumers and firms to make energy decisions efficiently, rapid
changes in existing distortions are also costly.

Low-Interest Loans

The Solar Energy Bank: By an act of Congress during 1981, a
Solar Energy and Energy Conservation Bank was establisned -for
the purpose of subsidizing solar energy systems. The Solar
Bank is a corporation within the U.S. Department of Housing
and Urban Development. Its chief executive will be appointed
by the president with the-advice and consent of the Senate.
It will have two executive vice-presidents, one to administer
its solar programs and one to administer its cons-ervation pro-
grams. Five cabinet officers serve as its boardof directors:
the Secretaries of HUD (chair), Energy, Treasury, Agriculture,
and Commerce. The board's principal function is to fix sub-
sidy levels, subject to the constraints and within the limits
imp-osed by the statute. Funding for the bank's solar programs
was authorized for three years beginning with fiscal year 1981
at $100 million, $200 million for 1982 and $225 million for
1983. Annual appropriations, up to these limits, will be
necesary.
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Subsidy Provision of the Solar Bank: The Solar Bank is not
really a bank, but rather a mechanism for delivering a federal,
subsidy payment in connection with-a borrowing made to finance
the purchase of solar'energy equipmezt. The borrower must get
his or her loan from a private source--a.bank, savings and loan,
utility company, or municipal corporation. The Solar Bank sub-
sidy is then applied to reduce payments on the loan, either by
lowering the interest rate or writing down the principal amount
for the note. Solar Bank subsidies can be paid to purchasers
of new restdential buildings or owners of existing ones. They
can be used to finance active or passive solar energy installa-
tions on one-to-four family houses. In the future, they will
be used to finance multi-family, commercial, and agricultural
solar equipment.

The amount of subsidy payable on a single-family residential
unit is limited by statute to $5000. However, active and
passive systems get different treatment in determing the sub-
sidy level. The subsidy for aCtive systems is calculated as
a percentage of the system's cost. Passive solar energy
systems will be subsidized ono performance rather than a
cost basis. Purchasers of solar equipment with incomes of 80%
median income and under can have 60% of the cost subsidized
by the Solar Bank, up to a maximum of $5000. Under HUD draft
regulations, individuals with incomes above 80% of area median
income would be ineligible for subsidies for active, but not
passive, solar systems.

Implementation of the Solar Energy Bank Provisions: The Solar
Bank will have a three-step procedure for qualifying houses with
passive solar elements for the subsidy and for determining the
amount Of the subsidy for a qualified house. Step one involves
a determination by the local financial institution that the
house is eligible for subsidy. The local lender will check to
make sure that the house contains a solar collection area, an
absorber, a storage mass, a heat distribution method, and heat
control and regulation devices. Step two requires a measure-
ment of the thermal effectiveness of the pAssive system, based
on the three factors of south-facing glass area, floor area of
the house, and level of insulation of the house. Step three
involves the application of a factor derived from step two to
a published table, which the Solar Bank will promulgate, that
will assign different levels of subsidy for each of over 1000
Aeographic areas covering the United States (ba.sed on the
Postal ZIP Codes), keyed to the thermal effectiveness of the
passive solar system.

Mandatory Issues

Some proposals for expediting use of solar energy would require
use of the technology in specified circumstances, for example,
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.hould utility financing of home insulation be required by
all public utility commissions? Less draconian measures have
also been suggested (and adopted in Florida) to provide that
buildings are constructed so as to make the later addition of
solar devices a little easier.

'The principal legal questions gOverning the legality of such
requirements is whether they constitute a "taking without com
pensation" in violation of the Fifth Amendment to the U. S.

Cons.titution. Although this question is difficult to answer
with any certainty, there are numerous precedents upholding
requirements for building design and constrUction methods.

,However, the application of these ordinances to specific
buildings may be held invalid where the property owner can
dril-i5iTstrate*that the costs clearly exceed the benefit. Thus,'
While requirements for provision of solar energy are-likely
to be upheld in general, they may be invalidated in the case
of specific properties. This is likely to be a much:greater
barrier to retrofit requirements than similar demands on new
buildings, since the latter will general.ly be affected equally.

The federal government might become involved in mandatory in-
stallation requirements through the Minimum Property Standards
of the Department of Housing and Urban Development. No ad-
ditional legal barriers exist to prevent federal standards.
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GENERAL LEGALITIES

Solar energy, like any developing technology, must adapt to the
existing cdstoms and laws of our society, just as society must
accommodate new technologies. Any incompatability raises legal
issues that must be resolved before we satisfy our expectations
for this promising source of energy. Some of these issues ob-
viously concern national policies, while the importance of others
are regional and local in nature.

In the United States there exists a world of laws, government,
and politics which often (sometimes unintentionally) resticts
our ability to use techniques such as solar energy conversion.
Onsite solar facilities are controlled by laws and regulations
often written with entirely different energy systems in mind.
Since onsite solar equipment will undoubtedly be designed,
manufactured, finplced, installed, and operated by the same
organizations currently associated with the construction of
building and industrial facilities, the impact on American
Society as a whole will probably be minimal. Several areas
where impacts would probably be greatest, such as building
codes, financial issues, and utility interfacing, has beem
identified and studied in some detail.

A technology with as many applications as solar energy will
naturally both influence and be influenced by legal concepts.
During the earlier stages of its development, solar energy will
be influenced by existing law principally as it relates to
Jmildings. Governments may also institute laws for policy
'reasons; for example, favorable provisions of tax laws designed
to encourage the purchase of solar energy devices in residential
and commercial buildings. Of immediate concern, however, are
three issues bearing on ,commercialization of solar energy at
the local level. These issues are concerned with solar access
and land use, insurance, and competent labor for solar related
applications.

SOLAR ACCESS AND LAND USE

Because faulty or improper lands use may endanger the health and
and welfare of an entire community, regulation and control over
subdivisions and real estate developments have been sought and
strengthened by private groups and civic-minded public author-
itites since colonial days in the United States. Land, because
of its fixity in location, is peculiarly subject to environmental
influence that make or break the value of a site. This value
interdependence of one site or locatton on another has caused
individuals directly, and groups collectively, through com-
munity action tol establish safeguards and control over current
land'uses and future land use patterns. Although effective
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land use control is brought about i4 many communities and even
in large rural areas by mutual consent, by formal agreement
among large tract owners, or by pressure on, or moral suasion
of, individual users, principal reliance'to assure proper land
uses and real estate developments is placedtoday upon direct or
indirect public (governmental) controls and upon private, con-
tractual, and legally enforceable land use regulations.

The means for controlling and regulating land use may be grouped
,as follows:

Direct Public Ownership

Streets and highways (usually)
Public parks and recreations centers
Public buildings and civic centers
Public (government-owned) housing

Public Land Use Controls

City, urban, state, and regional planning
Zoning and subdivision ordinances
Building codes and housing regulations
Housing subsidies and mortgage loan facilities
Taxation and assessments

Private Land Use Restrictions

Deed restrictions
Lease restrictions
Contract limitations

The application of these land use restrictions will be treated
more fully in subsequent discussions.

Land Use and the Environment

While solar energy equipment is not completely free of adverse
environmental effects, providing energpfrom sunlight will have
a much smaller environmental impact than conventional sources
providing equivalent amounts of energy. Solar energy may pro-
vide an opportunity to expand population and increase indus-
trial capacity in areas 14(here such growth may be constrained
.by the Clean Air Act.

Large-scale conversion to the direct combustion of coal will
make it difficult to maintain current levels of air quality
unless solar energy, or some other nonpolluting energy source,
is introduced to reduce the demand for energy from fossil sour-
ces. The use of solar energy can also reduce the net releases
of carbon dioxide. The significance of this depends on the
extent to which greatly increased carbon dioxide releases
could adversely affect world climates--and this is not well
understood now.
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The primary environmental effect of utilizing onsite solar
energy will be reduction of potential adverse environmental
effects associated other energy sources. The negative envi-
ronmental effects of solar energy devices stem primarily from
two sources:

.
Land-use requirements, which could compete with other,
more attractive uses of land near populatRd areas.

2. Emissions associated with the mining and manufacture of
the materials used to manufacture solar equipment (e.g.,
manufactured steel, glass, aluminum, etc.).

Analysis shows, however, that the reduction in emissions at-
tributable to operating a solar facility instead of a conven-
tional one c'an equal the extra emissions associated with the
manufacture of the solar device in 3 to 9 months.

Land for solar power generation will become, of increasing con-
cern and value since large acreage relatively close to urban
or industrial deNelopments will be required. Of course, there
are all sizes of solar installations that will .be built, and
small capacity ones do not have the same requirements as
large ones. For that reason, the criteria for land assess-
ment are dependent on the most likely solar use.

The geographical location of the land is the second most im-
portant consideration to make for construction of a large-
size solar installation. (The first consideration is, "is it
possible that the deployment of capital to tuch an installation
can be justified by financial returns?") If the economics are
favorable, then one must determine if a suitable location exists
and if it can be purchased. The most important criteria in
selecting favorable land geography are summarized below:

A. Land should be sufficiently remote to assure that instal-
lations will not be a nuisance or danger to:

1. Neighbors or involuntary viewers.
2. Persons at recreational areas
3. Motorists on highways or roads
4. Boats or ships
5. Aviation

B. Land should not be in the earthquake belt or near seismic
. faults.

C. Land should be flat or sloping to the true south.

D. Land must be incapable of being shaded by land to the west,
south, and east for a minimum of eight midsolar hours each
day

E. Land must be free of meaningful growth or else be capable
legally and physically of,being cleared.
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F. Land used for this purpose should be free of extraordinary
critical review..

G. Easements, leases, rights of any kind must not interfere
with deployment of collectors, et al.

H. Security must be attainable to preyent sabotage to equip-
ment and injury to persons.

I. Sufficient"land; allowing at least 7 acres per megawatt.

J. Sufficient land must be available should expansion be
necessary.

K. Land should not be closer than 10-20 miles of present or
planned substantial metropolitan development.

L. Location should be within 30 miles of extensive machine
shop and equipment supply businesses.

M. There should be sufficient skilled construction whelp within
30 miles of the site, and living_accomodations within 30
miles.

N. Depending on the type of collector and absorber used, a
one mile "no man's land" may be required on one or more
sides of tile installation for safety.

A solar plant of any size likely will have reflectors or mirrors
of some sort as well as an absorber. Mirrors, when being moved,
will cast the solar rays mile-s away. The reflections can be a
danger and at least a nuisance to people and animals. There is
a possibility and almost a certainty of serious andvlethal
radiation damage if a number of mirrors were inadvertently
focused on a person, gathering, building or objects of any
kind. The energy of the sun can be directed miles away without
diminishing its intensity. Most authorities agree concentrated
radiant energy is far more dangerous than high voltkge electri-
city. Particular care should be exercised in makingsure that
federal airways and airport approach area§ are free Trom the
possibility of accidental, man-djrected §olar radiation.

To give some meaningful realization of size to the solar re-
quirements for land, the average steam plant in the United
States is about 350 Mw and the largest steam plant about 2500

Most giant solar plants will probably be from 150 to 300
Mw which means they will occupy from 1000 to 2000 acres of land.
However, smaller communities needing 3 to 5 Mw will reqUire only-
50 acres or so of land. A 5 Mw plant is about right for 1000
fo 1500 people.

The land-use impact of onsite solar equipment can be less serious
than the problems associated with isolated solar equipment, since
in most cases the onsite equipment can be integrated into build-
ingswor local landscapes and extensive transmission facilities
are not required. If additional surface area is required, how-
ever, lack of suitable land close to populated areas could place
major constraints on the use of onsite s'olar equipment.
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_Sunrights

Guaranteed access to sunlight is currently an important aspect
of solar energy market economics due to its potential impact on
sales and use of solan collection equipment. The legal ranifi-
cations of solar rights have only recently begun to be reviewed
by the courts, but have already been the subjects of symposia,
workshops, and articles in numerous journals, The courts will
not have long to wait, since lawsuits are threatened against a
proposed San Diego, California, ordinance which would require
the installation of solar water heaters in new homes (according
to Solar Energy Intelligence Report, June 11, 1979).

The rights which one landowner may have in the land of another
includes one which pertains to light, air and view. The doc-
trine of ancient lights gave the owuer of land, by an unin-
terrupted enjoyment for twenty yeers, a cause of action against
an adjoining landowner who erected any structure which inter-
fered with his light and air. This doctrine has been almost
unanimously repudiateld in the United States. As a general
rule, therefore, the owner of land has no legal right to the
light, air, and view from the adjoining land. It can only be
acquired by an express grant. A few states have enacte4 sta-.
tutes to the effect that a landowner shall not erect any struc-
ture on his land, although otherwise lawful, if he does it
maliciously and with the intent to injure his neighbor. In

the absence of statute or an express grant, however, a land-
owner is not liable to his adjoining landowner for the-main-
tenance or erection of structures on his own land even though
they result in cutting off the light and air coming laterally
from the land on which they are erected.

The legal status of solar access, or a proprty owner's right
to receive unimpeded sunlight from all paYts of the sky, is
becoming a point of some interest to designers, manufacturers
and buyers of solar collection equipment. If the solar in-
dustry is to penetrate a cautious market, solar access needs
reinformcement of a kind that will instill confidence in buyers'
minds. Assurance is needed that their active collection equip-
ment or passive architectural design features will not be re-
duced in value by construction or tree planting that occludes
the sun. Banks and lending institutions, including the govern-
ment, will be wary of financing solar collector plants that
might be shaded before their useful lifetimes have expired.
And it may also be considered within the national interest to
ensure that investments in fossil-fuel saving apparatus and
design techniques are encouraged and protected.

The power of Con4ress to exert federal control over the ques-
tion of solar access may be construed from past activity under
the Commerce Clause of the Constitution. Under this broadly
interpreted clause, Congress is empowened to regulate inter-
state commerce and any activities which significantly affect
that commerce. Because the sale and use of solar collection
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equipment is projected to have an impact on the interstate
sale of elecfrical energy and compete with all forms of fossil
fuel currently traded between states, solar access appears to
be an issue for consideration by Congress. However, given
the activity of state legislatures in this area, some of which
have already moved to institute solar rights, the necessity
and wisdom of federal action has been questioned, and it seems
unlikely that Congress will need to act at all. Already, the
passage of the Solar Energy Research, Development and Demon-
stration Act and the Solar Heating and Cooling Demonstration
Act in 1974, and the more_recent passage of The Energy Act
of 1978, constitute a major statement of intent on the part
of the federal government to protect and encourage solar energy
usage.

Various methods have been proposed for the creation and im-
plementation of rights to solar access. In order for legis-
lative action to effectively guide judicial enforcement of
solar rtg-hts, many ambiguities that now complicate the concept
must be removed. For instance:

1. Should a property owner be entitled to full sunlight over
the entire area of his lot, or should he be guaranteed
only the light falling on the walls of his house, the
roof alone, or only portions of the roof bearing collection
equipment?

2. Is it necessary that solar access be guaranteed from sunrise
to ,sunset, or can shading be allowed at certain times of the
day over limited parts of a home or collector?

J. Should rules of solar access vary over the seasons as the
solar azimuth and elevation vary?

These questions are important if passive architectural features
are to be protected as well as active roof top or detached systems.
Differences in collector design suggest the need for different
regulations. A. fixed'flat-plate or trough collector has a fixed
"window" through which it receives sunlight, while a tracking
collector has a constantly moving one. Fractional shading of a
large flat plate assembly may not affect overall performance
greatly, while partial shading of a narrowly focused parabolic
concentrator may greatly reduce its efficiency. The law will
have to take notice of these variables.

A considerable amount of protection can be provided, however,
with imaginative use of existing laws, zoning ordinances, and
covenants.

Easements

An easement is the right to use the land of another for certain
purposes. Some examples are party driveways, party walks, the
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right-of-way for ingress and egress over another's land, the
right to matntain windows for light and air, and the right of
drainage across another's property. Easements are of two kinds:
the easement appurtenant and the easement in gross.

An easement appurtenant is a right acquired by the owner of one.
parcel of land to use the adjacent land of another for a special

purpose. This type of easement always requires two parcels of
land owned by different persons. The property benefited by the
easement is known as the dominant estate, the property that is

subject to the easement is known as tile servient estate. An
easement appurtenant runs with the land and the benefits pass
to subsequent grantees of the dominant estate, whether mentioned
in the deed or not.

An easement in gross is the right tO use the land of another
without the existence or necessity of an adjacent or dominant
estate. An easement in gross is a personal right and does not
run with the land. Illustrations are easements to place bill-
boards, signs, or right-of-way for private or public utility
installations. The owner of an easement in gross need not, and
as a rule does not, own adjacent property.

An easement may be affirmative or negative. An easement which
gives the dominant tenement a right of way across the land of

the servient tenement is a good illustration of affirmative
easement. An easement which gives the dominant tenement the
right to prevent the servient tenement from erecting a structure
which would cut off light, air, or view of the dominant tenement .

is a good illustration of a negative easem-ent.

The term solar easement is generally conceived as a specific
type of negative easement, or one where the owner of the ser-
vient estate is prohibited from doing something otherwise law-
ful upon his estate, because it will affect the dominant estate
(aS' interrupting the- light and air from the latter by building
on the former). A solar easement obligates the owner of the
servient estate not to obstruct the sunlight passing over his
land to the dominant (solar user's) estate.

Assuring the protection of sunrights in neighborhoods can be a
difficult problem. Many existing buildings in older commercial
areas probably could not be adapted to use solar energy unless
basically rebuilt, which means the demand for solar access in
these areas may be small. Clearly, it would be desirable to
consider solar access when an entire area is to be redeveloped,
or even when individual permits for remodeling are issued.

Probably the strongest available techniques for protecting
sunrights in existing developments is the purchase of solar
easements. It may be possible (for a price) for a prospective
solar owner to purchase an easement that will require his
southern neighbor to.cut trees to provide access to sunlight.
Such easements for light might be feasible in rural or resi-
dential neighborhoods, but they certainly are not in urban
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areas because the cost of the easement would nearly equal. the
value of the entire property.

Easements are created as follows:

VY

1. Express grant: A formal and written agreement_is drawn
between the parties or owners of land; this agreement is
generally recorded.

2. Implication ornecessity: Courts will support implied
reservations or easements where the intent is clear or
where the.easement is strictly necessary to 'provide access
to dominant land, to support adjoining buildings, partition
walls, or for party driveways. *

3. Prescription: This right or easement is acquired by open,
exclusive, and continued use over a period of time, varying
from ten to twenty years, depending on applicable statutory
or common state law. Prescrjptive rights cannot be acquired
against property of the federal or state governments or
against owners who are under any kind of legal disability,
such as infants or insane persons.

11

Where the authority does not already exist for establishing
solar easements, state legislation can standarize procedure and
notify the public of the mechanism's existence.

Express Easements

Express easements provide a private legal device to-protect
access to sunlight in both new and existing developments. A

property owner, concerned about shading, could bargain with a
neighbor for an unimpeded path of sunlight over the 'neighbor's
land. Easements, 'which may also be leased, are binding on
subsequent owners of both parcels in many states, but in others
new legislation may be neciessary to assure continuity of access
to sunlight. Something ofi value is traditionally given in ex-
change for land (although some courts don't require it), and
the agreement must be in writing to be enforceable.

The use of express easements to ensure solar access avoids the
expense of public acquisition, places the responsibility of
action only on interested individuals, and makes a more per-
manent insurance than zoing laws, which are susceptible to
amendment. The major advantage of the express easement is
that highly motivated individuals can usually obtain one through
their own efforts without governmenpl action. Furthermore,
express easements are site-specific and adaptable to individual
preferences and bargaining. In addition, the express easement
would provide security in m'any established neighborhoods as
well as in new ones. Even if solar zoning laws are passed,
proPerty owners may want to negotiate express easements because
(1) they.want more protection that is afforded by the zoning law,
or (2) they, mant a guarantee of permanence not found in easily
changed zoning laws.

}My 21 7
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There are limits to the usefulness of express easements:-

1. They are voluntary, courts cannot foree their creation.

2. They may be prohibitively expensive.

3. They place the cost of solar access on the solar energy
user, who,already has the burden Of large capital invest-
ment to'confront.

4. The expense of enforcing the new easementt in court is un-
certain; their enforcement may involve long, costly court
proceedings.

5. They may give an unjustified wilpdfall to an owner or
"Ourdened" proPerty who never_ had any intention'of using
the property im a manner that would block sunlight.

6. -Because express easements can be considered propel-ty, they
can be leased as well as taxed.

Public policy may suggest that the cost should be shared or
that the builders of the interfering structures should pay
solar equipment owners for their "resource" (solar energy)
rights. Ancillary legislation may be required to control
leasing rates and hopefully to eliminate taxes altogether.

If a State views easements for light and air.as benefiting a
person'(i.e., "in gross") rather than a parcel of land; the
State may not enforce the agreemeots against subsequent owners,
although a subsequent owner probably could. To attain enforce-
ent, a State can enact a short, simple statute stating that
such easements must include the vertical and horizontal angles
over adjoining property; terms and condition of the grant;
and any compensation to be paid to any party involved. The .

legislation should also assure the recording of express solar
easements along with other land records. Some states have
already enacted such legislation, and others are considering
nearly identical bills-.

Implied Easements

An implied easement is one-thought to be neces?ary foA r the
reasonable use of a properfy, such as the use of a pathway
for access to and from a building. It differs from an ex-
press easement in that is need not be written but is assumed
from the circumstanceg. An example of such an easement of ,

relevance to the subject of solar access is the right recog-
nized in all the states of a property abutting a public street
to light, air, and vieW from that street. Litigation over the
loss of these rights arose first in urban areas when level and
overground railroadg were constructed, resulting in the shading
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of street front property. Both lower courts and the Supreme
Court have upheld suits against the taking of these rights and
haVe found such takings to be compensable.

There are three dominant characteristics of the implied easement:.

1. The easement is considered a property right, or propeyty
in itself.

2. The Monetary value of the easement can be determined.

3. The easement can be sold and conveyed in cases on condem-
nation under the power of eminent domain. (Eminent domain
_is the right of a government, or quasi-governmental agency,
to take private property for public uses or purposes upon
payment of reasonable or just compensation and without the
consent of the owner.)

One suggested method for instituting solar rights is the legis-
lative creation of universal easements to solar energy similar
td those now existing for street front properties. This en-
actment would be followed by public acquisition, through eminent
domain, of these easements, making the protection of solar ac-
cess defensible in the method already established for "light,
air, and view". Its outstaoding advantages are that it would
proyide immediate and uniform protection and could be incor-
porated into existing land-use control agencies. The primary'
disadvanta es of the public acquisition proposal are its ad-
ministrat11e complexity and-its large cost to the public.

Prescriptive Rights

An activity that has been exercised from time immemorial (or
for some peridd stated in law) can become established in law
and is called a prescriptive right. The "Aoctrine of ancient
lights", resurrected in most discussAons of solar access, is
a provision of English common law which states that if light',
air, and view have been enjoyed from a window for more than
twenty years, the right to those amenities becomes "absolute,
and indefeasible", a right by prescription. Problems with
interpretation of the doctrine and its treatment in American
courts have led most pommentators. to the conclusion that a
grant of solar rights based purely on prescription would nevdr.
pass judicial muster in this coun y.

The case of Parker versus Foote in 1838 is generally cited as
the reasorifor the doctrinibandonment in American juris-
prudence. In that New York case, a suit was brought in ob-
jection to the obstruction_of light falling on one property
by the construction of a bUilding on another. In a decisiOn
that was as much'a statement of public policy as law, the'
court found the doctrine,inapplicable to contemporary economic
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conditions and stated that upholding it would unfairly stifle
urban development.

.More recently, the-doctrine was rejected in Fontainbleu Hotel
Corporation versus Forty-five Twenty-five Incorporated, In

this case, the Fontainbleu Hotel in Miami, Florida, sued the
owners of the Edgn Roc Hotel to the south when the latter
built an extension whicb shaded the Fontainbleu swimming pool
after 2:00 in the afternoon. The court cited the judicial
historY of the ancient lights doctrine in its decision, con-
cluding that "in the absence of some contractual or statutory
obligation, a landowner haS no legal right to the free flow
flow of light'and air across the adjoining land of his neighbor".
The court went On to say that the proper method for en uring
against shading wa,s a specific amenftent of the planning and
zoning ordinancgs of the city.

Though the doctrine is still 1r.in force in other parts of the
Engltsh-speaking world, it has been lost to American law.'
In English law, the doctrine has traditionally been applied
to "solar light" rather than "solar energy". Were it not for
other disadvantages, a redefinition might have made the'doc-
trine useful in this country. However, many draOacks make
prescriptive solar rights impractical. First,.there is the
question of lea'd time before the right is established. Ten
to twerp years may be too long a period to offer any protec-
tion againtt shading, yet "retroactive" prescription wour6 be
objected to in many cases as constituting an unfair burden on
servient proRerty holders. In general, prescriptive rights
are seen.to be too inflexible to be successfully applied for
insuring solar accev.

Restrictive Covenants

The numerous local building covenants and archttectural review
boai'ds provide another opportunity for protecting sunrights"
in a community, but may also-present problems for solar eqsuip-
ment. There are twOlegal terms that mea.n almost the same
thing: "restrictive-covenants" and "equitable servitudes".
A coVenant is simply a promise involving land. It is usually
found in a deed ,and frequently controls esthetics, i.e., the
Appearance of property. *Esthetics may also be controlled by
Taws and ordinances, tut prtvate controls are more common.

In practice, today, pri'Vate promises are emforced as equitable
servitudes, rather than as-restrictive covenants. This is be-
cause money damags are usually less satisfactory than an in-
junction and because of the Cobplicated ancient laws regarding
covenants.

Covenants are of greatest potential use where new tracts are
opened for development (they will be of almost no help "in es-
tablished neighborhoods). Subdivision developers riilize that
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some homogeneity in a neighborhood will appeal to potential
buyers. For instance, covenants may require shrub and tree
plantings to conform to a general landscape plan. In large
subdivisions, covenants could be incorporated that guarantee
access to solar energy for home heating and cooling. They.
could be worded like a solar easement, or could specify generous
setback requirements and strict height limits on trees and
structures. Large-scale developments could be required to
provide such agreements.

Restrictive covenants are included (or incorporated by refer-
ence) in every deed when individual lots are sold, and are
aTso enforceable against future purchasers. The owner of a
lot in the subdivision who would be harmed by a neighbor's
breach of a covenant has standing to sue the neighbor, despite
the lac,k,of direct participation in the contratt.

Covenants to protect solar access can be routinely used in
subdivision, mall, or industrial park situations. They cost
nothing, and do not require unsophisticated individual property
owners to draw up legal documents. The developer's lawyer
has only to add a clause or two to the deeds.

Restriictive covenants could be uSed to hinder solar homes as
well as encourage them, since they are used to create private
architectural review committees with authority to reject changes
in building appearance. This authority is often stated in ex-
tremely general terms, and could be exercised to prohibit use
of a solar collector. The most likely course of relief against
a recalcitrant board will be to seek declaratory relief in
court, i.e., a statement from the court that the covenant is
unenforceable, because it is not clearly and unequivocally
expressed. Because the law on this subject is "highly tech-
nical, erratic, and in flux", the outcome' of such challenges
will be difficult to predict.

There is little question that a city could prohibit new cove-
nants among private parties that unduly interfere with the use
of solar collectors. The enforcement of existing private cove-
nants can also be affected by changes in zoning4in some'cases.
Generally, the more restrictive provision will govern. But
zoning can influence a court in determining whether to invalir
date a restrictive covenant because of changing conditions.
In a few states, -courts have gone substantially further and
cr,eated a rebuttable presumption that the zoning change re-
flectt changed Conditions. Thus, a zoning-ordinance defining
'areas in which use of solar energy is expressly encouraged
might convince some courts that the review board must allow,
for use of solar collectors.

Land-Use Planning and Controls

Commonly used techniques that Could pr,omote solar utilization
in new developments- include comprehensive city or county plans,

wok!,
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:

energy impact statements, and flexible zoning techniques. Imag-
inative work is needed to determine how best to use existing
laws. Although local governments are able to help protect sun-
rights, under existing statutes this power usually is not used
.0 help solar equipthent owners. Many solar access conflicts
may arise because the value of solar energy was not considered
at the design stage. For example, the placement of a building
on a lot may determine whether neighboring buildings are shaded.

Many existing controls on construction and land use might be
used, with slight modification, to provide for the timely con-
sideration of solar access. Several states--including Arizona,
New Mexico, and Virginia--have information and promotional ac-
tivities that could include educating builders about design
criteria for solar energy. A bill in Oregon suggests a more
aggressive approach; the extension service program is directed
to use county extension agents to disseminate information
about solar energy. A. similar measure has-been proposed at,
the federal level.

Land-use patterns appropriate to solar energy may not coincide
with other methods to conserve energy. For instance, dispersed
development is essential to ,eome methods of utilizing_ solar
energy. If lots are very large-relative to-the structures on
them, neighbors will not-shade one another. But such spread-
out development means more fuel must be burned for transpor7
tation. Communities should be interested in minimizing total
demand for nonrenewable fuels.

A holistic approach is suggested by an ordinance adopted In
Davis, California. A more traditional app'roach is to require
consideration of energy 'conservation objectives in comprehensive.
plans. Comprehensive plans are used in many states to guide
long-range policy in local zoning. A growing minority of
states require localities to adopt comprehensive land-us'e
plans that conform to standards set by the.state. Oregon,
for example, requires that emergy conservation be included
as a goal in all local plans. Provision for solar energy in
comprehensive plans was suggested by the AmeriCan Bar Foun-
dation, and -has so far been considered in at least two states.

Solar Access and Zoning Ordinances

The power to zone can literally shape a community from broad
outline to minute detail. In 1924, Congress drafted a Stan-

, dard States Zoning Enabling Act. This exemplary Act, or mod-
ifications of it, was adopted by most state governments, and

, empowered municipalities desirous of this fprm of land'use
control to draft and implement zoning ordinances. Since that
time, zoning and subdivision ordinances'have been designed
that regulate such aspects of community design'as homogenous
land use zones, street width, lot size and setback requixements
for buildings and fences; Architectural features such as roof-
ing material, maximum building height, and permissible out-
building design are also Tegulated in many ordinances. ore
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recently, regulations have been developed that limit construc-
t-Von of new housing units,by yearly quotas, require construc-
tion to be compatible with terrain to prevent soil erosion,
and allow higher than average residential density in exchange
for donations of land to be preserved as open space. The con-
stitutional issues surrounding the "taking" of perpei-ty rights
by such land use controls have been extensively argued in the
courts, and the function of planning and zoning boards is a
familiar aspect of American urban government. In these res-
pects, zoning has already accomplished many of the tasks a
novel approach to solar access would have to undertake afresh.

Although enabling legislation for zoning and some form of
subdivision control exists in all 50 states, one expert esti-
mates that only 5000 out of 60,000 jurisdictions with power
over land use exercised zoning powers in1974. Existing
authority to plan for solar energy may therefore be adequate
but not in and of itself sufficient to solve the problem.

Zoning law can both facilitate and frustrate the collection of
solar energy for heating and couling structures. Relevant
'-factors controlled by zoning include height, setback, an'd
sideyard restrictions; percentage of lot area covered; use and
qccessory use; esthetics; stru"ctural orientation; etc. For
instance, in residential areas only one accessory structure
is often allowed, a regulation that rules out a detached col-
lector if a garage or tool shed already exists.

Several modifications could be made to existing zoning ord-
inances to protect solar access. Street layouralong east-
west lines could be stipulated, affording property southern
orientation of adjoin.ing lots. Similar requirements for roof
orientation would allow retrofitting of solar equipment in
later years. Setback regulations forcing the placement of
buildings near the northern lot boundaries would reduce the
problems of shadows cast from the south. Height restrictions
could be defined more specifically to control the shadows
cast by buildings. Mos1 proposals for mandatory solar zoning
are limited to areas zoned for single-family houses, provide
for some sort of administrative appeal to relieve undue hard-
ships, and would be enforced like regular zoning laws. Some
give all homeowners sun rights; others use a first-in-time-
wins approach.

A significant advantage of the zoning approach is that each
municipality drafts its own regulations, enabling the regional
flexibility needed to accomodate local solar geometry. The
familiar.politital climate of the city planning department
may also be more favorable than a state agency for the imple-
menAation and yrotection of solar Access. A zoning ordinance
incorporating many of the modific&tións noted above has been
adopted in Albuquerque, New Mexico, and has received much
attention in the literature.
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Despite the adaptability of zoning regulations, there are
criticisms of this approach. Disadvantages inherent to ap-
proaches based on zoning include:

1. Zoning boards arenotoriously susceptible to locl
and special interest group and often grant or refuse var-
iances almost on,whim.

2. It would be very expensive for a state or locality to
intelligently redesign zoning plans.

3. It can be expensive and difficult to appeal zoning decisions.

4. If there are no restictions in the enabling legislation,
zoning laws can typically be changed by only three readings
by relevant local authority.

5. Blanket zoning for solar access may conflict with other
energy-conserOng techniques: compact, contiguous develop-
ment, for example, cuts the amount of fossil fuels needed
for heating and cooling structures and for transpo'rtati4pn..

6. Expertise in planning boards for solar applications is
lacking even in vigorous and up:to-date planning agencies.

7- New zoning ordinances will not have any effect on,existing
neighborhoods, so other methods of assuring solar access
will still be needed.

8. Currently, zoning ordinances in many areas are an impedi-
ment to the use of solar equipment and will have to be
altered.

9. Specifications outlawing the use of private property for the
production of power, certain types of nonconforming structures
(such as detached collectors), or novel roofing materials will
need modification.

10. Orientation of streets and buidlings to expedite passive
collection or retrofitting of collection equipment may -con-
flict with landscaping necessary to reduce °soil erosion,
rainwater runoff, or noise..

6

Ensuring solar access is fundamentally a question of land use,
specifically, activity On the land which might inhibit surropnd-
ing,properties' sunlfght. Zoning and subdivision law has evolved
for the express purpose of regulating land use to promote the
public health and well-being. for this reason, some commen-
tators view zoning as the most suitable device.for guaranteeing
solar access.
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Zoning For Esthetic Purposes

Private, esthetic controls are contained icn the form of pre-
scriptive easements, holever, there are public regulations for
estehtic purposes, and possible remedies are needed where such
regulations could obstruct solar energy development. A right
to sunlight falling on a roof is of little use unless the owner
also has a right to put collectors on the roof to receive it.

Judicial cons'ideration of-esthetics regulation has a long,
complicated history. The majority of courts, until quite re-
cently, were very reluctant to support rewlation solely for
esthetic purposes because of the inherently subjective nature
of esthetic judgments. In many cases, esthetic values are
joined with some other more acceptable public purpose, such
as maintenance of property values. This is particularly true
where.regulations seek to preserve areas attractive to tourists
for their scenic or archite'ttural beauty, such as in Santa Fe,
New Mexico, and New Orleans, Louisiana. Courts usually uphold
archetectural controls under these narrow circumstances.

Another judicial approach to esthetics regulations is what may
be termed the "least common d,enominator test". Under this view,
some land uses are so obviously discordant and disruptive that
they clearly fall within the scope of permissible government
regulation. Presumably, solar collectors would not come under
this test:

A few states, including New York, Oregon, MassachuSetts, and
Wisconsin, have discarded all pretenses and upheld regulation
for purely esthetic purposes. The most recent major opinion
in this area, characterized as "the modern trend in the law"
that "esthetics alone may justify the exercise of the police
power".

In contrast to the trend in favor of architectural controls
and restrictions on billboards, several courts have recently
held ordinances invalid that required homeowners to keep grass
and weeds below a specified height. These cases have been
reported.in the press, but are not yet published. The im-
plication is that courts may apply a balancing test to re-
strictions on the appearance of property, rather than the
traditional (more lenient) standard of reasonableness applied
to zoning. If the property owner can assert some valid in-
terest in the challenged use (appearance), courts may invali-
date the ordinanceeven under the "modern view".

Solar systems need not be ugly. One prominent solar engineer
stated recently...."so long as the structure is still on the
drawing board, I feel solar can be adapted to any architect
ural style... We've designed applications from everything froM
salt boxes to contemporary designs to mountain cabins to a
bank".
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Flexible Zoning Techniques

Flexible zoning techniques include planned unit developments
(PUD's) and bonus or incentive zoning. Only.a few States
specifically authorize PUD's, but some communities use this
technique without State authorization. PUD's minimize zoning
restrcitions and allow developers to propose a layout, building
design, and uses, all as one package. Often the local ordinance
provides some criteria, but review of the site plan is performed
through a flexible, cas_p-by-case procedure. PUD's are flexible
enough to incorporate any design objective, including solar
access. Developers could be required to indicate the impact
of shadows in their proposals and to justify any significant
lack of solar access.

Other flexible zoning techniques Ihat provide governmental re-
Wards in return for the developer s attainment of specified-
objectives also may be applicable. This type of zoning,
generally referred to as "incentive" or "bonus" zoning, is
most appropriate when the public benefit could not be ob-
tained directly by police power regulation. For example, a
Milwaukee ordinance allows increased floor area in exchange'
for adding plazas, arcade.s, and other open space around office
buildings. This approach might be appropriate to encourage
provisions for s'olar access in high-density areas.

Transferable Development Rights

An innovative concept that is much discussed but.that has re-
ceived little actual application is transferable development
rights (TDR). The development rights of any lot are governed
by zoning laws that specify allowable hetghts, densities, s,et-
backs, etc. To "transfer" such rights, the government must ,

allow tfiem to be sold separately from the land. What is sold
is not air rights, but a governmental license to build. Every-
one in an area could be given equal development rights, but
may not be allowed to fully use them (by erecting a big or
tall building) because of solar skyspace easements acquired
by the municipality through condemnatiO'n or zoning. In other
words, a specific governmental, restriction would be imposed
within'a general, less limiting governmental restriction.
Under a Ttni approach, the restricted property owners would
be allowed to sell any development-rights that they could not
use to owners of property zoned for more dense development.

effect, the government takes away with one hand what it
gives back with the other.

TDR has been sparingly used to preserve unique historical,
sites and environmentally critical areas. It may have some
limited applications to solar access planning. John Costonis,
who helped develop the concept of TDR, has said: "It is con-
ceivable that if we hold density,down substantially in an area
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to prevent interference with the sun's rays, we may create a
situation of basic inequity among landowners within that area.
This TDR scheme'may provide a basis for permitting a land-
owner not permitted to achieve certain densities to receive
the cash equivalent for his loss".'

TD.R may help avoid an unconstitutional taking where the de-
velopment on one lot is severely restricted for the benefit of
another. Even if an unconstitutional taking is not involved,
the public's sense of fair treatment may demand that TDR or
some other form of compensation be applied. To conclude, TDR
is.a very complex approach with dramatic side effects. It

probably should not be used just to secure solar access, but
may have an appropriate role as part of a comprehensive land-
use plan.

Energy Impact Statements

Another approach that avoids direct regulation, but shifts
more of the burden to the builder, is the use of an energy
impact statement requirement. Since federal adoption of the
National Environmental Policy Act in 1969, more than haTf.the
states and many localities have adopted requirements for en-
vironMental impact statements in some form. Nine states ex-
plicitly require that impact statements discuss the effect
of projects on the consumption of energy; two have specifi-
cally required discussion of energy conservation.

Since large land developments will come under the impact
statement requirement in most states, this procedure might
be used to assure consideration of Solar energy utilization.
A bill in Colorado would require subdivisiion regulations to
include standards and technical proCedures for solar energy
use-.- The-builder would also have to demonstrate energy-
efficient design, e.g., proper orientation of the structure-

- to minimize energy conSumption.

Nuisance Laws

Nuisance is a class of wrongs falling within the law of
torts, i.e., the law of torts pertains to civil wrongs. The
word "nuisance" denotes that class f wrongs arising from an

,

unwarranted use of property lawfullys.c.c4pied by one person
which restricts the ordinary use of property lawfully occupied
'by another person. It is practically impossible to enumerate
the various unwarranted uses of property that may be classified
as nuisances. Moreover, what constitutes alluisance at a
particular time and place may not constitute a nuisance at
another time a,nd place. Loud and boisterous noises, for ex-
ample, shoUting and singing, especially at nighttime, may be
a nuisance. The pollution of air with noxious,fumes, gases,
vapors, smoke, and soot may be a nuiSance. A business enter-
prise and occupation, although lawful in itself, may be a ,
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nuisance. When the question of a nuisance arises, the courts
are frequently confronted by.the problem of striking a balance
between the interests of the private-property owner and those
of a growing industry.

By declaring the shading of solar equipment a public nuisance,
jurisdictions could grant solar energy users protection simi-
lar to that offered lk public acquisition of solar easements,
injundtion to halt shading, or Compensation for energy lost.
Although this solution requires a relatively simple legisla-
tive statement, its efficamyhas been.questioned. Following
such a legislative declaration, Tawsuits may still be required
to prove nuisance in individual cases, property owners bur-
dened . by nuisance restrictions may demand compensation,
and suits brought t6 prptect solar access before collectors
have been installed may be dismissed as premature. .Injunc-
tive relief, which would require offenders to halt any Shading
activity is not likely to be awarded in most cases. Moreover,
only a public official may bring suit to enforce such a statute,
unless the language of the statute provides specifically for
attack by an individual. Otherwise, if an individual is to
bring suit he must prove damage different in kind, rather
than degree, of the public damage.

Private nuisance law is largely ignored in the literature.
However, one small town, Kiowa, ColoradoOas passed.a zoning
ordinance allowing a property owner with a solar collector to
'h.ave a structure.declared a public nuisance 'if it interferes.
with the owner's collectdr.

Even where legally possible, there are disadvantages to pro-
tecting solar access with a statutory public nuisance approach:

1. Lawsuits would be necessary to prove eath instance of a
nuisnace.

2. In some cases, the owners of restricted property may truly
deserve compensation, but no compensation may be available.

3. Injunctive relief would not be available in many juris-
dictions.

4. If one tried to sue before going to'the expense of in-
stalling a collector, the suit may be dismissed as not
"ripe".

5. Since a public nuisance is a crime, a homeowner may have
to wait for the state to sue. Under some circumstances,'
however, private individuals may sue if they,..-can show
they.were particularly damaged, in some way not, shared
by the public generally. The plaintiff's damage must be
different in kind, rather than just degree, from the gen-
eral public's. ItHs uncertain whether shadows cast on
a collector would meet this requirement. It is possible
that a statute could get around this problem .by stating
that individual citizens may sue in the public interest.
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6. A ticklish situation would arise if a bungalow ,owner
living between two skyscrapers decided to put collectors
on the roof. The majority view is that the person who
in good faith comes to an existing public nuisance has
rights to have it abated--even though it was there long
before he arrived.

Just as nuisance laws will not be of great help to solar home-
owners, they will not help those protecting,solar homes. It
is unlikely that a solar collector would be found to be either
a public or private nuisance as "the mere unsightliness of
defendant's premises" is usually insufficient to create a
nuisnace".

Water Rights Law

By incorporating the principles of solar geometry inta,zoning
ordinances or express easements, the body of experience al-
ready established in the law could be used to implement the
novel concept of guaranteed solar access. By making an analogy
between sunlight and same other natural resource with a proven
history, in law, another vehicle could'be developed. Oil and
gas law is a possibility, but its emphasis on ownership, com-
plex leasing arrangements, and the exploitation of finite
areas and quantities are not characteristics shared with
solar energy. Because solar energy is used, not extracted
for sale, and because its availability is not diminished by
use, water: is a better analogy for sunlight.

American water law is divided into two schools of theory. In
many of the moist states, the doctrine of riparian rights is
followed. Here, the right to use water flowing in,a stream -

is incidental to ttie ownership of land abutting the stream.
In drier western sts.tes, rights to water are apportioned ac-
cording to the doctrine of prior appropriation, where right
is established on the basis of who first extracted the waters
for a beneficial use. For a number of reasons, including a
weaker judicial history, lack of flexibility, and adminis-
trative disfavor, the riOrian doctrine has been passed over
in favor of the prior appropriation system.

Mary D. White proposed a controversiaj .state-level approach
for solar access rights in 1976. She suggested allocating
sunlight as water is allocated in states thatusethe prior
appropriation.doctrine. The proposal has several advantages:

1. It provides an equitable,framework for the allotment of
solar Oghts without great public expense or' complex ad-
ministration, as might be required under zoning and pubiic
acquisition of solar easement schemes.

2. Those who want asSurance of solar access can apply for
it; those who don't are not affected by the system in any
way.
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3. The system provides for the assessment of.individual cases
in an equitable, efficient, and inexpensive manner; except
in cases of re-hearing or appeal, a lawyer's assistance
would not be required by applicants or those in opposition.

On the other hand, under the prior appropriation doctrine of
water rights, the water must be put to a beneficial use within
a reasonable time and defining "beneficial use" is the subject
of much water law. White identifies the real question as whether
a beneficial solar use would be preferred over a nonsolar use.
For example, could the owner of an existing solar house enjoin
construction of a conventionally heated but economically val-
uable structure that would shade the solar house's collector?
Under the water-law analogy the newcomer would have to buy the
solar homeowner's resource rights. The disadvantages of the
water-right system may be:

6

1. The approach is grounded on the principle of "first-come,
first-served'.

2. It seems unfair to allot sun rights onthis basis when.it
may be poSsible to plan additions to structures so that
they do not shade their neighbors.

3. The application of a water-law analogy would drasticallg
increase the value of some parcels, while slashing the
worth of lots to their north. Such unequal treatment may -

be unconstitutional, since no coepensation would be paid
for lost development rights.

1

4. -It seems unreasonabte to force property owners to in-
stall solar equipment prematurelyjust to protec.t their
sun rights. Conversely, under a water-law analogy, pro-
perty owners may have to build additions to their struc-
tures prematurely if their neighbors hint they may install
solar equipment.

5. Substantial conflict with land-use planning goals ts pos
sible.

6. Melly more people would seek solar rights Ahan presently
file for a permit or go to court-to secure water rights.
Conceivably, nearly every property owner in the United
States could try at some time to secure solar rights
In states like Colorado, wheye court proceedings are

, necessary, courts could be overwhelmed.

Although the approach is controversial, the'state of New
Mexico has pkassed a Solar Rights Act based on the prior ap-
propriation4principle.
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The New Mexico Solar Rights Act

During the 1978 Legislative session, the New Mexico Solar Rights
Act was passed into law. This piece of legislation acknowledges,
"... that the right to use the natural resurtes of s.olar energy
is a property right, the exercise of which is to be encouraged
and regulated by the laws of this state..." The act further
defines solar rights as "... a right to an unobstructed line-of-
site path from a solar collector to the sun, which permits ra-
diation from the sun to impinge directly on the solar collector".

In order to establish your solar right you must make "beneficial
use" of thesunlight. Under this law, only those individuals
who are actually using sunlight "beneficialTy" are protected.
Unless written into a contract, potential use or future solar
rights are not protected under the law. The law was passed
to protect solar systems that provide significant benefit
amd not prohibit or impede the development of adjacent property.

According to the law, "a solar collector means any device or
combination of devices or elements which rely upon sunshine
as an energy source and which are capable of collecting not
less than twenty-five thousand Btu's on a clear winter sol-
stice day". To find out whether, or not your solar collector
complies with the definition of the law, you should consult
the manufacturer's specifications or the dealer/installer
from which you purchased the solar system.

The statute further notes that "the term solar collector also
includes any,substance or device which collects solar energy
for use in: the heating or cooling of a structure or building;
the heating or plumbing of water; industrial, commercial or
agricultural process; or the generation of electricity.
eThe law also states that a solar collector can seripe as a
structural member such as a roof, a window, or a wall. Con-
seguently,"passive solar Systems or components (greenhouses,
trombe walls, or direct gain systems) are protected under
the law.

Not only does the law provide definitions for determining
solar rights, these definitions are used as guidelines when
disputes over solar rights occur. For example, if a property
owner sells the property, the solar rights remain with the
property. However, solar rights can be sold or eliminated
completely, in which case recording of such transfer or elim-
ination should be in accordance with Chapter 14, Article 9,
NMSA 1978. Finally, if disputes over solar rights occur,
the law states that the property owner(s) of the adja/cent
property is prevented from doing anything that would shade
yoOr collector after you have establtrshed "beneficial use",
established that your tollector was there first, and have
filed a claim for your solar rights. It should be emphasized
that' in most municipalities no mechanism has been'established
for filing solar rights. Codseguently, individuals wanting
to file their solar rights should contact their county clerk's
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office (property records division), or the local planning/
zoning office. If litigation results, it is always wise to
seek counsel.

_

Since there are many communities within the state which now
have or will be.implementing their own solar.rights ordinances
(Albuquerque, Las Cruces, Los Alamos, Santa Fe, Taos), it is
advisable to consul the local planning or zoning authority
relative to solar rl ts questions.

(All of the above,is information directed to inform the-public
of the general content and nature of the New Mexico Solar
Rights Act.)

Solar Energy and Insurance

The primary function of .insurance is to substitute certainty
for uncertainty by shifting the risk of'a disastrous'event
to an insurance company. 4iet payment, termed an insurance
premium, is made to the company as.compensation for its aC-
ceptance of the risk. A policy contract between the indi-
vidual and the company stipulates the amount anl ter'm or
period of time of the insurance protection. The insurance
company, of course, insures many individuals against the
same Tisk, . The overall effect is to spread,the cost pf the
diustrous event, which normally would fall on one individual,
over Many individuals exposed to the same hazard.

It will still be awhile before all insurance companies have
evaluated the risks involved with solar'equipment, and the
rates they must charge to insure against those risks.. In-
surance companies have not been reluctant to Wrovide insurance
for solar heated structures. Comprehensive insurance has not
yet become a high risk factor since gla-ss breakage has not
been excessive. Fire insurarice should not be affected since°
the required additional insulation is fire resistant and the
energy requirements (electricity for controls,, etc. ) are-
similar to those used in conventional heating components.
'There may be a need to have fire stops placed in tne 'roof-
to-equipment-room space whene ipes are located. These air -

columns could act as a flue and ause a draft that Would _draw
fiaMes from the basement to the a ic. Also, ,heat and woke
detectors should be installed as rec ended by Underwriter's
Laboratories.

On the other hand, many passive and active solar collectors
are covered with sheets of glass, and make tempting targets
for small children with stones. Suppose a Motorist is sud-
denly blinded by the glare of a nearby Solar,collector, and
has a serious and costly acciqpnt. Whd is ltable for the
damage? What if the additional weight of the.collectors on
a roof cause it to sa'sg or collapse? is there insurance cov.-
erage available for that possibility? These and many similar
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questions still need answers. We know that good design-and
careful construction can greatly reduce the'risk's that might
otherwise be present. But is good qual.ity work good'ehough?. °

AS solar energy commercialization expands, there will undoubt-.
edly be legal issues raised regardins the role of insurance
and the pecularities associated with solar equipment and
activities. Such issues would probably fall into one of three-
principal categories: pyoperty losses, public liabtlity, and
workmen's compensation.

SOLAR ENfRGY AND LABOR
. 0

One of the most critical issues in evaluating the impact ora
new energy technology on labor, and onelbf"the m6st diffioult
to deal with reliably, is how the technology.will affect over-
all Manpower requirements in therenergy industry. Interest
in solar :energy applications has a history of peaks and val-
Teys -in the United States. -Receptly.,'of course, interest has
accelerated to the point where the national effort in solar.
energy research and development probably exceeds one billion
dollars a year. It is expected to reach several billion
dcollars soon when solar,devices are mdre widely marketed.

The growing emphasis on solar energy apolications implies
future demands for a variety of manpoor sktlls and capabil-
ities, including research and development skills,oanalysis
'and design skills, manufacturing skills And installation and,
maintenance 'skills. Many of these sIdllol and capabilities
may be available in adequate numbers througn noxmal reallo-
cation of manpower resulting frOm priyate sector matket
forCes4'(e.g., job openings, differential wage rates, and
investment decisions). On the other hand, adequate avail-
ability o'f some skills may require considerable advanced
planning and public sector support, particularly where rapid

.

development and implementation of new technologies" is x-
pected.. Information about needed skills and capabilities,
provided through manpower surveys and forecasting, aids in .

the formulation of government policy and can be used tn making
policy decisions regarding research and development contracts)
educational sUpport, manpower tratning, and other programs.
Manpower surveys and forecasting are especially important
when anticipated manpower shortages or surOluses Could act
as a constraint on Federal oplicies or programs.

-

With regard to solar energy.manpower, the concern is that a
lack of adequately trained manpowercoUld constrain the de-
velopment and acceptance of solat energy as an alternative
energy source. First, the development,and application of
solar may crzate additiOnal employment.opoortunities that
exceed the available manpower pool. This Could be partic-
ularly true if there are Aew Federal initiatives in sdlar
research and development or new incentives for commercial-
ization. Second, the existing employment opportunity may
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require new skills or.'d!ifferent mix of skills than is currently
possessed by the workforce. For example, additional training
in solar applications for engineers and technicians may be
required,

The Impact of Solar Energy On American Labor'

While the analysis of the overall, la6or requirements of solar
energy is very primitive, it is possible.to be somewhat more
confident about some qualitative aspects of solar energy's
impact on the work force.

Onsite solar teChnology appears,to be mare labor-intensive
than contemporary tethniques for supplying energy. Thus, in
the short term, thgintroduction of solar -energy devices might
create jobs in trades now suffering from iserious unemployment.
In general, the new jobs will be distributed widely across the
country and will not require laborer's to live in remote or.
temporary construction sites because most workers should be
able to find jobs in areas close to their, homes. Work on
.solar equipment) for the most ryart, would.necessitate only
simple retraining programs, although. there may be shortages 0
both of engineers and architeCts quarified to design solar -

equipment, and of 'operators trained in maintenance of some -

of the larger and more sophisticated solar devices which have
been proposed.

ASsessing the long-term imp]ication of technological develop-.
ment on the work force, however, cannot be reliably undertaken
with contemporary economic methods. Long-term labor impacts
will depend on forecasts of,futuresgrowth. rates both in the
econoMy and in U. S, emergy consumption--sU4bjects about which
there is great confusion and disagreement. Although making
economic projections is hampered by imprecise Methodology,
it is pos-sible at'this point ta outline sorke of the critical
-issues which concern the effects of solar ene'rgy development
on labor,

/Manpower Requirements
, -

One of the most critical issues in evaluating the impact of
a new technology on labor, and one of the most difficult to
deal with reliably, is how the technology will affect overall
manpower requirements in the energy industry. Tables VII-2
and VIII-3 compare the manpower requirements of a conventional
coal-fired generating system with the manpower required to
construct and to operate each of,two kinds of solar devices
capable of producing equivalent.amounts of energy. Only
first order effects have been considered, and the estimates
made about solar devices- are necessarily tpeculative. One
overall conclusion seems inescapable, however; a large frac-
tion of thg value of solar equipment is attributabLe to direct

N,labor costs-
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The high labor intensity of solar equipment. is not surprising.
Most devices can be constructed from relatively inexpensive
material, and the small equipment examined here would not
require extenstve capital-carrying charges during construc-
tion. Factories for mass production of photovoltaic devices,
heat engines., and other components of solar technologies will
probably emploi sophisticated and expensive equipement which
will reduce labor in these industries. Much of the work of
installing solar equipment will continue to require direct
onsite labor.

Table VII-2 lists all labor i.equirements for construction at
the plant site, to build the 800 MWe turbine generator in a
factory, to operate.the generating facility at an average of
60 percent of full capacity for a period of 30 years, to build
and operate a coal mine large .enough to support the plant, to
transport the 2.5 million tons of coal per year needed to
operate the plant, andto construct and maintwin a trans-
mission and distribution network. It is noteworthy that the
operating and maintenance labor is more than twi.ce as great
as the labor needed to construct the facilities, and that
nearly 20 percent of the manpower requirements in operations
are used to maintain the distribution facility.

Table VII-2.Labdr Requirements for a Conventional
800 MWe Coal Plant

(in units of man hours per megawatt year)

Operating
Construction and

maintenance
Total

,
800 MWe coal plant 330 380 710
coal strip mine using

western coal 20 360 380
coai preparation plant 3 -290 293
coal transportation 340' 340
electric transmission 40 5 45
electric distribution 190 310 ., 500
steel & concrete 0015%
duction 10 10

turbine/generator
manufacturing 170 0 170

Total 763 1685 2348

Assiimptions: 800 MWe co& plant o-perating at 60 'percent
peak capacity for 30 years;
western coal strip mine with 525-mile train line;
all data based on Bechtel data with the ex-
ception of the turbine generator manufacture.
It was assurro that the turbine/generator cost
of $150/kW, of which 25 percent was Jabor and
that this labor was paid at an average rate of
$10/hr;
calculations divide the sum of construction
manpower and 30 year operating manpower re-

. quirements by the total number of megawatt
_years of energy \pioduced by the plant.

1
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Table Vil-3.Labor Requirements of Two Types of Distributed
Solar Energy Systems

(in man hours per megawatt year)

Operating &
Construction .maIntenance Total

I. Solar hot water heaters
(8m2 flat plate)
manufacture collector
install collector
routine O&M

800-2500
1200

0
0 .

1200

800-2500
1200
1200

Total for hot water system' 2000-3700 1200 3200-4900
Total for hot water system

inciuding backup 2340-4040 -3540-5240

II. Tracking silicon
photovoltaic system:,
a. Electric only (50 m2)

manufapture collector
-and cells 2600-3300 2606-3300.

install collector 1800-4600 1800-4600
operate system 6800 - 6800

Total for tracking photo-
voltaic 'system 4400-7900 6800 11200-14700

Total for tracking photo-
voltaic system including
backup

b. Electric
+ 0.29Thermal
(including backuP)

c. Electric + Thermal
(including backup)

4740-8240

2240-3740

:1130-1750

3000

1240

11540-15040

5240-6740

f 2370-2990

Assumptions: 20 year system life;
Installation includes 75 feet of piping coiting 0.11
MHIft to install;
flat plates installed for 1.3 MH/m and tracking col-
lector installed for 1.3.3.33 MH/m2;
cells assumed to be 18 percent efficient, optical effi-
ciency 80 percent.
labor for providing backup power Is assumed to be
50% of the construction labor shown in table VII.2
(e.g., 340 man-hours/MW-year)
flat plates assumed to provide 930 kWh/m2-yr
(Albuquerque);
cells provide 320 kWh/m2-yr electric and 1450
kWh/rnz-yr thermal for PV system (Albuquerque);
O&M labor for PV system assumed to be 0.25
hrs/m2-yr (see table XI-7);
flat plate manufacturing labor based on data from

veral collector manufacturers;
ncentrator manufacturing labor assumed to be .024

MN/lb of collector for PV concentrator given in table
VII-7 (with concrete and sand excluded) with the labor
to produce the raw materials added;
.024 MN/lb is approximate labor input for automobile
manufacturing based on employment and production
for 1973 given in 1976 Statistical Abstract of the
Uhlted States, U.S. Dept, of Commerce, Bureau of
the Census, pp. 369, 791.
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Table VII-3 presents an estimate of the labor require d. to
build and maintain a flat-plate solan water heating system and
a small tracking.photovoltaic system in Albuquerque, New Mexico.
The hot water system requires 1..5 to 2.5 times more labor than
the conventional coal-fired generating facility and even more
if the utility must maintain a substantial facility for pro-
viding backup power. The range shown for the solar devices
reflects the range of labor requirements provided by collec-
tor manufacturers. It is probable that the labor requirements
of a mature solar industry will be close to the lower end Of
the range shown.

The major source of error in these estimates, apart from in-
accuracies'in data gathering, is the failure tts consider the
many secondary kinds of employment which could be created by
both solar and conventional facilities. A significant frac-
tion of this secondary labor would come in the manufacture of
primary metals, glass, etc., for both solar and conventional
systems. Given that the weiglit of solar devices would be
equal to, or more than, the weight of conventional systems per
unit output, it/ seems unlikely that the differences in labor
requirements illustrated would be eliminated by a more-detailed
analysis.

Some collector designs .(e.g., plastit collectors) will almost
certainly require less manufacturing labor but they will pro-
bably require more maintenance labor, while other designs
which require less material (e.g., tubular designs) may re-
quire more manufacturing labor than simple flat-plate systems.

The photovoltaic system shown in table VII-3 requires more
labor when only electricity is produced, because the output
is about one-third that of the hot-water syqtem. The larger
operating labor results from the greater complexity of the
tracking.system. If the system provides thermal output as
well, labor imput per unit of combined output would be about
one-third lower than for the hot-water system.

The labor requirements per unit of sOlar energy delivered
would be higher in areas of the cojntry which do not receive
as much sunshine as Albuquerque since each unit area of col-
lector would produce less output.

It,should _also be noted that onsite systems which rely on
utility systems for backup would probably not reduce the labor
requirements for transmission and distribution systems signif-
icantly. This is important, since a large fraction of the
labor required by conventional utilities is due to these
energy distribution systems. A shift toward decentralized
solar energy systems could, therefore, result in replacing
centralized facilities with solar units requiring greater
amounts of labor while leaving the labor-intensive distri-
bution systems intact.
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Geographic Distribution

Employment in installation and operation of solar equipment
can be expected to be distributed over a large part of the
country. Initial installations of solar equipment are likely
to occur in places with high insolation--the South .and South-
west. Locations with relatively low levels of sunlight, such
as the Northeast, however, tend to have high energy prices.
Thus, while low insolation levels make solar energy in the
North expensive, competing energy sources are also expensive,
so the net economic competitiveness of solar devices may be
as high in the North as in more favorable climates. Employ-
ment in installing solar energy ecimilmient is, therefore, likely to be

as geographically dispersed as the building industry.

One thing about solar employment ieems clear--none of the .

small solar devices considered in typidal analysis comparisons
will require the major disloot-44on of a work force, or Vie es-
tablishment of temporary work camps as may be required for
construction of a pipeline, an offshore drilling operation,
or a large central generating facility in a remote location.
The relatively small solar devices analyzed here will provide
employment in close proximity to where workers presently live,
and therefore will avoid the social disruptions., associated
with large fnfluxes of temporary workers.

Unlike most major manufacturing-facilities, solar manufacturing
at present is spread across the country in literally hundreds .
of *small companies. The future of these businesses, however,
is very uncertain. If the ,demand for solar equipment in-

' creases substantially, the field may be dominated by a small
number of large manufacturing firms, much as the manufacturing
of conventional heating and cooling equipment is dominated by
a small number of firms.

On the ther hand, solar devices may be designed for special
climates and sufficiently site-specific for manufacturing to
remain geographically dispersed, much as facilities for'Manu-
facturing modular homes are today. It seems clear that be-
cause of the sophisticated technology employed, the manufac-
turing of components such as photovoltaic devices, heat en-
gines,-and concentrating devices will occur in a relatively
small number of facilities.

If a major demand develops for solar energy, it is likely
that employment in the area will be as stable as work in any
typical building trade; the solar equipment will simply add
jobs at each construction site. If a major retrofit market
develops, there could also be major employment opportunities
in this area; maintenance of solar equipment will also provide
a stable source of jobs.
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Skill Levels Required

Solar energy technology can be implemented with the technical
infrastructure and cadres of skilled engineers required to
implement most other energy strategies. In deveToping coun-
tries solar energy may provide a technique for converting low-
cost labor into low-cost energy.

Most of the employment directly created by a shift to solar
energy will be in installation of the equipment by the con-
ventional building trades, and in the creation of new manu-
facturing industries. The skills required for installation
of the equipment will be very similar to those required for
conventional construction projects, although some brief
training programs will undoubtedly be desirable to fam51-
iarize workers with the new equipment and its installation.
Most of the work will be in framing roofs, laying footings,
plumbing collectors and storage'tanks, excavating trenches
and pits fon piperuns and storage tanks, installing sheet
metal ducting, insulating pipes and tanks, and installing
electronic control units. The work will be nearly identical
to the installation of sophisticated ajr-conditioninv and
heating systems in conventtonal buildings.

Larger solar installations, such as those serving groups of
buildings and large industrial operations, are likely to re-
quire supervisors, managers, draftsmen, designers, and en-
gineers in roughly the same proportion as these skills are
required in the construction of conventional-power-generating
facilities.- In fact, since many large onsite solar facilities
are likely to'be supplemental to conventional boilers and gen-
erators, the solar equipment would simply add work in these
areas at each installation. There may be a shortage of en-
gineers with adequate knowledge in areas critical to onsite
power in general and solar devices in particular.

Designing a reliable and efficient onsite device for a large
installation (such as an apartment or industry) requires ex-
perience with other types of equipment not now conventionally
used in utilities or building energy systems. Solar onsite
systems require-even more expertise in order to manage the
added complexities of collector design, thermal storage
systems, more elaborate control systemS, possibly of bat-
teries, heat engines, and photovoltaic devices.

Employment opportunities in manufacturing are more difficult-
to.define, since the pattern of growth in the industry is
presently unpredictable. Work opportunities will include
glazing, metal extrusion,compbnent assembly, and chemtcal
processing (for photoelectric devices, select surface forma-
tion, storage systems, etc.). It is difficult to anticipate
whether the employment will be created in a lirge number of
dispersed fabricating facilities, in large central plants,
or in both.
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The skills.required to maintain the type of simple solar equip-
ment installed on homes and small apartments will be similar
to those required for conventional appliance maintenance of .

utility gas and electric power equipment. Most of the per--
sonnel in these professions will require additional special-

, ized training in solar technology. There is a serious short-
age of persons with the sk.i1Js needed to operate tntermediate-
sized solar or conventional onsite energy equipment. Owners
of small total energy systems report difficulty in finding
and holding persons trained in operation and maintenance of
engines and heat recovery units, energy control switching, abd,
other associated equipment. Maintenance of a.sophisticated
collector system will present similar problems. Many-now
employed in the operation of total 'energy systems learned
the requisite skills from the U.S. military services. Such
training appears difficult to obtain in private industry,

Table VII-4 and VII-5 demonstrate jobi.which must now be done
to support conventional electric generating equipment. The
impact of solar equipment on jobs will depend on the extent
to which sblar devicet displace fuel consumption (replacing
jobs in mining with jobs in solar technologies)°, the extent
to which the technology would cut the demand for peak gen-.
erating capacity (replacing jobs in constructing and main-
taining generating equipment with jobs in solar technologies),
and the extent to which the need for transmission and dis-
tribution equipment would be reduced.

These effects are listed in the order of their likelihood.
It is most probable that solar'technology would initially
affect only fuel utilization, and would affect transmission
and distributi.on requirements only in an extreme case where
all or much of local energy needs are met with solar equip-
ment. It should not be assumed that an increase in solar
utilization would necessarily replace any of the employment
indicated in tables VII-4 and VII-5. The expected increase
in U. S. and worldwide coal demand is likely to be so large
that employment in mining would be unaffected by an expected,
penetration of solar energy into the market.

Several observationsan be made on.the basis of the tables,
however: -/

1. Small solar installations are likely to empl y more blue
collar workers than professional employees.

Solar installations on individual buildings t pically re-
quire one supervisor for each 10 workmen) while
the ratio, for the conventional coal equipment shown in
table VII-4 is closer to 1 to 3.

The larger industrial and community solar sys ems would,
however, require much more professional work.
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2. Nearly 50 percent of the jobs associated with operating
and maintaining conventionaT equipment is associated with
coal mining and transportation.

Jobs in these sectors could be replaced with jobs in re-
pair and maintenance of onsite equipment.

3. About 40 percent of the work required to build a conven-
tional elec;tric system and 30 percent of the work required,.
to maintain it is associated with distribution equipment,
which is unlikely to be affected by solar technology.

Table V0-4.--Skills Required for Constructing a Coal-Fired Electric Generating Plant
and Operating the System Over a 30-Year Period

A.

Skills Required for Plant Construction (as a percentage of the 3,576 man-years, required .to
construct the plant and the transmission and distribution network)

Coat-Fired Electric
Generating Plant

Transmission and
Distribution Facilities Total

Non-manual construction
work

9%

(63% engineers and 25%
draftsmen and designers)

Manual construction work .... 49%
(variety of trades)

TOtal construction work .58%

13%
(50% electrical engineers,
25% draftsmen and designers)

29%
(mostly electricians)

42%

22%

76%

100%

II. Skills Required to Operate and Maintain Equipment for a 30 year Interval (as a percentage of the
10,893 man-years required)

Coal Mining and
Coal Transport

CoakFired
Generating Plant

Transmission and
Distribution Facilities Total

Non-manual operating work 17% 6% 3% 26%
(mostly trainmen) (67% supervisors

and managers)
(mostly supervisors
working on distribution
system)

Manual operating work .... 42% 16% 15% 73%
(mostly miners
,and trainmen)

(variety of trades) (mostly electricians'
and meter readers for
distr(bution system)

Total operating employment 59% 22% 18°/0 100%

Detalls about assumptions used shown In Table VII-5.
SOURCE: Based on datA In "Manpower, Materials, and Capital Costs for Energy-Related Facilities," bechtel Corporation,

April 1976.
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Table Vll-5.-Detailed Breakdown ofSkillt Required for Conventional Electric System*

(man-years per 800 MW, coal-tired plantand associated distribution
and fuel facilities)
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Annual
Opera-
lions

Con-
struc-
tion

Annual
Opera-
lions

Con-
struc-
tion

Annual
Opera-
lions

Con-
Struc-
tion

Non.manual workers.
1. Engineers-conductor .... 37 1110 1110

-civil - 93 .02 12 81 31 16 217

-electrical . , .2 4 68 .08. 25 3 161 218 254 472

-mechanical .2 2 52 .02 4 27 67 83 150

-mining 1.1 33 33

-industriat .2 6 -6

-safety .2 6 6

-environmental .1 3 3

Total engineers 2.0 ' 37 6 213 .12 41 4 269 1474 523 1997

2. Designers and draftsmen . 1 1 85 -, 17 109 .60 211 271

3. Supervisors and managers 14 ., 14 40 .23 3 8 '18. 1087 - 61 1148

4 Other .8
240 240

Total nonmanual labor 25 37 21 338 .35 61 12- 396 2861. 795 3656

Manual workers
1 pipefitters 8 400 240 400 640

2 pipefittei /welder 12 180 3 450 180 630

3 electrician 1.1 , 12 280 .36 133 36. 843 1781 1256 3037

4 boilermaker .

.

5 boilermaker/welder
' 8 300

100

240 -300
100

540
100

5 iron worker 141 44 185 185

7 carpenter . . . . , . . . . .
140 140 . 140

3 ectoipment operators... . . 36 20 100 1680 100 1780

9 other 68 37 120 .37 16 3641 120 3761

Total manual lahor 115 37 60 1761 .73 i 177 55 843 8032 2781 10813

TOTAL LABOR 140 74 81 2099 1.08 238 67 1239 10893 3576 14469

'Based on intormation in Manpower. Materials, and Capita Costs tor Energy Related Facilities, John K. Hogle, et al.. Bechtel Corp. for Brookhaverr National

Laboratory Associated Universities. Inc., Contract No. 354617-S.April 1976.
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Working Conditions

Expansion of thesolar energy industry should not raise ser-
ious health or occupational haz.ards, but some of the possible
problems are discussed below. The manufacture of some photo-
voltaic devices employs cadmium and arsenic compounds which
could present hazards to workers assembling these units. Man-
ufacture of plexiglass and other plastics used in photovoltaic
devices can .also involve handling potentially harmful chemicals.
These manufacturing hazards are not unique, however, because
these compounds are widely.used in other industries.- Some
steam-fitting jobs will involve high-pressure steam lines,
and some proposed thermal storage methods will require very
hot oils, possibly explosive or toxic. These issues deserve
serious attention before such installations become commonplace.
Devices using hazardous material may only be employed in larger,
more centralized solar facilities and are unlikely to bp found
in onsite residential systems. Replacing jobs in coal mining .

for those in solar equipment maintenance, hbwever, would
probably result in overall improved working conditions.

Organized Labor

Organized labor is enthusiastic about solar energy's potential
for creating jobs. Like many other construction trade unions,
the SMWIA has a national unemployment rate of 30 percent to
35 percent, with unemployment reaching 50 percent to 60 per=
cent in some areas of the North and Northeast (according to a
1977 private communication from B. McMonigle, SMWIA). These-
are regions where energy prices have risen very rapidly in
recent years. It is possible that.sizable near-term markets
for solar equipment can be found in these areasin spite of
their relatively unfavorableclimates.

In 1970, the plumbers-and pipefitters had a nationwide unem-
ployment rate similar to that of the sheet metal workers. A

potential labor problem associated With implementation of
solar technology is the question of which union will subsume
the categories of newly created jobs. Until recently there
have been few solar installations so that few unions have
staked out territorial prerogatives. For the most part, the
soPar energy field is still wide open to jurisdictional com-
petition. The situation can be expected to change as more
work in the area becomes available. An arrangement has al-
ready been negotiated between the Sheet Metal Workers &nd the
United Association of Plmbers and Pipefitters which calls
for joint crews in the installation of hot air collectors
using liquid storage systems. Jurisdictional disputes could
be a serious Problem in other areas, however, unless all
issues can be settled as amicably as this one has apparently
been.
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Generally, union officials feel that an upsurge of solar con-
struction and installation would radically alter the number,
not the types of jobs available to union members. Firms that
now produce heating, ventilating, and air-conditioning equip-
ment--many of them already active,in-solar collector construe-
tion--would simply expand their operations. Any new firms

( established would be unioniz in conventional ways.

While labor has occasionally resiste he ntroduction of new
technologies into the _building induttry, this resistance has
always been directed at technologies which reduce jobs on
each building site or which transferred employment from one
building trade to another. The disputes associated with the
introduction of plastic plumbing, prehung doors, and metal
studs all resulted from one of these effects. Solar equip-
ment would add 'work at each site without displacing work in
other areas. It is", Iherefore, difficult to imagine any '

group with a motive to resist its entry into the market.

Long-Term Impacts

The overall impact of generating a substantial fraction of
U.S. energy from small solar devices is hard to assess, since
current economic theory has no satisfactory method for such
analysis. None of the major price equilibrium models:%sed
t6 determine the future of U.S. energy supply and demand
adequately treat employment iues. Most make the over-
whelmingly simple assumption that there will be full em-
ployment during the e-nt_iire period analyzed. As a result,
many of these models tend to ignore the influence of alter-
native energy strategies on unemployment. The difficulties
of predicting,economic impacts are magnified by the lack of
information necessary to translate a workable theory or model
into useful policy.

In the absence of an adequate methodology,, the most critical
questions involving the impact of solar technologies on the
work force cannot be answered with certainty. An example of
one difficulty can be seen in the problems assoeiated with
interpreting the implications of labor intensity. If rapid
rates of growth are expected in both the U.S. economy in
general and the energy production sector-in particular, and
if unemployment is expected to be very low as a result, any
shift to a labor-intensive technology like.solar energy could
prevent wages from keeping pace with growth in other sections
of the economy. An industry with high labor intensity re-
quires more manpower for the same output than industries with
low labor intensity. As a result, the average wage paid per
worker must be lower for the labor-intensive process. ,Jf
growth is not expected to be sufficient to eliMinate-ufiem-
Ployment, labor-intensive industries will be beneficial to
both labor and ,society by productively employing a larger
fraction of the work force.
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Other questions which must be addressed include:

1. To what extent would,the energy produ d by solar equip-
ment displace imports:nuclear, or i"ndigenous fuel supplies?

,

To what extent will solar energy fulfill energy needs that
might not otherwise be met?

(If solar energy filled such needs, employment could grow
in areas of the economy not otherwise possible.)

2. To what extent will dollar energy sources be able'to reduce
the need for installing additional electric generating
facilities as well as reduce the demand for fuel?

3. If imports are reduced, and funds invested instead 4 U.S.
solar industries, how-much direct and indirect emplol%ent
would be treated?

How_much would emOloyment Oe reduced in industries, now
benefiting from the export market stimulated by oar pur-
chase of foreign fuels?

. 4
4: What kinds of growth rates can b,e- expected in energy soArces

-,, other than solar energy?

Will this growth rate be constrO-fied
capital, resources, and demand,'or by

a shortage of
shortage of critical

Would solar energy compete directly o scarce resources
or would it be able to tap ohter capital or labor supplies?

5. What kind of work force dislocations could be expected in
a shift from one energy source to another?

Would new skills not now available in the building trades
be demanded?

What kinds of transient unemployment could be expected?

Contractor Licensing and Idstaller Certification
14

The solar industry is young and many of the contractors and
installers are inexperienced. This inexperience has beep a
significant factor in the analysis of issues relating to con-
sumer assurance and commercialization of'solar devices. There ,

are virtual1yAo adequate solar ipstaller certification or
contractor licensing procedures. The solar industry and sblar
contractors are unanimous in stating the need for certification
for installers. Both groups feel thatyroper testing-of skills
or knwoledge prior to certification would lead to' better in-
stallWons. It would also provicre a minimal level of con-
sumer assurance. 245
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Proper testing and certification of solar installers is a high
.priority action on the part of states. Proper testing of other
appropriate contractor license categories for supplgmentary
solar adjunct is also necessary. It would be appropriate for
the Solar Energy Industry Association to develop a consensus
certification requirement to provide to states as a mode for
.adoption.

a
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CopEs, LEGACITIES, CONSUMERISM, AND ECONOMICS

BUILDIN.G CODES, STANDARDS, WARRANTIES

THEBUILDING CODE ORDINANCE

Introduction To Building Codes

The planning, construction, location and use of buildings are
regulated by a variety of laws enacted.by local, state and
federal governments. These statutes arnd ordinances--which
include building, plumbing, electrical, and mechanical codes--
are intended to" protect the health, safety and general wel-
fare of the public. Building codes establish minimum re-
quirements for this protection. They do not necessarily
contain criteria which assure efficient, convenient or ade-
quately equipped'buildings.

A building code establishes.requirements for the coustruction
and occupancy df buildings. It contains statndards of perfor-
mance and specifications for,.materials, methods and systems.
Codes also cover structural strength, fire resistance, ade-
quate light and ventilation, and other considerations de-
termined by the design, construction,-alteration and demo-
lition of buildings.

The Regulations: A'code becomes law when it is adopted by a

municipality as a public ordinance. Local communities may
Write their own codes or may legally adopt other codes, such
as state building codes or one of the model codes described in
subsequent sections. (A sample ordinance for adoption of a
model code is shown in Figure 1.) All codes_contain certain,
fundamental provisions. Following is a listing of the gen-
eral provisions of a typical building -code:

I. Admini.stration and Enforcement
A. Definitions and.classifications
B. Building limitations
C. Use and occupancy requirements

II. Structural Requirements.
A. Footings and foundations
B. Structural requirements for lumber, mas'onry

steel, etc.
C. Chimneys and flues

III. To Make The Structure Livable
A. Aeating equipment
Z. PluMbing and dyainage
C. Air conditioning and mechanical ventilation
D. Electric wiring

,

IV. Health and Safety
A. Means of egress
B. Fire protection
C. Light and ventilation
D. Protection of workers and the public

V. Code Standards 249
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Various codes elaborate on these provisions for local con-
ditions, i.e., depth of faundations in different climates or
extra strength of framing for snow loading or earthquake.
Many of the code requirements that are mentioned above apply
mostly to private residences or alterations to them, but they
also apply to multifamily buildings, small office buildings,
warehouses, etc.

The Enforcement: Generally, the local administration and
eTTO-rcement Ofcodes is by a building inspector or engineer
who has the authority to approve materials and methods which
may not be directly referenced in the code. Qualified people
are necessary to administer a building code properly. No
matter how good a code may be, it must be enforced by someone
experienced, informed and objective. Most builders do not
complain about the careful a'nd competent inspector who is
consistent and tough, but 'complain about the part-time in-
spector who does not understand construction and-may '6-e ar-
bitrary and inconsistent. The competent code enforcer who
knows his job knows when the letter of the code.should pre-
vail and when subjective interpretation should be made.
However, the local code administrator is faced continually
with the difficulties of judgment and may well argue that
his job is to check compliance.
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The following is a sample form for adoption of the Uniform Building
Code and Uniform Building Code Standards.

SAMPLE ORDINANCE FOR ADOPTION OF THE
UNIFORM BUILDING CODE AND

UNIFORM BUILDING CODE STANDARDS
ORDINANCE NO.

An ordinance of the (Jurisdiction) regulating the erection, con-
struction, enlargement, alteration, repair, moving, removal, demolitiqn,
conversion, 'occupancy, equipment, use, height, area and maintenance of
all buildings and/or structures in the UudsdletIonr ; providing for
the issuance of permits and collection of fees therefor; providing penalties
for the violation thereof; repealing Ordinance No. of the

audsdlebon) and all other ordinances and parts of the ordi-
nances in conflict therewith.

The Worming body) of the (judidlcilon)

does ordain as follows:

Section 1. That certain documents, three (3) copies of which are ot) file
in the office of the lludsdlcIlores boom of mord.) and the audsdIction) ;

being marked and designated as "Uniform Building Code" (and
,"Uniform Building Code Appendix"), 1979 edition, and the "Uniform
Building Code Standards," 1979 edition, published by the International
Conference of Building Officials, be and the same is hereby adopted as the
code of the (JudsdIclIon) for regulating the erection, construction, en-
largement, alteration, repair, moving, removal, demolition, conversion,
occupancy; equipment, use, height, area and maintenance of all buildings
and/or structures in the audsdIclion) proyiding for issuance of
permits and collection of fees therefor; providing penalties for violation of -
such code; and each and ali of the regulations, provisions, penalties, con-
ditions and terms of such "Uniform Building Code," 1979 edition, and
the "Uniform Building Code Standards," 1979 edition, published by the
International Conference of Building Officials, on file in the office of the

(jurisdiction) are hereby referred to, adopted and made a part
hereof as if fully set out in this ordinance.

Section Z. That Ordinance No of autistikaoto entitled
(fill in here the complete title of the present building ordinance or or-
dinances in effect at the present time so that they will be repealed by
definite mention) and all other ordinances or parts of ordinances in con-
flict herewith are hereby repealed.

Section 3. That the (jurisdiction's keeper of records) shall certify to the
adoption of this ordinance and cause the same to be published.

Section 4. That if any section, subsection, sentence, clause or phrase of
this ordinance is, for any reason, held to be unconstitutional, such deci-
sion shall not affect the validity of the remaining portions of this or-
dinance. The MoromIng body) hereby declares.that it would have passed
this ordinance, and each scction, subsection, clause or hrase thereof, ir-
respective of the fact that any one dr more seen s, subsections,
sentences, clauses and phrases be declared unconstitutiona -

Section 5. That this ordinance shall be and is hereby declared to be in
full force and effect, from after (tim. Period) from this date of final
passage and approval.

FIGURE 1
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Types of Building Lodes

The homebuilding industry is enmeshed in an extraordinary net-
work of established building codes which attempt to assure
that building construction-will be safe. They generally ac-
complish that purpose; but codes and code administration are
criticized widely as being restrictive to home building pro-
gress by retarding the acceptance of new and improved uses
of materials and methods, and thereby unnecessarily increas-
ing the costs of construction. In some instances, the adop-
tion of improved codes has stimulated better building prac-
tices. But the existing complex and chaotic building code
situation is recognized as one of the problems facing the
homebuilding industry,today because of the use of "specifi-
cation" type codes, the lack of code uniformity, the multi-
plicity of codes, the slow response of codes to change and
inadequate performance standards.

Soecification Type Code: A specification type bukilding code
establishes building construction requirements by reference
to.particular materials and methods. Many of these codes

, are out-of-date, unrevised, and frequently are based on ob-
solete methods.

Performance Type Code: A performance type of code does not
limit the selection of methods and systems to a single type,
but establishes the requirements of performance for building
elements. Such a code establishes design and engineering
criteria without reference to specific methods of construc-
tion. Any system performing as the code requires would be
acceptable, regardless of materials and methods used.

The use of true performance codes in all of the communities
of this country would be ideal but i5 impractical. Permit-
ting the house and elements of the house to be built with
any method as long as certain performance criteria are met
is idealistically fine And proper by practicably unworkable.
Local code administration would haveto be in the hands of
extraordinarily competent people equipped to interpret per-
formance criteria and evaluate any proposed methods, uses
or systems.

'A workable solution lies somewhere between the pure perfor-
mance and the specification codes. Codes may be considered
performance codes if they adequately provide for the accep-
tance of alternant methods and systems.

This suggests that the determination of performance criteria
and judgment as to whether methods and Systems do perform
suitably must be made by technically qualified people, not
at the local level. The model code gro-ups are better qual-
ified to offer this type of service at this time. The model
code groups, supported by building officials themselves, have
performed a great service to the homebuilding Industry. But
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model codes have not fully solved the problems of code uni-
formity. Only about one-fourth of the cities using model
codes have adopted the model without some modification. The
National Association of Home Builders points out: "Theirodel
codes are developed by qualified people and, in general, are
up to date, but over 30% of the changes..made 'to suit local
conditions' come from local codes prepared 20 or more years
ago". The modification of model codes by the local community
often is influenced by self-interest groups.

Model Codes

To help fill the need for workable codes, four major organi-
zations of industry and professional groups and several states
have developed building codes which may be adopted into law
for use in local communities. The codes xommonly are re.-
ferred to as model codes. The nationally recognized model .

codes and sponsoring organizations are given in table 1.
These model codes have been widely accepted by local commu'n-
ities and now are used by more'than 80% of the communities
with a population over 10,000. The organizations which pre-
pare model codes also provide for the continuous-updating
necessary to include recommendations based on industry re-
search and the development of new materials and methods.

National Building Code: The first model building code was
introduced in 1905 by the National Board of Fire Underwirters,
now known as the American InsuranceAssociation. The organi-
zation was concerned primarily with public protection against .

fire hazards, and this original code was*designed to guide
communities in setting up fire safety standards. With sub-
sequent additions, however, it laid t,he groundwork for the
development of touilding codes throughout the coUntry9. Now
known as the National Building.Code, an abbreviated edition
also is available for communities needing a less extensive
code. The National Building Code does not cover, tlie sub-
jects of plumbing and wiring.

Uniform Building Code: Ln ;1927, the International Confer:ence
of Building Official (initially the Pacific Coast Building
Officials Conference) published its Uniform Building Code.
Since that time, the code has gained wide national acceptance,
particularly in the West. The International Conference of
Building Officials (ICBO) alsO publishes the Uniform Building
Code Standards, Uniform Mechanital Code, Uniform Housing Code,
Uniform Code for the Abatement of Dangerous Buildings, Uni-
form Sign Code, Uniform Fire Code, Uniform Plumbing, and
One- .and.Two-Family Dwelling Code.
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TABLE 1 -- MODEL CONSTRUCTION CODES AND SPONSORING ORGANIZATIO

BUILDING coms

Basic Building Code

National Building Code
SouthernStandard Building Code
Uniform Building Code

One- and Two-Family Dewlling Code

ELECTRICAL CODES

National Electrical Code ,

One- And Two-Family Electrical Code

HOUSING CODES

Basic Housing--Property Maintenance
Code

-Housing Code
Southern Standard Housing Code
Uniform Housing Code

PLUMBING CODES

Basic Plumbing Code

Natibnal.Plumbing Code
Southern Standard Plumbing Code
Uniform Plumbing Code

MISCELLANEOUS CODES

Basic Fire Prevention Code

Fire Prevention Code
Safety Code For Mechanical
.Refrigeration

Building Officials and Co e Administrators
International, Inc.

American Insurance Associ.tion
Southern Building Code Consress
Intelmational Conference o Building

Officials
All of the above

National Fire Protection Association
National Fire Protection Ass ciation

Building Offitials and Code A ministrators
. International, Inc.
American Public Health'Associa ion
Southern'Building Code Congress
International Conference of Bui ding

Officials

Building Officials and Code Admin strators
International,Inc.

American Society of Mechanical Ln ineers
Southern Building Code Congress.
International Association of Plumb ng

and Mechanical Officials

Building Officials and Code Administrators
International, Inc.

American Insurance Association
American Society of Heating, Asfrige ating,

and Air-Conditioning Engineers, I c.

/
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Southern Standard Building Code: The Southern Building Code
Conference drafted the Southern Standard Building Code in 1945.
Now used extensively in the southern states, it was designed
to meet special problems tn that region. The Southern Build-
ing Code Congress (SBCC) also publishes'the Southern Standard
Plumbing Code, Southern Standard Gas Code, Southern Standard
Mechanical Code, Southern Standard Housing Code, and the_
One- and Two-Family Dwelling Code.

Basic Building Code: The Building Officials and Code Admin-
itrators International, Inc. (BOCA) developed the Basic
Building Code in 1950. Substantially revised, the BaSic
Building Code is still widely.used, primarily in the East
and Midwest. ' BOCA also publishes the Basic Fire Prevention
Code, Basic Housing-property Maintenance Code, Basic Plumb-.
ing Code, Basic Mechanical Code, and the One- and TwO-Family-
Dwelling Code.

One- And Two-Family Dwelling Code: In 1971 the four code
groups iTopted a consensus code titled the One- and TWO-
fmily Dwelling Code. This model code contains requirements
for building, planning and construction, including specifi-
cations for heating, cooling and plumbing. The One- and
Two-Family Electrical Code published by the Nattonal Fire
Protection Associatton is also included in the One- and Two-
Family Dwelling Code by reference. Publication of this single
national model code constituted a significant step toward uni-
form minimum reguldtions, but it remains for die code to be
recognized and adopted by state and local governments. The
National Plumbing Code, The Uniform Plumbing Code, Uniform
Heating and Comfort Cooling Code, and the National Electric
Code also have been developed to cover the special concerns
of public health and safety as affected by plumbing, heating,
cooling and wiring af buildings. Many local communities also
have adopted these codes, .since some of the model codes do
,not cover these subjects.

National Plumbing Code:. The National Plumbing'Code has been
developed as an American National Standard, ANSI A40.8-1955,
with the cooperation of several engineering, trade and indus-
try organizations. The purpose of the National Plumbing Code
is to protect-the public health. The' code, therefore covers
the proper design, installation and maintenance of plumbing
systems 4ased on principles of sanitation and safety, and not
necessarily on efficiency, convenience or adequacy for good
service or future expansion of system use. Standards for
materials and fixtures are based 'largely,on other industry
specifications such as Commercial Standards, American Stan-
dards, and ASTM Specifications (American Society For Testing
And Materials).
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Uniform ,Plumbing, Uniform Heating, and Comfort Cooling Codes:
In 1929, the Western Plumbing Officials Association established
the first Uniform PluMbing Code, and since that time has added
the Uniform Heating and Comfort Cooling Code. These codes
have been developed in the interest of public health and /

safety and cover the design, installation and maintenance of
plumbing, heating and air conditioning systems. Materials
and equipment standards are based largely on other industry
specifications and standards. These codes have gained wide-
spread use in the western states, as well as in other com-'
munities across the counrty.

National Electric Code: The National EleCtric Code was pro-
duced by the National Fire Protection Associ tion and has
been adopted as an American National Standar 1, , ANSI C1-1971.
The purpose of the National Electric Code is to assure the
safeguarding of persons and of buildings and their contents
from hazards arising from the use of electricity for light,
heat, power and other purposes. The Gode contains basic
minimum provisions for safety which, with proper_mainte-
nance, will result in installations free from hazard, but
not necessarily effitient, convenient or adequate for good
service or future expansion of electrical use. The Code
makes reference to many other industry specifications such
as Underwriters' Laboratori/es labels and requirements. It
is revised periodically and is adopted by reference into
many building codes.

National Fire Protection Association:- The National Fire Pro-
tection Association (NFPA) was organized in 1896 to promote
the science and advance-the methods of fire protection. NFPA
is a non-profit educational organization which publishes and
distributes various publications on 'fire safety--including
model codes, materials standards, and recommended practices.
These techrPjcal materials, aimed at minimizing losses of life
and propert by fire, are prepaYed by NFPA Technical Com=
mittees and are adopted at the annual meeting of the Associ-
ation. Al are published in the National Fire Codes, a 10
volume conipilation of NFPA's official technical material.
The National Electrical Code is a part of Volume 5.
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Using A Model Code

Figure 2 illustrates the-effective use of the Uniform Building
Code.

EFFECTIVE USE OF THE UNIFORM
BUILDING CODE

The following procedure May be helpful in using the Uniform Building
Code:

I. Classify the building:
A. OCCUPANCY GROUP: Determine the occupancy group which

the use of the building most nearly resembles. See the '01 sections
of ,Chapters 6 through 12. See Section 503 for buildings with
mixed occupancies.

B. TYPE OF CONSTRUCTION: Determine the type of construc-
tion of the building by the building materials used and the fire re-
sistance.of the parts of the building: See Chapters 17 through 22.

C. LOCATION ON PROPERTY: Determine the location *of the
building on the site and clearances to property lines and other
buildings from the plot plan. See Table No. 5-A and '03 sections
of Chapters 18 through 22 for exterior wall and wall opening re-
quiretnents based on proximity to property lines. See Section 504
for buildings located on the same site.

D. FLOOR AREA: Compute the floor area of the building. See
Table No. 5-C for basic allowable floor area based on occupancy
group and type of construction. See Section 506 for allowable in-
creases based on location on property and installation of an ap-
proved automatic fire-extinguishing system. See Section 505 (b)
for allowable floor area of multistory buildings.

E. HEIGHT AND NUMBER OF STORIES: Compute the height
of the building, Section 409, from grade, Section 408, and for the
number of stories, Section 420. See Table No. 5-D for the
allowable height and number of stories based on, occupancy
group and type of construction. See Section 507 for allowable
story increase basecion the installation of an approved automatic
fire-extinguishing system.

F. OCCUPANT LOAD: Compute the occupant load of the
building. See Section 3301 (c) and (d) and Table No. 33-A.

2. Verify compliance of the building with detailed occupancy
requirements. See Chapters 6 through 12.

.3. Verify compliance of the building with detailed type of construction
_ requirements. See Chapters 17 through 22.

4. Verify compliance of the building with exit requirements. See
Chapter 33.

5. Verify compliance of the building with detailed code regulations.
See Chapters 29 through 43, Chapters 47 through 54, and Appendix.

6. Verify compliance of building with engineering regulations and
requirements for materials of construction. See Chapters 23 through

1 29.

FIGURE 2
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Standards

In selecting materials or determining the suitability of ma-
terials and metkods, the specifier and the builder make ref-
erence to a variety of industry standards. The preparation
of standards may be the effort of a group of manufacturers,
professionals or tradesmen seeking simplification and ef-
ficiency or the assurance of a minithum level of quality.
Standards also may be the work of a governmental agency or
other group interested in establishing minimum levels of
safety and performance. .Hence, standards take a variety
of forms depending on source.and purpose.

Some.standards specify the constituents of a material, its
physical properties and performance under stress and varying
climatic conditions. Some may define terms, classify ma-
terials, state thicknesses, lengths and widths. Standards
may spell out the methods of joining separate materials, of
fabricating various parts of construction, or of assembling
systems.

In general, construction standards have two basic objectives:
(1) to establish levels of quality which may be recognized
by the user, specifier, approver or buyer of a material,
product or system; and (2) to standarize or simplify such
variables as dimensions, varieties or other characteristics
of specific products so as to minimize the variation in

manufacture or use.

Construction standards are used by manufacturers, sRecifiers,
consumers, communities and others. These standards may be
used either separately or within collections of standards
such as building codes, HUD Minimum Property Standards, and

architectural specifications'. These larger works have broader
objectives than standapds alonp, Codes are concerned basically
with minimum acceptable standei-ds of public health, safety
and welfare. HUD Minimum Property Standards establish minimum
requirements of design and construction for the insurance of

mortgage loans. Architectuoe4-4secifications establish re-
quirements of materials, equipment, finish, and workmanship
as desired by an architect for a partitular job.

Many industry groups provide programs of certification in
which materials and products are marked or labeled to indi-
cate that they have been produced to meet particuiar stan-
dards of manufacture and/or performance. Certification,
when based on independent inspection and testing according to
industry specifications, can provide assurance that certain
standards have been met. Manufacturers, tradesmen and sup-
pliers, working through,trade associations and industry
societies, provide mostof the active basic preparation of
materials specifications and performance criteria.
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Trade Asso -Ions: A trade association is an organiz ionaof
individual ma ufactüre.rs or businesses engaged in the rodul-'
tion or suppl of materials and/or services of a similar nature.

11' A basic function of a trade,association is to promote the in-
terests of its membership. Those interests generally are best
served by the proper uselp the groups' materials, products

qa1.0 services. The prope use of homebuilding materials and
Methods is guided largely by the development of suitable
levels of quality for the manufacture, use and installation
during construction. Some of the most important activities
of tradekassociations are directed toward research into the
use and improvement of materials and methods, and toward
formulating specifications and performance standards. In

*many instances, trade associations also sponsor programs of
ertification in which labels, seals, or other identifiable

marks are placed on materials or products manufactured to
particular standards or specifications.

Specifications-Standards: Specifications are clear and ac-
curate descriptions of t'echnical requirements of materials,
products or services. They may state respirements for qual-
ity and the use of materials and methods to prodibce a desired
product, system, application or finishv Specifications be-
come standards when they are adopted for use by a broadpgroup
of manufacturers, users, or specifiers.

The American Plywood Association is a good example of a trade
6ssociation active in developing standards. This association
is supported by a large membership of manufacturers producing
softwood plywood. The production of varibus types and grades
of plywood requires the selection and classification of wood
veneers,according to strength and appearance. Prbducing ply-
wood from these veneers demands careful manufacturing control
of such factors as moisture content and adhesive type. jhe
completed product, properly assembled, bonded and finished,
must conform to abody of material specifications, manufac-
turing procedures and performance testing standards. Ply-
wood manufacturers, through their own res'earch and combined
efforts within the American Plywood Association, financially
and technically support the research and development of cri-
teria which the association formulates into industry speci-
fications. The written specifications become the standards
to which members of the association agree to ,produce plywood.

The standards developed by trade associations often are
adopted by or used as a base from which other groups, such
as the American National Standards Institute (ANSI), may;
develop standards, For example, industry standards may be

promulgated as NSI Standards -

which are often incorporated into the HUD M1nimurn Property
Standards or building codes.
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Certification: Trade associations and industry groups also
may provide assurance that established standards. have been
met in-manufacture. Certification of qUality,pay take the
form of grademarks, labels, or seals. ,", For eitmple, the
American Plywood Association also maintains a continbing pro-
gram of product testing during and after manufacture with
grade markings applied directly to the4plywood. The gde-
mark is a visible statement that the ,specifications and stap...,,
dards of the Americ'an.Plywood Association and appropriate
Product Standard has been met.

American For Testing and Materials (ASTM): The Amer-
ican Society r Igesting and Materials is an tnternational,
privately finantea, nu-profit, technical, scientific and
educational society. Th.e objectives of the Society-are "the
promotiOn of knowledge of the materials of engineering, and,
the standardization of specifications and methods of testing".
Two general .categories of information and publications ar

(
available from ASTM: (1) ASIM Standards: which include de, -

finitions of terms, specifications and methods of test fo
materials and construction used throughout the industry; and.
(2) data dealing with research and testing of,materials pub-
lislied in monthly and luaYterly journals, and special tech-
nAcal publicdtions which cover symposia and collections of
data. ASTM SpecificatioAs are designated by the'initials
ASTM, followed by a code number and the year of last N-
vision. For example, ASTM C55-66T is the ASTM tentative
specification for "Concrete Building Brick" as last revised
in 1966. ,

.e.

American National Standards Instftute (ANSI): The American
-

National Standards Institute is the name adopted by the United
States of AmericapStandards Institute (USASI) in October 1969.
USASI was created in1966,by the complete reorganization..of .

the earlier standards organization, the American Standards
Association (ASA). This Testructuring provided for a Member
Body Council, a Company Member Council and a Consumer Council.

The Member Body Council, comprised of approximately 140 na-
tional'trade, professional and scientific associations, is
responsible fortiestablishing and maintaining procedures for
the approval of standards as American National Standards.
The Company Member Council consists of several hundredgin-
dustrial firms and representatives of labor and government.
The,Company Member Council and the Consumer Council provide
membership on the .Board of Directors and work closely with
the Member Body Council tn recommending areas. of standard-

\\tization deemed essential, and in reviewing standards.

MSI is priVately financed, its financial support being de-
rived from voluntary membership dues and from the sale of
the published American National Standards. These are na-
tional standards arrived at by common consent, are available
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for voluntary use, and often are incorporated in regulations
and codes. The ANSI does not formulate standards itself,
but rather acts as the national coordinating institute for
voluntary standardization and promotes knowledge and
voluntary,use of standards.

An American National Standard is designated by code number,and
date of last revision. For example; ANSI Al2.1-.1967 coveFs
"Safety Requirements for Floor and Wall Openings, Railings
and Toe Boards", which was originally adopted by ASA in 1932,
later revised in 1967, and became an American National Stan-
dard upon adoption in 1979.

Underwriters' Laboratories, Inc. (UL): Undeewriters' Lab-
oratories, Inc. Is chartered as a nonprofit cirganization to
establish, maintain and operate laboratories for the exam-
ination and testing of devices, systems and materials. The
main objectives of UL are: (1) "to determine the relation
of various materials, devices, constr4stions, and metbods to
life, fire, and casualty hazards"; (2i "to ascertain, define
and publish Standards, Classifications, and Specifications
for materials, devices, construction, and methods affecting
such hazards"; and (3) to provide "other information tending
to reduce' and preventiross of life and property from fire,
crime, and casualty".

UL also contracts with manufacturer's and other parties "for
the ejiamination, classifcation, testing, and hnsp ction of
bui1dings, materials, devices, and methods wi'th rejference

,to life, fire, and casualty hazards". . Findings ate circu-
lated by various publications to inSurance organizations,
other interested parties and to the public. The UL also
contracts to provide product certifica fon by attaching
certifrcates or labels to examined, ested or inspected
materials, devices, and products.

The Underwriters' Liboratories, Inc. originally wa
in 1894 and was subsidized by the stook insurance
Before the turn of the century, as new electrical
products came rapidly into the market, it became n
to test and inspect them to inSure public safety.
tional Board of Fire UnderWriters (now the America
Association) organized and sponsored Underwriters'
tories, Inc. to meet this demand. UL became self-
in about 1916. 0

formed
ompanies.
gvice and
cessary
The Na-
Insurance

Labora-
upporting

To sustain the testing program, UL contracts'with the peoduct
submittor'for testing, report and listing of devices, systems
or materials on a time-and material basis, The cost of the
inspection service is provided for either by an annual fee
or by service charges for labels, depending on the type of
service. Materials, and peoducts carrying UL labels and cer-
tificates must neet published standards of performance and
manufacture and are subjected to UL inspection du'ring manufac-
ture.
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Although primarily interested in public safety, UL's policy
is to list and label only products which perform their inten-
ded function. If a product does not perform with reasonable
efficiency, even.though it may be perfectly sdfe, it does
not quality for the UL-label'.

Underwriters' Laboratories, Inc. Standards are designated by
the initials UL, followed by a code number. No date of last
revition is indicated by the number. For example, UL55B covers
"Class 'C' Asphalt Organic-Felt Sheet Roofing and Shingles"
and was last revised in 1962.

IMPEDIMENTS TO SOLAR SYSTEMS

Solar 'System Hazards

The principal hazards to health and safety from solar energy
systems are derived from the risk of leakage, fire, or ex-
plosion (due to,damage from high temperatures, pressures,
corrosion, other component failure, or impact) and the risk
of human contact with hot surfaces or brOken glazing. There
is also some risk of contamination of drinking water with
toxic coolants if plumbing is not properly done. And there
are potential structural problems from high winds or snow
lowds if collectors are not strong enough.

Impediments Imposed By Codes

Building codes, specifically applicable to hot water and
space heating, air conditioning, and electrical equipment,
seldom contain provisions covering onsite solar systems.'
Under the major model codes a "heating appliance" is pres-
'ently defined as a device that generates heat from solid,
liquid, or gaseous fuels, or with electricity. Solar
sources are not mentioned, nor are they included in the
definitions of ventilating or cooling appliances.

For most kinds of construction materials and equipment,
nationally recognized standards, test methods, and testing
agencies are specified in the codes. Two examples are the
Underwriters Laboratories, Inc., for electrical equipment,
and the American Gas Association, for gas equipment. For
solar energy systems,.such nationally recognized standards,
test methods, and listing agencies do not exist.

A difficulty encountered with any new technology, and par-
ticularly one involving as many small and inexperienced
manufacturers-as in the current solar energy industry, is
that it is necessary that standard testing procedures be
developed rapidly, and in step with the development of each
type of technology. It is also necessery, however, that
these standards be reviewed constantly so that new and dif-,
ferent design approaches are not inadvertently ruled unac-
ceptable.
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Under the model cades, heating, ventilating, and cooling ap-
pliances must be approved by building officials or carry the
label of an approved testing agency or laboratory. There is
no agency to certify compliance and attach labels to solar
equipment, nor is there a nationally recognized set of stan-
dards on which to base compliance.

Solafr heating systems are therefore at a potential disadvantage
as c mpared to conventional systems, which can be approyed for
insta"1..1ation with a simple showing of a label.

While the lack of standards may be the most important building-
code problem for solar systems, there are other poss-ible im-
pediments. Limitations on the overhang of roofs and awnings,
for example, may thw&rt some passive solar designs..

Unrealistically,high demands an solar heating systems for
buildings may result from high minimum temperature require-
ments (720F under the Iup code's standards) and from large
minimum ventilation and light requirements for windows in
the model codes.

Limitations on residential building heights that may preclude
roof collectors, chimney and plumbing clearances, application
of new standards to old buildings in retrofit stivations,
roof.slope requirements, and implied prohibitions against
using solar collectors as integral parts of a structures
roof or walls.

Ite
Standards for prefabricated assemblies may result in costl
tests to demonstrate weather resistance.

Impediments Imposed by Building Officials

A structural component that is unique to solar systems is
the collector. Solar collectors are not dealt with.by pre-
sent building codes. Once heat is collected or electricity
is generated, it is transported away, stored, and utilized
by beans that have been long used in conventional energy ,

systenm. Pipes, ducts, valves; storage tanks, controls,
wiring, storage batteries, etc., are already provided far,
even though their,use may be novels.

Alternative materials, equipment, or methods must be shown,
to the buiAding officials' satisfaction, to be at least the
equivalent of that prescribed in the codes in strength, °

fire resistance, durability, quality, effectiveness; and
safety. Demonstrating that these six criteria have been met
may be difficult. Building officials may require testing, at
the applicants' expense, by approved testing officials (ch.osen
by the building officials) using approved test methods (chosen
by the building officials unless methods are specifically pro-
vided for in the code).
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The effect of the administrative provisions is to give build-
ing officials discretion that may result in market fragmen-
tation, delay, additional expense, and uncertainty in the
processing of permit.applications.

Overcoming The Impediments

RevisiOns To Codes: The ideal solution to potential building ,

code problems would be nationally recognized standards and
testing procedures for the various kinds of sola;I:nergy
systps 4, ahd nationally recognized accrediation ncies to
certifY compliance with these standards and to gr44;nt listings.
These standards for materials, equipment, and installation
would be adopted by reference in -all local and state building
codes, and listing would be accepted as sufficient proof of
code approval if the equipment were installed in compliance
with the conditions given in the listing. Equipment stan-
dards must include both performance standards and test methods
for collectors, storage, and whole systems.

Government Action: A federal solar building code or federally
mandiled standards would probably be constitutional, but un-
necessary. Federal assistance' in coardinating and certifying
state solar building code programs would be beneficial, however.
A variety of itate approaches should be acceptable so long as
the variations in code requirements are based on state and
local conditions and do not unreasonably burden interstate
commerce in solar equipment.

States could write statewide mandatory codes that would revise
building codes,tq remove tha problem provisions or exempt solar
systems from application of particular provisions so long as
the requirements of safety, health, -and structural strength
are met. States will of course want to test for matters
bearing on these requirements. If the standards and test
methods are reasonably consistent, predictably, and not un-
reasonably costly, the federal government should permit the
states.to require them.

An alternative would be federal legislation requiring states
to set their own standards and revise their building codes by
a specified date, or have federally determined standards and
codes set for them. This could be a fast solution, but may
result in enough local variation in solar energy systems to
prove a burden on interstate commerce.

Or the federal government may want to support an effort to
revise the model codes to remove impediments to the effective
use of solar energy, This could be done by the major model
code groups. Federal legislation could make such a program
mandatory nationwide, or could make adoption by the states
voluntary, but with incentives to make state adoption likely.
The great advantage of the first option is that it would
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quickly result in nearly uniform nationwide standards. The
federal enactment of even a national solar building code,
'although unprecedented, would certainly be sustained by the
courts as within the broad powers of Congress to regulate
commerce. Opposition to such precedent-setting legislation
might be overwhelming.

Certification: There might be private, state, or federal cer-
tification of solar equipment. In this country, certification
has traditionally been a private-sector function of test labs
such as- ters Laboratories. State certification-for

gratins based o thermal performance of collectors is being
done in Florida California, and other states. Early ex-
perience with federal certification of systems for the HUD
demonstration program proved unsatisfactory because of lengthy
delays, however, and that experience may lead to opposition to
any federal certification program Self-ceytification by -

manufacturers, provided there,is some mechanism for assuring
that it is done honestly, should be adequate for removing the
code burden, provided the state will accept that as equivalent
to code approval.

Building Officials": Impediments due to testinTand approval
procedures and other various requirements have not been re-
ported as a practital problem for solar equipment users so
far. It is possible that building -officials will continue
to look upon solar systems in a friendly way, and never apply
the codes to them in the manner that the codps call for. It
seems more likely that as solar systems gain popularity there
will be ,some labor unions and manufacturers of particular types
of systems who would benefit if current codes are '6nforced,
and who would thus loUby for their strict application. If
opposing forces organize before building todes are modified
to accommodate solar equipment, it mapbe much more difficult
to change the codes.

As an interim measure, State certification can provide local
building officials 'with guidelines until a national testing
and certification program can be put in place. Some states
may wish to go beyond furnishing guidelines, and can write
laws that require local butlding officials to approve solar
equipment that meets State ,standards and is certified by
State agencies.

SOLAR ENERGY BUILDING CODES AND STANDARDS

Model Document For Code Officials

During June' 1980, a model docUment for code officials on solar
heating and cooling of buildings was issued. Entitled Recom-
mended Requirements. to Code Officials for Solar Heating, Cooling
and Hot Water Systems, the document represents recommended re-
quirements sponsored by the Council fo American Building Of-
fitials (CABO) under the auspices of the American National
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Standards'Institute (ANSI). CABO is a copperative effort of
the three model code organizations (Building Officials and
Code Administrators International, International Conference
of Building Officials, and Southern Building Code Congress
International) to achieve uniformity in regulations, inter-
pretation and product approval, and to represent building
officials at the national level. The recommended require-
ments were developed using ANSI approved CABO consensus pro
cedures, thereby assuring technically competent committees
with balanced representation.- It is a product of unprece-
dented joint effort by representatives of industry, labor,°
consumers, home builders, code officials, governors, mayors,
county executives and city managers. It should be a useful
,referen& source for local officials seeking to amend local
building codes to accomodate solar energy systems.

The purpose of the recommehded requirements is to provide
for reasonable protection of the public health and safety,
while at the same time encouraging consumers, builders,
designers, manufacturers, installers and others to utilize
solar energy technologies while 'permitting experimentation
and innovation.

These recommended-requirements include provisions for elec-
tnical, building, mechanical and plumbing installations for
active and pasive solar energy systems used for space or
process heating and cooling, and domestic water heating.
Durability, life expectancy and related requirements of these
systems are notoaddressed. Xlthough installations may comply
with these recommended requirements, there is no represen-
tation that the solar system will be efficient or cost ef-
fective.

These recoMmended requirements are not intended to be complete
in themselves. In order to encourage uniform and consistent
application, they provide:

1. References to relevant existing code provisions, and
2. New provisions to be considered for incorporation into

existing codes.

Tjlese recommended requirements are multi-purpose in nature and
will be of interest to all segments of the building community:

1. The code enforcement official will use them as a reliable
reference guide for reviewing and approving_ solar energy
installations.

2. The design professional, builder, manufacturer, supplier,
and installer will have a means for determining the para-
meters under which components and systems will be judged.

3. The standard and code writing organization will have a
means for'identifying problems, setting priorities, and
updating documents to,provi4e for solar energy sytems.
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4. The consumer, environmental organittion, and consumer
protection agency will use them to foster better public
understanding of the ways in which public health and
safety can be protected when utilizing solar energy
systems.

Solar'tnergy Code For Plumbing

A Uniform Solar Energy Code developed by the International
Association of Plumbing and Mechanical Officials (IAPMO) was
adopted at the forty-ninth annual conference during September,
1978. The code provides for ordinance adoption, a schedule
of permit fees, and provisions that apply to the erection,
installation, alteration, addition, repair, relocation, re-
placement, maintenance or use of any solar system as minimum
requirements and standards for the protection of the public
health, safety, and welfare. Provisions of the code are
limited to those areas applicable to installation and- main-
tenance of plumbing systems based on principles of sanitation
and safety.

Code Manual For Passive Solar Design

A reference manual for single family residential construction
was issued in 1979 under the auspices of the Southern Solar
Energy Center, one of four regional centers established by
the Department of Energy to help industry commercialize
economically viable solar applications. One of the Center's
most important missions is to work with the building comr
munity to promote energy efficieht/solar building construc-
tion, and to remove barriers to solar use. This reference
manual represents an effort to give builders within the, region
a practical tool to clarify the impact of building and energy
codes on passive residential designs.

Building codes and their enforcement have a profound, and for
the most part, beneficial effect'on the quality and safety-of
homes. However, certain code regulations may unintentionally
conflict with passive designs, which were not envisioned when
the laws were created. As kassive solar use gains wider ac-
ceptance, these conflictswill become More evident. The ref-
erence manual identifies problems, thereby warning designers
and builders of potential conflicts, while helping code of-
ficials and legislative groups to understand and give consid-
eration to special passive solar designs. The information con-
tained within the guide is to be updated periodically to keep
builders informed of the latest changes in regulations and codes.

The warkbook is divided into three parts. Part I contains
general information on types of passive solar techniques and
a method for estimating passive solar performance. Part II
contains descriptions of the important codes and standards .

that are later referenced in Part III of the workbook. Each
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of the code descriptions lists the items in the code which
could have a potential impact on a passive solar design and
concludes with an overall analysis of the effect the code_
has on the vse of such techniques,. Part III contains sum-

,* maries of state and local codes and code agencies. Included
is a synopsis of statements made by the building official
about the use of passivesolar n his jurisdiction and de-
scriptions of any related programs (such as those of utility-
companies). The last entry gives, briefly, the stated re-
quirements to file for a building permit.

Performance Criteria for Commercial Building Solar Energy
Systems

Interim Performance Criteria For Solar Heating And Cooling
Systems In Commercial Buildings, a document prepared by the
National Bureau of Standards, was issued during November, 1976..
Intended primarily for use in-the solar demonstration program,
the performance criteria, however, were prepared such that
evolution into definitive performance criteria u.seful in the
development of provisions for model and local building codes
as well as Federal specificati6ns would be.possible.

Objectives: The interim criteria have the following objectives:

1. To provide designers, manufacturers and evaluators with
the technical performance criteria that will be used for
the commerical solar heating and cooling demonstration
program.

2. To establish technical performance levels that will be
used for the evaluationand procurement of systems, sub-
systems and components for the commercial solar heating
and cooling demonstration program.

3. To provide a basis for the development of more definitive
performance criteria at a later date.

,Sc7pe: 'The interim performance criteria given for hardware
re ated items including space heating systems, hot water
systems, space cooling systems, or combinations thereof,
and their varioussubsystems, components, and materials are
intended to:

1. Establish minimum levels for health and safety that are
' consistent with those presently established for conven-
tional systems used in commercjal applications.

2. EnstAte that'the proposed heating, cooling, and hot water
systems, or combinations thereof, are capable of provid-
ing levels of performance consistent with those provided
by conventional systems used in commercial applications.

3. Verify that proposed systems, subsystems, and components
are capable of providing their design performance levels.
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4. Ascertain that the systems, subsystems, and components
are durable, relaible, readily maintainable and generally
constructed in accordance with good engineering practice.

The interim performance criteria are intended to be flexible
/ in order to allow freedom of design and encourage innovation

in keeping'with the intent of Public Law 93-409, The Solar
Heating and Cooling Demonstration Act of 1974.

Standard For Energy Conservation In New Building Design

ASHRAE Standard 90-75, issued by The American.Society of
Heating, Refrigerating, and Air-Conditioning Engineers, Inc.,
is the first national technical standard aimed specifically
at reducing energy consumption in buildings. It prescribes -

performance levels for individual building components, but ,

has provisions for evaluation of alternate designs. As such,
it provides the technical basis for subsequent, legal models.

Standard.Method For Measuring Solar-Optical Properties Of
Materials

ASHRAE Standard 74-73 was issued as a standard method of
measuring and reporting the Solar-Optical properties of ma-
terials. The standard includes consideration of the direc-
tion and nature of the direct, diffuse, and reflected radiant
energy incident on the sample of material; limits the wave-
length range to 0.3 to 3.0 micorns, with a spectral distri-
bution equivakent to the solar spectrum at a specified air
mass; and spectfies equipment and procedures for determining
the transmitting, reflecting, and absorbing characteristics
of the sample as measured. This standard provides the tech-
nical basis for considerations in both passive designs and
other solar collecting devices and systems.

tandard Methods of Testing To Determine The Thermal Per-
formance of Solar Collectors

ASHRAE Standard 93-77, (ANSI B198.1-1977), was issued in 1977
- as a test procedure whereby solar energy collectors can be

tested both indoors,.and outdoors, rated in accordance with
their thermal performance, and povide means for determining
the time constant and the variation of collector efficiency
with changes in the angle of indidence between the sun's
direct rays and the normal to the collector aperture. Pro-

i

visions for testing both concentrating and flat-plate co lec-
tors in which a fluid enters the collector through a sin le
inlet and leaves the collector through a single 6utlet a e

included. The heat transfer fluid may be either a liquid or
a gas, but not a mixutre of the two phases. This standard
is not applicable to those collectors in which the thermal

,
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storage unit is an integral part of the collectOr to such an
extent that the collection process and the storage process
cannot be separated for the purpose of making measurements
of these two processes (i.e., passive units would normally
not be covered).

Stand rd Methods of Testing Thermal Storage Devices Based On
Therm 1 Performance ,

ASHRA Standard 94-77 (ANSI B199.1-1977) was issued in 1977
as a complementing test method to ASHRAE Standard 93-77, the
purpoSe being to provide a standard procedure for determing
the thermal performance of thermal energy storage devices
used in heating, air conditioning, and service hot water.
This Standard applies to sensible heat and latent heat-type
therm01 energy storage devices in which a transfer fluid
enters the device through a single inlet and leaves the de-
vice through a single outlet. The standard is not applicable
to those configurations in which there is simulta6eous flow
into the storage device through more than one inlet and/or
simultaneous flow out of the storage device through more than
one outlet. The transfer fluid can be either a gas or a
liquid or a mixture of the two. The standard does not in-
clude factors relating to cost, life, relaibility, or the
consideration of requirements for interfacing with specific
heating and cooling systems.

Certification And Accreditation

As of mid-1979', the matter of who will run a program to test,
rate,iand certify solar equipment and pstems and who will
accr4it laboratories capable of doing the tests was still
an open question. A number of organizations, however, were
addressing the issue:

ARI Foundation: Working through the National Bureau of Stan-
dards; the ARI Foundation, Inc. (ARIF)1 a subsidiary of the
Air-Conditioning and Refrigeration Institute, developed cri-
teria for evaluating testing laboratories and identified
those laboratories deemed qualified to test collectors ac-
cording to ASHRAE.Standard 93-97. ARIF also came up with a
blueOrint for a certification program and has since launched
such an undertaking open to manufacturers.

Solar Energy Research and Education Foundation: Through a .

contract with the Department of Energy, the Solar Energy Re-
Search and Education Foundation (SEREF), a sister organiza-
tion of the SocleY Energy Industries Associatfon, has been
developing a solar collector rating, certification, and
labeling program whic4-1s designed to be combined with a
laboratory accreditation program.

Moreover, both Florida and California have their own programs
functioning and the National Bureau of Standards is assisting
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the Department of Energy and HUD in applying for a National
Voluntary Laboratory Accreditation Program for solar col-
lectors. This latter program is viewed as a possible per
manent mechanism for accrediting laboratories that test solar
equipment.

HUD MINIMUM PROPERTY STANDARDS

The National Housing Act, enacted by Congress in 1934 nd
amended from time to time, created the Federal Hous g Ad-
ministration (FHA) to stimulate home construction y insuring
mortgage loans. The functions of this agency were transferred
by Congress in 1965 to the 'newly created Department of Housing
and Urban DevelopMent (HUD) and FHA became paA of this larger
cabinet-level department. The overall purpose of HUD is to
assist in the sound development of the nation's'communities
and metropolitan areas. Encouragement of housing production
through mortgage insurance and various subsidies has been one
of HUD's chief objectives. Improvement in housing quality and
-in land planning standards has been another HUD objective man-
dated by Congress.

Not all housing programs authorized by Congress involVe mort-
'gage .insurance. Prior to 1973, FHA-jnsured private housing.
had to conform to the FHA Minimum Property Standards, while
subsidized public housing was regulated by a different Set
of standards. With the adoption in that year of the HUD
Minimum Property Standards (MPS), uniform standards became
applicable to all HUD housing programs. The MPS are intended
to,provide a sounA technical basis for the planning and de-
sign of housing under the numerous programs of HUD. The \
standards de5cribe those characteristics ina.property which
will provide present and continuing utility, durability,
desirability, economy of maintenanc , and a safe and health-
ful epvironment.

Environmental quality is considered throughout :Elie MPS. As
a general policy, development of all propertie must be con-
sistent with the nattonal program for'conservatio of energy
and'other natural resourCes. Care must be exercise to avoid
air, water, land and noise pollution and Other hazards to the
environment.

The Standardsjr

Mandatory: The Minimum Property Standards consist of three
volumes of mandatory standards--

1. MPS for One- and Two-Family Dwellings, HUD 4900.1;
2. MPS for Multifamily Housing, HUD 4910.1;
3. MPS for Care-Type Housing, HUD 4920.1.

Variations and exceptions for seasonal homes intended for
other than year-round occupancy are liqed in HUD 4900.1.
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Advisory: A fourth volume, the MPS Manual of Acceptable
Practices, HUD 4930.1, contains advisory and illustrative
material for the three volumes of mandatory standards. Where
no specific level of performance,is stated in pe,standards,
the Manual of Acceptable.Practices may be used.to determine'
acceptance or equivalence. This manual.is not an additional
standard, but is intended to provide information and data rep
resenting good current practice in residential design and
construction technology.

Local Codes And Regulations

Standards As Codes: The Minimum Property Standards are not
intended to serve as a building code. Such codes are pri-
marily concerned with factors of .health and safety and not
the many other aspects of design and use which are included
in.the MPS as essentia4 for continued aweptance by the oc-
cupants. Where the local code, regulation or requirement
permits lower standards than MPS requirements, the. MPS re-
quirements apply for FHA-insured loan qualification: In
the event the local code, regulation or requirement pre-
cludes compliance with MPS, the property may be ineligible
unless the intent set forth,in the MPS is fully attained by
the alternate means proposed.

Compliance With Codes: The minimum standards shall not be
construed as relteving the builder of his responsibility for
compliance with local ordinances, codes and regulations in-
cluding established requirements of a health authority having
jurisdiction. HUD does not assume responsibility for en-.
.forcing or determining compliance with local codes and regu-
lations or make interpretations regarding their application
in any,specific instance.

=,

Intermediate Property Standards For 'Solar Systems

The matter of sufficient supplies of energy fo)1 the United
States is one of our greatest concerns. The diminishing sup-
ply of conventional energy resourCes has made the development
of new energy resources imperative. In response to thesee
problems, HUD initiated its first Intermediate Minimum Prop-
erty Standards for Solar Heating and Domestic Hot Water Systems,
HUD 4930.2, in 1977. As new tedhnology is developed this stan-
dard will be updated and improved to include the most recent
reliable information available.

The Intermediate Minimum Property Standards for Solar Heating
and Domestic Hot Water Systems were prepared as a supplement
to the mandatory Minimum Property Standards and deal only
with the aspects of planning and design that are different
from conventional housing by reason of the solar systems under
consideration. In general, the solar supplement document
chapters and divisions are organized to parallel the chapters
and divisions contained in the Minimum Property Standards.
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Application: The solar components must provide for the col-
lection of solar energy, conversion of the solar energy to
thermal energy, and distribution, storage and Control of the
thermal energy so obtained.' Insofar as applicable, these
standards apply to active and passive solar energy systems
that utilize building elements, mechanical subsystems, or
combinations thereof.

Variations To Standards: rhe solar supplement standards are
intended to enc6urage the use of new or innovative designs,
technologies, methods or materials in solar applications.
-These features include designs, methods of construction,
systems, subsystems, components, materials, and processes
which do not comply with the MPS and the solar .supplement,
and whose acceptance cannot be determined by other' provisions
of the standards. Alternatives, floncOnvnetional or innovative
designs, methods, and materials shall demonstrate, however,
equivalent quality to the standards. in operating effective-
ness, structural soundness, durability, economy of mainte-
nance or operation, and usability. Provisions for variations
to standards are proyided in the document.

WARRANT;dES.

Sales contracts for sUch things as mechanical devices, elec-
trical appliances, and automobileseusuallv include statements
known as warranties or guarantees. These statements are pro-
mises made by the seller or'manufacturer assuring the pur-
chaser of satisfaction in the uSe of the merchandise. A
Warranty, as the word i5 used here, is some undertaking of
the seller with respect to the goods he sells. The seller
may never use the-word "warranty", but neveetheless find him-
self answerable-in damages to the buyer for a breach of war-
ranty. But this has not always been the law. The courts, in
the early hisotry of the law of sales, rigidly applied the
maxim caveat emptor -- let the buyer beware. The duty, there-
fore, was imposed on the buyer to examine the article he was
buying and act on him own judgement and at his own risk. The
emphasis today is placed on the maxim caveat venditor -- let
the seller beware. This does not mean that the seller is
liable merely because the buyer is disappointed with his bar-
gain. It does mean the seller is liable for his express war-
ranties and the warranties implied by law. It is well to
keep, in mind, however, that a warranty is part of the con-
tract. It now remains to discuss:

1. The express warranty;
2. The implied warranty of quality;'
3. Exclusion of Warranties;
4. Product liability;
5. The Warranty Act;
6. Warranties and Solar Energy Systems.
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The Express Warranty

Affirmdiion Or Promise: Ah express warranty need flat be in
any special form nor is it necessary to use the word "warranty"
or any word of similar import. Any affirmation of fact or
any promiseoby the,seller relating to the goods is an express
warranty if the natural tendency of such dffirmation or pro-
mise is to induce the buyer to purchae the goods. State-
ments, however,' which are the opinion or the Wief only of
the seller, commofly referred to as "sales talk" or "pufftng",
are permissible in.the law of sales. The legal,distinction
between sales talk'and a warranty is often said to be the
distinction betwe'en a statement of opinion and a statement
of fact. It is to be realized, however, that any false state-
ment in regard t6 the basis of value, such as the book valde
of the goods or the.past income of the property, may amount
to false representation. The distinction between a statem
me t of opinion and a 5tatement of fact and those sta ments
wh ch, amounting to false representations with intent o de-
fraud, give rise to a remedy in tort for fraud and dec t.

Statements of opinioh include-words of commendation or praise,
such as "valuable" or "the best product on the market", which
are in their nature dependent on individual opinion, but state-
ments of fact generally include words that are capable of proof

_,,..or disproof, such as "this dress is 100% wool".

It should be pointed out that if the actual information of the
buyer is by him known to be equal or superior to that of the
seller, reliance on the statement of the seller is not justi-
fied. The factual situations of the particular case are de-

.
cisive as to whether or not the seller has made an express
warranty because, in ,the final andlysis, it is the natural
consequence of what the seller says and the re,liance thereon
of the buyer that are important in determining whether or not
the seller has made an express warranty.

Sale By Sample, Model, Or Description: Section 2-313 of the
Warranty Act provides that an expness warranty may be created
in a sale by sample, model or description. A sales by sample
is created when the seller actually draws a sample from the
bulk of the goods. A sale by model is created when the seller
offers a model for inspection when the goods are not readily
available. The whole of the goods, however, must conform to
the sample or model. A sale by description may be made by
patent name, trade name, blueprints, or the like. The mere
exhibition of a sample or model ar the use of trade names does
not of itself create a warranty. Any of these factors, however,
will create an express warranty if made a part of the basis
of the bargin. If the warranty is made after the sale--as
where the buyer is taking delivery--the warranty need not be
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supported by consideration since it is a modification. Irre-
spectfve of the time'when the warranty is made, it is always
a question.of fact whether the language, samples, or models
are to.be regarded as a warranty, it may be that recovery will
be allowed on an implied,warranty.

The Implied Warranty Of Quality

There are two implied warranties of quality, the warranties of
. merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose. These
warranties; however, are not necessarily the only implied war-
ranties. Other implied warranties.may arise from a cour'se of
dealing or usage of trade.

Warranty Of Merchantability: Section 2-314 of the Warranty Act,
which is restricted to merchants, defines the term "merchanta-
.billty" in detail. The, term, bro&dly stated, means that the
goods are of fair average quality or that they will pass in the
trade without objection.",The Code expressly provides that the
merchant-seller impliedly warrants that the goods are fit for
the ordinary purpose for which they are used. This provision
differs frOm the "fitness for particular purpose" warranty.
For example, shoes are generally used for/the purpose of walking
upon ordinary ground. .A seller, hoWeverj may or may hot know
that a-particular pair was selected to be used.for climbing
mountains. The sell*r also warrants that the goods are ade-
quately contained, packaged., and labeled if the nature of the'
goods and of the transaction require a certain type of con-
tainer, package, or label and that the goods conform to the
representations made on the label or container. As for the
requirement that the container be adequate, suppose Brown
purchases fruit juice contained in a glass bottle, and, upon
drinking the juice, is injured because of chipped glass. : He
could recover for breach of warranty of merchantability even"
though the fruit juice itself is wholesome. It is'expressly
provided that the serving of food or drink to be consumed,on
premises or elsewhere is a sale. The warranty of me chantal-
bility, therefore,Ancludes the serving of food.or 4yink. It
is generally.held, however, that such things as an casional
clam shell in clam chowder are not foreign to the product and.
are to be expected.

--.

Warranty .Of Fitness For A Particular'Purpose: This warranty--
commonly referred to a5 a.warranty of suitability--is a war-
..oranty that the goods will prove fit for the purpose for which
they are purchased. This warrantyogill be implied whether
the seller is-or is not.a merchant ff the buyer:

1. Expressly or impliedly makes known tothe seller thet
particular purpose'for which the goods are wanted,°and

2. A.44e's-upon the skill and judgment of the seller in the
-

se)ection of the goods.
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Both of these requirements are essential. The first element
may be satisfied where the seller is apprised of-the purpose
of the buyer from the very nature of the transaction. The
seller obviously knows that a fur coat is bought to be worn
as a garment. The buyer, however, must make a particular pur-
pose known to the seller if a special or unusual purpose is
intended. A buyer who wants to purchase a pair of shoes for:
the particular purpose of climbing mountains, therefore, must
make that purpose known to the seller.

The sale of goods today is accomplished to a great extent by
the use of trade names. Designation of an article by its
trade name, however, is only oneof the facts to be considered.
The'implied warranty of fitness applies, therefore, where the
seller recommends an article having a trade name as being
suitable for the particular purpose stated by the buyer. But
it must appear that the buyer did not order the article by its
trade name. The buyer who insists on a particular brand or
trade name would not be relying on the skill and judgment of
the seller. The bu'yer would be relying on the ,reputation of
the branded article rather,than upon the judgment of the se1ler.
The test, whether the goods are purchased by trade names or
otherwise, is whether or not the necessary facts are proved
by showing knowledge of the seller of the particular purpose
of the buyer and the required reliance by the buyer on the
superior skill and judgment of the seller.

Exclusion Of 'Warranties

The parties may desire some particular'kind of warranty or
they may desire to eliminate the warranties provided for by
the Code (the FTC promulgation of the Warranty Act). This
they may generally do. But it should be pointed out that if
the parties desire any particular warranty or desire t(a ex-
clude warranties, language should be used which clearly ex-
presses their intention.

Express Warranty: An express warranty may be excluded, and
,anexpress,warranty and a disclaimer will be constructed as
consistent with each other wherever reasonable. An agree-
ment cottaining an express warranty-and a clause disclaiming .

the express warranty, however, contains inconsistent clauses.
Suppose the subipct matter,of tche sales contract is "Grand-
mother's Brand 'fOrk and Beans", and the contPact includes a -
clause mhich'di'stlaims "all express warranties".e-,This lan-
guage,contains an express warranty that the goods will con-
form to the deScription and a clause disclaiming the express
warranty. :The seller sflould not be able to perform by de-
livering another brand ot pork and beans. A decision must
be made, therefore, as to which clause will predDminate.
Section 2-316 settles the inconststency Ly providing that
the warranty language' will preVail'over the disclaimer when
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the two cannot be reconciled. The purpose of this provis/n
is to p'rotct the buyer from unexpetted languagT of disclaimer!
The seller who wishes to disclaim an express warranty, therefore,
should-use language of disclaimer so specific that the buyer is /

apprised that he is assuming the risk that the goods may not
conform to the description, sample, or model.

1# .

In explaining an exclusion or modification of an express war-
ranty, it seems necessary to recall that the parol-evidence
rule (i.e. the parol-evidence rule pro,Aides that when written
Contracts are made between tiarties,ithe only terms that will
be enforced are the terms included in the written agreement)
provides that the terms of a written agreement may not be con-
tradicted by evidence of a prior or contemporaneous oral agree.-
ment. Section 2-202, however, provides that the written agree-
ment may be supplemented br explained by a course of dealing
or usage of trade or by evidence of additional consistent
terms unless the court finds that the writing was intended
by both parties as a complete statement of all the terms.
A disclaimer, therefore, would not be effective against oral
express warranties unless it'containdd a clause stating that
the contract contained all the terms agreed upon. This is'
sometimes refer'red to as an entirety clause, which may not.
be contradicted by evidence of a prior or.contemporaneous
oral agreement.

Implied Warranties Of Quality: A disclaimer of the implied
warranty'of merchantability and fitness is expressly provided
for by section 2q316. The disclaimer of warranty of merchan-
tability may be made either orally or in writing, ol)ut in
either case, the,language mustmention merchantability; if in
writing, it !Trust be conspicuous. A written disclaimer with
regard to the warrantyrof fitness is required, irrespective
of wbether or not the other terms of the contract are in
writing. It is expressly provided that "to exclude or modify
any implied warranty of fitness, the exclusion must be by a
writing and conspicuous". Three exceptions to the above rule
may be summarized:

1. No implied warranty with regard to defects arises when the
buyer has examined the goods, or the sample, or the model
a fully as he desired or has refused to examine the goods.
If is,not sufficient, however, that the goods are merely
available for inspection. There must also be a demand by
the seller that the buyer examfne the goods fully.,

2. An implied warranty can be excluded or modified by a course
of dealing or course of performance or usage'of trade.

43. Gemeral terms, such as "as is", "with all faults", and the
like, may be used to exclude implied warranties if such
expressions in common understanding call the attention
of the buyer to the of warranties arid it
plain that there is no implied wa(tranty.Of

a
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Product Liability

Marketing of mass-produced goods today commonly involves a
succession of sales. Goods are transferred from manufacturers
or producers to wholesalers or distributors,0 then on to re-
tailers, and finally to consumers. The manufu_turer and the
consumer seldom contfect with each otherl Moreover-, the goods
are often complex, or have strange chemilal components, and
the user cannot be expected to test them personally, but must
trust the suppliers.

.

.. At common iaw, all warranty liability was dePendent upon a
contract between the parties. Only the buyer could sue and
could proceed only against the immediate seller, not against
the intermediate sellers or distant manufacturer. The buyer
and seller were parties to the same conti-act; they were said
to be'in privity of contract. Courts denied injured parties
the right to sue anyone with whom they were not in privity of
contract. Thq,FTt Code broadens the common-law rule so that
all fnjured pdt-tiolls who'are in the buyer's family or house-

klic

hold, includink, v'e.:'sts, may sue. 'Moreover, courts ini*most
states.have abe g on'ed the requirement of privity of contract
and permit the injured, even a non-user, to sue retallers,-
intermed4te sellers, and Manufacturers. .

Today, a manufacturer or producer who makes inaccurate or
misleading factual statements in advertising on labels is
liable for resulting injuries to consumers. 'If the goods
are defective or dangerous the maker is similarly liable
for resulting harm. In either case, not only the manufac-
turer or producer, but also intermediate sellers and the im-
mediate supplier may be liable. This responsibility or pro-
duct liability may be based on warranty, fraud, negligence
or, increasingly, on a theory of strict tort liability.

A manufacturer is expected to make a product safe for the
purpose for which it isintended. This requires care in
design and fabrication, including inspection and testing not
only of its own product, but also of ingredients and compo-
nents made by others. A warning notice 'of dangers in use of
the product often is required, as, for example, on packages
of cigarettes. On the other hand,,thene is no liability if
the product is u for a purpose for which it was not in-
tended (us,ing g sol ne to clean clothes) or which could not
reasonably be oreseen. Likewise, liability may be barred

. if the pr had been altered by the user (lengthening a
ladder nailing extensions to its legs) or if the injured
person is personally found guilty of improper conduct which
cau the accident (driving on a defective tire after dis,
covefing the defect, or failing to service or maintain an
engine).

r,)
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The Warranty Ast

A reading of t historical backgrounOof the Warranty Act
reveals that a con-s-umer product would break down frequently
or not work properly from the beginning, and the consumer
mould then learn for the first 'me that the product was not

sl
covered by the warranty. This s tuation prompted Congress in,
1975 to enact the Magnuson-Mos arranty --Tederal Trade
Commission Improvement Act, commonly referred to as the
Warra'nty Act. The" rules of law contained in the di%cussion
that follows are taken from the Warranty Act coupled with the
rules and regulations promulgated by the Federal Trade Com-e
mission (FTC) pursuant to authority given the FTC by Congress.
These rules and regulations pertain to consumer products
costing $15 or more and apply only to written warranties.

Definitions: 0 understandin'g of the following words and
terms used in the Warranty Act and the rules and regulations
promulgated by the Commission may be helpful.before a study
of the principles of law and rules regulating warranties is
undertaken.

Consumer Product: Any tangible personal property distributed
in commerce and normally used for personal,'family, or house-
hold purposes. This definition includes any such property
intended to be attached to or installed ip ,any real property
without regard to whether it is so-attached or installed.

Consumer: The word "consumer" means (1) a buyer of any con-
sumer product, (2) any person to whom such product is trans-
ferred during the duration of a written or an implied war=.
ranty applicable to the produce, and (3) any person who is
entitled by the terms of such warranty, or under applicable
state law, to enforce against the warrantor the obligations
of the warranty. This definition includes not only a war-

vice con actor. It expressly excludes consumer products
ranty yarrantor but also a servi-ce contract and a ser-

purchased for the pu pose of resale.

Seller:. The word "seller" means any person who sells or
offers for sale for purposes other than resale of any con-
sumer product%

SerVice Cohtract: A contract in writing to perform, over a
fixed period of time or for a specified duration, services
relating to the maintenance and repair of a consumer product..

Supplier: The word "supplier" means any person engaged in
the business of making a consumer product directly or 'in-
directly available to consumers.

Warrantor: The word "warrantor", as defined by the Warranty
Act, means any supplier or other person who offers to give
a warranty or who may be obligated under an implied warranty.



Disclosure: The Warranty Act furnished the guidelines, and
the FTC has promulgated the rules for disclosure of written
warranties. The pertinent provisions of these rules, which
must be clearly and conspicuously edisclosed in a single-doc-
ument in simPle and'clearly understood language, may be sum-
marized as follows:

1. The identity of the person or persons to whom the warranty
is extended, and whether the enforceability of the war-
ranty is limited to the orfginal consumer-purchaser or is
'otherwise limited as to other persons.

A description of the products, pa).ts, or characteristits
covered by or.excluded from the warranty.

3. A statement of what the warrantor will do in the event
of a defect, malfunction, or'failure to perform in ac-
cordance with the written warranty.

4. The terms when the warranty commences and the duration
of the warranty.

5. A step-by-step explanation At the procedure which the
consumer should follow to 6Dtain performance of the:war-
ranty obligation.

Information concerning the availability of any int4araal
dispute settlement mechanism.

7. Any limitation on the duration of fmplied warranties ac-
companied by a statement that the law of the particular'
state may not allow limitations on the duration of im-
plied warranties.

8. Any exClusions df or limitations on relief, such as in-
cidental or consequential damages accompanied by a state-
ment that the law of the particular state may not allow
limitatiocis on the duration of implied warranties.

9. A statement in the following language: This warranty
gives you specific relief and you may also have other
rights whiCh 'vary from state to $tate.

Pre-Sale Disclosure: The FTC, in addition to disclosure at
the time of the sale has promulgated the rules of the written
.warranty to the consumer prior to the sale.

1. Duties-of the Warrantor: The warrantor is required to
provide the-sellers with warranty materials by either'
(a) providing a copy of the written warranty with every
warranted consumer product or (b) providing a.l'abel or
other attachment to the product which contains the full
text of the written warranty.
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Duties of the Seller: The seller of a consumer product
with a written warranty is required to make available to
the view of a proSpective buyer the text of the written
warra.nty. The seller, however, is given a choice of
either of two methods of making the warranty available.
The first method requires the seller to clearly and con- .

spicuously display the warranty in close conjunction with
each product. The second method requires the seller to
maintain a locking binder which contains copies of the
warranties for the products,sold in such department. The
seller is required to display the binder in a manner rea-
sonably calculated to elicit the attention of the pro-
'spective buyer. The seller must not remove the warranty
prior to sale, and the seller must provide all warranty
materials required by the Warra.nty Act.

FPI And Limited Warranty: The Warranty Act requires that
every written warranty be designated as "full" or "limited".
A warranty which meets the federal minimum standards must
be conspicuously designa'5ed as a "full" warranty and state
its 'duration-. A. warranty which does not meet the federal
standards must be conspicuously destgnated as a "limited"
warranty.

The federal minimum standards essentially require that the
warrantor:

1. Must remedy'th'e consumer product within a reasonable time
and without a.ny charge;

2. Must not imOose any limitation on the implied warranties;

3. May not exclude or limit consequential damages for breach
of any written ()VI impliedkwarranty unless such exclusion
or limitation appears conspicuously on the'face of, the
warranty;

4. Must permit the consumer to collect a(refund or replace-
ment without charge if the product containS,a defect or
malfunction and the defect or malfunction is not cor-
rected after a reasonable number of attempts.

The performanee of these 'duties, however, shall not be re-
quired if the warrantor can show that the defect or malfunc-
tion was caused by damage while the product was in the pos-
session of the consumer. the Warranty Act does not prohibit
the selling of a consumer product which has both full and
limited wayl4anties if such warranties are clearly and con-
spicuously differentiated.
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Disclaimer of Implied Warranties: The' practice under the FTC
Code of giving an express warranty and simultaneously dis-
claiming implied warnanties has had the effect of limiting
the rights of'the consumer. The Warranty Act, therefore, is
designed to limit this practice by providing that no supplier
may disclaim or modify an implied warranty:

1. If he makes a written warranty;

2. If he, at the time of the sale or ninety days thereafter,
gives a service warrantY with res,pect to the product.

It is further provided,-however, that implied warranties may
be limited in duration to the duration of the,warranty or of

easonab1e duration/provided such limitation is "conscionable
. and is set forth in clear and unmistakable language and is prom-
inently displayed on the face of the warranty".

The disclaimer provision of the Warranty Act will prevail over
the "Exclusion of Implied Warranties" of the FTC Code and any
other contradictory state law which does not give the consumer
greater rights. The state laws, therefore, will control to
'the extent that the state laws give greater remedies than
those given by the Warranty Act. It should be kept in mind,
however, that the disclaimer provisjons in the Warranty Act
apply only,to consumer products costing $15 or more.

,

WARRANTIES AND SOLAR ENERGY SYSTEMS

The solar equipment manufacturing industry unfortunately in-
cludes several small supplier5 having practically no exper-
ience with solar equipment and offering no warranties of any

. kind. Purchasers° of such equipment have very little chance
of reimbursement for costly failures. Even if a Small, mar-
ginal manufacturer offers some sort of warranty, a purchaser.
does not have much assurance that the manufacturer will re-.
main in business lowg enowgh to make good on its.guaranty.
In the event of equipment defect or failure, the owner (or
contractor if an installation guaranty was provi4ed), would
suffer the loss. The issue of warranties and solar energy
systems encompasses three related subject areas: marketing,
guarantees, and consumer informatton.

Marketing Solar Systems

The Federal Trade,Commission (FTC) ts one of the most power-
ful and activi,st regulatory agencies in the federal government.
Its actions have in the past and will continue in the future
to affect virtdally every consumer and corporation in the
United States. It is a prosecutorial agency by nature, seeing
its proper role as an enfOcement agency designed to eliminate
unfair or deceptive acts 'and practices and unfair methods of
competition by seeking out those individuals and corporations
it deems are violating federal lay and taking action either
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inthe form of a complaint and costly litigation against an
individual company or "rulemaking"proceedings against an'en-
tire industry. The FTC focuses a considerable amount of its
effqrts upon the sola,r energy industry, particularly ino-e-
lation to advertising and sales representations. Furthermore,
since lack of knowledge concerning FTC requirement§ and lack
of intent to misrepresent or in any way to violate the reCriTal
Trade Commission Act will not forestall FTC action, it is es-
sential that each advertiser be acquainted with at least the
basic principles of fTC a0vertising law.
-

Two immediate areas that must be approached with a great deal
of caution are advertising and sales representations related
to (l) proposed tax cresits, and (2) savings to be Ocpected
from solar installations. Reliance upon tax credits, until
actually enacted into law, should be avoided. Savings claims
must be-carefully and accurately stated and based upon full
substantiation in the possession of the individual making
the claims.

Deceptive Advertising: Unfairness or deception in advertising
is a possibility in nearly any business. Inadvertent vio-
lations of the Federal Trade Commission Act in terms of ad-
vertising and sales representations can and do occur and have
been committed by businessmen Oho did not intend to engage $n
misleading advertising and whol, in fact, may have had no
knowledge whatsoever that the advertilsing questioned was,
or could be viewed'as, deceptive. Neither good faith, lack
of bad intent nor lack of actual.knowledge of falsity of an
advertisement are relevant to the question of whether an ad-
vertiser will be charged with a violation of the Federal Trade
Commission Act. In otherwords, an advertisement 4r sales
practice may be challenged as deceptive and may result in an
FTC investigation, complaint end cease and desist order, even
if the advertiser can conclusively show that he did not intend
to mislead or deceive the consumer and that he had no know-
ledge or reason to believe that the advertisement in question
could be viewed as deeeptive. At the sama time, voluntarily
discontinuing a challenged p'ractice or advertising claiM be-
fore learning that the FTC may consider it to be-decepti-ve or
promisjng to discontinue the particular practice or claim
after it is Challenged cannot be expected to deter formal
FTC action.

An advertisement may be\qiewed as deceptive and in violation
of the FTC Act if it has only the "capacity" or "tendency" to
deceive. Actual deception need not be proved or found by the
Commission. There is no hard and fast l'ulefor determining
what is an "unfair or deceptiv act or practtee" or what is
a "false advertisement". In exercising its expertise to
determine whether a challenged advertisement has ithe tendency
or capacitito deceive the public, the FTC assesses the meaning'
the public will give to the advertisement. This'assessment
is based upontle presumption that the general public, as a
group, is not well educated or highly sophisticated and does
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not carefully study the language of an advertisement. In
determining whether a reoresnetation is deceptive, the entire
advertise ent is taken into consideration by the FTC. If a
word, term, or sentence is ambiguous, and one meaning is false,
the word, term or sentence is held to be deceptiVe. Literal
truth is not a defense. That is, even-if each sentence con-
tatned in an ad, standing alone, can be shown to be truthful,
the advertisement will be found to be deceptive if Ole entire
advertisement creates an impression which can be misleading.
Furthermore, not only what is said in the advertisement, but
what is not said, may constitute a deceptive act. Represen-
tations Which are too broad to be generally true or which
fail to disclose material facts which can affect the consum-
er's decision as to whether to purchase a product, should be
aoproPriately qualified.

Advertising Product Test Results: Testing of the product and
test results shoujd not be claimed unless tests were actually
made and were made on products which are representative of
the product advertisdd. Referencers to (1) standards utilized
for comparison purposes, and (2) test condjtions should be
included in the advertising of test results. A representa-
tion based on tests that do not conform to industry test
standards should be accompanied by' a disclosure that indus-
try test standards were not used. This is particularly true
where, even though producti- have been honestly tested, claims
(are made that the product will meet consumer standards where -

no industry-wide, generally recognized minlmum test require-
ments are in effect. Also, even in situations where tests
relied,upon are legitimate, the failure "to disclose any af-
filiations with or the identity of the testing facility may
cause problems.

An advertiser must have in his possession, prior to the time
a_ claim is made, a reasonable basis for any such claim. That
is, the iUvei-tiser, in particulatf with regard to a clatm which P
relates to safety, performance, efficiency or quality of a

product, must have in his possession, prior to the time that
Claim is made, adequate substantiation to support the claim.

Advertising Tax Credits: As a general rule, solar product
advertising should not contain any representations concerning
tax credits for the purchase of solar products until any such
tax credits are actually enacted into law. Any reference in
advertising to consumers suggesting the possibility of tax
credits-is viewed by the FTC as virtually inherently deceptive
since there is no certainty that tax credits will be enacted
by legislative 4dies.

Warranty Advertising: Warranty-related advertising should not
be confused with the items that must be contained in the war
ranty itself. Generally, any warr:anty-related advertising
should disclose:

2,8 1
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1. The product or part of the product that is warranted;'

2 The duration of the warranty (if a "lifetime" warranty
and the "lifetime" is any other than that of the pur-
ch-aser, the "life" referred to should be disclosed);

3 What, if anything, anyone claiming under the warranty must
do before the warrantor will fulfill his obligation under
the-warranty, e.g., ieturn of the product or payment of
service or labor charges;

4 The manner in which the warrantor will perform, e.g., re-
pair, replace or refund;

5. the identity of the Warrantor;

6 Whether the warranty is "F.ull" or "Limited".

Guarantees For Solar Systems

The types of warranties (guarantees) offered by manufaCturers
of solar heating equipment v'ary considerably. At the present
time, if a supplier provides any warranty, it is of the "limited"
type. Under its terms, the equipment is warranted to be free
of defects in materials and workmanship, and that, if such
defects are found within a certain period of time after initial
use, correction or replacement will be made without cost to the
user. A number of suppliers of solar equipment do not currently
offer any type of warranty. A few larger companies involved
in solar equipment manufacture are offering one-year limited
warranties. One'company marketing swimming pool systems offers
a 10-year limited warranty as shown in the accompanying example.

There appears to be no manufacturer's guaranty as to thermal
efficiency or heat delivery capability iof solar equipment. Al-
though manufacturers are providing that type of information tn
their sales literature, they are not guaranteeing the perfor-
mance in the field. To a certain degree, this omission is
due to the Inability of the manufacturer to control the quality
of the installation. In addition, manufacturers supplying
only certain components of a system, such as the collector,
cannot be assured that the other components in the system are
correctly selected or integrated with their own product. Thus,
inferior performance might well be due to factors other than
those controlled by the collector manufacturer. A perfor-
mance warranty would thus be difficult to establish and main-
tain.

Still another problem Vn providing a meaningful performance
warranty is the great variation in climate encountered and
the practical difficulty in accurately measuring the output
of the installed equipment. In'strumentatton is usually not
provided, so measurement of performance is likely to be an
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expenSive investigation by an experienced engineer. pis-
,

putes, litigation, and other problems are inevitable.

Practical performance warranties should become available for
complete solar heating systems provided by a single manufac-
turer when assembled and installed by a single responsible
individual or firm. Under such conditions, the manufacturer
has sufficient control of the system design and the quality,
of the installation to have assurance of performance. The
Manufacturer could then guarantee the system to the instal-
ling firm which, in turn, would, guarnatee it to the purchaser.
In case of dispute, the-installer could measure system perfor-
mance in the presence of the owner and.a third party, if de-
manded for determination of conformance. If inadequadies pre
determined, corrections would be made in compliance'with the
warranty; and the installer and_manufacturer would establish
responsibility for the departure from specifications.

Such developments as the Home Owners Warranty (HoW) program,1
sponsored by the National Association of Home Builders, can
be expected to have an influence on solar heating equipment
guarantees. Under tMe HOW program, all defects in a resi-
dential structure will be corrected at no cost-to the owner'
during the first three year's of use. It may be exPected that
solar heating equipMent will have warranties conforming with
such a program.. ManufactUrers will then be required to guar-
antee to the dealer and installer the necessary support for
compliance with this program.

Consumer Information

Many homeowners are not interested in the mechanical ope-
ration of a solar system any more than they are about the
mechanical operation of a car. However, some homeowners. will
be interested in complete details Of the.system. The contrac-
tor will have to decide, perhaps from the questibms asked:,
just how much explanation of the system is necessary.

Also, the Consumer Product Safety Act of 197.2, in addition
to emphasis on the design and marketing of unsafe products,
also stresses that essentially hazardous products' must be
properly labeled and full and complete instructions provided.
The ConsuMer Products Safety Commission has stated "They
(manufacturers, wholesalers, and dealers) must be in a po-
sition to advise the buyer competently on how to use and how
to maintain and.repair the product (sold)."

Servicing The System:

When the contractor leaves the job, the structure owner must
be left with a system in which the components are clearly
labelled. the operating procedures and maintenance recom-
mendations must be fully identified. The safety and/or
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health hazards.must be defined and, where necessary, proMi-
nently displayed. The components must be-accessible and
servicable by qualified service personnel. Such service
should be possible with the installer/owner manual and a min-
imum amount of special tooTs. All maintenance and repairs
should Le possible without the need to dismantle a major
part of the system. Standard labels or labelling techniques
have not been developed as yet, however, as a guide, the fol-
lowing information could be incruded jn an owner's manual:

1. The component name and part number;
2. The funct1on of the component in the system;
3. The operating pressures and temperatures;
4. The direction of flow;.
5. Safety or health hazards;
-6. Trouble symptoms; 4-

7. Maintenance schedules;
8. Servite notes.

'Writing An Owner's Manual: The owner's manual can take sev-
eral forms. It can be as simple as a dozen or so typewritten
sheets or as comprehensive as a notebook with detailed litera-
ture on each component in the system. With more and more stan-
dardization in the types of solar systems being installed;
the owner's manual may easily become a personalized booklet
issued by the contracting firm to support its system.

An owner's manual is not only important to the system owner..
The contractor benefits bexause such a manual will most likely
di'scourage unnecesary system tampering and, pbssibly,nreduce

° the number of callbacks for unnecessary inspection or service.
A knowledgeable owner will often detect minor problems before
they become serious.

The information that goes into an owner's manual is up to the
contractor. However, such a manual may soon becpme a stan-
dard requirement in the solar industry. As a guide, the fol--
lowing information could be included:

1. Installation instructions;.
2. Start-up insti-ucttons;
3. Operating instructions;
4. Maintenance instructions;
5. Safety precautions;
6. Wari-antee informati.on;
7. Component manufacturers' names'and addre§s'es;
8. Sources for repair parts;
9. System schematics, komplete wi'th operational descriptions:

Defining Safety'And Health Hazards: The in,stalled solar'energy.
system should pose no undue hazards to the building's occupants
or to $erwice personnel., As a genei'al );.ule, components musX
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be installed in a manner which precludes falling, tripping,
or bumping by anyone working or living with the system. In
addition, adequate Protection against fire, burns, leakage,
and corrosion should be provided. Most important, any and
all potential safety or health'hazards should be clearly det
fined, Each hazard should be pointed out in the owner's man-
ual. Where possible, certain haz.ards should be noted on the
c.omponent labels or as separate caution labels in key areas
of the system. Examples of possible hazards which should
be considered include:

1. Fire, from combustible liquids, or.solids;
2. Burns, from heated pipes and tanks;
3. Ruptures in pipes, from excessive temperatare or pressure;
4. Growths, from nolds, mildew, fungi or bacteria;
5. Contamination, froth the mixing of potable water with'heat-

transfer liquid;
6. Infestatigo, from vermin or rodents;
7. Bui1dingmaterials decay, from moisture leakage or cor-

rosiv,e action.
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'SURE A$ THE SUN RISES'
* TEN-YEAR LIMITED WARRANT1*

Fafco, Inc., warrants each new swimming pocsi solar collector manufactured byitio be
free from defects in material and workmanship-under normal use for the purpose in-
tended for a period of ten (10) years from the date ofdelivery tbtle purchaser, provided,
however, that installation shall have been made in accord with Fafco, Inc.'s instructions
and procedures and that said products have been used solely for the beating of a swim-
ming pool.

The sole obligation of Fafco,.*Inc. under this warranty is expressly limited to repair-
ing or replacing any collector returned to it at its plant within the warranty period, trans-
portation and insurance prepaid, and which its examination discloses to its satisfac-
tion is defeCtive, subject to the terms and conditions set forth below.

Such repair or replacement is expressly conditioned upon the purchaser paying to
Fato, Inc. the difference between (a) Fafco, Inc.'s suggested retail price for such col-
lector at the time of the warranty claim is made, and (b) the prorated portion d Fafco
Inc.'s sugoested retail price for such collector at the time of -the original purchase, in
accord with the following schedule:

<IS

411111

Year of Claim
Percent of Original Suggested Retail Price
Credited Toward Repair or Replacement

,,,;;;:i.l

First Five Years 100%
Sixth Year 75%
Seventh & Eighth Year 50%
Ninth & Tenth Year 25%

Fafco, Inc., shall notify the purchaser of any additional charges for-the replacement
or repair of the defective collector under the above schedule end upon receipt of-the
surn specified along with the costs of shipment and insurance, Fafco, Inc. shall repair
or replace the collector and return it to the purchaser. Such repair or replacement
shall not include tne costs of disassembly, removal or reinstallation of the collector or
any other services involved, and Fafco, Inc. shall not be liable for any of 'such costs or
charges.

This warranty shall not apply to any collector which1has been repaired or altered ty
anyone other than Feco, Inc., or a person authorized by it, or to any collector which
has been subject to misuse, neglect or accident, or which has been damaged by
freezing, wind, hail, or by any other cause,.thing, person, or act of God.

Fafco, Inc: makes no warranty as to the performance of its solar collectcr as to any
particular temperature or level to which the water will'be heated, since this depends
upon the 'amount and intensity of sunlight and other variablefactors which are impos-
sible to predict and which cannot be controlled.

It is expressly agreed and understood that Fafco, Inc., merely manufactures the
swimming pool solar collector and that for proper operation, said collectbrs must be
installed by qualified, and competent personnel. While Fafco, Inc., warrants said:col-
lector as stated, it has no control over, or responsibility for how said collector is install-
ed or local conditions existing at the time of installation.

This warranty is expressly exclusive and in lieu of other vyarranties, and
guarantees, either express, implied or stahrtory, arid all other obligations or liabilities
.of or remedies against reoo, Inc. including any warranty of merchantability or fitness
for a particular purpose. In no event shall F Ico, Inc., be liable iorlbst profits, injury to
goodwill, or any other special or consequenti ayes.

This warranty is not transferrable, and is the original consumer
purchaser.
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LIMITED TEN YEAR WARRANTY

BY FAFCO INCORPORATED (FAFC0)

1. SCOPE OF COVERAGE
This warranty applies only to new swimming pool_ solar collectors manufactured by FAFCO and
installed on premises owned by the original consumer buyer.

2. IDENTITY OF WARRANTOR AND WARRANTEE
The warranty is extended by FAFCO to the original consumer buyer of the solar collectors and is
not transferrable.

3. FAFCO'S WARRANTY
LIMITED TEN YEAR WARRANTY: The FAFCO solar collectors are warranted to befreefrom
defects in materials and workmanship under normal use and service for -the heating of a swimming
Pool for ten (10) years from the completion of initial installation, subject to the terms, condetions
and limitations described below.

4. WHAT IS NOT COVERED
A. EXCLUSIONS: The above warranty does not apply to the following conditions or circum-

,..
stances:
1. To conditions resulting from any significant departure from FAFCO's installation instruc- ,

tions.
2. To conditions resulting from failure to provide reasonisle and necessary maintenance in

accordance with FAFCO's operating and maintenance instructions.
3. Td conditions resulting from repair or alteration by anyone otherthao FAF CO or a person

duly authorized by FAFCO to do such repair or alteration.
4. To conditions resulting from misuse, neglect, or accident, or which result from freezing,

wind, hail or by any other exposure to the elements, including fading arid minor deterioration.
5. To conditions not involving defects in material or workmanship except asatherwiseeeplicitly

covered by suchWarranty.

B. NO WARRANTY OF PERFORMANCE OF THE SOLAR COLLECTORS AND SYSTEM
FAFCO makes no warranty as to the performance of its solar collectors and system asto any
particular temperature or level to which the water will be heated, since this depends upon the
amount and intensity of sunlight and other variable factors which are impossible-to pediet
and which cannot be Fontrolled.

C. LIMITATIONS ON.EXCLUSION FROM COVERAGE
The above warranty shall not be considered to be violated or its coverage in any way reduceall
by conditions that may occur in the normal operation of the system.

5. SOME THINGS THE BUYER MUST DO
A. PROPER INSTALLATION

It is strongly recommended that the installation be made by a duly authorized FAFCO dealer
or distributor. Should you, the consumer buyer, decide to do the installation yourself o
employ a person not authorized by FAF CO, it Is your responsibility to ensure thatthe instafla-
tidrt hal been made strictly in accord with FAFCO's instructions and procedures and complies
with local laws, procedures and ordinances. It is also your responsibility to inform FAFCO in
writing of the date of installation.

B. ROUTINE MAINTENANCE AND CARE
You are required to provide reasonable and necessary maintenance and care in accord with
F AF CO's operating and maintenance instructions. ,

C. KEEP FAFCO INFORMED
If it appeaes that any warranted solar collector is not -functioning properly, promptly notify
FAFCO or FAFCO's authorized dealer or distributor in your area. Early attention tO 8 minor
problem may help avokl a serious problem later.

2 9 0.
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6. WHAT FAFCO WILL DO
A. REPAIR OR SERVICE

If a defect in material or workmanship becomes evident during the warranty period, FAFCO
will repair, or at its option, rep ace the malfunctioning solar collector with a new or factory
rebuilt solar collector of at least he same quality, within a reasonable time, upon payment of

,
the charges described below. ..

B. WHO WILL PROVIDE WARRANTY SERVICE s. '

Service will be provided by FAFCO's authorized dealer or distributor in your area. If there is no
authorized dealer or distributor in your area, or Rine installation vyas made by you or a person
not authorized by FAFCO, then notify FAFCO directly at 2.35 Constitution Drive, Menlo Park,
California 94025, Telephone: (415) 321.3650giving the identification of the.solar collector,
the date of purchase, the date of installation and the nature of the defect or problem. To verify
that your warranty is still in effect, you should be prepared to furnish evidence of purchase and
the date of installation.

C. ON SITE DIAGNOSIS
If practical, FAFCO, or a person designated by it, or the FAFCO dealer or distributor who
installed the system will inspect the warranted solar collectors at the site, upon payment of
the reasonable costs of such inspection.

D. CHARGES FOR REPAIR OR REPLACEMENT
To obtain repair or replacement of the defective solar collector under the warranty, you are
required to pay the difference between:
a. FAFCO's suggested retail price for the solar collector at the time the warranty claim is

made, and
b. the prorated portion of FAFCO's suggested retail price for the solarcollector atthetime of

the original purchase, in accordance with the following proration schedule:
Percent of Original PurchasePrice
Credited to Repair of Replacernerrt

100%
75%
50%

25%

tiavo Year of Claim

agolp

First Five Years
Sixth Year
Seventh and Eighth Years
Ninth and Tenth Years

If possible, the repair or replacement will be rhade by FAFCO's authorized dealer or distributor in
your area. Otherwise, the solar collector must be returned for warranty corryke to FAFC0 at i bs
plant, 235 Constitution Drive, Menlo Park, California 94025, transportation and insurance
prepaid. Upon receipt of the defective solar collector, FAFCO will promptly notify you of any
charges .for repair or replacement, plus the costs of transportation and insurance to return the
collector to you. UPon payment to FAFCO, it will repair or replace the defective solar collector
and return it to you.

IN ADDITION TO THE CHARGES FOR REPAIR OR REPLACEMENT OF THE DEFECTIVE
SOLAR COLLECTOR, YOU ARE RESPONSIBLE FOR THE PAYMENT OF ANY COSTS AND
EXPENSES OF DISASSEMBLY, REMOVAL AND RE-INSTALLATION OF THE SOLAR
COLLECTOR, AND ANY OTHER SERVICES INVOLVED. NONE OP , SUCK COSTS OR
EXPENSES ARE COVERED B.Y THIS WARRANTY, AND FAFCO IS NOT LIABLE OR ANY
OF THEM.

7. NO OTHER WARRANTIES THESE REMEDIES ARE EXCLUSIVE
Unless otherwise explicitly agreed in writing, it is understood that this is the only written warranty
given by FAFCO and FAFCO neither assumes nir autho4zes anyone to assume for it any crther
obligations or hability in connection with its products: In no eventshall FAFCO be liable for
damage to property, lost profits, injury to goodwill, or any other special or consequenlial damages
resulting from any defective solar collector or any breach of the above express warranty. Some
states do riot allow the exclusion or limitation of incidental or consequential damages, so this exclu-
sion or limitation may not apply to you. The above warranty gives you specific legal rights, and
You may also have othassrights which vary from siate to state.

FAFCO, INC., 235 Constitution Drive, Menlo Park, California 94025

;SS'...Fr;*
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mance Of Solar Collectors, ASHRAE Standard 93-77, The
American Society of Heating, Refrigerating, And Air-Con-
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25. ---: Methods Of Testing Thermal Storage Devices Based n
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Engineers, Inca., New York, New York, 1977.
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CODES, LEGALITIES, CONSUMERISM AND ECONOMICS

THE CONTRACTING SYSTEM

The contracting system addresses consumer issues, contractor
issues, and the interrelationship between. the two.

CONSUMERS AND CONTRACTORS

,One day it happens, you the consumer, need to remodel. You
know that remodeling requires experience, skills and compliance
with building codes -- so it's not a do-it-yourself proposition.
You check the bank ba)ance, estimate that the family budget
will allow for some expenditure on home improvement and decide
to have the job done. Should you get on the phone right,away
and start calling local contractors? Absolutely not. It's ,

not enough,,for instance, just to know that you want to re-
model a kitchen or add a family room. You also have to know,
among other things; haw much you are willing to spend, what
style addition you would like, how much equipment'you want
to replace, and what,purposes the new space or new arrangement
should serve: No matter what kind of a remodeling job you ,are
planning, however, visits to local appliance stores, home equip-
ment showrooms, home decorating centers, and lumberyards will
give you some background on the kind/ of equipment and materials
available, their cost and what installation problems may arise.
This information *ill also help you to estimate what your bud-
get will bear and to appraise the expertness of the contractors
you deal with.

Can the building owner install a solar energy system? The
answer is "yes"; however, it is a qualified yes. The building
owner can install a solar energy system; but the owner must
have the proper mechanical skills. The owner must be willing
to make the necessary educational investment. The owner must
be willing to utilize engineering consultant services as needed.
And, the owner must be willing to purchase the necessary tools
and equiRment. However, as the contractor, the owner assumes
any and all risks involved in purchasing and installing the
solar equipment. Errors in judgement or construction may
_turn into costly mistakes. Most building owners will there-
fore elect to hire a qualified contractor. The investment
in time and money for a good system often necessitates this
decision.

What follows is a complete step-by-step checklist for all the
major areas where it may be necessary to subcontract the various
construction operations for a typical single-family house.

Review the items carefully and then decide how much of this work
you wish to take on and how much to delegate to a contractor.



ITEM COMPLETED
1. Financial arrangements (loan or other
2. Building permit ,

3. Drill well or obtain city water connection permit
4. Septic system permit (from health department) or

sewage connection permit
5. Installation of septic system--generally required to be

done by professional; may also be installed last ,

6. Temporary electric service (by electrician) or portable
generator

7. Job phone (optional)
8. Excavation contractor (may be done by hand on pole houses)
9. Masonry contractor (if you use a masonry foundation)

10. Concrete finisher or rent troweling, machine (if you
use slab construction)

11. Materials for shell of house (furnished by contractor
or owner?)

12. Carpenter/contractor to build shell (should include
windows, exterior doors and roof)

13. Installation of rough wiring
14. Installation of rough plumbing
15. Inspection of.above work if required by code;

notify insOector(s)
16. Install insulation (easy to do-it-yourself)
17. Install finish siding
18. Install sheetrock
19. Finish electric wiring and plumbing
20. Inspection for above if necessary; notify inspector(s)
21. Finish carpentry--shelves, hang doors, install trim,

finish floors, etc.
22. Spackle sheetrock and paint interior
23. Backfill and finish grading (may not be necessary for

pole house)
24. Get occupancy permit from building inspector, if necessary

Your next, and most important, step is to find a reliable con-
tractor. Even though the need seems urgent, this is not the
time to settle for any contractor who promises instant dream
kitchens, playrooms and bathrooms. You're about to make a big
investment in money, time-and household disruption -- and if
you make mistakes you will probably have to live with them
for a long, long time.

The planning branches of buil(ding-construction work include the
services of architects, engineers,.and contractors. Other
branches of the building trades include excavation, or the
digging of.foundation pits and tunnels; structural-steel
erection, sheet-metal work, masonry, or the construction of

, brick, concrete, or tile structures; glass installation;
woodworking, roofing;, painting and decorating; and the mechan-
ical trades, which Include the installation of electrical,
plumbing, heating and ventilating ecluipment. A building or
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other construction project may be erected by an individual or
an organization that makes the plans, hires thelaborers, and
buys the materials directly. Most construction work, however,
is turned over to a general contractor. The contractor agrees,
,in a written bid or proposal, to complete the building accordiAg
to the plans and specifications of an architect. The price may
be a fixed lump sum, or the contractor may agree to construct
the building for whatever it costs plus a fixed fee, or a per- .

centage, of the building cost. The general contractor maydo
all or a large part of the work under the contract. Usually,
however, he makes use of subcontractors, who furnish the labor
and materials for certain parts.of the work, such as the ex-
,cavating, carpentry,_bricklaying, plastering, or plumbing.
The subcontractors also receive a fee or percentage for their
part of the .work.

If there is one characteristic consumers have in common, it is
the creiire to get one's money's worth on a commercial trans-
action. In the solar field, there are three main obstacles
in satisfying this all-important objective:

1. The consumer's own lack of knowledge and inexperience in
this field.

2. Manufacturers who uftintentionally build shoddy,products
and who are too overenthusiastic about their products.

3. Deliberate fraud and misrepresentation.

The best weapon against all three is for the consumer to recog-
nize his or her own limitations and to rely uponocompetent 11.-

gineering counsel. "Knowing that one ddes not know" is the
first step toward wisdom, as one old philosopher said.

In order to have a successful relationship with a contuctor
you must:

1. Check him out, and
2. Make him bid competitively; then
3. Enter the contract in good faith, remembering this:
4. Don't overpay him during construction, and
5. Keep a written record of everything.

There's a lot pore, of course: insurance coverage, guarantees,
contract terms -- but if you follow the five basic rules you'll
probably have little trouble.'

Reliable Contractors

What makes a contractor reliable? Many things. He has been in
business long enough to have established himself as responsible
and trustworthy. He has a crew of subcontractors and workmen
whose work and dependability he is sure of. (Most contractors
are small-buisiness men, who subcontract parts of the job, such
as the carpentry, the painting or the electrical work.) He
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knows the state, county and local laws that regulate rebuilding
and remodeling and will make sure that your job, when finished,
conforms with all these regulations. He carries insurance cov-
ering workmen's compensation, property damage and personal lia-
bility and.can provide you with a certificate of insurance to
show his coveracke. He will maintain a maximum of cleanliness
and order on the job. There is one thing a reliable contractor
will not do, however. He will not give you a firm date on which
the job will be finished -- and with good reason. He knows that
it is almost impossible to estimate exactly how long a job will
take, and what unforeseen probleMs may be encountered along the
way. He is dealing with independent craftsmen who are in di-J-
minishtng supply, and he can't U)e sure that they will always
adhere precisely fo his schedule. And he must allow for fac-
tors beyond his control, such as delays in delivery, bad weather
and illness. 'So he will probably be able to give you only a
tentative completion date. But he will try to keep to it, not
only because- he wants to please you as his customer, but also
because it is to his advantage to finish as quickly as possible
so he can collect his money and start on a new job. If he is
experienced and reliable, moreover, he will not take on more
work than he can reasonably handle.

In spite of all the negative things we all hear about the con-
struction industry and its notorious little brother, the home
improvement business, most contractors are fairly honest,
reasonably dependable, and interested in doing a good job.
They're also interested, of course, in making 'Money. Like the
rest of us, they're still a bit spoiled from having hadia.':
twenty-five-year free ride between 1950 and 1975, but, now that
the great building boom has subsided, they're learning to give
better value for each dollar. Every reputable contractor will
give you the names of his most recent customers. But if you
fail to follow through and only pretend to check his references
you'll have no one to blame but yourself if things go wrong. '

Check not only his recent customers, but also hjs credit rating.
Your bank can tell you how to do this; it's important. It

really pays to find out what the recent customers of your con-
tractor have to say. In order to hear what you need to hear,
you'll need a sensitive inner ear. Be prepared, for instance,
to hear some complaints about the guy, no matter what he's
really like. You have to recognize comments like "The damned
thing works all right, but he still hasn't taken alj his cartons
away" (even when such comments are delivered in the most out-
raged of voices) as being of a far different nature from this:
"He never paid any of his suppliers and he hasn't come back
for two months". All of/us have weaknesses and strengths;
nobody's perfect. Try to get a sense of how the contractor
performs on the importaint items, and be flexible enough to
ltve with some temporairy frustrations on the others. After
/all, he may have some'problems with you, too.

You can also form aA opinion on your own by visiting the con-
. tractor's headquariers to see if he appears to be firmly es-

tablished.
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Occasionally you will find a contractor who is an absolute
louse; someone who wants to do as little of your work and take
as much of your money as he possibly can. If you get,bad vibes
from a person on first meeting him, be doubly careful. You
weren't given your vibe-antennas for nothing. ipmetimes, of
course, you.won't recognize a con mon at first sIlAt. 'That's
why we added those rules about-staying a little behied in you
payments and keeping good rcords. Usually, however, all the
warning signs are there before you sign on the dotted line --
if you're willing to recognize them.

0

Be careful of sellers who use Post Office Box numbers. Though
many legitimate businesses use these outlets as a convenient!
way to receive bills and orders, a common tactic of the fly-by-
night artist is to use a Post Office Box number, operate a 1

territory until the law starts closing in, then move and take
a new name in a new territory. Find out from the-seller where
his place'of business is, how long he has been there, and as1(
for his financial references.

Buying A Solar: System

B4orid the need for proper engineering counsel, there are s me
other steps you can take to insure that you get your money'l
worth in a solar system:

1. Ask for proof that the product will perform as advertis
The proof could come from an independent laboratory or
university. You should have the report itself, not wha
the manufacturer states the report claims. Have your
engineering consultant go over the report4

2. Examine the warranty carefully. Remember that accordi6g
to the.law, the manufacturer must state that the warranlIty
is full or limi,ted. If it is limited,'know what the liMi-
tations are. How'long does the warranty last?--Are parts,
service, and labor covered?. Who will provide the servilce?
Does the equipment have to be sent back to the manufacturer
for repairs? Make sure you understand the terms of the!
warranty before you buy. Ask the seller what financfal
arrangements, such as an escrow account, have been made to
honor the warranties. Be s'ure your engineering counsel
not only looks over the warranty, but the design itself
to determine whether there are any important omissions.

3. Solar components are like stereo components -- some work
well together, others don't. If the system you are pur-
-chasing is not sold as a single package by one manufacturer,
then you should obtain assurance that the seller has had
the professional experience of choosing properly.

4. Ask the man or woman who owns one. Ask the seller for a
list of previous purchasers and their addresses, and then
ask the owners bout their experiences.
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5. Be sure you- will know speci(fically Who will'service the
solar system if something goes wrong. Don't settle for a
response that any plumber or handyman will,do.

6. 0pn't try a do-it-yourself kit, unless you really have a
very solid background as a handyman. One or two mistakes
could make a system inoperable and you will haVe no one to .
blame but yourself.

7. Remember that what counts with a solar system is the amount
of Btu's delivered for t4e final end Use of the system, and
thaftTis amount can fluctuate widely. A very good winter
with much sunshine can produce performanceolevels beyond
the manufacturer's projections. Conversely, an unusually
bad winter with heavy cloud covers could make the projec-
tions drop dramatically. The seller will be working from
historical averages.

8 ? Don't forget your local consumer office or your Better
Business Bureau. 1Both may be able to .help you determine
whether a seller is reputable or not. Check. too, to s6e,
whether there is a local volunteer citizens solar organ-
ization around. If so, it can probably give you plenty
of good advice.

9. If the seller makes verbal claims that are not reflected
in the literature handed.out, ask him to write those claims
dow,n, and to sign his name to it. Compare what he said
with yhat he wrote; save that statement.-

10. If you have what appears to be a legitimate complaint,
notify the 1-o-CIT district attorney's office immediately,
the Better Business Bureau, and the local consumer pro-
tectiiirrisj-engy. Be as spe'cific in your comPlaint as pos-
sible, and give as much documentation as you can.

Competitive Bids

Unless the contractor is your dearest friend -- or your own
brother -- it's always wise to make him compete with others for
the chance to do your work. -In fact, eveh if he is your dearest
friend, it's still not a bad idea. If your job is too small to
attract competition, of course, you may have to take anyone who
is available, but if-your job is that small why aren't you doing
it yourself? Competition is the backbone of the free enterprise
system. When there is real competition the consumer is pro,tected.
When there is collusion -- when the bidding is rigged -- there
is only charade. In order to be.treated fairly by your bidders
you must start by being fair yourself. Don't ask -- or allow --
an one to bid unless he's someone to whom you'd be willing to
award the TOT if his iii-TEe were riTgt. Contractors spnd a lot
of money preparing bids, particularly those which involve al-
terations to existing structures, and it is not right to ask -
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for bids if your only motive is to sharpen the price of another
contractor, one to whom you've already planned to award the con-
tract. You may get'away with it, but if the quality of human
society Continues to deteriorate you can no longer have the fun
of blaming others.

On small construction contracts, bids are often called estimates,
but an eStimate is literally "a rough calculation", and rough
calculations have a tendency to escalate when they're turned into
smooth ones,,so get written bids (firm prices) and try to make
sure that all the bidders are bidding on Ndentical, or at least
comparable, systems. If one is bidding on Solarapex and another
on Solaracme, you may not be able to make a wiSe decision. If

each bidder is tied to a different solar supplier, then don't
name any manufacturer or supplier when you ask for bids. Write
what is called a performance snecification, describing the kinds
of materials and results you want, forcing each bidder to meet
your specificatjons with his bid. Sometimes performance specs
will name a manufacturer as an example of a company providing
the kind of material or equipment you want. The name is, in
that case, followed by the worq "or approved equal". This
is somewhat loose since there can be disputes over what is
truly equal to what, but at least it's a guide to'a general
level of acceptability. ConstAction guatantees usually run
for a year after final payment, or after completion of the work.
Often, the individual components and equipment will carry longer
guarantees or warranties. Here, with regard to competitive
bidding, it's only necessary to remind you that the bidders
must be told that among your requirements for the system is one
stating tht the solar contractor himself must guarantee all
workmanship and materials for a full year. "But what if I

don't know how to describe the system I want? How can I get
,competitive bids?" We Often hear that kind of question and we
always answer it the same way: If you can afford professional
help, get it. Sometimes, an hour or two of mechanical en-
.gineer's, or a solar copsultant:s, time is all.you'll need.
Ask him first what his hourly rate is and then take'advantage
of it. But if you can't afford such services, or if, as it is
to most people, the land of lawyers and consultants is a foreign
one, then your best bet is to educate yourself, to read a book --
if you can handle the technical side of solar devices -- then
write a brief description of the system you want. You have to
strike a carefu.l balance between scaring the contractor with
overly technical and legalistic requirements, and inviting hjm
to take you to the cleaners with overly loose ones.

"But what if I don'tknow how to describe the system I want?
How can I get competitive bids? The following example may
help.



John Butz, President
Solaracme Contiacting Company
18 Main Street
Middleville, IL

Re: Requestior a Bid on a
Solar Heating System for the house of
Elizabeth Jones
421 Center Street
Middleville, Illinois

Dear Mr. Butz:

During the winter of 1977-1978 rny total heating bill was $827.20. I
believe my house is suited for Solar heating. If you are interested in
providing it with a solar system will you please send me a bid for the
vxork? I must have your proposal no later than September 21, 1978.
Here's what I want:

An air system with fully watertight and airtight rooftop collectors
of at least 400 square feet, forming with the roof a permanently

weatherproof structure, and having an i nsulated rock bed storage
unit in the basement, complete with all ducts, controls, parts, and
connections to my present heating system as needed to reduce my

_ heating bill (for a winter equivalent to that of 19777-1978) by 60%.
It is important to me that all parts of the system be selected for low
maintenance, resistance to corrosion and lealsage, ease of opera-
tion, and high efficiency. -

In addition, I want you to provide a separate, liquid-type solar
preheating system for my domestic water heating system using
copper for all parts having contact with water or the collector
liquid. Include provisions for easy filling of the system, and a
reserve tank into which it can be drained. This system must have
its own collectors of at least 35 square ft. and a thoroughly insu-
lated solar-heated domestic water storage tank of 80-gallon ca-
pacity, providing all work needed for a.complete system.

Please name ih your proposal the manufacturers of all major
components.
I look forward to your response on September 21.

Sincerely,
Elizabeth Jones
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When you have satisfactory proposals from several (if you are
fortunate) reputable contractors you will have to choose among
them. How should you make the choice? Though it may seem
thrifty, the lowest bid is not necessarily the best. The con-
tractor may have underestimated the time and work involved,
and may cut corners later trying to make up for his mistake.
Moreover, if he is losing money on your contract, he may give
ahigher priority to more profitable jobs, ane'Stour work will
drag on and on. One building expert puts it this way: "Many
times what you are paying for in a bid is experience. Most
remodeling jobs are done on oldar houses, and the experienced
contractor knows that he is almost sure to run into problems
that cannot be foreseen, but must be allowed for. In older
homes it is not'unusual to find walls several feet thick, gas
pipes left over from the days of gas lights, rotting timbers
and other unexpected difficulties." This does not mean, how-
ever, that the contractor who submtts the highest bid is
necessarily the best -- he may simply be the most expensive.
There are no firm rules on how to make this decision; you Will
have to rely on the contractor's reputation, your own judgment
based on your dealing with him and a little bit ot.eluck. One
word of caution: Don't tell one'contracfor what Inother one
has bid or you may unwittingly cause the second bidder to ask
a higher price than he had intended.

Contractors'' proposals are often presented on farms which, when
signed,. become contracts. Just be careful to see that the
terms are fair. More often than not, such care will result
in the writing of a new proposal, inasmuch as your review of
a proposal and subsequent meeting with the contractor, will
undoubtedly result in new understandings and modifications
which will require a rewriting of the original submission.

Contract Terms

There's a whole world of potential legal problems in a con-
struction contract. The easiest procedure, of course, if you
can afford it, is to hire'professionals for every step of the
process -- a solar specialist/mechanical engineer to design
the system and administer the construction of it, and a lawyer
to handle the contracts and other legal matters. Where a lot
of money or complications are involved, that is the only pro-
cedure to follow, but on most home solar installations it is
not necessary.
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Once you have satisfied yourselif about the reputability of
several local contractors, you!re ready to ne or more
to visit your home and discus/ the job that you plOning.
This first appointment is always on the contractor's "time --
it's an investment he makes in the hope that he wil get the
job. Though he expects to i4ivest this time, the m re business-
like and informed you are, Ahe more satisfactory the meeting
will be. This is the moment.when the "homework" you have done
--on plans, materials and appliances--will begin to pay off.
Though you are wise to start with some of your own ideas, don't
ignore suggestions and advice from the contractor. He has had
experience with remodeliin problems', with various materials,
with different applianc0s, and is in a position to give you
good advice. Sometim4 he may be quite right in saying a ma-
terial or an appliance is not suitable for the purpose you
have in mtnb, or has ,not held up as well as it should, or is
more ex'penSive than another brand that will serve exactly the
same .Purpose. But hie may ano suggest an alternative simply
because he gets, a better discount on it or because it's easier
to work With. You will have to use your own judgment. If you
are in doubt about a material, however, and the contractor is
reliab,le,oit will probably pay you to go along with his sug-

,Aestion. .For,W major remodeling job a good contractor will
give you plans and insist that you approve them before he
begins working. Study them arefully--it's easier and much,
much cheaper to make changes in a plarOhan to wait until work
iS in progress and then decide you really wanted the door to
be in the middle of the wall, not off to the side. If you do
change your mind midway, there may be wiring or plumbing to
be undone in addition to changes in the working drawings and
the schedules of the workmen involved. All these things are
time-consuming, and the contractor is perfectly within his
rights in adding the costs of the extra time as well as ad-.

ditional materials onto your original bill. You'll want to,
check with the contractor to be sure that he is adequately
insured and that he will provide allIthe permits required by
your local building laws. Be sure, foal:), that'your agreement
has a written provision freeing you from liability if the
contractor goes bankrupt before the job is finished. Under
existing mechanic's liewlaws, you can be held liable for pay-
ments on materials and labor on your remodeling job--even though
the material or the workmen were to have been paid by the con-
tractor--unless your agreement specifically protects you against
such liens.

Anither important part of your agreement is how and when you
Pay. The contract should state specifically the scope of the
work to be done and how much it will cost. It is cdstomary
for the contractor to get a down payment, about 10 to 15 per-
cent of the finished price, before he begins. The remainder
is paid when.the job is completed. On a very large job the '

oontractbr may specify progress payments, but this is less
customary. If there'is,s'uch a clause in your contract, be
sure it provides for some relationship between the progress
of the work and the amount of payment to be made.
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You will also want to give some thought to the guarnatees on
the materials and appliances you are getting. Usually they
are given not by the contractor, but by the suppliers or man-
ufactureres. In any case it pays to find out what you can
expect of the materials being used, and where you can complain
if something proves defective. The Fair Trade Commission has
set up guidelines on some materials that the contractor should
know and tell you about. Roofing and siding materials, for
ns nce, can only be guaranteed for 15 years, and anyone who
guarantees them for longer is either misinformed or trying to
mislead you. For appliances such as air-conbitioners, find
out if there are local service offices so that you can get
repairs or replacement parts quickly if needed, and ask the
contractor what experience he has had with the service organ-
ization. When it comes to the installation of plumbing,
heating systems and water heaters, find out whether the con-
tractor or the subcontractor is going to be responsible if
something goes wrong after the job is completed. Get written
guarantees.

Y(ou might also ask the contractor for the name of the 'supply
house that will provide the material .for the job. Then you
can check to be sure that he has ordered what is specified in
the agreement. If you find out that the supplier will deal
with the contractor only on a cash-on-delivery basis, proceed
with cautiona man with a poor credit rdting may not be a
good risk.

Find out also about cleaning up and removing debris. A good
contractor will clean up as he goes along, but there are bound
to be some materials left over when the job is finished. Most
contractors offer a clause in their contract that guarantees
they will leave your house and 'premises "broOm clean". There
may be a charge for this, but it could be well worth it to be
spared the annoyance and expense of getting rid of the debris
yourself.

In the language of construction, one good word to remember is
"provide". Make it clear that you want the contractor to do
more than simply furnish--or install--the work. You might
even write that into the contract--that he is to provide a
com lete, functioning, fully guaranteed system. k nice, big
general catchall like that may get you into less trouble than
will a long and detailed spec to which you may have failed to
add a crucial clause.

The Written Agreement

The contract--Get it all in writing.

Examine the written contract carefully and make sure al) pro-
mises are in writing: work to be done, quality of materials,
total cost, completion time, performance claims. Take your time
and know what you are signing: read and keep a copy of all papers.
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Some suggestions:

1. Get all details and claims in writing on CK6-contract;
use advertising claims and brochures as exhibits or at-
tachments to the contract.

2. Read and understand the contract; make sure every, blank is
filled in properly and completely.

3. Be sure there is a detailed description of the job to be
completed; make sure it includes the specifications with
the brand name and size of the materials.

4. Spell out terms of the warranty clearly.

5. The schedule by which the contractor is to be paid should
be defined.

6. Consider a contract Nith an incremental payment schedule,
so you can pay only upon satisfactory completion of in-
cremental "steps" of the job; withhold final payment until
you are sAtisfied with the work.

7. To avoid getting sued if your contractor is uninsured,
make sure the contractors and subcontractors certify in
writing all damage, personal damage, and liability re-
sponsibilities. If they can't or won't do this, get
another contractor. Most contractors are required to
carry insurance; and many will provide you with a form
from their insurance company telling you the job is
covered.

8. Consider a "hold back" clause for 10 to 20 percent of the
job cost. This allows you to delay the final payment un-
til 30 days after the job is completed, so you can get
corrections made. Beware of the contractor who wants a
big payment of money fron1 you before work is begun; some
payment up front is common, but generally not more than
30 percent.

9. Consider a "broom clean" clause which makes the contractor
\ responsible for clean-up and removal of all debris.

10. Specified payout schedule; banks provide this service for
a small fee, sometimes very inexpensively if you take out
a loan for the job. The banks also will take care of se-
curing lien waivers, which may save you a legal fee.

11. Secure lien waivers. Under Colorado statute, and several
other states as well, anyone who does work on your house
and is not paid can place a lien on your home (i.e., claim
part of your property if they have not been paid). Even if
you paid the contractor, the subcontractors can place a lien
against you if the contractor has failed to pay them. Lien
waivers should be written into your contract.
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12. flake sure the bid or estimate includes all costs; including
labor and materials; get a fixed bid contract, if at all
possible. If you must pay by the hour or some other way,
put a maximum dollar ceiling in the contract.

13. Include a contract clause making the contractor responsible
for meeting all codes, securing any required permits, and
meeting any other laws or rules.

14. Always specify the starting and completion dates for the
job; you can write in a penalty for failure to complete
the job on time.

After you've chosen the contractor and an agreement has been
put imwriting, have it checked by a law)rer who has experience
with such agreements, by your mortgage company or, if you have
arranged for bank financing, by the home improVement loan de- -

partment of the bank. When none of these checks is possible,
read the contract carefully yourself.

Be sure, if you have been dealing with a representative of the
contractor, that the name of the contractor, not the name of
the salesman or the representative, is on the contract. Other-
wise, you may find that the salesman has made promises that the
contractor can disavow.

PROPOSALS

Pricing a solar energy system Should include all materials,
labor, subcontractor fees, engineering consultant fees, agreed
upon warrantees and maintenance, start-up costs, call-back
services, contingency fund, overhead, and profit.

Y.

The first time contractor must include some of the cost of
manufacturer's technical service, standards development,
possible installation school, instruction manuals, and learn-
ing new mechanical skills. 'Becoming a qaulified solar con-
tractor involves time and money. Such an investment should
be recovered by including a portion of the costs in the first
few solar installations. These are reasonable costs.

Large or complex solar systems may require detailed structural .
calculations for collector racks and.storage tanks. Such cal-
culations should be done by a qualified profes"sional engineer

is familiar with these types of structural requirements
'Professional engineers are. usvally state-licens01 and a list\'',
of names can readily be obtained.

Building alterations may be required to reduce infiltration,
lower transmission lbsses, and prepare the structure to re- .

ceive the solar collectors. These alterations may not be
part of the solar system installation. They may.not be the
responsibility of the solar contractor. However, such alter-
ations must be accomplished before going ahead with the job.
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The job pricing therefore would typically include consideration
of the following costs:
1. Education and engineering services
2. Building modifications
3. Materials for the collector loop
4. Labor for the collector loop installation
S. Materials for the storage system
6. Labor for storage system installation
7. Materials for the heat-delivery loop
8. Labor for the heat-delivery loop installation
9. Subcontracted servizes

10. Overhead and miscellanRous expenses
11. Reasonable profit.

The cost estimate is best approached by splitting out.the labor,
materials, and oUtside services; by doing so, the profit oppor-
tunity can be maximized. These costs and profits are best cal-
culated in the sequence in which the material .is used or the
labor performed. This will allow you to know exactly where
costs may be running high or low.

Engineering Services

A sample form for estimating engineering service costs is

shown below. The form covers your costs, if any, for contrat-
ing with a design consultant or professianal engineer. These
services may or may not be required depending on the partic-
ular job. If they are required, the costs should be included
in the job price.

SAMPLE Fop FOR. ESTIMATING ENGINEERING SERVICES COSTS

ENGINEERING ITEMS COST ESTIMATE JOB PRICE

Solar Design Consultant

Engineering Services

Collector Mounting Foundations

Solar Storage Tank

Other:

.

Total:

Spaces are given in the form for estimated costs as well as the

quoted prices. Job price minus estimated cost equals the gross
estimated profit. By splitting out the estimated profit on each
item, you can plan-the proper markup for that service.
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Building Modifications

A sample for estimating
building modification
costs is shown in figure
20-2.

This form covers costs
for collector array
mounting foundations.

It also covers costs for
building modifications
to lower infiltration
losses or transmission
losses.

These costs may or may
not be the responsibility
of the solar contractor.

When'they are, a job
price needs to be calcu-
lated and :included in
the final solar syktem
price.

Include the tost of
supervising and inspect-
ing the subcontractor's
work, if you are respon-
sible for such work.

Spaces are given for es-
timated costs as well as
quoted prices.

Job price minus esti-
mated cost equals the
gross estimated profit.

By splitting out the es-
timated profit on each
item, you can plan the

11r-oper markup for that
material or service.
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BUILDING MODIFICATIONS

Item Cost Estimate Job Price

Collector Array Mounting Foundations

', Design and Engineering

Drawing and Specifications

Materials

Site Preparation

Labor

Clean-up and Inspection

04
Subtotal:

.

Building Modifications to Lower Infiltration

, Inspection and Recommendations

Analysis and Quotations
_

' Materials

Labor .,

.Clean-up and Inspection

,.
.

Subtotal:

Building Modifications to Lower Transmission

Inspection and Recommendations

Analysis and Quotations

Materials
I

Labor

Clean-up and Inspection

. .

.

.

Subtotal:
,

Other Required Building Modifications

-
Subtotal:

Total:

Figure 20.2 A sample form for estimating building modification costs.
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Collector Loop Materials Costs

The costs fon the
solar collector loop
are best estimated in
two stages: first, es-
'timate the cost of ma-
terials; second, esti-
mate the cost of in-
stallation labor. ,

A sample form for esti-
mating the costs of col-
lector loop materials is
shown in figure 20-3.

This form is designed
for use with a typical
system.

The various parts of the
collector'loop are ite-
mized, along with several
optional parts, piping
and fittings.

Spaces are given for
part model numbers, the
cost estimate, and the
job price.

In using this form, re-
member that:
1 a separate form will

be used for labor'
costs,

2. the collector mounting
brackets may or may
not be part of the
collector price,

3 there is no external
heat exchanger with
a coil-in-tank system;
instead, include the
tank complete with
its internal heat
exchange coil.

Job price minus estimated
cost equals the gross es-
timated profit.

By splitting out the es-
timated profit on each
itgm, you can plan the
proper markup for that
material or service.

COLLECTORLOOP MATERIALS

Materials. By Item Model
Cost

Estimate Job Price

Collector Mounting Brackets

Solar Collectois

Heat Exchanger

Collector Pump

Controller

Check Naive .

Air Separator
.. -

Fill Valve

Flow Control Valve

Manual Air Bleed Valve

Manual Collector Drain Valve

Float Valve

Pressure Relief Valve

Pressure Gauge

Heat Transfer Fluid

Manifold Piping

Manifold Connectors

Collector Loop Piping

Tees

Elbows

450 Elbows,

Miscellaneous Fittings ,,

Loctite Pipe Dope with Teflon

Flow Meter (optional)

Thermometer Wells (optional)

Thermometers (optional)

6
SYLTHERt4 444

.

.

. .

592.

Miscellaneous

For Coil-in-tank, Add Tank Here
and Delete Heat Exchanger
Above

Insulation for Pipe &
Components

.
,

Total.

Figure 20.3 A sample form for estimating the costs of collector loop materials
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Collector Loop Installation Labor Costs

A sample for estimating the costs of collector loop installation
labor is shown in Figure 20.4 (following page). The individual
tasks are itemized to simplify the labor cost estimate. On this
form you will:

1. Estimate the number of hours required to perform each in-
stallation task.

2. Multiply the time estimate by the hourly rate to determine
the total direct cost.

3. Add the cost of insurance, taxes, and employee benefits.

4. Add the profit desired from the labor.

(The insurance, taxes, and employee benefits entry is actually
an indirect cost, but for convenience is included on this form.)

Items that should be included in insurance and taxes are:
workman's compensation, FICA (employer's share), unemplovent
taxes (federal and state), union dues,.and inspection fee's.

Items that should be included in the employee benefits package
would normally include: health and life insurance, paid vaca-
tions, holiday and sickness allowances, bonus and pension plans,
and any other employee benefits.

Any subcontractor's cost, such as a crane, should be transferred
to the Subcontractor's Estimating Form, discussed elsewhere.
Such a cost should not be included in the total for the labor
estimate.

311
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/
/

-'/ . ; / COLLECTOR LOOP NSTALLATION,

Labor Item / O. Men , Hours ./Labor Rat Total, Cost

/Transport collectors to jobite
i Install collector mounting system

.

Hoist Collectors ---' .,

/ /
.

t.

/

/ //

(Subcontract Cratie $ / Transfer to subcontractors form)
/

/
/

Connect Collectors to Mountings

Fabricate the Manifolds

pe Col ctors to Manifolds
/ Pipe CI lector/Loop to Service Wm i.

.

insta Heat exchanger (or coil-in-tank) .

Inst:II PumP

Pit/e Colle'ctor Loop in Service Robm
/I, stall 9'ontroll r

nspe & Ch k Piping Loop Again t
W rking awings and Specs .

.
Air Test Collector Lo9

Leak Re , ir Allowance

.

/ ,

,

,

,

-- /

/
4 ,

/ . /ress, i
A

.

Subtotal:

Filh (lector Loop
/ -

Sta -up & Check-out of Loop /
S Loop Flow Rate (clear sky, noon.)

/
hp ulate Loop Piping and Components 7

;Label & Indentify Loop Parts
.

Type Instruction/Service Manual

Paint & Clean-up ' /

I
,.// .

41 /

i Subtotal:

Insurances and Taxes
,,

Employee Benefits I
.

_

.

/ Subtotal: .
,

, . Profit:
.

/ ,
/ .

,

Total:

Figure 20 4 A sample form. or estimating.the costs Of collector loop installation labor.
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Storage System Materials Cost

The costs for th solar storage system .are best estimated in
two stages -- materials, then labor.

A sample form for estimating the costs of storage systemlma-
terials is shown in Figure 20.5. This form can be used for.the
storage loop in a complete system, as well as for the storage
loop in a water-heater system with an external heat exchanger.

i
STORAGE SYSTEM MATERIALS

i

Materials. By Item, . Model cost Estimate Job Price

Solar Storage Tank

Solar Storage Tank Pubp*

Solar Storage Expansion Tank

Drain Valve*

Piping*

Tees*,

Elbows*

45° Elbows* .1')

Miscellaneous Fittings*

Water Treatment Chemicals

Water Test Kit

Sight Glass (optional)

Sensor'Well (oplional)

Relief,Valve*

Insulation for Pipes and Components*

,

'

i

Use these items only for jobs that have a waterAeater with an external heat exchanger.

Figure 20 5 A sample form for estimating the costs of storage system materials.
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,iSbrage System Ins llatio La,b

/
or/Costs

;A sample form f /estimating/the/costs,Ydf storage system in-
stallation labo is sho n 1,;h Fi,gure2t.6. This .fOrm,includes
insurance and nefit roOsions Wch are. actually/indi.rect. .

'costs, but ar inCIuded h re for,.-6onvenjence. ItemS that
should be in ded i urancy/and t xes are: w +kman's
compensation FICA empl/oyer,s share , unemployme.t taxes
Cfederal an4 state u tonvdues,and inspection fees. Item '

that shoul be in ud theemplOyee benefits package'w ulcL
normally clude: h.ea anTlife insurnce, paid vacWonsi.
toliday sick ess 1TowAnces, bonus and pension plahs, an'd
any othr emplo ee,leneffts.

/ , STORAGE SYSTEM INSTALLATION /7" .

Labor/It /
/ 1

. No. Men Hours 'Labor R, e / Total Cost /

Inst' ma-a Sol:r Sto Tank; or ../
7

W er P eheater Tank ./.... ,,

Inst,t1 xpansi6 To* /
//Int I Pump* / ,4.i ,- *,

Pioe Loop*/;
f onnect to Auxiliary Heater/ Cit Water*

(water preheater only) ,

Insepct and Check Piping Loop Agairist
Working Drawings & Specs 7

i
i

/

// 1
4 /

...7./_..2
.

.

//

47)
It , Subtotal:

Pill Storage Tank* .../

Treat Storage Water ".

Start-up & Check-out Loop*

Leak Repair Allowance*

Insulate Loop piping & Components*

Label & Identify Loop Parts* r

Paint and Clean-up*
,

. / Subtotal/

Insurance and Taxes 1

Employee Benefits , . .

Subtotal: 1

Profit on Labor Profit:

Total: (add 3 subtotals and profit).

'Use these items only for jobs that have a water heater With an external heat exchanger.;,

Figure 20.6 A sample form for estimating the costs of storage system installatipn labor.
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Heat-Delivery Loop qatefials Costs

The costs for the heat-delivery loop.are best estimated in two
stages--materials, then labor. In many cases, the materials
selected may affect fthe labor costs for installation.

A sample form for e tiMating the costs of heat-delivery loop
materials is shown n Figure 20.7.

.

HEAT DELIVERY LOOP MATERIALS

Materials. By Item Model Cost E:tImat j Job Price

Filter, Heal Delivery Manifold

3-Way Valve, Heat Delivery Manifel

3-Way Valve, Heat Return Manifold

Solar Fan Coil

Heat Pump

Water Preheat Tank .

Auxiliary Building Heater

Coil Chamber and Plenum
J

Blower, Solar Fan Coil

Expansion Ta.

Pre;ir *ature Relief V ve;r4
... . ,

1Pump, Wat r Preheater

Pump, Solar Fan Coil

Pump. Heat Pump

2-Manual 3-Way Valves

Check Valve

Differential Controller, Preheater Tank

Controller, Heat Delivery System ....-'

Cooling Tower (optional)

Heat Delivery LOop Piping

Tees

Elbows

45° Elbows

Miscellaneous Fittings

'Insulation for Pipes and Components

,

.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

,.

.

, Total: .

'Figure 20.7 A sample form for estimating the costs of matetials for the heat-delivery loop.
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Heat-Delivery Loop Installation Labor Costs

_)A sample form for estimating the costs of heat-delivery loop
installation labor is shown in Figure 20.8. This. form includes
insurance and benefit provisions which are actually indirect
costs, but are included here for convenience. Items that should
be included in insurance and taxes are: workman's compensation,
FICA (employer's share), unemployment taxes (federal and State),
union dues, and inspection fees. Items that should be included
in the employee benefits package would normally include: health
and life insurance-, paid vacations, holiday and sickness allow-
ances, bonus and pension plans, and any other employee benefits.

HEAT DELIVERY OOP INSTALLATION

Labor Items No. Men Hours Labor Rate Total Cost

transport Components to Job Site

Install Water Preheater

Install Solar Coil Chamber .....,

Install Solar Fan Coil Blower

Install Solar Fan Coil

Install Heat Pump

Install Ductwork to Cold Return

Install Auxiliary Building Heater

Install Expansion Tank

Install Cooling Tower (optional)

Pipe Delivery/Return Manifolds

Pipe Water Preheater

\tisp. Solar Fan Coil

Pipe Heat Pump

Pipe Auxiliary Heater

Pipe Cooling To'wer (optional)

Install Water Preheater Controller ....,

Install Heat Delivery Controller

Inspect and Checrk Piping Loop Against

Working Drawings & Specs

.

.

, .

.

.

,

,

F'

.

.

Subtotal: ..

Fill System Loops

Start-up and Check-out Loops

Leak Repair Allowance

Insulate Piping & Components

Label & Identify Loop Parts ..

Type Instruction/Service Manual

Paint and Clean-up
,

Subtotal:

Insurance and Taxes

Employee Benefits

. Subtotal:

Profit:

Total:
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Subcontracted Services

A sample form for estimating the costs -of any subcontracted
services is shown in figure 20.9. This form makes allowance
for estimating and pricing machinery rental and work per-
formed by other trades.

SUBCONTRACTED SERVICES

-

hem Cost Estimate Job Price

Crane, for Collector Hoisting

Excavating, for Footings, Foundations, Tank

Electrical Wiring of Components and Controls

Sheet Metal, Heat Distribution to House

Masonry, for Stacks, Tanks, Walls

Insulating, for Components and Pipihg

Roofing, Repair and Renewal

, Inspection/Permit Fees

....

..

Total:

Figure 20 9 A sample form for estimating the costs Of subcontracted services.

Spaces are given in the form for 'estimated costs as well as
the quoted prices. Job price minus estimated cost equals the
gross estimated profit.. By splitting out the estimated profit
on each item, you can plan the proper markup for that service.
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Education Costs

A sample form for estimating education costs is shown below.
This form covers your costs for reference books, attendance
at solar installer schools, travel and expenses for manufac-
turer technical services or consultation. These costs are
part of your investment in becoming a knowledgable solar
contractor. They should be recovered during the first year
of work. EDUCATION SERVICES

EDUCATION ITEMS COST ESTIMATE JOB PRICE

The Solar Decision Book

,

ASHRAE Handbook of Fundamentals

ANSI A 58.1 (1972) Butlding Code Require-

ments for Minimum Design Loads

FHA: Intermediate Minimum Property

Stds. Supplement, Solar Heating

and Domestic Hot Water Systems

ARI Std 410: Forced Air Cooling

and Air Heating Coils

NFPA 90A: (1976) Stds for the

Installation of Air Con-

ditioning and Ventilating

Systems .

)

NFPA 90B: Stds for the In-

stallation of Warm Air Heating

and Air Conditioning Systems. .

Other:
.

-

i

.

,

Solar Installers School. . . . .....

Manufacturers Technical ServIce

Total:

Spaces are given for estimated costs as well as the quoted °prices.
Job price minus estimated cost equals the gross estimated profit.
By splitting out the estimated profit on each item, you can plan
the proper markup for that material or service.
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Overhead And Miscellaneous Expenses

A sample form for estimating the costs of your overhead and
miscellaneous expenses is shown in Figure 20.10. This is where
you add your expense Gf being in business to the price quotation.
Your office, your shop, your tools, your supervi.sion should be
included in the job price. So should such costs as those for
vandalism, drawings, legal fees, performance bonds, warrantees,
and maintenance contracts.

OVERHEAD. EXPENSES
'

Item Cost Estimate Job Price

Shop Overhead

Office Overhead

Tool Allowance

Transportation Allowance

Supervision Allowance
.

Loss arid Liability Insurance

Breakage and Vandalism

Working Drawings and Specifications

Contracts and Legal Fees ,

Contingency Allowance

Performance Bonds

System Warrantee and Maintenance Allowance r-
'

.

Total: I

Figure 20 10 A sample form for estimating the costs of overhead and miscellaneous expenses.

Spaces are given for estimated costs as well as the quoted
prices. Job price minus estimated cost equals the grpss es-
timated profit. By splitting out the estimated profit on each
item, you can plan the proper markup for that item of expense.

Job Pricing_

Much of your success in business will depend on how well you
price your goods or services. If your prices are so low that,
your margin does not cover expenses, or so high that you can't
build up sales volume, you will fail to make profits.

In operating your business, you will have to decide upon the,
general price level you expect to maintain; that is, whether
you Azpect to cater.to people buying in the high, medium or
low price range. This is tied up with your choice of location,
quality of goods handled, and services to be-offered.
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After establishing the general price policy, you are ready to
price individual items. To be certain that you do not under-
price, you should know the percentage of gross margin to sales
needed in the total of all items to cover expenses and profit.
If you have been in business a year or longer, you can analyze
your past records and find out the percentages for operating
expenses and net profit. If you are just starting a business,
you will have to estimate your sales and expenses carefully.
Suppose you figure the margin you need to be 30 perce-nt of
sales. To obtain a 30 percent gross margin on an item., you
must mark up its cost to you by 42.9 percent. This is because
margin is a percentage of sales, while markup is a percentage
of cost of merchandise.

However, in this example, you would not obtain 30 per-cent margin
if each individual item were marked up only 42.9 percent. No.

allowance has been made for markdowns and shrinkage in this
markup. Markdowns are reductions from the original selling
prices. Among the reasons for them are overstocking as a re-
ult of unwise buying, sudden changes in style, unseasonable
weather, soiled and faded goods used for displays, and broken .

lots. "Shrinkage" is the term used for losses dud to theft, 4

spoilage, and breakage. Allowances for markdowns and shrinkage
must be added if you expect to maintain an average markup of
42.9 percent, or, to put it another way, a margin of 30 percent.

While the discussion of pricing may appear, in some respects,
to be directed only to the pricing of merchandise in retail
stores, it can tie applied to other types of businesses as
well. For seTvices, the markup to cover selling and adminis-
trative costs should be placed over the direct cost of perform-
ing a particular service. If you are manufacturjng a product,
the costs of direct labor, materials and supplies for produc-
tion, parts purchased from other concerns, special equipment
(such as jigs, dtes, fixtures-, and other tools), plant over-
head, selling and administrative expenses, must be carefully
estimated. To compute a cost per unit will require an esti-
mate of the number of units you plan to produce.

Not all items are marked up by the 'average mark-up. Some will
take more, some less. For instance, increased sales resulting
from a lower-than-average mark-up on a certain item may bring
a higher gross profit. On the other hand, if the price is
lowered too much, the resulting increase in s.ales will not raise
the total gross profit enough to compensate for the low price.
Above all, competitors' prices will govern your prices. You
cannot sell a product if your competitor is greatly underselling
you.

These and other reasons may cause you to vary your mark-up among
items and services. There is no magic formula that will work on
every product or every service all of the time. But you should
keep in mind the over all average mark-up which you need to make
a profit.
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The Job Quotation

A realistic price is easy to calculate if a step-by-step method
using forms similar to those introduced in preceeding discus-
sions is employed. Simply, total the various prices on each of
the forms compiled; you can use a sample form such as the fol-
lowing.

JOB PRICE

Engineering Services

Building Modifications

Collector Loop Materials

Collector Loop Labor

Storage Loop Materials

Heat-Delivery Loop Materials
, $

Heat-Delivery Loop Labor

Subcontracted Services . : $

Education Costs $

Overhead and Miscellaneous $

Total Job Quotation:

This method uses just a few easy steps to a'price you can live
with; one that covers obvious costs as well as not-so-obvious
costs. And one that will insure value for the owner's invest-
ment and a fair return for the contractor's materials and labor.

This is not the only method that can be used. A variety of con-
tractor quotation programs exist; none of them are perfect and
never will be as long as labor, weather, and dozens of suppliers
are involved.

The decision to bid the job belongs to you, the contractor. If
you do, this pricing method will help you to determine a, fair
price for both you and the customer.

Solar Appraisals By Engineering Firms

Is solar a good investment for the consumer? The question i

simple, the answer is complex.
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There are times when a solar system is not a smart purchase,
when cOnventional systems are a better buy. Analysis may find
that initial costs are prohibitive, or that the time period to
pay back the investment is too long for the consumers needs.
Or that some of the unknowns about solar, such as solar rights
and property appreciation or depreciation, are too risky.

An examination of several examples of solar appraisals by an
engineering firm (given in subsequent sections) will show that
this firm recommended solar systems in some instances, while
vetoing it in other cases. The appraisals are normally con-
ducted for a small fee which should be reasonable and for it
the buyer is assured of quality evaluations--specific advice
on how to save on energy costs. Risks were reduced to a mini-
mum, and the buyer may have saved himself thousands of dollars
by taking the engineer's advice.
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Solar Appraisal By An Independent Engineer -- Case I

May 30, 1975

Dear

The evaluation of your home's solar heating and energy conservation potential is com-
plete and a synopsis of the results is given below. A detailed analysis is enclosed in the
work sheets attached to this letter. In our analysis, the projected cost of electrical
energy was used to determine how much solar energy and improved insulation would
save you over a fifteen-year period. This cost savings was used to select an optimum
system for you. However, projecting energy costs is risky because the effects of oil
embargoes or of the President placing taxes on oil cannot be accurately determined.
The projection data that we use was taken from a government report and probably
underestimates future energy costs. Therefore, (company) expects you to save more
than the amount we have stated in this evaluation.

The following is a synopsis of the evaluation results:

1. Your present home requires 38,500 Btu/degree day* for home heating and
domestic hot water. This presently costs you $1200 per year. In fifteen years, based on
projected energy costs, you would spend $2200 per year for the same. Accumulating
all the yearly costs ofer a fifteen-year period, you would spend $26,257 to heat your
home and hot water.

2. Your home insulation can be improved which will lower your annual heating
bill. (Company) recommends the addition of storm windows and doors, insulating the
hot air ducts and adding an additional three inches of insulation in the ceiling.
Although you presently have thermopane windows and doors, storm doors and
windows would reduce infiltration losses. These insulation improvements would lower
your heating load by 21% and save you $251 per year at present energy costs. Using
projected energy costs, over the course of fifteen years, these insulation improvements
would save you $5492.08.

3. An operational schematic of the solar heating system is attached. It uses water
as the heat transfer media and will provide domistic hot water as well as home heat. In
the summer, excess solar heat not needed to heat the domekic water could be used to
heat the swimming pool.

4. Two solar heating system sizes were optimal. The solar heating system
(company) recommends would have a solar collector area of 500 square feet, and
would be mounted on modules in your backyard. Since your home faces 41 degrees
away from south, solar collector placement on your roof was unadvisable. A diagram
of this system, shown with the proposed swimming pool, is also attached. (Company)
recommends this solar heating system be considered only in conjunction with the
improved insulation package. ,

*A degree-day is an engineering measure of the amount of heat your home requires
based on local weather data. A Btu is a unit of heat.
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5. The other solar heating system optimized has an area of 800 square feet.
However, since a larger system is more costly, and the recommended system is
mounted on modules, additional collector area could be added to the recommended
system at a later date.

6. The recommended 500 square feet system would supply 35% of the yearly

heating load of the recommended betteinsulated home. this system (recomifilended
system No. 3 of the work sheets) would, in combination with the insulatiorypackag
save you $608 per year, or over half of what you are presetrtly paying. Usiifie proj ted

energy costs, this solar heat and insulation package'wouldAave you $13,288 ov the'

course of fifteen years.

7. The solar heating system is estimated to cost 320 per square fo yielding

cost of $10;000. The insulation improvements are espmated to cost ,000. The otal
package cost is estimated to be $12,000, and should/pai for itsel n about thirt en
years. A firm fixed price for the package would be/qUoted wh a solar heatin installa-
tion contract is negotiated. If you install the system yours, , (company) sup lying /

plans, technical advice and materials, the solar heating slystem-cost,could be educed to

$6,500.

8. The excess solar heat obtained in the summer months can be us d to heat you
pool at a settings of $290 per summer at present energy costs.,Using projected energy

costs, over the course of fifteen years, the excess solar beat' would five you qi
additional $6,300. This excess solar heat, in combination ivith a p ol cover,iivhi
(company) recommends, would raise the pool water temperature 7 degrees oyer th

an unheated, uncovered pool.

The following table lists our recommendations, their costs, and Your expe ted say ni//s.

RECOMMENDATION ESTIMATED COST

Insulation Package $ 2,000

500-square-foot
solar heating

Solar pool heat

Total

10,000

0
12,000

PROJEOED SAVIN S OVER
$IFTEEN ARS

$ ,5,49

/13,2(88
(incltAes /Insulation)

6,300
19,588

If you have any questions about this evaluation, please feel free to contact us.

Sincerely,

Enclosures: (1) Work Sheets
(2) Operational Schematic
(3) Collector Array Diagram
(4) Solar Profile
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Solar Heating Potential Survey

DATE: May 30, 1975

NAME:

ADDRESS:

SURVEYORS (S):

SURVEY lisIFORMATION ATTACHED: yes

PRESENT HEATING LOADS AND REQUIREMENTS

DOMESTIC HOT WATER LOAD PRESENT ESTIMATED COST ,

I

MINIMUM 440 kWh/ma . $15.00/mo

MAXIMUM .880 kWh/mo 30.00/mo

PRESENT HOME HEATING REQUIREMENTS:

HEATING BILLS: Analysis of your home heating bills in conjunction with local
weather data yields a home hefating load of 38,500 Btu/degree-
day.

CONSTRUCTION DETAILS (Drawings available):,

ITEM
CEILING

AREA (ft2) ; NQTES
2,718 6" insulation

CEIL G (other) 0

WAL S (exposed to dirt) 200 block
WAL S (exposed to air) 1,936 3.62" insulation
WAL S (to unheated space) 0
WAL S (other) 435 block to air
WINDOWS AND S.G. DOORS 400 thermopane
WINDOWS (other) 13 skylight
FLOOR (crawl space) 560 6" insulation
FLOOR (unheated space) 644
FLOOR (dirt) 2,592
FLOOR (other) 0

ADDITIONAL 0'

Analysis of yoqr home construction details yields a home heating load of 39,950 Btu/
degree-day.

HOME HEATING LOAD USED IN THIS EVALUATION: 38,500 Btu/degree-day

ESTIMATED YEARLY HEATING LOAD, INCLUDING HOME HEAT AND DOMESTIC HOT
WATER

Btu/year

211 x 102

kWh/year Present Cost

61.8 x 102 $1,200.00
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PRESENT COST OF HEATING ENERGY: 50.02/kWh

INSULATION EVALUATION

WINDOWS: Add storm windows to reduce infiltration losSes

SAVINGS: Reduce heat lead by 6 percent

COST:

DOORS: Add storm doors to reduce infiltration losses

SAVINGS: deduce heat losses by 7 percent

COST:

FLOORS: None

SAVINGS:

COST: r

CEILING: Increase insulation thickness from.6 inches to 9 inches

SAVINGS: Reduce heat load by 2 percent

COST:

WALLS:. None

SAVINGS:

I/

COST:

OTHER: Insulate exposed air ducts With 3.5 inches insulation

SAVINGS: 10 percent

COST:

INSULATION IMPROVEMENT EFFECT ON PRESENT YEARLY HEATING LOAD

YEARLY SAVINGS
PRESENT HEAT IMPROVED HEAT IMPROVED HEATING USING PRESENT

LOAD LOAD COST ENERGY COSTS

61,800 kWh/yr 47,400 kWh/yr $949.00/yr $251.00/yr

TOTAL COST.OF INSULATION IMPROVEMENT RECOMMENDATIONS:,
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SOLAR HEATING SYSTEM APPLIED TO YOUR HOME

LOCATION OF TIAE SOLAR COLLECTOR ARRAY: The best and easiest to install
location for the solar collectors
would be Zin the backyard.] A
diagram of this array, shOwn
together with the proposed swim-
ming pool is included in this
evaluation.

LOCATION OF THE STORAGE TANK:

OTHER CONSIDERATIONS:

3 7

The° heat storage tank would best
be located inside the structure
which , holds the solar collector
array.

This evaluation will also consider.
the solar heating impact on a

,proposed swimming pool,
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Solar Heating System

RECOMMENDED SYSTEM #1

COLLECTOR AREA: 800 square feet

ORIENTATION: See diagram

STORAGE TANK SIZE: 1200 gallons

STORAGE TANK LOCATION: Backyard

LOCATION: Backyard

TILT ANGLE: 55 degrees

System' Performance. Details

MONTH PRESENT HOME HEAT SUPPLIED BY PERCENT EXCESS HEAT *'

HEAT LOAD/MO RECOMMENDED SOLAR SOLAR (FOR. POOL)
(Million Btu) HEATING SYSTEM HEAT (Million Btu/mo)

(Million Btu/rno)

JAN
FEB
MAR
APR

4118, 35.0
29.2
15.2 ,,

8.2
9.0

11.5
12.3

20
25.7
39.3
80.9

-
.

MAY 6.6 6.6 100 7.7

JUN 11 1.7 100 .13.6

JUL 1.6 1.6 100 15.1

AUG 1.6 1.6 100 16.3

SEP 3.2 3.2
.

100 13.0

OCT 12.8 12.8 100 " 2.8 e

1.1 NOV 24 9 10.6 42.5 -
DEC 38.5 7.7 20

TOTAL 211.1 86.8
!

PRESENT YEARLY HEATING BILL SAVINGS FOR ABOVE SYSTEM USING PRESENT
ENERGY COSTS: $488.00

PROJECTED YEARLY HEATING COSTS WITH AND WITHOUT SOLAR HEAT

TIME PRESENT HOME PRESENT HOME' PROJECTED
HEATING COSTS HEATING COSTS YEARLY SAVINGS
NO SOLAR HEAT W/SOLAR HEAT

S/YR S/YR ) -1-7

PRESENT 1,200 712
, 488

IN 5 YEARS 1,532 910 a 622

IN 10 YEARS 1,866 1,108 758

IN 15 YEARS , 2,198 1,305 893

ACCUMULATED cos-r§,
AND SAVINGS 26,257 15,596 10.668

ESTIMATED COST OF INSTALLING SOLAR HEATING SYSTEW $20.00/ft2 = $16,000.00

NOTE: This system would take about 20 years to pay for itself.

The cost of solar heating system is qnly an estimate used in this evaluation. Although the estimate
should not change by much a firrn fixed price would be quoted when a solar heating installation
enntort i nonntisterl



RECOMMENDED SYSTEM #2

COLLECTOR AREA: 800 square feet

ORIENTATION; see diagram

STORAGE TANK SIZE: 1200 gallons

STORAGE TANK LOCATION: Backyard

OTHER CONSIDEFIATIONS:

IXS-329

LOCATION: Backyard

TILT ANGLE: 55 degrees

Assume home to be jnsulated to above
recommendationq. Hodie heating load
reduced to 47,400 kWh/.yr.

PERCENT OF YEARLY' HEATING BILL SUPPLIED BY ABOVE SOLAR HEATING
SYSTEM: 52.7 percent for insulated home abbve, based oh 47,400 kWh/yr

usage.

PROJECTED YEARLY HEATING COSTS FOR UpGRADED INSULATION
HOME WITH AN $00-SQUARE FOOT SOLAR HEATING SYSTEM

0

Time

Present home. Insulated home Projected
present insulation with solar heat yearly savings

no solar S/yr . ", $/yr
04

$/yr.

?resent,
In 5 years
In 10 years
In 15 years

Accurhulated
COstsand
savin s in
15 ye rs

1,200 ;:448 , 752
1.532 .549 983

-1.866 696 1.170
2,1-98 ' ° 820 1,378

, 26,257 9,516 16,731

ESTIMATED COST OF INSTALLING SOLAR 'HEATING SYSTEM:
for insulation = $18,000

;.*

NOTE: This system would pay for itself in about 16 yeks,

$20/ft2 plus ,$2,00Q

9

*The cost of solar heating system is only an estimate used in this evaluation. Although the
estimate should not change by much, a firm fixfx1 price would be quoted wh4rro solar
heating installation contract is negotiated. .3.

It
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RECOMMENDED SYSTEM #3

COLLECTOIP1 AREA: 500 square feet

0 IENTATION: See diagram

STORAGE TANK SIZE: 750 gallons

LOCATION: Backyard

TILT ANGLE: 55 degrees

STORAGE TANK LOCATION: Backyard

OTHER CONSIDERATIONS: Consider home to be insulated to recommends:
tions. Home heating load estimated to be reduced
fo 47,400 kWh/yr.

PERCENT OF YEARLY HEATING BILL SUPPLIED BY ABOVE SOLAR HEATING
SYSTEM: 35.6% of insulated home above, based on 47,400 kWh/yr usage.

PROJECTED YEARLY HEATING COSTS FOR UPGRADED INSULATION
HOME WITH A 500 SQUARE FOOT SOLAR HEATING SYSTEM

Time

Present home Insulitted home Projected
present insula- with solar heat yearly savings
tion, no solar $/yr $/yr

S/Yr

Present 1,200 610 590
In 5 years 1,532 748 784
In 10 years 1,866 949 917
In 15 years 2,198 1,117 1,081

Accumulated
costs and
savings 26,257 12.968 13.28.8.

ESTIMATED* COSTS OF INSTALLING SOLAR HEATING SYSTEM:
Insulation improvements = $12,000

NOTE- This system would pay for it§elf in about.13 years.

$20/ft2 plus $2900 for

*The cost of solar ,heatirig system is only an estimate used in this evaluation. Although the
estimate should not change by much, a firm fixed price wouldbe quoted when a solar heating
installation contract is negotiated

j3 0
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SOLAR HEATING SYSTEM FOR POOL

POOL SIZE: 40 ft by 20 ft by 5 ft .(average)

POOL -LOCATION: Backyard, between house and collector array

SOLAR' COLLECTOR SIZE: 500 square feet

NOTES: Collector used for home heat. Excess in the summer time will be used to help
heat pool. Heat input from standard pool heater was not considered.

POOL COVERING: A pool cover was considered. It would be in place 12 hours per
day.

WATER TEMPERATURES tN 'POOL, DEGREES FAHRENHEIT

No pool No pool Pool cover Poor cover Average

Month cover,
no solar

heat

cover,
solar heat

solar heat no solar
heat

air temp

May 63 64 68 67 66

Jun 70 72 77 74 74
Jul 73 75 81 77 79

Aug 70 73 78. 74 77

Sep 64 66 71 67 70

TOTAL AMOUNT OF ENERGY SUPPLIED TO POOL DURING SUMMER MONTHS:

49.6 million Btu

TOTA,AMOUNT OF ENERGY SUPPLIED TO POOL DURING WINTER MONTHS: 0

ESTIMATED ENERGY COSTS FOR CONVENTIONAL POOL HEATER: $0.020/kWh
summer

0.0 winter

ESTIMATED ENERGY SAVINGS PER YEAR USING SOLAR HEAT FOR POOL: $290.00

COMMENTS: Solar augmented pooLheat with a pool cover used 12 hours per darwould
raise the pool water temperature by about 7 degrees aS compared to an
unheated, uncovered. pool.
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Solar Appraisal By An Independent.Engineer -7. Case II

July 17, 1975

Dear

An evaluation of the energy required for the home you plan to build is complete and
a synopsis of the results is given below. A detailed analysis is enclosed in the work
sheet attached. In our analysis, the projected cost of energy was used to determine
how much solar energy and various wall construction would save you. However, pro-
jecting energy cost is risky because the effect' of oil embargoes, taxes, and energy
legislation cannot be accurately determined. The projection data that we used was
taken from a government report and probably underestimates future energy costs.
Therefore,1 company ] expects you to save more than the amount stated in this.
evaluation.

Sincerely

President,

nclosures

SYNOPSIS OF EVALUATION RESULTS

The following is a synopsis Of the evaluation results:

1. The calculated heating requirement of your home is 115.8 million Btu's.per year using
the heat loss data presented in the attached worksheet.

2. The walls were assumed to be 1/2--inch dry wall on 2-inch by 4-inch studs, with 31/2"
fiberglass insulation, with 1/2" plywood exterior sheathing finished.with 3/4-inch cedar boards
'with batting strips. We recommend that you do not have an air space under the %-inch cedar
as this will save only 2 BtU/Ft2/Degree Day and will have to spend a large amount of time
and money assuring that there is no infiltration.losses. If you nail the 3/4-inch cedar directly
to the 1/2-inch sheathing and then nail on the ,batting strips, you will have a much stronger
construction and minimize the effect of infiltration.

3. We have calculated the heat IQSS of the windows, doors, walls and ceilings for various
types of construction. Considering the estimated cost of these'various wall constructions,
we recommend that you consider a wall constructed of 2- by 4-inch studs with' 1,2-inch
Polyurethane Foam (PF) and 3-inch Urea Foam (UF) sprayed on before the interior of your
studs are closed up This type of construction offers very effective thermal and acoustic
insulation. The PF forms a vapor barrier end cuts infiltration losses: The UF is cheaper and
protects the PF from fire.

4 The conduction and infiltration losses of the sliding glass doors is substantial,
compnsmg 26 percent of your heat load We recommend that you take a careful look at

These tosses. our calcutations were baied on instatlation that was made using caulking,
weather stripping and good construction techniques. If you do not make sure that theSe
doors. are cif high quality and are installed properly, you can expect to realize-infiltration
losses as large as two times those calculated
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5. Shading is another important factor to consider, We estimate that the output from a
solar heating system will be degrated 25 percent if you clear all trees, taller than your house,
On the east, south, and west side of your house that are closer than 50 feet. If you clear these
same trees that are within 95 feet, you will realize little shading effect. If you do not clear any
trees,,we would not recommend solar heat for your home.

6. The enclosed system performance datp sheet compares five systems from 100 to 500
ft2. The 100, 150, and 200 ft2 systems provide heat only for 'domestic hot water. Systems of
00 ft' and larger provide heal for both domestic hot water and home heat. Interpretation of

this data yields the following. conciusions.

a. Solar home heat is not economically advantageous for your home as compared to
oil heat. This is attributable to a combination of your shallow roof, the present relatiyely low
cost of oil heat, and the present high cost of ,a solar collector.

b. A doinestic solar hot water heater 'system could provide 55 to 79 percent of your hot
water need and pay for itself in 10 years.

Present Heating Loads and Costs

Domestic hot water Present estimated
(electrically heated) Load cost

2 persons 3662 kWh/yr $148/yr
4 persons 7325 kWh/yr 5297/yr*

'Based on cost of 5.0405/kWh

Analysis of your home construction details yields a home heating load of:

23,139 Btu/degree day

This heat load, in conjunction with local weather, yields a home heating requirement of:

115.98 x 100 Btu/yr

Home heating
Presented estimated

Load cost

Electric:
$.04051101h 43,862 kWh/yr 51.776/yr

Oil.
@ SAO/gal 115.98 x 106 Btu/yr 5332/yr
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Type construction
Heat.loss Approximate cost

Btu/ft2/deg day S/ft2

Glass, Single
Glass, Double 1/4" Space
Glass, Single + Storm Windows
Frame, 2" x 4" with 31/4" Fiberglass
Frame, 2" x 4" with 31/2" Fiberglass + 1" Air
Frame, 2" x 4" with 1/2" PF + 3" UF
Frame, 2" x 4" with 1/4" PF + 3" UF + 1" Air
Frame, 2" x 6" with 51/2" Fiberglass
Frame, 2" x 6" with 1/4" PF + 5" UF
Block, 8"
Block, 8" 1" Air + Interior
Block, 8" 3/4" Styrofoam + Interior
Block, 8" 31/2" Fiberglass
Block, 8" 1/2" PF + 3" UF
Roofing, Shingles only
Roofing, 2" wood, 21/2" PF + Shingles
Roofing, 21/2" P.F only

13.0
9.1

9.9
1.8 .4*
1.7
1.3
1.05
1.13 .55

.76 1 .0 -
6.5 --
4.0
3.6
1.2
.92

.4 (inStalled)
1.14 1.95**

1.00

*Cnst.of frame materials (interior and exterior materials not inclujled).

-Same as above with insulation installed.
a

House Heating Load

Components
Area

ft2
Pct of total Loss factor

area Btu/ft2/deg day
Lots

Btu/deg day
Pct of total

loss

Windows, Fixed 383 6.0 9.1 3,485 16.1

Windows, Sliding 45 .7 9.1 410 1.8
Infiltration windows 428 6.7 --- 525 2.3
Doors, Swinging 28 .4 9.1 255 1.1

Infiltration doors, Swinging 28 .4 -7- 367 1.6
Doors, Sliding 306 4.8 9.1 2,785 12.0
Infiltration doors, Sliding 306 4.8 --- 3,244 14.0

Ceiling 1,784 28.3 1.14 2,034 8.8
Wall 8" block 317 5.0 6.5 2,061 8.9
Wall to garage 272 4.3 4.36 1,186 51 :
Wall to fill 592 9.4 2.35 1,390 . 6.0
Wall frame 922 14.6 1.8 1,660 7.2

Floor to fill 1,389 22.0 2.34 .3,250 14.0

Floor to garage 264 4.2 1.89 500 2.2
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Projected Heating Costs

TIME
ELECTRIC - HOT WATER

OIL - HOME HEATING TOTAL ELECTRIC

Rate Increase
of 5.55 pct/yr 7 pct/yr 5.55 pct/yr 7 pct/yr

TOTAL COST

Present $ 630/yr $ 630/yr $2,073/yr $2,073/yr
In 5 yrs 806.4/yr 850.5/yr 2,080/yr 2,199/yr
In 10 yrs 1,008/yr 1,071/yr 2,533/yr 2,769/yr
In 15 yrs 1,160/yr 1,292/yr 2,984/yr 3,280/yr

ACCUMULATED COSTS

,

In 5 yrs 3,567/yr 3,701/yr 9,273/yr 9,568/yr

In 10 yrs 8,063/yr 8,506/yr 20,805/yr 21,986/yr

In 15 yrs 13,292/yr 14,412/yr 34,590/yr 37,253/yr

Monthly Heating .Requirements and Available. Solar Energy

Month and
no. degree

days

Home heat
load/mo

(million Btu)

Hot watei
load/mo

(million Btu)

Total
ioad/mo

(million Btu)

Available solar
energy/mo

Btu/ft2

Jan. 1,020 23.60 2.07 25,67 6448
Feb. 874 20.25 2.07 22.32 7,812

Mar. 719 16.64 2.07 18.71 11,191

Apr. 357 8.27 2.07 10.34 12,480

May 131 3.03 2.07 5.10 14,446

Jun. 5 .12 2.07 2.19 15,150

Jul. 0 --- 2.07 2.07 . 15,779

Aug. 0 --- 2.07 2.07 14,973

Sep. 43 1.00 2.07 3.07 12,990

Oct. 291 7.72 2.07 9.80. 11,222

Nov. 609 14.10 2.07 16.17 4 7 ,950

Dec. 961 22.24 107 24.31 '6,293
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Solar Domestic Hot Water Heating,System

Recommended system

Collector area: 100
Orientation: S 15° W
Storage tank size: 250
Storage tank location: Basement

System Performance Detaits

Locabon: Roof
Tilt angle: 18°

Month Hot water
heating load/rno,

(million Btu)

Heat supplied by
recommended. 'solar

system
(million Btu/mo)

Percent
solarO
heat

0

Jan. 2.07 .65 .31

Feb. 2.07 .78 30
Mar. 2.07 1.12
Apr. 2.07 1.25 60
May 2.07 1.44 70
Jun. 2.07 1.52 73
Jul. 2.07 1.58 76
Aug. 2.07 1.50 72
Sep 2.07 1.30 63
Oct. 2.07 1.12 54
Nov. 2.07 .8 39
Dec. 2.07 .63 30

Total 24.84 13.69

Present yearly heating bill savings for above system using present energy costs: $163

Projected Yearly Heating Costs with and Without Solar Heat

Time Present Present Accumulated
heating costs heating costs 'Savings
no solar heat w/solar heat

$/yr $/yr

Present, 297 134 163
In 5 yrs 380 171 . 928
In ,10 yrs 475 214 2,082
In 15 yrs 547 246 3,462

Estiniated cost of installing solar heating system: @ $20/f t2 = $2.000
The coSt of solar heating system is only an estimate used in this evaluation. Although the estimate

should not change by much, a firm fiked Price would be quoted when a solar heating instaHation
contract is negotiated.

NOTE: This system would take about 10 years to pay for itself.
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System Performance Data

System
size

ft2

Energy
provided
(million
Btu/pct

Present
cost

$.04/kWh

Savings
first
yr

Estimated accumulated
savings @ 5.55 pet gst.

system
cost

Years for
savings to

pay for
systemIn 5 yrs In 10 yrs In 15 yrs

100
Hot water 13.7 $297 160 $912 $2,045 $3,398 $2,000 10

Heat
Total 13.7

55%

150
Hot water. 19.74 297 231 1,317 2,952 4,906 3,000 10

Heat ---
Total 19.74

79%

200
Hot water 22.26 297 261 1,487 3,341 5,544 4,000, 12

Heat ---
Total 22.26

89%

300
Hot water 24.60 297 297 1,603 3,745 6,223 6,000 14

Heat 7.63 303 19.6 112 251 417

Total 32.63 600 312.6 1,715 3,996 6,640

25%

500
Hot water 25.0 -297 297 1,693 3,796 6,308 10,006 20

Heat 20.81 303 54 307 690 1,147

Total 45.81 600 347 1,910 4,486 7,455

35%
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Solar Appraisal By An Independent Engineer -- Case III

Silver Spring, MD 20904

Dear Mr. A

The evaluation of your home's'solar heating and energy conservation potential
is complete and a synopsis of the results is given below. Detailed analyses are enclosed
in the work sheets attaChed to this lettet. [Company ] has also included the effect of a
heat pump on your yearly heating costs in addition to our normal analysis of a solar.'
heating system for your home. In all of our analyses the projected cost of electrical
energy was used to determine how much solar energy heating systems (or heat-pump
systems) .would save you over a fifteen year period. This cost.savings Was used in
selecting an optimum system for you. However, projecting energy costs is risky because .
the effects of oil embargoes or Presidential taxes cannot be accurately determined. The
projection data that we used was taken from government reports and probably under-
estimates future energy costs. [Company ] expects you to save more than the amount
we have stated in this evaluation. Throughout this report,:we have used an energy cost
inflation rate of 7%.
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Heating system capital recovery costs were not included in this evaluation. Since
loan interest rates and periods vary, an accurate determination of investment money
cost cannot be made. However, it is important to note that money costs will affect the
systems payback period (the period of time after which the system operates for
essentially free). There is sufficient data within this evaluation to allow you to
determine the effect of money costs for your own situation.

The following is a synopsis of the evaluation results:
1. HEATING REQUIREMENTS

Your home requires 22.636 kwhr/yr for space heating and 5,110 kwhr/yr for
domestic hot water heating. During the present year, these two items mill cost
you $903. In fifteen years, based on projected energy costs, you will spend
$2,327 for the same energy. Accumulating all the yearly ,cbsts over a fifteen
year period you would spend $26,257 to heat your home and hot water.

2. INSULATbN EVALUATION
The insulation in your home is outstanding. However, if you should ever
finish and heat your basement, [companfl recommends the basement block
wall be insulated. One type of insulation material could pe 34-inch thick
styrofoam bOards that fit behind paneling. Since your basement is presently
unheated and unfinished, the minor effect of basement insulation on your
present heating requirements was not included in this evaluation.

3. ENERGY CONSERVATION IMPROVEMENTS (HEAT PUMP)
The effect of an electric heat pump on your yearly heating bill was considered.
A heat pump can reduce your space heating requirements (not hot water
requirements) by approximately 30% in the Washington, D.C. area. This
would reduce the yearly total heating bill from $903 to $685 per year for a
yearly savings of $218. Using projected energy costs, a heat pump would save
your $5,475 over the course of fifteen years. An installed heat pump is
estimated to cost $2,500 and would require 83A years to pay back its initial
cost. We obtained unfavorable impressions about heat pumps from two local
refrigeration/air-conditioning contractors. Their two main complaints were
low reliability and high maintenance. However,,it is possible that recent heat
pump improvements have dimished these problems.

Hybrid heat pumpm/solar collector systems have also been proposed,
and promise excellent efficiency. However, data on thissystem's performance
is unavailable, and [company ] did not estimate its effect on.your heating bill.
We do not recommend the hybrid system at this time.

4. SOLAR HEATING SYSTEMS
Two solar heating systems were optimized for your home. One would heat
both your home and domestic hot water and the other would heat only your
domestic hot water. Both systems would use a solar collector mounted on
your south facing roof and store energy in a heat storage tank located in your
basement.
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A. SOLAR SPACE HEATING SYSTEM For solar heating of your home
and domestic hot water, [company ] recommends a solar heating system with
dcollector area of 400 square feet and a storage tank size of 800 gallons. This
system would supply 45% of the yearly heating energy needs for your home.
It would reduce your present heating energy costs from $903 to $496 and
save you $407 per year. Based on projected energy costs, this system would
save you $10,224 over the course of fifteen years. This system is estimated to
cost $8,000 and would require 12 years to pay for itself.
B. SOLAR DOMESTie -HOT WATER HEATING SYSTEM The second
solar heating system considered for your home would heat only your
domestic hot water. For this system, [company ] recommends a solar
collector with an area of 100 square feet and a storage tank size of 150
gallons. This system would supply 85% of your estimated dom ic ot water
needs. Your average hot water requirements were estimated to be 1 0 gallons
per day. Since you presently spend approximately. $177 per year to
domestic hot water, this system would presently save you $150 per year. In.
fifteen years, this system would save you $389 per year. Using projected
energy costs, this system would save you $3,793 over the conrse of fifteen
years. A solar heated domestic hot water system is estimated to cost $2,000
and would require 93% years to pay for itself. This system would be designed
so that it could be expanded into System "A" at a future date if desired.

5. SOLAR HEATED POOL DATA
Excess solar heat obtained in the summer months from the solar space heating
system (400 square feet of collector area) could be used to heat your pool.
This excess solar heat, in combination with a pool cover, Which [company]
recommends for higher pool temperatures, would raise the pool water
temperature 6 degrees over that Of an unheated, uncovered pool. This would
presently save you $223 per year at present energy costs. Over the course
of fifteen years, this solar pool heater would save you $5,600.

Both a heat pump and a solar heated domestic hot water system Could be added
to your home. These are separate systems, not the hybrid systems mentioned in 3
above. In combination, these two systems would presently Save you $368 per year.
Over a fifteen year period,-using projected energy costs, they would save you a total
of $9,26$.

In summary, [ company] recommends a preliminary installation of a solar heated
domestic hot water system. It is less expensive than the solar space heating system and
could easily be expanded into a space heating system if desired. It would be less
expensive to expand an existing solar domestic hot water heating system ,than to
initially install a solar space heating system. Part of the domestic,hot water system,
plumbing, Controls, etc., also needed for the space heating system mould already
exist. The relatively inexpensive solar heated domestic hot water system would give
you complete exposure to the potential of solar energy and would allow you the
flexibility of installing a heat pump without wasted capital.
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Solar Heating Potential Survey
iA_bjLI.1

DATE: 8 July 1975

NAME:
ADDRESS:

SURVEYOR(S):
SURVEY INFORMATION ATTACHED: No

PRESENT HEATING LOADS AND REQUIREMENTS

DOMESTIC HOT WATER: LOAD PRESENT ESTIMATED C0,1"
MIN 366 kWh/mo .$149/yr
MAX 502 kWh/mo $205/yr.

Avg = 434 kWh/mo Avg = $177/yr

PRESENT HOME HEATING REQUIREMENTS:

HEATING BILLS:

ITEM

Analysis of your home heating bills in conjunction with [opal
weather data yields a home heating load of:

Space heating = 22,636 kWh/yr
Domestic Hot Water = 5,110 kWh/yr

CONSTRUCTION DETAILS
AREA (ft,) NOi'ES

CEILING
CEILING (OTHER)
WALLS (EXPOSED TO DIRT)
WALLS (EXPOSED TO AIR)
WALLS (TO UNHEATED SPACE)
WALLS (OTHER)
WINDOWS AND S. G. Doors
WINDOWS (OTHER)
FLOOR (CRAWL SPACE)
FLOOR (UNHEATED SPACE)
FLOOR (DIRT)
FLOOR (OTHER)
ADDITIONAL

A

Not applicable

Analysis of your home construction details yields a home heating load of:

Not applicable

HOME HEATING LOAD USED IN THIS EVALUATION: 22,636 kWh/Yr

ESTIMATED YEARLY HEATING LOAD, INCLUDING HOME HEAT AND DOMESTIC HOT
WATER

Btu/yr kWh/yr PRESENT COST
943 x 106 27,746 $903

PRESENT COST OF HEATING ENERGY: $0.0325/kWh

INSULATION EVALUATION

WINDOWS: Not Applicable 341 CEILING: Not Applicable,
DOORS: Not Applicable WALLS: Not Applicable
FLOORS: Not Applicable OTHER: Not Applicable

..
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INSULATION IMPROVEMENT EFFECT ON PRESENT YEARLY HEATING LOAD.,

PRESENT HEAT IMPROVED HEAT IMPROVED HEATING

LOAD LOAD COST

'kYEAIrtLY SAVINGS
USING PRESENT
ENERGY COSTS

22,636 kWh/yr I N/A N/A' N/A

TOTAL COST OF INSULATION. IMPROVEMENT RECOMMENDATIONS: N/A

SOLAR HEATING SYSIEM APPLIED TO YOUR HOME

LOCATION OF tHE SOLAR COLLECTOR ARRAY:
,410,

The best collector location would be on thesouth facing part of your roof. Although
the shallovi pitchof your roof degrades system performance slightly, it is less expensive .

to install more collector area than to change collector tilt angle..

LOCATION OF THE STORAGE TANK:
Basement of home.

OTHER CONSIDERATIONS:
Consider the impact of solar heating on the swimming pool water temperatures.

RECOMMENDED SYSTEM: Electric Heat
COLLECTOR AREA: N/A
ORIENTATION: N/A
STORAGE TANK _SIZE: N/A
STORAGE TANK LOCATION: N/A

Pump
OTHER CONSIDERATIONS: N/A
LOCATION: N/A
TILTANGLEAI/A

PERCENT OF YEARLY HEATING BILL SUPPLIED BY ABOVE HEAT PUMP SYSTEM:

30 percent

Projected Yearly Heating Costs for Heat Pump Heating System

Tirne PreSent home .
present insulation

no solar $/yr

Insulated home
with heat pump

$/yr

Projected
yearly savings

$/yr

Present 903 685 218

"In 5 yrs 1.182 897 285

In 10 yr& 1,659 1,259 400

In 15 yrs 2.327 1,765 . 562

Accumulated
costs and
savings in

22,683 17.207 5,476

15 yrs.''

ESTIMATED* COST OF INSTALLING ELECTRIC HEAT PUMP SYSTEM: $2500

NOTE: This system would pay for itself in about 8.75 years.

The cost of solar heating system is only an estimate kised in this evaluation. Although the estimate

should not change by much, a ikm fixed:price 'would be quOted when a solar heating installation

contract is nesottatsd ^
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Solar Heating System

RECOMMENDED SYSTEM

COLLECTOR AREA: 400 Square feet
ORIENTATION: Due South
STORAAE TANK SIZE: 800 gallons
STORAtE TANK LOCATION: Basement

IX-S-343

OTHER CONSIDERATIONS: Excess solar
heat to swiMming pool

LOCATION: Roof
TILT ANGLE: 26°

System Performance Details

Month Present home
heat load/mo
(million Btu)

Heat supplied by
recommende,d solar

heating system
(million Btu/mo)

Percent
solSr
heat

Excess heat
(for pool)

(million Btu/mo)

Jan 17.2 3.4 20
Feb. 14.8 4.1 28
Mar. 12.6 5 7 45
Apr 6.9 6.2 90
May 4.6 4.6 1.00 2.6
Jun. 1.5 1_5 100 5.7
Jul. 1.5 1.5 100 5.9
Aug 1.5 1.5 100 5.6
Sep. 2.1 2.1 100 4.3
Oct. 4.9 4.9 100 .7

Nov. 10.8 4.1 38 0
Dec. 16.3 3.1

Total 94.7 42.7 45% 24.8

PRESENT YEARLY HEATING BILL SAVINGS FOR ABOVE SYSTEM USING PRESENT
ENERGY COSTS: $903/yr

Projected Yearly Heatin9 Costs With and Without Solar Haat

Time Present home
heating costs
no solar heat

S/yr

Present home Projected
heating costs yearly savings
w/solar heat

S/yr

Present 963 496 407

In 5 yrs 1,182 649 533

In 10 yrs 1,659 911 748

In 15 yrs 2.327 1,278 1,049

Accumulated costs
.and savings 22,683 12,459 10,224

ESTIMATED* COST OF INSTALLING SOLAR HEATING SYSTEM: $20.00/ft2 = $8000

NOTE: This system would take about 12,75 years to pay for itself.

The cOst of solar heating system is only an estimate used in this evaluation. Although the estimate
should not change by Mtich,, a firm fixed price wOu 3 be uoted when, a solar heating installation ..

contratt is negotiated; ,
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Solar Heating System

RECOMMENDED SYSTEM: Domestic Hot Water
COLLECTOR AREA: 100:Square Feet STORAGE TANK LOCATION: Basement

ORIENTATtON: Due South LOCATION: Roof
STORAGE TANK SIZE: 150 gallons TILT ANGLE: 26°

o

System 'Performance DetailsDomestic Hot Water

Month Present home.
heat load/mo
(million Btu)

Heat supplied by
recommended solar

heating system
(million Btu/mo)

Percent Excess heat
solar (for pool)
heat (million Btu/mo)

Jan.
Feb.
Mar.
Apr.
May
Jun.

1.48
1.34
1.48
1.43
1.48
1.43

.0.89

1.04
1.48

1.43
1.48
1.43

60
77

0 100
100
100 N/A
100

Jut. 1 48 1.48 100

Aug. 1 48 1.4fS 100

Sep, 1 43 1.43 100

Oct. 1.48 1.39 93

Nov. 1.43 1.05 73

Dec. 1.48 0.76 51

Total 17.42 15.32 85

PRESENT YEARLY HEATING BILL SAVINGS FOR ABOVE SYSTEM USING PRESENT
ENERGY COSTS: $150/yr. 17 percent reduction in present heating costs.

Projected Yearly Heating Costs With and'Without Solar Heat

Time Present water Present water Projected

heating costs heating costs yearly savings

no solar heat w/solar heat
$/yr $/yr

Present 177 ,27 150

In 5 yrs 232 36 196

In 10 yrs 325 .47 278

In 15 yrs 456 67 389

Accumulated costs
and savings ,4,446 653 3,793

ESTIMATED* COST OF INSTALLING SOLAR HEATING SYSTEM: $20.00/ft2 = $2000

NOTEt This system would take about 9.75 years to Pay for itself.

The cost of solar heating system is only an estimate used in this evaluation. Although the estimate

should not change by much, a firth fixed price would be quoted when a solar heating Installation
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Solar Heating System for Pool

POOL SIZE: 730 Square feet area, 26,000 oallons
POOL LOCATION: Backyard, in view of sun
SOLAR COLLECTOR SIZE: 400 square feet
NOTES: Collector used for home heat. Excess in the summer time will be uSed to help

heat pool. Heat input from .a standard pool heater was not considered.
POOL COVERING: A pool cover was considered. It woUld be in place 12 hrs per day.

WATER TEMPERATURES IN POOL, DEGREES FAHRENHEIT

Month No pool No pool Pool cover Pool cover Average

cover, cover, solar heat no solar air temp

no solar solar heat heat

heat

May 65.4 66.8 71.8 69.9 66

Jun. 72 74.8 81.4 78 74

Jul. 75.3 77,7 83.2 81 79

Aug. 72.7 75.3 81.1 77.7 77

Sep 66.3 69.1 72.5 70.2 70

TOTAL AMOUNT OF ENERGY' SUPPLIED TO POOL DURING SUMMER MONTHS: 24.8 x

106 Btu

TOTAL AMOUNT OF ENERGY SUPPLIED TO POOL DURING WINTER MONTHS: None

ESTIMATED ENERGY COSTS FOR CONVENTIONAL POOL HEATER: bottled Gas = $9.00/million

Btu

ESTIMATED ENERGY SAVINGS PER YEAR USING SOLAR HEAT FOR POOL: $223

COMMENTS: Solar augmented pool heat with a pool cover used 12 hours
per day would raise the pool water temperature by 6 degraes
as compared to an unheated, uncovered pool
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CONTRACTS

Contract is one of the most effective instrumentalities of a
system of private capitalistic enterprise., It is through this
device that the exchange processes in modern large-scale busi-
ness take place, and the vast amount of credit required in
modern business is created and transferred. It is contract
which makes possible the assumption and shifting of risks
which inevitably are present in our highly s*peculative economic
order. But contract in its most important aspect is a device by
which persons make binding arrangements for the future or buy
and sell human conduct. In this respect contract is a planning
device; it is per se a most important agency of control in mod-
ern business.

In an economic society dominated by a philosophy of individual-
ism, it is assumed that there should be relatively complete
freedom of persons to make contracts. The courts accordingly
enforce most contracts between persons of normal capacity,
except those which in their opTnion are contrary to sound
social'policy or have been induced by fraud br duress. The
doctrine of freedom of contract assumes that there is sub-
stantial bargaining equality between all persons of sound mind
and legal age. However, defensible this assumption may have
been in earlier times, it is often inappropriate in a complex
modern business system. Thus, legislatures have enacted many
different types of legislations, particularly in the field of
labor relations, restricting the doctrine of freedom of contract.

A study of contracts iS a study of promises: a promise is a
statement of intention, carrying assurance that the promisor
(the party making the promise) will do or refrain from doing
something in the future. It is a proposal of conduct. A

promise must be differentiated from a representation, which
is a statement of a past or present fact. A promise is a state-
ment of what one proposes to do or not do in in the future. A

statement in an insurance policy that a watchman is kept on
the premises at night is merely a represnetation of fact; a
statement that a watchman will be keptupon the premises is a
promise.

A promise must also be.distinguished from a cOndition. A con-
dition is a statement of an uncertain event, present or future,
'upon the happening or nonhappeOng of which something else de-
pends. A promise carries with it an assurance that the Rwent
will or will not happen. A condition carries no such assurance.
A statement in an insurance policy that the policy is void if
the insured keeps gasoline on the insured premises As a con-
dition; a statement by the insured, that he,will not keep gaso-
line on the premises is a promise.
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Essentials of a Valid Contract

In order for the contract to be enforceable, there must be:

1. an agreement -- both offer and acceptance,

2. supported by consideration,

3. entered into by parties having capacity to contract,

4. the objective Of which is legal.

Types of Promises

Promises and contracts are variously classified; these classi-
fications possess no merit other than to emphasize certain as-
pects of promises.

Simply stated, a contract is a binding agreement to do or to
refrain from doing some lawful thing. They may be grouped:

1. as to formality -- formal or simple;

2. as to enforceability -- valid, void, voidable, or unenforceable;

3. as to compliance -- executed or executory;

4. as 'to reciprocal obligations - unilateral or bilateral;

5. as to intent -- express or implied.

Formal or Simple Contracts

A promise is either formal or simple; this classification
emphasizes the character of the act by which a promise is made.

Formal contracts include contracts of record, contracts under
seal, and negotiable instruments. A formal promise derives its
.binding quality from the formality with which it is expressed.
A promise under seal is enforceable under the common law because
of the formal document which evidence's it. A sealed promise lulay
take the form of a bond, a charter, a covenant, or a deed.
Sealed instruments are known as common law specialties.

Promises in the form of bills of exchange, promissory notes, and
checks are also formal. The usual rights and duties of the
parties to negotiable instruments are dependent on the form in
which the promise is expressed. Since the peculiar consequences
attaching to negotiable instruments had their origin in the
"customs of the merchants", it is usual to classify these in-
struments as mercantile specialties.
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Other promises are simple. Promises t under, seal and not in
the form of a mercantile specialty are simple whether expressed
by word of mouth or in writing. ,

Express or Implied.Contracts

Promises are either express or implied; emphasis here is laid on
the mode of proving the expression of the promise. An express
promise is one in the making of which the promisor has completely
set forth his promise and has left nothing to inference. An im-
plied promise is one which is inferred from circumstances or

.from the conduct of the promisor. Fundamentally, of course,
an express and arLimplied promise are the same, differing only
in the manner in which they are proved.

A good way to cover the subject of construction contracts is to
study an example of actual agreement forms, filled in with the

, terms of a- fictitious agreement, and then flag sone points worth
mentioning. The example (see following page) is 0 a form de-
veloped and refined over the years by the Ame'r.ican.Institute
of Architects. It's designed to be fair, favoring neither the
'consumer nor the contractor, and it's been tested in many, many
courtrooms. The only trouble here is it's written as if.an
architect were involved, but that does not deter the signifi-
cance of the example, After a little study, youll see that
the contract is really quite 5traightforward and 'you should be
aware of the kinds of terms often written into small construc-

.tion contracts.

The very act of reviewing all those terms will bring to your
mind images of all the troubles others have had, troubles which
led, ultimately, to the wording of the terms themselves and you
will be able to decide how much protection you want to have
when you take your solar step.
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THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ARCHiTECTS

AIA Document A107

The Standard Form of Agreement Between
Owner and Contractor

Short Form Agreement for Small Construction Contracts

Where the Basis of Payment is a

STIPULATED SUM

For other contracb the MA issues Standard Forms of Owner,Con tractor Agreements and Standard General Conditionsof the Contract tor Construction tor use in connection therewith
This document has important legal consequencei; consultation with an attdrney is encouraged with respect to its

completion or modification.

AGREEMENT

made this .day f,layiztre/-_- in the year NineteenHundred anc2\10.4 0
U(7.abeft,42( cat1:or strGet-REPATEN

AA Idd VII le, olivois,VIero rjaffer caiW Owner, and

3-_-1olcfrac 0
s

Ltou
hA

many nk.ovarti
b(9?-itG

tzT tav-k1
The Owner and

the Contractor.

Contractor agree as set forth below.
can- Lorior You

AIA DOCUMENT A107 ..5mMl. CONSTRC:CTIO \ CONTRACT SEPTEMBER 1966 EDITION AIA®
1966 THE AMERICAN INSTITCT, OF ARCHITECTS, 1735 Y. AVE.. N.W , WASH., DC, 20006
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ARTICLE 1

THE WORK

The Contractor shall perform all the Work required by the Contract Documents for A lar1,leod-19
gebra Or column drenplfve ol the Woek ji vied on Whet Contfact Document; 1

t2ANI Ot ttooc..e oE-ttke cove s

c, bed A leerzi-2ftt--Bicls,cticte)A4, Ast
nt:t41 [6177, ond ir) 11/10 pro sal ot-trAo.

-,rac-z)r ciAted .4-1-A-alit '21, (qT7.

ART1CL.E 2

---A1K-HtTEEF--

-11ae-otar./aiatac÷terthei-proTect-is---

ARTICLE 3

TIME OF COMMENCEMENT AND COMPLETION

The. Work to this Contract shall be wiii410., s of-rtcte
dafo reepvIQ,K.

and completed u,;({4.4 arda ere/aReic

ARTICLE 4

C NTRACT SUM

The Owner shall pay the Contractor for the perfo ance of the Work, subject to additions and deductlons-by Change
Order as provided in the General Conditions, i current funds, the Cohtract Sum of

OSanct o telnIc nivla f-e6
fState here the lump (urn amount. unit prices. ot both. as des 1

(Lars 72q3P°)

ALS DOCUMENT A107 SMALL CONSTRUCTION CONTRACT SEPTEMBER 1966 EDITION AIA®
)1%6 THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS. 1735 N Y AVE N W , WASH . D C. 20006
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ARTICLE 5

PROGRESSAMATS
Based upon Apphcations'for Payment submitted to the.rrery the Contractor .aiad-Cortiticater.-fias-..2aliiataiat.

--ecwed-by-the-Airbiter.4 the Owner shall make progress payments on account of the Contract Sum to the Contractor
as follows:

-rno-n-tfAiti,crn orabuf-ffite oceack
lryloNA-11A', loss loro oE eac14 app ctF(CiA

such. Ofilkeld Rnid
ect ID-9.11w ouptier umfil A pqtvevt-1-.

ARTICLE 6

F AL PAYMENT.

The Owner sIiaII make:final.payment days after completion of the Work, provided
the Contract be then fully performed, su ject to the provisions of Mticle 17 of the General Conditions.

.1 ARTICLE 7

ENUMERATION OF CONTRACT DOCUMENTS

The Contract Documents are as noted in Paragraph 8.1 of the General Conditions and are enumerated as follows:
(Lilt below the Agreement, Conditions ol the Contract (General, Supplementary, and other Conditions). Drawings. Specifications, Addenda and accepted
Alternates, showing page or sheet numben in all cases and dater where applicable

*gArk-dei)

AIA DOCUMENT A1f7 SMAU CONSTRUCTION CONTRACT SEPTEMBER 1966 EDITION AIMED
1966 THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS, 1735 N.Y. AVE., N.W., WASH., D.C. 20006
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GENERAL CONDITIONS

ARTICLE 8
CONTRACT DOCUMENTS

8.1 The Contract Documents consist of this Agreement
(which Includes the General Conditions), Eremp temente/1.

.and-oduar-Canctiticuac,--tho-lasawinge, the Specifications,
all Addenda issued prior to the execution of this Agree-
ment, all amendments, Change Orders, -arad--writtora

.

JAe-Melefeet. These form the Contract and what is
required by any one shall be as binding as if required
by all. The intention of theContract Documents is to
include all labor, materials, equipment and other items
as provided in Paragraph 11.2 necessary for the proper
execution and completion of the Work and the terms
and conditions of payment therefor, and also to include
an Work which may be -reasonably inferable from- the
Contract Documents as being necessary to produce the
'intended results. ._
8.2 The Contract Documents shall be signed ifs-not-fess

Mistft-trisslioate by the Owner and the Contractor. If-either

-.Siseerfieetionsree-eny--44141w.-contraet-Doearnenty,
-tho-Asohi.toc .-h-ta&idenhiy-theak By executing the Con-
tract. the Contractor represents that he has visited the
site and familiarized himself with the local condition

.....--- under which the Work is to be performed.
8.3 The term Work as used in the Contract Documents
includes all labor necessary to produce the construction
required by the Contract Documents, and all materials
and equipment incorporated or to be incorporated in
such construction.

ARTICLE 9
--Odeetimer

The Architect win provide general administrat
of Contract and will be the Owner's represen
during he construction period.
9.2 The rchitect, shall at all times have ac ss to the
Work wher er it is in preparation and p gress.

9.3 The Arch ct will make- periodic sits to the site
to familiarize hi elf generally wit he progress and
quahty of the Wor and to deter ne in general if the
Work is proceeding accord ce With the Contract
Documents. On the bas of s on-site observations as
an architect, he will keep e Owner informed of the
progress of the Work, a I endeavor to guard the
Owner against defects nd deficiencies in the Work of
the Contractor. Th rchitect wifl.not be required to
make exhaustive continuous on- e inspections to
check the quali or quantity of the Wqk. The Archi-
tect will not e responsible for constr tion means,
methods, t niques, sequences or proced s, or for
safety pr autions and programs in connection ith the
Work nd he will not be responsible for the Cont ctor's
fail e to carry out tfie Work in accordance with he

ntract Documents.

ve

Based on such observations and the Contr or's
App tons for Payment, the Architect win ermine
the amo. s owing to the Contractor a wilt issue
Certificates ayment in accordance Article 17.--
9.5 The Architec II be, in th rst instance, the in-
terpreter of the requir ents d e Contract Documents.
He will make decisions o II claims and. disputes be-
tween the Owner and e Co ctor. All his decisions
are subject to ar. :
9.6 The Ar ect has authority to rej Work which
does no onform to the Contract Docum s and to
stop Work, or any portion thereof, if nece to

re its proper execution.

ARTICLE 10

OWNER

10.1 The Owner shall furnish all surVeys,.
10.2 The Owner shall secure and pay for easements for
permanent structures or permanent changes in exbting
facilities.
10.3 The Owner shall issue all instructions to the Con-
tractor theeesh-the-Acchitea

°ARTICLE 114-
CONTRACTOR

11.1 The Contractor shall supervise- and direct the
Work, using his best skill and attention. The Con-
tractor shall be solely responsible for all construction
means, methods, techniques, sequences and procedures
and for coordinating all portions of the Work under
the Contract.
11.2 Unless ()rise specifically noted, the Contractor
shall provide a pay for an labdr, materials, equipment,
tools, construetion equipment and machinery, water,
heat, utilities, transportation, and other facilides and
services necessary for the proper çecution and comple-
tion of the Work.
11.3 The Contractor shall at all times enforce strict
discipline and good order among his employees, and
shall not employ on the Work an unfit person or any-
one not skilled in the task assign 51 to him.
11.4 The Contractor warrants tiP the Owner and the
Architect that all materials and equipment incorporated
in the Work will be new unless otherwise specified, and
that all Work Will be of good quality, free from faults
and defects and in conformance with the Contract Docu-
ments. All work not so conforming to these standards-
may be considered defectiye.
11.5 The Contractor shall pay all sales, consumer, use
and other similar taxes required by law and shall secure
all permits, fees and licenses necessary for the execution
of the Work.
11.6 The Contractor shall give all notices and comply
with all laws, ordinances, rules, reguL dons, and orders
of any public authority bearing on the performance of

XIA DOCUMENT Al117 SMALL CONSTRUCTION CONTRACT SEPTEMBER 1966 EDITION AIA.
(0 1966 THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE Of ARCHITECTS, 1735 N.Y. AVE., NM., WASH., D.C. 20006
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00W "ceirotble
cas,tr-the Work, and shall notify the if the gfroMing

.40.1 Specifications are at variance therewith..
11.7 The tontractor shall be responsible for the acts
and omission's of all his employees and all SObcon-
tractors, their agents and employees and all other persons
performing any of the Work under a contract with the
Contractor.

-tioaventes,- ,

11.9 The Contractór at all tirne,s shall keep the premises.
free from accumulation of waste materials or rubbish
caused by his operations,. At the completion of the Work
he shall remove all his waste materials and rubbish from
and about the Project as well as his tools, construction
equipment, machinery and' surplus materials, and shall
clean all glass surfaces and shall 'leave the Wei* "broom
clean" or its equivalent, except as otherwise specified.
11.10 The Contractor shall indemnify and hold harmless
the Owner anal-abe-Arehitert and heragents and em-
ployees from and against all claims, damages, losses and
expenses including attorneys' fees arising out of or result-
ing front the performance of the Work, provided that
any such claim. damage, loss or expense (a) is attribut-
able to bodily injury, sickness, disease dr death, or to`
injury to or destruction of tangible property (other than
the Work itself) including the loss of use resulting there-
from, and (b) is caused in whole or in part by any
neghgent act or omission of the Contractor, any Sub-
contractor, anyone directly or indirectly employed by any
of them or anyone for whose acts any of them may be
liable, regardless of whether or not it is caused in part
by -a party indemnified hereunder. In any and all claims
against the Owner or-the-hrehiteet or any of Oleragents
or employees by any employee of the Contractor, any
Subcontractor, anyone directly or indirectly employed by
any of them or anyone .for whose acts any of them may
be liable. the indemnification obligation under this Para-
graph 11.10 shall not be limited in any way by any limi-
tation on the amount ar type of damages, compensation
or benefits payable by or for the'Contractor or any Sub-
contractor under workmen's compensation acts, dis-
ability benefit acts or other employee benefit acts.-The

.agun4s-er-eMj...igeee5-11,4i400-G4118- -04434-0/0-prepasatiaa....

ARTICLE 12

SUBCONTRACTS
12.1 A Subcontractor is a person who has a direct
contract with the Contractor to perform any of the Work
at- the site.- --
12.2 Prior to the award of the Contract the Contractor
shall furnish to the Asc-hitee in writing a list of the

00Prer

names of Subcontractors
tibns of the Work. The
Subcontr
have
be re

reasonable

oposed for the principal por-
ontractor shall not employ any

4heAcelti-teet-cor the Owner may
bjection. The Contractor shall not

o employ. any Subortractor to whom* he
has a reasonable objection. Contracts between the
Contractor and the Subcontractor shall be in açcordnce
With the terms of this Agreement and shall inc e the
General Conditions of this Agreement inscifar.as pli-
cable. ,

ARTICLE 13
SEPARATE CONTRACTS

The Owner has the right to let other coritracts in con-
nection with the Work and the Contractor shall properly
cooperate with anj, suck other contractors:'

ARTICLE 14
ROYALTIES AND PATENTS

The Contractor shall pay all royalties and, license fees.
The Contractor shall defend all suits or claims for in-
fringement or any patent rights and shall save the
Owner harmless from loss on account thereof.

ARTICLE 15

ARBITRATION
All claims or disputes arising out of this Contract Or the
breach thereof shall be decided by arbitration in accord: .
ance with the Construction Industry Arbitration Rules of
the American Arbitration Association then obtaining unless
the parties mutually agree otherwise. Notice of the de.
mand for arbitration shall be -filed in writing with :the
'other party to the Contract and with the American Arbi-
tration Association and shall be made Within a.reasonable
time after the dispute has arisen.

ARTICLE 16
TIME

16.1 All time limits stated in the Contract Documents
are of the essence of the Contract.
16.2 If the Contractor is delayed at any time id' the
progress of the Work, by changes ordered in the Work,
by labor disputes, fire, unusual delay in transportation,
unavoidable casualties, causes beyond the Contractor's
control, or by any cause which the-Aveh+teetwey-ie-

...tersnibe. justifies the delay, .then the Contract Time'shall
be extended. h.e-C-honge-Orelerferftefr/rrsernettle-4iono
-as-the-hurIU4161-nrsrtieterrnter

rot . ARTICLE 17 .

PAYMENTS
17.1 Payments shall be mrde as provided in Article 5
of this Agreement.
17.2 Payments may be withheld on account of (1) de-
fective Work not remedied, (2) claims filed, (3) failure
of the Contractor to make payments properly 10 Sub-
contractors or for labor, materials, or equipment, (4)
damage to another contractor, or (5) unsatisfactory
prosecution of the Work by_the<Coptractor,
17.3 Final payment shall nOt be due until the Con-
tractor has delivered to 1he Owner,a conete release of
all liens arising out Of this Contract or Meipts in full

AIR DOCUMENT A107 SMALL CONSTRUCTION CONTRACT SEPTEMBER 1966 EDITION AlAe
Q1966. THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE Or ARCHITECTS, 1735 N.Y N.W., WASH., D.C. 20096
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Aitk. 64,oult ,-kAACs
one

covering all labor, materials and equipment for Which a hail, aintain such insurance as will protect him
hen could be filed, or a bond satisfactory to the Owner against laims whifrmay arise trom operations under
indemnifying him against any lien. the Contract.
17.4 The making of final payment shall constitute a
waiver of all claims by the Owner except those arising

ARTICLE 21

from (1) unsettled liens, (2) faulty or defective-Work ap- PROPERTY INSURANCE
pearing after Substantial Completion, (3) failure of the )421.1 Uriless otherwhe provided, the Owner shall pur-
Work to comply with the requirements of the Contret chase and Maintain property insurance- iiion the entire.
Documents, or (4) terms of any special guarantees re- Work at the site to the full insurable valtie thereof. This
quired_ by the Contract Documents. The acceptance insurance shall include the interests of the.Owner, the
of final payment shall constitute a waiver of all claims Contractor, Subcontractors and Sub-subcontractors in
by the Contractor except those previously made in the %Nark and shall insure against the perils of Fire,
writing and still unsettled. , Extended Coverage, Vandalism and Malicious Mischief..

21.2 Any insured loss is to be adjusted with the Owner
and made payable to the Owner as trustee for the
insureds, as their interests may appear, subject to the

The Contractor shall be responsible for initiating, main- requirements of any mortgagee clause.
tainihg, and supervising -an safety precautions _and pro- '21.3' The Owner shall file a copy of all 'policies with
grams in connection with the Work. He shall take all the Contractor prior to the commencement of the Work.
reasonable precautions for the safety of, and shall provide
all reasonable protection to prevent damage, injury or loss 21,4 The 'Owner and Contractor waive all rights'against

to (1) all employees. on the Work and Other persons 'ePh othe7 for damages caused by fire or ,otber perils

who may be affected.thereby, (2) all the Work and all i.
to the extent covered by insurance provided ander this

materials and equipment to be incorporated therein, Raragraph. The- Contractor shall require similar waivers
Dv Subcontractors and Sub-subcontractors.and (3) other property at the site or adjacent thereto. - .He shall comply with all applicable laws, ordinances, " ARTICLE 22

rules, regulations and orders of any public authority"
,having jurisdiction for the safety of person s. or property .. CHANGES IN THE WORK
or to protect them from damage, injury or loss. All ,v.22.1 The Owner without iriValidating the Contract may
daMage or loss to. any property caused in whole or in ordef Changes in the Work conSisting'of additions, de-

ARTICLE 18
PROTECTION OF PERSONS AND PROPERTY

part by the Contractor, any Subcontractor, any Sub-
subcontractor or anyone directly or indirectly employed
by any of them, or by anyone for whose acts any of
them may be liable, shall be remedied by the Contractor,
except damage or loss attributabl to faulty Derifings-or
Specifications or to the acts or o 'ssions of the, Owner
-er-Afehiteet or anyone employed ifteror
for whose acts eittier..-oLISnemay bk liable but which

letions, or modifications, the Contract Sum and the
Contract Time being adjusted accordingly. All such
Changes in the Work shall be authorized by written
Change Order signed by the Owner.oe4he-Arel4teet-te

t.

22.2 The Contract Sum and the Contract Time may be
changed only by Change Order.
22.3 The cost or credit to the Owner from a Changeare not attributable to the fault or n ligence of the in the Work shall be determined by mutual agreement

Contractor. ,tbefore executing the Work involved.
ARTICLE 19

CONTRACTOR'S LIABILITY INSURACE
The Contractor shall purchase and maintain such in-
surance as will protect him from claims under workmen's:
compensation acts and other employee benefit ,,acts,
from claims for damages because of bodily injury, in-
cluding death, and from Claims for damages to property
which may arise out of or result from the Contractor's
operations under. this Contract, whether such operations
be by himself or by any Subcontractor or anyone directly
or indirectly employed by any of them. This insurance
shall be written for not less than any hmits of liability
specified as part of this Contract, or required by law,

, whichever is the greater, and shall include contractual
liability insurance as applicable to the Contractor's obli-
gations under Paragraph 11.10. Certificates' of such in-
surance shall be filed with the Owner.

ARTICLE 20
OWNER'S LIABILITY INSURANCE

The Owner shall be responsible for purchasing and
maintaining his own liability insurance and, at his op-

ARTICLE 23

CORRECTION OF WORK
The, Contractor shall
form to the r
wher su
progr
due
whi
Dat
suc
or
qui
Artic
as to

fails to corV.
uments

the
Tects

hip

ements of t e
ailure to conform appears

f the Work, and shall remedy any
faulty materials, equipment or workma

appear within a period of one year from
f ittbstastial Completion of the Contract or with
onger period of time as mai be prescribed by la
the terms of any applicable special guarantee
by the Contract Documents. The provisions o is
23 apply to Work done by Subcontracto s well

k done by direct employees ontractor.

In 24

TERMINATION BY THE CONTRACTOR
If

S. 'e-44--Payenout

the Owner Nils to make payment thereon
for a rriod of thirty days, the Contractor may, upon

MA DOCUMENT A107 SMALL CONSTRUCTION CONTRACT SEPTEMBER 1966 E ITION AIA
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_seven dass ssotten notice to the Owner arteltheA4+1+-
wet- termin.lte the Contract and recover from the Owner

pavrnent for all Work executed and for any proven loss
sustained upon any materials, equipment. tools, and
construction equipment and machinery including reaS-
on.thle prolit and damages.

ARTICLE 25
TERMINATION BY THE OWNER

It the Contractor defaults or neglects to carry out the
Work in accordance ss ith the Contract Dolcuments or
tails to perform am pros ',ion ot the'Contract, the Owner,
may after ;men days' ssritten notice to the Contractor

and without prejudice to any other remedy he may have,
make good such deficiencies and may dedutt the cost
thereof from the payment then or thereafter due the
Contractor Or, at his option, may terminate the Contract
and take possession of the site and of all materiak, equip-
ment. tools. Ad construction. equipment and machinery
thereon owned by the. Contractor and may finish the
Work 'by whatever method he may deem expedient, and
if the unpaid balance of the Contract Sum exceeds the
expense of finishing the Work. such excess shall be paid
to the Contractor. but if such expense exceeds such
unpaid balance. the Contractor shall pay the- difference
to the Owner.

MA DOCUMENT A107 SMALL CONSTRUCTION CONTRACT SEPTEMBER 1966 EDITION AIA
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IX-$-356

This Agreement executed the day and year (frit written above. ,

MA DOCUMENT A107 SMALL CONSTRUCTION CONTRACT
SEPTEMBER 0k6 EDITION AIAel 8

3) 1966 THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF
ARCHITECTS, 1735 N Y. AVE., N W , WASH D C. 20006
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The example contract on the following pages utilizes an actual
agreement form for a construction contract, filled in with the
teyms of fictitious agreement, along with some point, flagged
as worth mentioning.

Remember, if's a lot better to think about all thesesthings
now. (at the time of preparing the written contract) than to
think abOut them for the first time when something suddenly
goes wrong.

357 ..
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okog*,t
.AACA""

o
coithack

rqke) adov's reen1QAt+

We prof*oseto furn sh and install a Sojaracrne Heating sy.s.tem

at 4,21 Ce Midd Levine/lit
in accordance with the following conditions and specifications:

EQUIPMENT

collecivr- air 420 sf.fr.
daraCMO blower

Solaracme Coital 4vs-leim
lvisulcri6d rock- 6160Kber_____

solaracnie.colleofor-iiVci -BS
llaA

LOCATION OF EQUIPMENT
1. Suitable space and access for this installation is to be provided by you.

DUCT WORK.
1 Ductwork to be installed by us will be designated, fabricated and

installed in am-A:lance with American Society of Heating, Refrigerating
and Air Conditioning Engineers standards, within the limits of existing
installation conditions.

RESPONSIBILITY

No,

\e,66

?fikvc.',,`7
66cov-

The following responsibilitips will be assumed by you or us as indicated: -

Delivery, uncrating. erection US
Equipment Foundation- II5
Ductwork (as described) U15

U5Duct Insulation
Supply Outlets
Return Grilles
Adequate Electric Service ...

9
4110 u'
oo 0%0

Wiring from Panel to Conditioner-
Cutting holes
Patching
Redecorating
Plumbing within
Pipe Insulation

ai-6\
out- {-or,

-Vt1
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PLUMBING ifeatexclitattger -Rot- dthme,4. h . w .
Ail pOe oivId copper..

)4k regfuoidWIRING

MISCELLANEOUS

Pt r to 146 l'equkhtekTfs
our iyht r f3las (ator

oe udust (j977.

WORKMANSHIP

1.4111 (5 coAtly
. toe

tio Yg)

1. Our work will be performed in the highest workmanlike manner and
will comply with existing governing codes and regulations.

WARRANTY AND SERVICE
1. After installation a qualified representative will start, test, and

provide instrirctions on the use of the equipment.

2. All equipment, material and labor furnished by us will bear a one year
warranty from date of Installation against defects in workmanship.and
material. In addition, the collectors, controls and heat exchanger are
protected In accordance with the Solaracme Five Year Protection Plan.

3. Service under this warranty:except for oniergency calls, will only be
provided during normal working hours and does not include filter or
fuse replacement.

6t-RA-

em.1.6
.tcltz

60s6ri.
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e?

GENERAL

1. During installation1Ne shall take all reasonable precautions to avoid
injury to persons and damage to Property.

t 2. W t be lMble for damages resulting from the use and/or
the equipment specified herein.

3. Title to tha equipment will remat'n in us until all sums due us
have been paid.

4. We shall have the right to transfer any or all notes held hereunder,
and title or right of possession will pass to the legal holder.

5. Any equipment or labor in add:ktion to that required by this proposal
will be paid for by you as an extra at our normal ratest,

6. It is understood that this pro al sets forth our entire agreement.

7. This proposal will become a contract between us it accepted by you
and thereafter approved in witting by our duly authorized representative.

INSTALLATION SCHEDULlp
1. The equipment will be ready tor 1117 1401116101ft about

from the date ot out approvial of this contract.

U5V(Ie.IS PRICE AND TERMS

)

INIgAAPIgc1;:zu ; latfat covmplegiAl.

ACCEPTANCE
This proposal is accepted

Resliectfully submitted

Date

days

/7441

//7778-

tkk AOVLQABy

Dake WJANN \ kCjr6K

DEALER APPROVAL
This contract is approved Dealer

By

Title..

Date

360
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Should an architect be involved tn the solarizing of an ex-
isting building? Not unless he has great interest and exper-
ience in the subject, and the building owner feels incapable
of handling the job himself.

Architects are not equipment designers; in fact, most states
forbid architects to practice any kind of engineering. If

the need for professional help is in the design of solar hard-
ware, see a mechanical engineer; but if the need is for design
help related to the space, the appearance, or the finishes of
a building, consult an archttect. And, if the project is
large enough to justify it, hire an architect and have him .

in turn enga.geunde his basic fee--the engikeers needed to
handle those basic specialtiesstructural, mechanical, elec-
trical--traditionally outside the architect's own specialties.
One principal attribute of the architect is construction ex-
periencematerials, workmanship, expansion, contraction,
time, weather, contractors, contracts.

The contract on the following pages is an example of an
agreement between a consumer and an architect--compare this
with the previous examples and you can evaluate what all the
options are.
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THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS

MA Document 8151

Abbreviated Form of Agreement BetWeen
Owner and Architect For

Construction Projects of Limited Scope
THIS DOCUMENT HAS IMPORTANT LEGAL CONSEQUENCES; CONSULTATION WITH AN ATTORNEY IS ENCOURAGED WITH

RESPECT TO ITS COMPLETION OR MODIFICATION.

AGREEMENT made this dOlehlittlay of eAkber
Nineteen Hundred aric423/C244

Q. BETWEEN the Owner: el (2Ate

4 CP
and the Architect:T/1/0162. 11404

For the following Projeet: T146 det, OCA sda
a

2( rC tVet, kJ\
Ilnelude detailed Proiect location and scope)

(11

in the year of

The Owner and the Architect agree as set forth below,

I. THE ARCHITECT shall provide professional services for the Protect in accordance with the Terms and Conditions

of this Agreement.

U. THE OWNER shall compensate the Architect, in accordance with the Terms and Condttions of t is'

, A FOR SERVIc Arti le 1, compensation shall 001a
n v.0 11 (Vicc I-I OrelIM

CMS 6
B. AN INITIAL PAYMENT OF 11/4,0-,Ae, cAvavet

) shall be made upon
execution of this Agreement and credited to the Owner's account.

C. FOR REIMBURSABLE EXPENSES, athounts expended as defined in Paragraph 4.3.

IF PROIECE SCOPE or Article 1 sem...Ices are changed materially, or if servicei covered by. this Agreement
have 'not been completed within ( C-AX ) months of the dale hereof, the amount of compensation shall

( be subject to renegotiation.

vioutly

AIA DOCUMENT 11151 ABBREVIATED OWNER.ARCHITECT AGREEMENT FEBRUARY 1974 EDITION AIArg
i974 THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS, IllS NEW 'YORK AVE N W, WASHINGTON, D.C. 30006 1
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IX-S-363

TERMS AND CONDIT )NS OF AGREEMENT BETWEEN OWNER AND ARCHITECT

ARTICLE 1

ARCHITECT'S SER CES

the Arr Mill Cs Srvir es consist u ur phases
desc nhed below and include dr" ,,ructural
mei harm( al and eteicat enginering. swvni,*--1d-1.m. .
any other sirsices induded in Article II as related
to a single Stipulated Sum Construction Contract.
The extent of the Architect's duties and responsibih-
ties Jnd the limitations of his authority as assigned
hereunder shall not be modified without, his written
consent.

DESIGN PHASE

1.1 The Architect shall prepare Design Studies consist-
ing of drawings'and other documents for approval by the
Owner. and shall submit to the Owner Statement of
Probable Construction Cost.

CONSTRUCTION DOCUMENTS PHASE
1.2 The Architect shall prepare from the approved De-

odies, Drawings and Specifications setting forth in
detail the rcc for the Project, and shall submit
An adjusted Statement 0 m le Construction Cost.

The Architect sh he Owner in filing the
reqinie4 Tients for t e approval of governmental
JUthorstie% basing ution over the Project

BIDDING OR NEGOTIATION PH
1.3 the An hitect, following the 0
the Constrol bon Doc unwnts and of the
ment of Probable I onstrsu hon Cost. shal
Owner on obtaining Inds rind in awarding the
tion rrntrar t

's approval of
te-
he

istruQctims

CONSTRUCTION PHASE
.1

1,4 lhe Construction oPhase well commence with the
award of the Construction Contract and will terminate
when the final Certificate for Payment is issued to the
Owner
1.4.1 The Architect shall provide general Administration
of the ConstructionContract, as set forth below
1.4.2 All ot the Owner's instructions to the Contractor
shall lie issued through the Architect. The Architect shall
prepare all Change Orders.
1.4.3 The Architect shall make periodic visits to the site
to faniiharize himself generally -with the progress and
quality of the Work Jnd to determine in general if the
Work is proceechng in accordance with the Contract
Documents On the basis (if his on-site observations as
an architect, he shall encieasor to guard the Owner
agarnst detects and dela tern ies in the Wwk of the Con-
tra( tor Ike ,a1r( hiter I shAlt not be re uired to make ex-
hau.stne or (011-finiunis on site inspel tents ( se( k the

or To.inliTy of HSP vvmk rnif Arr t shall nol
re..ponsible F t oncliint(m nians, methods. tech-..

nu nes, se.uci,..jiced .r for safety pretau-
tniris .i.ruji,r.ims in crinnection with the Woik, and ne
snail norlie responsible' for the Coritractor's failure to
tarry out .the Work in arsordance with the Contract
Documents.
1.4.4 Based on such 'observations at the site and -on the
Contractor's Applications for' Payment, the Architect shall
deterrnine the amount owing to the Contractor and shall
issue Certilicates for Payment in such amounts. The issu
Ance of a Certificate for Payment shall constitute a repre-
sentation by the Architect to the Owner, based on the
Architect's observations rt the site as provided in Sub-
paragraph.1.4 3 and the data comprising the Application
for Payment, that the Work has progressed.to the point
indicated, that to the best of the.Archirect's knowledge,
information and behef;I the quality of the Work is in ac-
cordance with the Contract Documents (subject to an
evaluatton of the Work for conformance with the Con-
tract Documents 'uric-in S.ubstantial Complettori, to the
results of any subsequent tests required by the Contract
Documents, to minor deviations from the Contract Docu-
ments correctable prior to completion, and to any specific
qualifications stated in the Certificate for Payment); and
that the Contractor as entitled to payment in the amount
certified. By issuing a Certificate for Payment, the Archi-
tect shall not be deemed to represent that he has made
any examination to ascertain how and for what purpose
the Contracmr has used the moneys paid on account of
the Contract Sum. .

1.4.5 The Architect shall be the interpreter of the re-
quirements of the Contract Documents and the imparti.il
judge of performanyelhereunder by both the Owner and
Contractor, andAll mak(- decisions on all .claims ot the
Owner and Cohtrartor relating thereto.
1.4.6 The Architect shall review and approve shop cliaw-
ings, samples, Jnd other submissions of the Contractor
only for confoimance with the design concept cg the
Project and for compliance with the information gitien in
the Contract Documents.
1,4.7 The Architect "shall conduct inspections to deter-
mine the Dates of Substantial Completion and final com-
pletion, and shall issue .1 final Certificate for Payment,
1.4.8 The Architect shall not be responsible for the acts
Or omisans of the Contractor, or any SubcOntractors, or
their agents or employees, or any other persons perform-
ing any of the Work

ARTICLE 2

THE OWNER'S RESPONSIBILITIES

2.1 The Ow provide full information, including
a complen rogram, garding his requirements for the
Project
2:2 The Owner s furnish fun information about .knd
Jffectsng the site, ini g J certified I.md survey, and

MA DOI UMINT PM IIIIIn VIA III) OWNFR.ARCIIITH I ,4( :et f MIN I EMI 74 EDITION AIA
2 int Aml Kt( At! V411111111 cn Alt( HIM TS, 171., NEW YORK AVE , N W . wNSPIT.44(..ULD C MICA
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ori

when &tined necessary by the A risct Soil tort reports
sr the services of a soil ensinsen
2,3 The Ovatershall furnish lab tiny tesirdnapectiore,
end reports as required by law the Contract Does-
menb.
2.4 The Owner shall furnish

i_se_cm/nimling senkes r the Period,
Ea such auditing Semiees as he may revile to amedein
how the Contactor has OW the money peld to Mtn.

2.5 The inforatab'en, survey4 anal repot reviled by
Persicarhs Z.I thr.ijs ZA inclusive shalt be iurnished at
'the Owner's supenee, and the Ar eitiket shall be wailed
to rely smile accuracy and completenesa thereof.

241 If the Ownerbeconirs aware of fey fault nr defect
in the Project or non( onlnrmance with the Contract
Docirnsitg, he shall give prompt written notice to the
Arch:tad..
2.7 The Ownerrshell furnish inturnation required of him

erperlitiously as necessary for the orderly progress of
the Work

Pt

ARTICLE 3

CONST' "*96RUCTION COST

3.1 The Construt lion Cost shall be the total cost or esti-
mated cost to the Owner of all Work designed or speci-
fied by the AV( hiter I whit h shall be deteimined as fol-
lows with precedence on the order listed
3.1.1 Fnr completed construction, the cost of all such
Work, including the cost of labor, materials and equip
ment furnished by the Owner and the cost of managing
construchon, or
3.1,2 For Work not c nnstrui ted DI the lowest bona fide
bid received from a qualified bidder for any or all of

star ii Wrok, or 121 if the Work is not bid, the bona fide
negotiated proPosal submitted for any or all of such
Work, nr
3.1.3 For Work to portrons nf the Work for which no
cur h hid Or pmpt mat is received, the latest Statement ot
Porhahle ( °noon lion C list
3.2 ( onstrio bon ( nst does not inclode the compensa-
tion' of the Architet t and he, consultants, the «nt of the
land right caws ay. or other coat Which are the responsi.
Way nf the Owner in Paragraphs 21 through 24
inc lusive

3.3 The Arr biter t cannot and dues nnt guarantee that
bids will not vary from Statements of Probable Construc
lion Cost or other cost estimates prepared by him

1'3.4 When a fixed limit of Construction Cost is estab-
lished as a cnndition of this Agreement, it shall be in
writing signed by the parties and shall include a bidding
contingency of' ten percent, and If it is exceeded by the
lowest hona tide bid or negotiated proposal. the Owner
shall Itr gwe written appuwal of an increase in such

fixed limi, 121 authroisa rebidding the Project within a
reasonable tome or lb cooperate en resrsing the Protect
to redut t.thelncliahle Construction Cost In the case of
III the ArcRio I %%Arcot additional charge, shall dis-
charge he. responsihality by modifying the Drawings and

ipeitep) ooc

Specitkadon, .and holes dens as, shall be entitled\t
compensitten en scedrisece with this Agreement. ,

ARTICLE 4

PAYMENTS TO THE ARC1IIIEC1

4.1 An hi;t t"! payment as set firth In Parswaph t she
/venom peyrnelli tendert* Agreement.
4.2 first* for Servile's shall be made monthly, in
,pnpoilion to services performed. if colopereetkot is on

s of 'a toad tee or pen:enema of construction
cost Rabat atthe completlin of eodi Pbipf. fiat the
following ?emotes* of Octets' Cöopeneation.

Oosto Pharie IS%
Constrio lion Documents Phase 75%
Bidding or Negoti3iion Phase, 10%
Construction Phase 100%

4.3 Payment for Reimbursable Expenses shall he made
monthly, Reimbursable I ripenses are in addition to com-
pensation and include actual expenditures' made by the
Architect for the Protect tor: travel and subsistence; long
distance calls; lees paid to governmental authnoties,
renderings and models required by the Owner; Owner
authruiced oyerturne, reproductions, postage and handling
of Drawings and Specifications, excluding duplicate sets
at the completion of each Phase for The Owner's review
and approval
4.4 No deductions shall be made frnm the Architect's
compensation on accounof sums withheld from pay-
ments to contractors.
4.5 If the Project is suspended Mr more than three
months or abandoned in whole or in part. the Architect
shall be paid for sersices performed prior to receipt of
such notice from the Owner together with all termination
expenses If the Protect is resumed after being suspended
for more than three months, the Architect's compensa-
tion shall be sublet t in renegotiation
4.6 Payments doe the Architect under this Agreement
shall bear interest at the legal rale commencing sixty days
after date of billing

ARTICLE 5

TERMINATION OF AGREEMENT

5.1 This Agreement may be terminated by either party
upon seven days writlegnotice should the other party
fail substantially to perfcrm in accordance with its terms
through no fault ot the party Initiating the termination.
In the event of terminatoin clue to the fault of parties
other than the Architect, the Architect shall he paid his
compensation for services performed to termination date,

including Reimbursable Expenses, plus termination
expenses
5.2 Termination eipenses are defined as Reimbursable
Expenses directly attrihutable to termination, 0.4 an
amount computed as a percentage of the total compensa-
tion earned to the time of termination as fllitIMS

A/A 00(l./MtNI cust stilintlfA7f0 MVO* Antfillf/ r At/Ms/INT MI/WARY 1/174 MIIION MA.%

5. Iea Itif INSMOIC Of Anti/MOS, 1735 NOS YON/. AVE . NW DC. 241/11,
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A\it 14 A sorpriecio miswiyOtArAGrc

/II pert ern I terrnmation int urs during the Design
Phase In
Itl pert en it termination olllirs during the Con-

titurnent, Phase . or
peoer it termination ricturs during any subse-

quent pl ase

ARTICLE 6

OWNERSHIP Of DOCUMENTS

Drays mg, and Specilication J's instruments DI service are
and shall remarn the property ot the Architect whether
the Protec t tor %%Inch they are Made is exec uted or not
they Jre not tit tiu used by the Owner on other protects
or extension. to this Rioter t eittept by agreement in writ-
ing and %silty appropriate t ompensation to the An hilec

ARTICLE 7

SUCCESSORS AND ASSIGNS

Ihe Owner Jnd the Architect each binds himself, his
p.yrtnee.. suLtessor, assigns and legal represenlalises to
the other parts to Mrs Agreement and to the partners,
since , .1.signs Jnd legal representany es of such other
party with respect to all owenants of this Agreement
Neither the Owner rior the Architect shall assign his m
terest in this Agreement without the written consent of
the other

ARTICLE 8

ARBITRATION

All dams. disputes and other matters in question be-
tsseen the parties to this Agreement, Sristng out of, or
relating to this Agreement-or the breach thereof, shall be
decided by Jantonon in accordance with the Construc-
tion Industry Arbitrition Rules of the American Arbitra-
tion As.or [anon them obtainrng unless the parties mu-
tually agree olllervose. No arbitration, arising out of, or
relating to this Agreement shall include, by consolidation,
it muter or in Jny other manner, any additicmaI party not
J ploy to thry Agreement except hy written consent con-
taiieng 'mei ifit releienielo this Agreement and signed

by all the parties hereto Any consent to arbitration in-
volying an additional party or parties shall not constitute
ionsent to athitration of any dispute not described there-
in or ssith any party nor named or described therein This
Agreement to arbitrate and arty agreement to arbitrate
with an additional party or parties duly consented to by
the parties hereto shall he specifically enforceable undet
the prevailing arbitration 16PN In no event shall the de-
mand for arbitration be made after the date when such
dispute would he barred by the applicable statute of
limitations The award rendered by the arbitrators shall
be final

ARTICLE 9

EXTENT .Of AGREEMENT

This Agreement represents the entire and integrated
agreement between the Owner and the Architect and
supersedes all prior negotiations . representations or
agreements. This Agreement 'may be amended only by
written instrument signed by both Owner and Architect

ARTICLE 10

GOVERNING LAW

This Agreement shall be governed by the law of the prin-
cipal place of business of the Architect.

. ARTICLE 11

OTHER CONDITIONS OR SERVICES

Terniivia. OA 2dQc
(-e0 5.2)1&ctil be Ilnitaci

ribumble-to
nil (AA cct skafl vt

Ikfude 1(AG
ittect ill Arhkies,.

tilos Agreement executed the day and year first written above,

A/A DOCOMINT 1101 At111121%1A111) r IS% NJ K. ARCHIT IC I At.iathltsT I (I1RUARY 14'4 EDITION AIA1.4 1111 Asif KR AN iNsti tu It Of Ala tilattS, 1715 NEW yr Ptg A14 . N Vs 1Vsstilm,ittN. DC 2000G
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Unilateral or Bilateral Contracts

Promises are either bilateral or unilateral; this is a funda.-
mental distinction and one which possesses practical impor-
tance.

A bilateral promise is one which contemplates a promise in
exchange for it. Thus, A promises to convey Blackacre to B
for $5000 if B will promise to pay $5000 for the conveyance.
A's promise is a bilateral promise because it calls for a
promise from B. If B makes the promise asked for, his is
also a bilateral promise because it is given in exchange for
a promise.

A unilateral promise is one which is given in exchange not
for a promise, but for an act. A promises B $25 if B will
repair A's automobile; A's promise is unilateral because
it calls for an act. The resulting transaction is one in
which there is a promise only on one side. In a bilateral
transaction, there is a promise on each side.

The terms in question also are frequently employed to de-
scribe offers; a bilateral offer is one which calls for a
promise; a unilateral offer is either an offer of an act for
a promise or an offer of a promise for anact.

Whether a given promise is bilateral, calling for a promise
in exchange, or unilateral, calling for an act, is a question
of fact. When the parties make their intent clear, as they
may by the proper choice of language, courts have no alter-
native but to honor that intent. In doubtful cases, however,
the courts are inclined to say that a given promise is bi-
lateral rather than unilateral. As a practical matter, bus-
iness agreements almost universally are based upon bilateral
Promise's.

Enforceability of Contracts

Promises, according to a common classification, are void,
voidable, or valid.

A void promise is orre which courts refuse to enforce. Courts
will not, for instance, enforce a promise to commit a crime.

A valid promise is a normal promise to which courts attach
normal consequences.

A voidable promise is one made under su-Ch circumstances that
its maker .enjoys the privilege of escaping liability under it.

, It is a promise, however, which courts will enforce unless the
promisor exercises his privilege to avoid it. The promise of
an infant is an illustration of a voidable promise.
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Liens

A lien is the right given by law to a creditor to have a debt
or ch-irge satisfied out of the property belonging to the,debtor.
A lien may entitle the holder (lienor) to have the realty sold
whether or not the owner,desires it. A lien necessarily arises
from the relation of debtor and creditor, and, although the
creation of that relation may have been voluntary, the enforce-
ment is wholly free of the owner's consent or agreement.

The right of a creditor to have his debt satisfied has its
origin, under common law, in the use. of personal property.
In early times, liens generally were recognized after time,
effort, or goods had been expended by laborers., mechanics,
or materialmen in the repairing or financing of another indi-
vidual's personal property. The right to a lien, under common
law, carried with it the right to "bond" or possess the per-
sonal property until the-lien was satisfied. In fact;- if
possession of the property was surrendered, the lien was deemed
discharged, or legally lost. Indeed, in such instances, pos-
session was more than nine-tenths of the law.

The theory of possession was so strongly entrenched under common
law that even the earliest and most obvious liens on real pro-
perty--those supported by mortgage debts--were not recognized
as liens, unless title and possession Were transferred to the
lienor or creditor. This mortgage lien theory,. although mod-
ified as to possession and control, is still adhered to in
the mortgage "title" states, where the use of the mortgage
deed is mandatory.

The 'Men laws affecting real property, as practiced today,
have their origin in statutory provisions enacted by each
state in the Union. Under these Taws, liens against real
property are enforceable in one form or another, even though
possession,_control, ar title remains with.the debtor, until
physical and legal disposition of the property is made by
the court.

Liens are of two types: specific and. general.

A general lien affects all the property of the debtor.
A specific lien affects only a.certain piece or pieces of
property.

5r
The following liens are of the specific type:
1. Mortgages
2. Taxes, assessments, and water charges
3. Mechanic's liens
4. Vendee's liens
5. Vendor's liens
6. Surety bail bond liens
7. Attachments
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General liens include:
1. Judgments (state and federal)
2. Decedent's debts
3. Inheritance tax liens (state and federal)
4. Corporation franchise tax liens.

Mechanic's Liens C--

The mechanic's lien ls purely statutory, having no origin in
common law or equity, Lt may.be defined,as a security claim
given by statute to(sithose who perform labor or furnish mater7
ial in the improveOtent of real property. Predicated on the
principle of unjUst enrichment, laws have been enacted by the
various.state legislatures recognizing the claims of material-
men and laborers a4ainist the prOperty to which they have added
value. This rightto 'a mechanic's lien is in addition to the
right or action a,gainst the person who made the contract of
employant or purWles'e. The lien is specific, as it affects
only 'the property benefited and As governed by the provisions
of the statute under which the right is obtained. The entire
subject of mechanic's liens is highly technical; the laws vary
materially in the different states; and everyone dealing with
alterations or improvements to real estate should secure from
an attorney in his own communitylegal° advice as to his rights
and obligations.

Filing a Mechanic's lien. Mechanic's-liens may be filed by a
contractor, subcontractor, laboreik., or Materialman. The notice
of lien must be filed during progress of the work and the fur-
nishing of the materials or withirCa specified period (generally
three months) after completion of the contract, final perfor-
mance of the work,*or final furnishing of materials. A mechan-
ic's lien is usually asserted through the filing of a notice
of the claim with the county clerk. This notice must be under
oath of the lienor or his agent and myst set-forth the claim
in detail and substantially in form aS follows:

Claim of Lion

STATF OF
INTy OF

Berme me. the undersigned authority, personally appeared
who being duly .sl's,orn, says that he is the lienor herein for (agent) (attorney)
()I the lienor herehti whose address is

. and that in pursuance of a contract with
lienor urnished labor, services, or materials consisting of

on the following described real property in
County, of oWned by ............,

of a total vane of . of which there remains
unpaid S.. e1. and furnished the first of the same on
19., and the last of the same on . I9..,, and (if the lien is
claimed by one not in privitydirect contactwith the owner) that the lienor
served his notice of claim.to owntr on 19._ , by - --

.Sworn to :Ind subscribed before me this ............. (lay of
19

Noi.lry Piihli
My Commission expires. 36S



In many states, in order to perfect the rig[q to a mechanic's
lien claim, the statutory regulations provide for the recording
of a notice of commencement of contract work with the clerk
of records and for the posting of a certified copy thereof on
the premises. Such notice identifies the'parties
the property affected,"and the work to be performed. Where
such constructive notice is mandatory, work, that is, the im-
provements described, must be commenced within a stipulated
time (generally thirty days); otherwise such notice is void
and of nu legal consequence.

TRe'right to file a mechanic"s lien is given ot only to the
contractor dealing directly with the owner of the property, but
also to the subcontractors. In Massachusetts, Pennsylvania,
and several other states, the owner's property can be held for
materials and labor supplied by a subcontractor in accordance
with the provisions of the original contract. The law impOseS
upon the owner the obligation of seeing that the subcontractors
are being paid by the general contractor, in order to avOid
liens upon his property.and additional costs for the work per-
formed. In most states the law is that the subcontractor is
entitled to a lien om the property by virtue of his subrogation .

to the rights of the contractor-in-chief. Subcontractors under
this Tule can hold the owner's.property only for the amount due
under theAain contract--the one to which the owner is a party.'
If however, the main comtract calls for installment payments--
that is, payments at certain periods or at-certain stages of
the work--and the owner anticipates these payments, he may be
held by subcontractors for the amount so anticipated. They
can rely on his making payments only according to schedule,
and he devfates therefrom at his peril. Owners May also be
held for payment of work done on their property with their
consent and approval, either expressed or implied, even though
the contract for the work was made by some other person, such.
as-a tenant. The owner is not liable, however, for work done
by a tenant without his knowledge or consent, nor is a remain-
derman usually liable for work done by a life tenant, and in
such cases liens cannot be enforced agaLnst the owner's or
remainderman's property.

In New York State, orders on payment (assignments of money due)
are often encountered in connection with building loan mortgages.
Althoulh Rot creating a lien when filed, they nevertheless Should
not be ignored. Because a mechanic's lien, subsequently filed,
might be superior to all advances made after the filing of the
order, the lender is wise to insist that it first be satisfied
and discharged of record.

Protection Against False Claims. To protect the owner frdm
false claims by subcontractors with whom the owner is factually
or legally not "in privity",, statutory requirements make it man-
datory for sucft lienors to serve a notice on the owner either
before commencing the furnishing of services or delivery of
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materials or within a specified time (thirty to forty fiveAlays
in most jurisdictions). To further safeguard the owner against
claims of liens subsequent to meeting specified contract pay-
ments, the owner, as a rule, has the right to withhold the
final payment (10 percent or more of the contract price) and
to nequire the general contractor to furnish an affidavit
stating that all subcontractors,,laborers, and materialmen
have been paid in full. The furnishing of Sikch affidavit is
generally a,prerequisite to the institutioniof any 'suit to
enforce a claim of lien. Unless enforced as noted below,
liens expire after a lapse of one year, unless renewed for a
further period by court order. The filing of the lien gives
notice of it to all dealing with the property, and is good
against all except those whose rights are prior as shown by
the public records. The lien is not affected by unrecorded -

instruments and takes precedence over a deed or mortgage given
prior to, but not rectirded until after, the filing of the lien.

A mechanic's lien is enforced by foreclosure. The fore osure
is a legal action against the owner and.thoSe whose clal1ts
against the property are inferior to the lienor's. A judgment
of the court in favor of the lienor orders the sale of. the
property by an offAcer of the court, the payment into court of
the moneys realized at such sale, a marshaling of those claims
against the property that have been affected by the foreclosure,
and a payment'of the claims in their proper order.

The right to file a lien is an important one to mechanics apd
materialmen. They can ascertain the,ownership of the property
from the public records and can also find iheamount of mort-
gages or the liens against it. This information assists them
in determining whether or not to extend credit to the owner of
the property. With due care, losses through bad debts can be
kept to a minimum. Some states give greater protection to
mechanic's lien claimamts tham others. Most states, however,
follow a middle road, favoring neither the mechanic's lien
claimant nor the mortgagee. In states such as Illinbis, Maine,
and Massachusetts, where mechanic's liens are offeredthe
greatest protection, objections may be raised on the grounds
that such stringent laws discourage building operations, es-
pecially those of a speculative kind. New byilAings are often
financed by means of building loan mortgages. It is reasonable
to assume that mortgagees will not be attracted to the buildiro
loan market should they find that the law protects the mechanAc.'s
lienor to the mortgagee's Aetriment.

The filing of mechanici's liens against a building in course of
construction may or may not be an indication of the.inability
of the owner to meet his obligations, because frequently coll-
tractors and materjalmen file liens for protection against the
possibility that other claims may arise during the course of
construction. The important thing for all persons interested
in the operation is to get the building finished. It is then
capable of producing an income and'is more readily salable.
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Building loan mortgages are advancedfrom time to time during
consteuction, and in some states (New York,.for example)-ad-
vances made by, a mortgagee before mechanic's liens are filed
are prior in lien ,to the claims of those who performed the
work., and furnished the materials. Cessation of work on the
büflding often results in a foreclosure of the building loan
mortgage and a consequent loss .to the contractors.

R.ight& of Lienors and Others. The construction of a new build-
ing,,or the making of any other improveMent to real propertY,
cause& to arise certain legal rights and duties of the parties
involved. The principal parties are the owner, the contractor,
and thd mortgagee. All of these rights and duties are clearly
defined by the statutes of the several states and should be
familiar to the parties or to those who act for them'. The
owner (of- the one _in pos.session, ordering the workz as in.,the
case of work done for a tenant) must ee.tnat he lrves up to
the provisions of the contract, especially those concerning '-

payments, and must take notice of subcontractor's claims when
legally brought to his attention. He must ascertain the pro-
visions of law regarding any money he.receives from mortgages,
.some laws being very specific in disposing of his duty toward
such moneys. The laws of,several states provide that alT moneys
advanced to the owner are trust funds that will be used exclu-
siVely for the payment of contractors tnd materialmen. *The
contractor,-that is, the one who does the work or furnisheS the
material,'should safegserd his rights by-complying with the
statute should it be necessary to file a notice of his lien.
He must also recognize the rights of other lienors and the duty,
or advantage it may be to him, of acting in conjunction with .

them for the protection of all. The law may provide that the
job.may be taken 'over and finished by the 1-lehors, in .view of
'the advantage of such a'ction to all in inferest. Mortgagees
must exercise care that all papers in connection with their-
loans are properly prepared and filed, that advances are made "

during the course of construction in accordance with-the agree-
enJ.or the loan, and that careful attention is given to all
ac ual and constructive notices of mechanic's liens. One in--
tent of a mechanic's lien law is to compel, Ss far as possible,'
the application of mortgage money to the Oyment of the cost
of.the improvement for which it was advanced.

Discharge of Mechanic's" Lien. "A)flechanic's lien in'most states,
.may be dis"charged or become noneffective as follows:

1. By payment, and by a,certificate Zr satisfaction piece eX-.
.40,0 ecuted and acknowledged by the lienor and duly filed in

the'county clerk'S office.

2. By expiration, which owurs after the lapse of a certain
period 9f time,generally one or two years after filing6,
anless an action to foreclose it or an action to foreclose
a mortgage on the property has been begun within that period.
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3. By an order of the court vacating or canceling the lien for
neglect to prosecute it. This order may be obtained by
service of notice by the owner on the lienor requiring the
lienor to commence an action to foreclose the lien within
a specified time, not re--ss than thirty days. The claim of
thel-ienor may be disputed by the owner, and he may take
this course in order that the claim ay lye tried in court,
or the lien canceled. If the courst order fs obtained,
the record of the lien will be marked "Dis'charged by Order
of the Court".

4. By filing of a bond approved by the court. The bond may be
thAt of'two or more personal sureties or of a surety company.
The record of the lien is marked "Discharged by Bond"; the
property is'freed from the lien, and the lienor has recourse
to the bond.

By deposit of money into court. Before an action is com-
menced on a lien,.the amount claimed with interest to date4
of deposit may be deposited with the county clerk. After
an action has been commenced, the amount deposited'shall
be such a sum as in the judgment of the-court will cover
the amount of any judgment that may be recovered in the
action'. The lien is marked "Discharged by Payment".

Other Specific Liens

Vendee's Lien. When the seller (vendor) defaults, the pur-
chaser (vendee) has.a lien for the money paid under theacon-
tract of.sale. .The lien also extends to sums spent by the
purchaser in improving the premises but does not include the
cost of title examination. For that reasdn this item-is often
made a lien by the terms of the contract. Being an equitable
lien, it is enforceable by foreclosure.

Vendor's Lien. A vendor's lien is also an equitable lien,-one
of the first to be recognized by most states. It arises when
the seller,conveys a piece of real property to the purchaser
and does not receive tile entire purchase price at that time.
The seller has a lien for the unpaid balance. ForecloSure is'
the-means of enforcing the lten,'but such remedy is in addition
to tbose that the seller may have at law.

Attachments. Anoiher form of lien on real property is the.at--
tachment, which tse a statutory privilege given to ,p plaintiff
or.complainant ifi the courts in,an action for money'damages
before any judgment is procured. In some states every plain-
tiff in every.action may file an attachment against the defend-
ant's property. Most states,.however, give the plaintiff this
privilege only forspecific cause: generally for the nonresi-'
dence of the'defendant, or his removal, or threatened removal,
of property from the stAte, or for his obtaining credit on the
baSis of a false financial statement made in writing. By
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filing an attachmetit, the plaintiff in,the action virtually
insures himself that there will be some.property &Lit of which
the judgment could be paid.if the action is successful.

In order to protect the defendant, the plaintiff obtaining the
writ of attachment must file a bond in writing that iflithe de-
fendant wins, the plaintiff will pay all.costs and damages that
the defendant may suffer because of the attachment.

An attachment, once file, lasts until the action has been dis-
posed of. If the plaintiff wins, the lien of attachment is
discharged. If the defendant against whom the attachment lien
has been filed wishes to sell his property during the pendency
of the action, he may file a bond equal in amount to the
plaintiff's demand, plus costs. The county clerk would then
mark tlie attachment lien "Discharged by Bond".

General Liens

Corporation Franchise Tax. In most states every corporation
-is taxed annually on its franchise, or right to do business
in the state. There are various methods of computing the
aanunt of the tax. It is usually based on the amount of capital,
or capital stock, or net income of the corporation. The tax is
a general lien on the property of the corporation and can be
enforced against it.

Judgments. A judgment is the determination of the rights.of
parties through an action at law. It may originate in either
state or federal courts. Not all judgments are money judgments,
but only those that give a money award are considered here.
Judgments for the Oayment of money, when properly docketed,
become Oneral liens on all property of the debtor. The judg-
ment docket is the book or register kept by the county clerk in
which is entered a record of all judgments of which the clerk
has been furnished with a transcript. The docket is arranged
alphabetically according to debtors. qlhen a search is made for
liens against a property, it is important to examine the judg-
ment docket to see if there are any judgments against those
who now own, or for a certain time prior have owned, the pro-
perty. ),

A judgment is enforced by exe6ution aul by the sale of any
property of the debtor that may be found. Execution is aAwrit
_directed to the sheriff, the executive officer of the court.
This writ authorizes him to. seize the debtor's property and to
sell s.o mush of it as may be required to pay the judgment plus
tnsidental expenses. The property may be real or personal.,
If there real property apparently owned by the debtor, the
lheriff, after legal advertising, offars to the highest bidder
all- of the debtor's right, title, and interest of,,in 'and to
the 'property. This interest may be subs-tpntial or it may be

5
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nominal, or even nothing at all. The buyer at such a sale
ascertains this at his own risk before making a bid. Whet
is of interest in this discussion 4s that the judgment is a
lien on the debtor's real property and that such property may
be sold against his will by an officer of the court.

A judgment, as a lien on property, attaches '. in some states when
rendered, in others when recorded or dockeed, and in still
others upon issuance of the writ of execution. The lien at
taches to all land held,by the defendance and remains in effect
for a statutory period of time, generally about 'ten years after
the date when the judgment is perfeCted. Under certain circum-
stances the lien may be renewed, but we seldom find this donA.
If,the debtor pays a judgment, he is entitled to a formal re-
ceipt called a satisfaction piece. This satisfaction piece
is filed wtth the cdunty clerk, who, upon its-receipt, marks
"Satisfied" against the record of'the judgment on the docket.
Many'judgments, after being obtained in a lower court, are
reversed on appeal 0 a higher court. Pending the appeal
the debtor may fil*'.'ya tond, approved by the court, in order
to free his proper4Wfrom the lien Of the judgment. The
judgment.in such Ocas'e is marked "Suspended on Appeal".
Judgments obtained in any federal court, as a rule, must be
docketed in,the county wherein the real estatepis situated
in order to effectuate the lien of the,judgment ttlereon.

Priority of Liens

The usual rule as to prioritY of liens is that they rank in
the order of their filing or recording in the office of the
proper officials. A mortgage recorded yesterday has prece-
dence over one recorded today, and both are prior in lien to
a mechanic's lien that may be filed tomorrow, unless by its
terms the mortgage is made subordinate thereto. In many states,
however, there is no priority as among mechanic's lienors,
even though the liens have been filed at variOus times during
the course of construction. As to judgments, there is an ex-
ception to the r le of priority liens: a judgment is not good

',.te'?against the ri t of those claiming under a deed or mortgage
actually deliv red before the date of-docket of theijudgment,
even though the deed or mortgage has not ,been recorded. The
reason for this exception is that the recording laws protect
innocent purchasers and mortgagees for value, and such, it may
be presumed, are those who trold the deeds and mortgages. Th4.'y

parted with value when the deed or mortgage was delivered tO
them, and they Telied upon the record title in doing so. The.

same would be true of a purchaser who had a contract to buy
but had not yet received his deed. The creditor wh.o secures,
a judgment does so regardless of what a debtor may0or may
not own; he asserts an existing claib in an action at law,
and Wien he secures his' judgmelit it becomes a lien on what .

the debtor actually owns at that time. It must o:f course be
recognized that deeds and mortgage's given or contracts en-
tered into to defraud creditors may be set asider, and that

n
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reference is here made only to those given in good faith jor
value. It must also be noted that the lien of all taxes and
assessments imposed by any governmental authority is superior
to every other lien regardless Of the date of the lien or its
record4ng. Of course, the relative rank of any two or.more
liens can be changed by agreement between the holders of them.
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